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Author : Ajit Kamal  
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra  
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39 Title : Organizational role stress  
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42 Title: Cardiorespiratory adjustments to exercise and anaerobic threshold in young females
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Degree: Ph.D. Sports Sciences
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Collatin: 201 p.
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Accn No.: 341482

43 Title: Somatotype and proportionality profiles of adult of some traditional occupational groups of Punjab
Author: Ajitpal Singh
Guide: S.P.Singh
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Degree: Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 132 p.; 28 cm.
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Class No: G9D:2.236 P4
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44 Title: A comparative study of personality traits of players and non-players (Foot Ball)
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45 Title: Gandhi's concept of trusteeship
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46 Title: Socio-economic background of trade union leadership
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47 Title : Measurements of inner shell photoionization cross-sections characteristic X-ray energy region  
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48 Title : Photoelectric absorption of low energy photons  
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Guide : B.S.Sood  
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49 Title : The prevention of corruptiion act, 1988  
Sub.Ttl. : an appraisal  
Author : Aman Inder Singh  
Guide : S.S.Khehra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2008  
Collatin : 202 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4563.2.81)  
Class No : Z2,5Y.N88 P8  
Accn No. : 342860, Th

50 Title : Freedom of inter-state, trade and commerce under Indian constitution  
Sub.Ttl. : a study  
Author : Aman Preet Kaur  
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 258 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4578.2)  
Class No : Z2(X:54).N9 P3  
Accn No. : 341950

51 Title : Freedom of inter-state, trade and commerce under Indian constitution  
Sub.Ttl. : a study  
Author : Aman Preet Kaur  
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X:50gZ2.N5 P3  
Accn No. : 341957

52 Title : Police reforms in Punjab : a study  
Author : Amandeep  
Guide : Geetinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil.Pub. Adm.  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 162 p; 26 cm.  
Class No : W,8:(Y:4:61).236 P7  
Accn No. : 342920(Th)

53 Title : British writings on Punjab economy (1849-1947)  
Sub.Ttl. : historiographical analysis(With CD-2525)  
Author : Amandeep Kaur  
Guide : Navtej Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. History  
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Collatin : xxxv, 255 p. ; 28 cm.  
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Title: Development of electrochemical biosensor based diagnostic kit for monitoring insulin (with CD-1626)

Author: Amandeep Kaur
Guide: Neelam Verma
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Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 174 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: GZ:4293:460aE:26 P7
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Title: Direct electrochemical synthesis of coordination compounds of copper(II) Halides

Author: Amandeep Kaur
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Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 92 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: E1:26-4 Q1
Accn No.: 343430

Title: Fair and free elections

Sub.Ttl.: role of Election Commission

Author: Amandeep Kaur
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 116 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V2:91.P1 P6
Accn No.: 342378, Th

Title: Globalization

Sub.Ttl.: impact on nation state

Author: Amandeep Kaur
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Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 249 p.; 28 cm.
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Accn No.: 342379,Th

63 Title: A study of aids awareness and impact of education among rural and urban females of Punjab (with CD-1361)  
Author: Amandeep Kaur  
Guide: D.P.Bhatnagar, Harsurinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Bio.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2006  
Collatin: 323 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: 525.1  
Class No.: L:42340gT55-9(Y31).236 P6  
Accn No.: 342389,Th

64 Title: Study of reproductive biology and diversity of Acacia Nilotica (Linn.) Willd. ex Del. from North-West India  
Author: Amandeep Kaur  
Guide: V.K.Singhal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Botany  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 258 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No.: I95124:67 P2  
Accn No.: 341925

65 Title: Violation of women rights  
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Punjab  
Author: Amandeep Kaur  
Guide: Inderjit Singh Sethi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Sci.  
Accp.Yr.: 2003  
Class No.: V236:58(Y15).P1 P3-P3;2  
Accn No.: 342106-342108,Th

66 Title: Punjab Finance Commission emerging issues  
Author: Amandeep Singh  
Guide: Tiwana, S.S.  
Univ/Fac: Faculty of ARTs and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)  
Degree: M.Phil. (Pub.Admin)  
Accp.Yr.: 2003  
Collatin: 152 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: (3551.1)  
Class No.: W,8:3(X7).236.P1 P3  
Accn No.: 342052,Th
67 Title: Studies on the incidence of myiasis among domestic mammals in the state of Punjab (With CD 342996)
Author: Amandeep Singh
Guide: Devinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 122 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No: K97:12.236 P8
Accn No.: 342996

68 Title: Violation of women rights in Punjab since 1990 (with CD -2042)
Author: Amandip Kaur
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pol Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 255 P. ; 28 cm.
Class No: V236:58(Y15).P1 P9
Accn No.: 343288, Th

69 Title: Mushroom flora of Patiala and its surrounding areas
Author: Amanjeet Kaur
Guide: S.S.Saini, N.S.Atri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: v.p. ; 30 cm.
Class No: I2375.236911 P0
Accn No.: 341559

70 Title: Studies on the life history and chaetotaxy of some moth species (Lepidoptera : Heterocera) from Punjab (India)
Author: Amanpal Kaur
Guide: H.S.Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 409 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes: 463.1.1,
Class No: K867:12.236 P4
Accn No.: 342121

71 Title: One-Pot microwave assisted synthesis of some pyrimidine derivatives
Author: Amanpreet Kaur
Guide: Balbir Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 56 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: E7:4(CM65) P9
Accn No.: 343169, Th

72 Title: Studies in azomethines cycloaddition reactions of N-Sulphhydralanine and N-(a-Cyano-a-Aryl)-methylanilines
Author: Amanpreet Kaur
Guide: Raman K.Verma, Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 66 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: E5-8,537 P9
Accn No.: 343171, Th
73 Title : Marketing strategies of hosiery manufacturing companies in post quota regime (with CD-2420)
Author : Amanpreet Singh
Guide : G.S. Batra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. (Management)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 296 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(M72):51.2.P1 Q0
Accn No. : 343523, Th

Title : Consumer Perception of Reliability of Electric power systems in Punjab
Author : Amar Inder Singh
Guide : Gurdip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.
& Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : vp.; 27 cm.
Class No : X1:321:(D66).236.N9 P1
Accn No. : 341710

Title : Correlates of job satisfaction among different professionals
Author : Amar Singh
Guide : T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 276p.
Notes : (3664)
Class No : X:91 M5
Accn No. : 48802

Title : A critical analysis of clemency laws in India
Author : Amardeep Kaur
Guide : Manjit S.Nijjar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 228 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4536.21)
Class No : Z2:(S:57).P1 P7
Accn No. : 342742

Title : Offences punishable with death sentence in India
Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis
Author : Amardeep Singh
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 249 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (4575.11)
Class No : Z2,9511 P8
Accn No. : 342851, Th

Title : Taxonomic revision of families Argidae, Climbicidae
d and Diprionidae... from India
Author : Amarinder Singh
Guide : M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 210 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 428
Class No : K864:11.2 N1-N1;2
Accn No. : 49944-49945 340049

Title : Organisation and working of Rural Development Agency in Patiala District
Author : Amarita Pritam
Guide : Harcharan Singh Punia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Sub. on : 1983
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : ix, 105p.
Class No : Y31:7:7.236911 M5
Accn No. : 340641(Ref.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Status, problems and prospects of physical education and sports in professional institutions of Punjab</td>
<td>Amarjeet Kaur</td>
<td>Meenakshi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Edu. &amp; Infor. Science)</td>
<td>Ph.D (Education)</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>213 p.; 23 cm.</td>
<td>MY.d.236 P4</td>
<td>342172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Amarjeet Kaur</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>A comparative study of socio-psychological traits of champion &amp; non-champion boxers at different levels of competition</td>
<td>Amarjeet Singh</td>
<td>Agyajit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>164 p.; 30cm.</td>
<td>MY241:(S) N9-N9;1</td>
<td>341442-341450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>A study to compare the efficacy of various combinations of premedicants with Hyoscine to see the safety index of vol. anaesthetic agents (Trilene and Halothane)</td>
<td>Amarjeet Singh</td>
<td>M.S. Kohli, K.S. Ahluwalia</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Facukty of Medicine)</td>
<td>M.S. Anaesthesiology</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>82 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>L:17:63 L8-L8;1</td>
<td>46844-46875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>A critical appraisal of Lokpal system with special reference to the state of Punjab</td>
<td>Amajrit Kaur</td>
<td>B.S. Malhi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>197 p.; 30 cm.</td>
<td>W,8:(X:89S).236.N9 P0-P0;1</td>
<td>341591-341592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>Existentialist approaches to religion</td>
<td>Amarjit Kaur</td>
<td>Gurharan Singh Sandhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities &amp; Religious St.)</td>
<td>M.Phil</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>137 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>R300Q M4;1</td>
<td>49304</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
87 Title: Physico-Chemical & Radio-Analytical study of water pollution
Author: Amarjit Kaur
Guide: H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 246p.
Notes: (242)
Class No: E210:3:(D854) N3
Accn No.: 340833

88 Title: Relationship between body types and tension
Author: Amarjit Kaur
Guide: Sowarn Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 42 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:560a1:2 L0
Accn No.: 45229

89 Title: The role of executive officer in Municipal Administration
Sub.Ttl.: A case study of Patiala Municipality
Author: Amarjit Kaur
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 111p.
Class No: V236911,61-8:3y7 L4;1
Accn No.: 46400

90 Title: A study of socially popular and socially isolated students of 11th class, their relation to academic achievement, personality traits, physical health and economic level
Author: Amarjit Kaur
Guide: T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: M.A.(Ed.Commu.Serv)
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 91 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2784)
Class No: T2:50aY L2-L2;1
Accn No.: 48250 152724

91 Title: Concept of Hukam in Sikh sacred literature with special reference to moral responsibility of men
Author: Amarjit Singh
Guide: Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi university, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A(English)
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 126 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q:-352 L6
Accn No.: 46267,7Th

92 Title: Energy productivity and energy efficiency in Punjab agriculture
Author: Amarjit Singh
Guide: R.S.Ghuman
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 197p.
Class No: X8(J):2721.236 N2
Accn No.: 340907

93 Title: Social and economic implications of technological breakthrough in Punjab agriculture
Author: Amarjit Singh
Guide: A.S.Kahlon
Univ/Fac: Punjab Agricultural Univ.Ludhiana(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 131p.
Class No: Y:1.236ogJ:(D) L6;1
Accn No.: 46478(Ref.) 46479
94 Title: Right to personal liberty and judicial activism  
Author: Amarjot Kaur  
Guide: G.S. Bajwa  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 207 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4543)  
Class No: Z2,1; (W:511) N2-N2;1  
Accn No.: 340297  
340406

95 Title: Abeenteeism  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Absenteeism in M&S Meters and Instruments Pvt.Ltd. Chandigarh  
Author: Amarjyoti Kaur  
Guide: V.P. Sharma  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)  
Degree: M.Com  
Accp.Yr.: 1989  
Class No: X:954 M9  
Accn No.: 340643

96 Title: Electrophysiological and biochemical study of Zinc-Induced experimental epilepsy in the rat brain  
Author: Ambica Rani  
Guide: Tarlok Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr.: 1987  
Collatin: 142 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: 489  
Class No: K972oaL71:453:626 M7  
Accn No.: 49237

97 Title: Applications of acoustic sounder in environmental impact assessment program over India (With CD-2565)  
Author: Amit Kumar  
Guide: Baljit Singh H.N. Dutta  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 209 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No: C3:7ogG:55.2 P9  
Accn No.: 343661, Th

98 Title: Implementation of the right to legal aid in criminal cases with special reference to the state of Punjab (with CD-1724)  
Author: Amita  
Guide: Gurpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: Ph.D. Law  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 553 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: (4583.1)  
Class No: Z236,5.P1 P7  
Accn No.: 342706, Th

99 Title: Physical growth, physiological maturity and developmental age in children belonging to two socio-economic groups  
Author: Amita Kumar  
Guide: D.P. Bhatnagar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1989  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 211p.  
Class No: L:70qY m9;1  
Accn No.: 49803 (Ref.)  
341104 (Ref.)
100 Title : Behaviour problems of Primary School children as perceived by their teachers and parents
Author : Amita Rani
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatinn : 196p.
Notes : (2943)
Class No : T2:(SNI) N8-N8;2
Accn No. : 341258(Ref.)
341323
341335

101 Title : Rights of the detenu detained under preventive detention law
Author : Amita Sharma
Guide : Daljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatinn : 219 p. ; 25 cm.
Notes : (4524)
Class No : Z,9531.N7 M5
Accn No. : 340502(Ref.)

102 Title : Pictures and words as stimuli in paired associate learning
Author : Amreeta
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil(Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatinn : 89 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2593)
Class No : T4,3 L9
Accn No. : 47891
48176

103 Title : Impact of emergency on fundamental right to freedom under the constitution of India
Author : Amrik Singh
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : L.L.M
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatinn : 291p.
Accn No. : 340366

104 Title : Job analysis of the duties of physical education directors in the college of Punjab state
Author : Amrik Singh
Guide : Hitwant Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Phy.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1964
Collatinn : 82 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3098)
Class No : T42;6:(X:91).236 K4
Accn No. : 45016

105 Title : Organisation and functions of improvement trust Khanna (Ludhiana)
Author : Amrik Singh
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatinn : 150p.
Class No : W68(NB):3.23696K M8
Accn No. : 49983

106 Title : Taxonomic revision of subfamilies nematinae and heterarthrini (Hymenoptera:Symphyta:Tenthredinidae)
Author : Amrik Singh
Guide : Malkiat Singh Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1994
107  Title    : Women leadership in Panchayati Raj : a study of Faridkot district  
Author   : Amrinder Kaur  
Guide    : Sharma, Satish Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil.(Pol.Sci.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 181 p. ; 30 cm.  
Notes    : 429
Class No : K864:11.2 N4  
Accn No. : 341000

108  Title    : Women leadership in Panchayati Raj institutions in Punjab (with CD-1702)  
Author   : Amrinder Kaur  
Guide    : Dalbir Kaur Bajwa  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D Pol.Sci.  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 312 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes    : (3538.1)
Class No : W,64:3(Y15).236912 P2-P2;1
Accn No. : 341699

109  Title    : Political ideas of Shaheed Bhagat Singh  
Author   : Amrinder Singh  
Guide    : Surender Kaur Goraya  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil.Pol.Science  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 116 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : 429
Class No : WxN07 P9
Accn No. : 342948

110  Title    : Critical study of the educational Philosophy of the Sikh Gurus  
Author   : Amrit Kaur  
Guide    : Chanana,P.S  
Univ/Fac : punjabi University,Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sci)  
Degree   : Ph.D(Education)  
Accp.Yr. : 1980  
Collatin : 278 p. ; 28cm.  
Notes    : 342948
Class No : Q:-33:(T) M0
Accn No. : 47993

111  Title    : Hegemony and its challengers : a study of Wole Soyinka's works  
Author   : Amrit Kaur  
Guide    : G.R.Kataria  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree   : Ph.D. English  
Accp.Yr. : 2000  
Collatin : 272 p. ; 30 cm.  
Class No : O-,3N34:g(W88.654) P0
Accn No. : 341569

112  Title    : Analytical applications of some organic Thio compounds  
Author   : Amrit Lal  
Guide    : A.L.J. Rao  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1981  
Collatin : 53 p. ; 27cm.  
Notes    : (255)
Class No : E5:3 M1
Accn No. : 47817

113  Title    : Life insurance marketing  
Sub.Ttl. : case study of Patiala  
Author   : Amrit Pal Kaur  
Guide    : Pardeep Sahni
Title: Physical growth & sexual maturation of Jat-Sikh girls of middle & lower socio-economic classes
Author: Amrit Pal Kaur
Guide: S.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 199+103p.
Class No: L:7obY73(P153) N4
Accn No.: 340916

Title: Population awareness among post-graduate students in relation to family size and family structure
Author: Amrit Pal Kaur
Guide: Jaswant Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 79 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 460
Class No: T45:2(Y2:5) M5-M5;1
Accn No.: 48990-48991

Title: Taxonomic studies of subfamilies arctiinae & lithosiinae (Arctiidae: lepidoptera from North-East & North-West India
Author: Amritpal Singh
Guide: Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 896 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 460
Class No: K 867.2 N7
Accn No.: 341242

Title: Exploring novel pharmacological interventions for experimental peripheral neuropath (with CD-2957)
Author: Amteshwar Singh
Guide: Nirmal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Pharma Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2012
Collatin: 156 p.; ill.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343842, Th

Title: An Inquiy into the various types of behaviour problems of orphan students studying in Gandhi Vanite Ashram High and basic school in Jullundur
Author: Anand Santosh
Guide: V.P. Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1965
Collatin: 120 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3188)
Class No: T9(Y:432):(S).23694 K5
Accn No.: 48873

Title: Burnout syndrome as a function of self-efficacy, ego-strength and work environment in industrial setup
Author: Anand, Archana Preet
Guide: B.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 182 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:50aX8(A):89MA P1
Accn No.: 341782
120 Title: Incidence, seasonal abundance and nature of damage caused by the important pests of Cauliflower in Districts of Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ludhiana and Patiala

Author: Anand, Harish Chander

Guide: S.S. Dhillon

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)

Degree: M.Sc. Zoology

Accp.Yr.: 1977

Collatin: v.p. ; 28 cm.

Notes: 393

Class No: J361:438.236.N7 L7

Accn No.: 46590

121 Title: A study of energy intake and expenditure of elite Indian athletes of selected sporting activities (with CD-1449)

Author: Anand, Harmeet

Guide: M.S. Sohal

Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)

Degree: Ph.D. (Physio)

Accp.Yr.: 2006

Collatin: 432 p.; 28 cm.

Class No: MY2:41642.2 P6

Accn No.: 342468, Th

122 Title: Study of industrial organisation and labour management relations in the cimmco factory at Bharatpur (Raj)

Author: Anand, Ram Saran

Guide: B.S. Soni

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)

Degree: Diploma

Accp.Yr.: 1979

Pub/Unpu: u

Collatin: 50p.

Notes: (4147)

Class No: X95,8(D6):9.28289C L9

Accn No.: 48686, 48749

123 Title: Master Tara Singh and Punjabi Suba

Author: Anant Bir Kaur

Guide: Kirpal Singh

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)

Degree: M.A.

Accp.Yr.: 1972

Collatin: 108 p.; 27 cm.

Accn No.: 343088, Th/KS

124 Title: Master Tara Singh and Punjabi Suba

Author: Anant Bir Kaur

Guide: Kirpal Singh

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)

Degree: M.A.

Accp.Yr.: 1972


Class No: V236,4N20y7MB5 L2

Accn No.: 45357

125 Title: Screening, characterization and determination of secondary structure of a novel rhamnosidase

Author: Anee Kaur

Guide: Munish Ouri

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)

Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology

Accp.Yr.: 2009

Collatin: 134 p.; 28 cm.

Class No: GZ:(E982) P9

Accn No.: 343364, Th
126 Title  : Socio-personal determinants of social problems as perceived by educated adults of Punjab (with CD-1774)  
Author   : Aneet Kumar  
Guide    : Bawa, S.K.  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)  
Degree   : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 156 p.; 29 cm.  
Class No : T3:(Y4).236 P7  
Accn No. : 342769, Th

127 Title  : The rights of prisoners with special reference to human rights in India  
Author   : Angrish, Jyoti  
Guide    : Gurpreet Pannu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 214 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (3504.1.1)  
Class No : W:58(X:9Q).2 P3  
Accn No. : 342019, Th

128 Title  : Housing finance in urban Punjab  
Author   : Anil Kumar  
Guide    : Vishwa Mittar G.P. Miglani  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D.Economics  
Accp.Yr. : 2001  
Collatin : 294 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (4418.1)  
Class No : Y33:81.236.N9 P1  
Accn No. : 341781, Th

129 Title  : Investigations of physical parameters for X-Ray production cross sections using edxrf technique (with CD-2905)  
Author   : Anil Kumar  
Guide    : Sanjiv Puri  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering and Technology)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 2012  
Collatin : 152 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : C53:74 Q2  
Accn No. : 343800, Th

130 Title  : Joule Thomson coefficient and density dependence  
Author   : Anil Kumar  
Guide    : S.C. Gupta  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr. : 1979  
Collatin : 53p.  
Notes    : (135)  
Class No : C4:7 L9  
Accn No. : 47612

131 Title  : Organisation and working of Election Commission of India  
Author   : Anil Kumar  
Guide    : Narinder K. Dogra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)  
Degree   : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 165p.  
Accn No. : 341368

132 Title  : Organisation and working of Election Commission of India  
Author   : Anil Kumar  
Guide    : Narinder K. Dogra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)  
Degree   : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Pub/Unpu : u
133 Title: Socio-economic implications of labour migration
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of agricultural sector of Punjab (with CD-1849)
Author: Anil Kumar
Guide: Balwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 232 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: X8(J):9J2.236 P8
Accn No.: 342892, Th

134 Title: Studies of some nitrogeneous legands and their complexes
Author: Anil Kumar
Guide: K.C. Kalia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Notes: (263)
Class No: E5,5 L8
Accn No.: 47546

135 Title: A Study of the motivity of B.Ed students for joining the course in relation to their academic achievement and sex
Author: Anil Kumar
Guide: T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 52 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3183)
Class No: T9(T)-S:5,2 M0-M0;2
Accn No.: 48194-48196

136 Title: The relationship of achievement motivation to sex, size of the family, number of siblings, and birth-order
Author: Anil Kumari
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 60 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2594)
Class No: T:5ogY2 L4-L4;3
Accn No.: 45758
48324-48326

137 Title: Constitutional position of President of India
Author: Anita Poonam
Guide: M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 158 p.
Class No: V2,1:3.N9 N3
Accn No.: 341387, Thesis

138 Title: Existentialist approach to the novels of William Golding
Sub.Ttl.: a selective study
Author: Anjali
Guide: B.M. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 122 p.
Class No: O-,3N11:g(R39)(Y) N2
Accn No.: 340934
139 Title : Indian philosophical vision of peace and its contemporary relevance (with CD-1852)
Author : Anjana Kumari
Guide : Shivani Sharma Angiras
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Philosophy
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 204 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : R6:(Q1) P8
Accn No. : 342895, Th

140 Title : Sexual orientation and criminal law
Sub.Ttl. : need for a new look
Author : Anjana Rani
Guide : S.S.Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 215 p.; 27 cm.
Class No : Z1,5:(S5) P9
Accn No. : 343334, Th

141 Title : Management of tourism
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab Tourism Development Corporation
Author : Anju
Guide : R.S.Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Notes : (4084)
Class No : X8(U8):8.236 N8
Accn No. : 341277

142 Title : A socio-psychological study of psychiatric patients of Patiala
Author : Anju Bala
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Sociology
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 182 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : SM9,6:38.236911 N6
Accn No. : 341146(Ref.)

143 Title : The Role of dance in traditional Indian theatre
Author : Anjul Sharma
Guide : Yogesh Gambhir Jaswinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Culture)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 278 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : NT20tS F2
Accn No. : 342171

144 Title : Shaheed Bhagat Singh and the revolutionary movement
Author : Anjula
Guide : Rajinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 139p.
Class No : V2:5ly7N07 L2
Accn No. : 45358

145 Title : Attitude towards school as related to study habits
Author : Anmol Dhillon
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 98 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2773)
Class No : T2:4,3 M1-M1;1
Accn No. : 48398
146 Title: Significance of medico-legal reports in criminal trial
Author: Anmol Rattan
Guide: Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 294 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4567.25)
Class No: ZZ,75,5:(L) P7-P7,1
Accn No.: 342725,Th 342859,Th

147 Title: Treatment of war in Hemingway's a farewell to arms and the sun also rises
Author: Anuja
Guide: S.D.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Kurukshetra Univ.Kurukshetra (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 97p.
Class No: 0-A,3M98:g(MV4) N4
Accn No.: 341030

148 Title: Investments by multinational corporations in India
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of engineering industry
Author: Anupama
Guide: Balbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Collatin: 250 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: X8(Q)-65y72 P2
Accn No.: 342132

149 Title: Performance evaluation of organized retail formats (A case study of Punjab)(with CD-2943)
Author: Anupama Kumari
Guide: Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: x, 255 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X512:8.236 Q1
Accn No.: 343828,Th

150 Title: Synthesis of nanoscavengers for the preconcentration and spectrophotometric determination of some heavy toxic metal ions (with CD-2899)
Author: Anupreet Kaur
Guide: Usha Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 323 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: E191:25-4 Q1
Accn No.: 343794,Th

151 Title: Sentencing process and policies in criminal law
Sub.Ttl.: an Indian overview
Author: Anupriya
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: xii, 250 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: ZZ,5-8,11 Q0
Accn No.: 343568,Th

152 Title: Effect of six weeks of different exercise programs on fat reduction in females
Author: Anuradha
Guide: S.K.Verma
Rupinder Mokha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
153 Title : Freedom of trade commerce and inter-course under the constitution of India
Author : Anuradha
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LLM
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Class No : X5:5:(Z2) N4
Accn No. : 341388

154 Title : Impact of social inequalities on achievement motivation and academic performance of rural and urban college students of Patiala District (with CD-1382)
Author : Anuradha
Guide : R.K.Choudhary
G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 168 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y0BT42:5.236911 P5
Accn No. : 342410,Th

155 Title : A socio-psychological analysis of the dimensions of alcoholism and drug abuse in Bhatinda district
Author : Anuradha
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 172 p.
Class No : Y:414.2369113 N9
Accn No. : 341449

156 Title : Punjab men tanz-o-mizah ka nasri adab
Author : Anwar Ahmed
Guide : Javed, Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : Ph.D. (Urdu)
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 407 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Class No : G168,6:9 N2
Accn No. : 340133(Th)

157 Title : Socio-psychological determinants of help-seeking behaviour
Author : Aradhana
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 165 p.
Class No : SN14 N81
Accn No. : 341420

158 Title : Taxonomic studies on libellulidae and gomphidae (Anisoptera : Odonata) from North-West India
Author : Archana Singh
Guide : Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 419.1
Class No : K7711.2.9R P1
Accn No. : 341812
159 Title : Growth, structure and cost of agriculture credit
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Punjab
Author : Arjinder Kaur
Guide : Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 375 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(J)-6:26-77.236 Q0
Accn No. : 343375,Th

160 Title : Personality correlates of attitude of student teachers towards teaching
Author : Arneja. Harjit K.
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2587)
Class No : T3:(S:7) L9
Accn No. : 47890

161 Title : British policy towards the Punjab States 1858-1905
Author : Arora, Abnash Chander
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 497 p.
Class No : V2:13236.N05< M59 L4
Accn No. : 46067

162 Title : Political orientation of lawyers
Author : Arora, Amteshwer Kaur
Guide : S.K.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Sub. on : 1986
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Pub/Unpu : u
Pub. Dt. : 1986
Collatin : 99 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4568)
Class No : Z2,8,110ogW M6;1
Accn No. : 49283-49284

163 Title : Kapurthala state, 1858-1948
Sub.Ttl. : a study of working of British paramountacy & internal administration
Author : Arora, Anju
Guide : S.M.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 381 p.
Class No : V23674.N48< M58 N6
Accn No. : 341120(Ref.)

164 Title : Dietary pattern of court and field games players of universities of Punjab : with CD-1947
Author : Arora, Dolly
Guide : S.M.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University/Faculty of Medicine
Degree : Ph.D
Sub. on : 15th April 2008
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 408 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : NY20;j3:8:(T4).236 P8
Accn No. : 343130,Th
172 Title    : Study of Indian institutes of Technology Delhi workers' participation in management
Author    : Arora, R. N.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree   : Diploma Pub.Ent.
Class No : X8(A):9F.251 M4
Accn No. : 340466

173 Title    : Status of different enzymes in active and inactive female students during different phases of menstrual cycle
Author    : Arora, Rajni K.
Guide    : M.S. Sohal
J.L. Bhanot
Naresh Malhotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 156 p.; 28 cm.
Notes    : (317.2)
Class No : E9G,920gT55 N9
Accn No. : 341452

174 Title    : A study of Spinoza's theory of ethics
Author    : Arora, Rakesh
Guide    : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree   : M.A. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 137 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : R4xK32:g L9
Accn No. : 47628

175 Title    : Road transport in Punjab
Author    : Arora, Satish Kumar
Guide    : Govind Khanna
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 288p.
Class No : X411.236.N7 M5
Accn No. : 48756

176 Title    : Investigation of photoelectric absorption cross-sections for intermediate and high 'Z' elements
Author    : Arora, Sushil Kumar
Guide    : B.S. Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr : 1981
Collatin : 155p.
Notes    : (156)
Class No : C6:45 M1;2
Accn No. : 47963
47987
48006

177 Title    : Measurement of L-Shell photoelectric cross-section in lead at 59.57 KeV
Author    : Arora, Sushil Kumar
Guide    : B.S. Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil.
Accep.Yr : 1978
Collatin : 54p.
Notes    : (155)
Class No : C6:45 L81
Accn No. : 46905

178 Title    : Citizen's welfare and Indian constitution
Sub.Ttl.  : rights recognised through judicial activism
Author    : Arora, Tarun
Guide    : Amita Kaushal
179  Title : A study of enforcement of environmental protection laws in India with special reference to the state of Punjab (with CD-1845)
Author : Arora, Tarun
Guide : Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D. Law
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 483 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4579.81)
Class No : Z236:(G:55) P8
Accn No. : 343570, Th

180  Title : Grounds of divorce under hindu and muslim law
Author : Arora, Rahul
Guide : B.S.Malhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 234 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z(Q2o)7),1227 Q1
Accn No. : 343575, Th

181  Title : An appraisal of law relating to guardianship under the hindu minority and guardianship act, 1956
Author : Arpinder Singh
Guide : Devinder Kumar Singla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z(Q2),11joj128,N56 Q0
Accn No. : 343575, Th

182  Title : Introversion-extroversion and cardio-vascular fitness difference between swimmers and Non-athletes
Author : Arshad Mohammad
Guide : V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 48p.
Class No : MY251:(L3:8)oaS:7 L5
Accn No. : 45924

183  Title : Clinical significance of electrodiagnosis in PIVD as compared with Radio diagnosis
Author : Arumugam A., Narkeesh
Guide : Satish Kumar Verma
Narinder Kaur Multani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.Sports Sciences
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 208 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY:4:625–626 Q0
Accn No. : 343344

184  Title : Study of electrical properties of some liquid crystals
Author : Arvind Kumar
Guide : Buta Singh
K.K.Raina
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 133 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (132.1)
Class No : C25 P0
Accn No. : 341572
185  Title    : To study the spectra and quadrupole moments of odd-odd nuclei in the 2S-1d and 2P-1f shells
Author : Arvind Kumar
Guide : S.D.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 120 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (177)
Class No : C9B3:3 NO-N0;1
Accn No. : 340034-340035

186  Title    : Pattern of leadership in ninth Lok Sabha
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Bharatiya Janata Party
Author : Arvinder Jit Kaur
Guide : Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 165p.
Accn No. : 340187

187  Title    : Comparative morphology of the internal reproductive systems of Indian Pyraustinae...taxonomic significance
Author : Arvinder Pal Singh
Guide : H.S.Rose
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 420 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 464
Class No : K867:2o67.2 M82
Accn No. : 49393

188  Title    : Functional SNPs of MDRI and CYP3A genes in Punjabi population and their pharmacotherapeutic implications for cancer patients (with CD-1627)
Author : Arvinder Singh
Guide : Praveen P. Balgir
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 206 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L280b1:4725.236 P7
Accn No. : 342643,Th

189  Title    : Study of president rule in Punjab since November 1966
Author : Asha Rani
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 97p.
Class No : V236,12yN72<-N66 L5
Accn No. : 45844

190  Title    : Wound ballistics of shotguns including improvised shotguns
Author : Ashim Kumar
Guide : P.K. Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 300p.
Class No : L3X:1 N0
Accn No. : 49884(Th) 342794(Th)

191  Title    : Demise of cold war
Sub.Ttl. : role of non-aligned movement
Author : Ashok Kumar
Guide : O.N.Shukla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 139 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V1:19(zK).N7 N5-N5;1
Accn No. : 340993,Th 342090,Th
192 Title: Organisation as a factor in the role of labour union
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of technical services union in Punjab state, Electricity Board Patiala
Author: Ashok Kumar
Guide: Harbhajan Singh Deol
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 104p.
Notes: (4194)
Class No: X9V,8 (D66):97.236,h,N66 M9
Accn No.: 49994

193 Title: Polarographic determination on metal ions with some polethylenepolyamines
Author: Ashok Kumar
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 182p.
Notes: (236)
Class No: E191:3,T L6
Accn No.: 46338

194 Title: Spectrophotometric and polarographic examination of some pesticides
Author: Ashok Kumar
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 200 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (219)
Class No: E:3,T1ot5 N1
Accn No.: 49940-49941

195 Title: Study of gamma ray absorption parameters in Low Z materials (with CD-1533)
Author: Ashok Kumar
Guide: Gurmel Singh Mudahar
Kulwant Singh Thind
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.(Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 454 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (149.1)
Class No: C54:710bE1 P6
Accn No.: 342591,Th

196 Title: A study of selected physiological, biomechanical variables and effect of a conditioning programme on running performance
Author: Ashok Kumar
Guide: S.K.Verma
Dhananjoy Shaw
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Class No: MY2250gL:3) N9
Accn No.: 341479

197 Title: Nationalist historians of the revolution of 1857
Sub.Ttl.: a historiographical review
Author: Ashta, Sandeep
Guide: Shiv Gajrani
S.M.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (History)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 325 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3584.10)
Class No: W94v2,M57 P4
Accn No.: 342311,Th
198 Title : Studies on Adducts of Lanthanide B-Diketonates with nitrogen Bases
Author  : Ashvani Kumar
Guide   : A.K. Trikha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Notes   : (226)
Class No : E156 N3
Accn No. : 340798

199 Title : Housing finance (with CD-1962)
Sub.Ttl. : an analysis of Indian scenario in the post liberalisation er
Author  : Ashwani Kumar
Guide   : Pushpinder Singh Gill Parvinder Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree  : Ph.D. (Business Mgt.)
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 312 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : X:6-962.2 P8
Accn No. : 343140, Th

200 Title : Studies on genetic -biochemical characterization and analysis of Quercetin marker in tribulus terrestris (with CD-1834)
Author  : Ashwani Kumar
Guide   : Neelam Verma M.I.S. Saggoo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D.Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 149 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : GZ:4:6:(E9G) P8
Accn No. : 342877

201 Title : Supply chain management model design and evaluation
Sub.Ttl. : case study of a LCV manufacturer(with CD-1790)
Author  : Ashwani Kumar
Guide   : Bansal,S.K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree  : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 391 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : X4:732-8 P8
Accn No. : 342785(Th)

202 Title : a study of resilience in the elderly in relation to hope and spirituality
Author  : Ashwinder
Guide   : Sangeeta Trama
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree  : M.Phil (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 201 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S380a/\ P9
Accn No. : 343006, th

203 Title : Physico-analytical studies of organic compounds ( with CD-2396)
Author  : Ashwini Kumar
Guide   : Ashok Kumar Malik
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 207 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E5:2-3 Q0
Accn No. : 343503, Th
204 Title : A Descriptive study of the conflicting phonological structures in Kharar tehsil
Author : Atam Singh
Guide : S.R.Bahri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Lit.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 133 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : P153:1.23611K L3
Accn No. : 46238

205 Title : Pyrimidinethiols and Xanthates as analytical reagents
Author : Atamjot
Guide : A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Notes : (256)
Class No : E5:3 N3
Accn No. : 340847

206 Title : Studies on North West Himalayan Russulaceae
Author : Atri, Narender Singh
Guide : S.S. Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 311p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (363)
Class No : I23:5.24.g7H M5
Accn No. : 48620

207 Title : Comparative study of physical education and sports facilities in the universities of Punjab state and their impact on sports performance
Author : Atri, Dev Raj
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 194 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3059)
Class No : T4:6.236 N8-N8;2
Accn No. : 341342
341372, Thesis
341407, Thesis

208 Title : A study of divorce under Hindu personal law
Author : Atri, Poonam
Guide : B.S.Malhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : xvii, 247 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z(Q2),1227 Q0
Accn No. : 343557,Th

209 Title : Exploration and evaluation of wild germplasm of some dicot medicinal herbs of Pun)jab (with CD-1837)
Author : Atri, Preet Bala
Guide : R.C.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 306 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : I8:(J6).236 PB
Accn No. : 342880

210 Title : F.Scott fitzgerald
Sub.Ttl. : Relationship of theme and form
Author : Aujla, Kulwant Kaur
Guide : P.S.Ramana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ Patiala (Faculty of Arts)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 293p.
Accn No. : 341367
211 Title : Women and Human rights
Sub.Ttl. : un perspective
Author : Aulak, Harminder Singh
Guide : Manju Verma
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.Phil. (Pub.Admn.)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 117 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3497.1)
Class No : W:50aY15.1N4.N9 P2
Accn No. : 342063, Th

212 Title : Semiological patterns in the legend of Mirza and Sahiban
Author : Aulakh, Satinder
Guide : H.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 357 p.
Class No : U153,1M42,1:g(P:4) L7-L7;1
Accn No. : 46906-46907

213 Title : Generally accepted accounting principles in India
Sub.Ttl. : an enquiry into the existing state and its future ramification
Author : Avinash Chander
Guide : B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Adminn. and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 526p.
Class No : X:81F.2 N5
Accn No. : 341004

214 Title : Role of banks in microfinancing
Author : Avneet Kaur
Guide : Jasmindeep Kaur Brar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 190 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X62:6 Q0
Accn No. : 343386, Th

215 Title : Resupinate aphyllophoraceous fungi associated with some tree species of Himachal Pradesh and Punjab (with CD-1620)
Author : Avneet Pal Singh
Guide : Gurpaul Singh Dhingra J.S.Dargan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 258 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : I237.242-236 P7
Accn No. : 342636

216 Title : History of Nabha state
Author : Avtar Kaur
Guide : A.C.Agora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 131p.
Class No : V23691N3 L6;1
Accn No. : 46158

217 Title : Analysis of shooting performance of Asian Basket Ball men's teams during IX Asian games
Author : Avtar Singh
Guide : G.K. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 9 p.
Class No : MY2115.4.N82 M5;1
Accn No. : 49302
218 Title: Biochemical and clinical evaluation of infertility
Author: Avtar Singh
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Class No.: L9F:3 N6
Accn No.: 341153

219 Title: Comparative study between field goal shooting and free throw shooting in basketball
Author: Avtar Singh
Guide: Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 30p.
Class No.: MY2115 L6
Accn No.: 45928

220 Title: Ethics and aesthetics in the novels of E.M. Forster
Author: Avtar Singh
Guide: Gurdit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 488p.
Class No.: G-3M18:g(R4) M2
Accn No.: 48118

221 Title: Impact of television programmes on socio-psychological behaviour of urban primary school children as perceived by their parents
Author: Avtar Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 285 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2684)
Class No.: T15-9(Y33)og4,4,2:47 N5-N5;2
Accn No.: 341001
341025(Ref.)
341338

222 Title: Relationship between students' interest & achievement in the subject groups at the higher secondary level
Author: Avtar Singh
Guide: J.S. Jawanda
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 49 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2730)
Class No.: T2:2(S:57) L3
Accn No.: 48812

223 Title: Role of modern technology in criminal investigation
Author: Awasthi, Neha
Guide: G.I.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 163 p.; 26 cm.
Class No.: LYX:11(9T) P6
Accn No.: 342719(Th)

224 Title: Marginalisation of women in Mark Twain's works
Author: Ayesha
Guide: Ranjit Kaur Kapur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. English
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 267 p.; 30 cm.
Class No.: O-A,3M35:g(Y15) P2
Accn No.: 341971
225 Title: A Critical study of the Solar deities of the Ryagveda
Author: Ayodhya Chandra Dass
Guide: D.K.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.Lit.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 226 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q11:332(B93) L6
Accn No.: 46263-46264

226 Title: Small peasantry in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: an analysis of production conditions
Author: Azad, Nirmal Singh
Guide: H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 421p.
Class No: X8(J):9(Y491)y7236.N7 M0
Accn No.: 47757

227 Title: A study of relationship of body boundary image and personality characteristics
Author: B.G.Goswami
Guide: S.R.Mahindroo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 36 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:7 L0
Accn No.: 45222

228 Title: Study of the history of Buddhism in Cambodia (Up to Angkor period)
Author: Ba Davitou
Guide: Rajesh Ranjan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sc.)
Degree: M.Phil.(Religion)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 89 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q4v4315.C P9
Accn No.: 343227, Th

229 Title: A project report on an appraisal of T.V.programmes and patterns
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of the residents of Patiala city
Author: Baath, Amardeep Singh
Guide: S.K.Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Commerce)
Degree: M.Com.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 54p.
Class No: Y:3(NY) NO
Accn No.: 340605

230 Title: Self-confidence as related to intelligence and scholastic achievement
Author: Babal Jeet Kaur
Guide: D.Chhabra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Chandigarh
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Class No: T2:(S:72) N2
Accn No.: 341156

231 Title: Working of legislatures in a parliamentary democracy
Sub.Ttl.: an analysis of Punjab legislative assembly since 1990
Author: Babinder Kaur
Guide: Narinder K. Dogra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.(Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 415 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (PRL)
Class No: V236,3:3.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342189
232 Title: Lipid synthesis inhibitors
Sub.Ttl.: a means for percutaneous permeation enhancement
(with CD-1132)
Author: Babita
Guide: A.K.Tiwary
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D.Pharm.Sci
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 349 p.; 23 cm.
Class No.: LZ30aL87:4:6 P5
Accn No.: 342363, Th

233 Title: Comparative study of the 1996, 1998 and 1999 manifestoes of Indian National Congress
Author: Babita Rani
Guide: Navtej Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 144 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2,4M85:1.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342302

234 Title: A Study of need-achievement with reference to various personality groups
Author: Bachan Kumari
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2596)
Class No.: T5,20aS:7 L2-L2;1
Accn No.: 48246

235 Title: Relationship of jumping ability to leg-strength
leg-length body-weight and body-stature
Author: Bagarhatta, J.P.
Guide: K.Venketeshwarlu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1967
Collatin: 111 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3105)
Class No.: TY224oaY7:2 K7
Accn No.: 46563

236 Title: A study of goals of the post-graduate students
Author: Bagga, Bina
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 84 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 387
Class No.: T42:(Y42) L7
Accn No.: 47663

237 Title: Review of bearing capacity theories of soil
Author: Bagga, Harinder Pal Singh
Guide: Sundar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering)
Degree: M.of Civil Eng.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 387 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: J1 L8
Accn No.: 47663

238 Title: Continuity of Tibetan traditional art in Himachal Pradesh
Author: Bagga, Monicas K.
Guide: Saroj Rani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Art and Culture)
Degree: Ph.D.Fine Arts
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 387 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: N498x242 P1
Accn No.: 341875
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Title : Management and working of the Agro-Industries Corporation Punjab  
Author : Bahadur Singh  
Guide : B.S.Bhatia  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.& Commerce)  
Degree : M.Com | 1971 | 95p. | X8(J).236,K,9N66:3 L1 | 45276 |
| Title : Electrical properties of polyvinylchloride(PVC) and polystyrene(PS) thin films  
Author : Bahri, Randhir  
Guide : H.P.Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D | 1982 | 102p. | (157) | C6:45 M2;1 |
| Title : An assessment of community contribution to primary education programmes in rural areas of Nabha Tehsil since the introduction to compulsory primary education  
Author : Bains, Balbir Kaur  
Guide : S.S.Gill  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed. | 1968 | 95 p. ; 28m cm. | (2715) | T2.236911.N.N5 K7 |
| Title : Changing pattern of political elite in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of three districts  
Author : Bains, Iqbal Singh  
Guide : Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D | 1995 | 303p. | Y521.236 N5 | 341159(Ref.) |
| Title : A critical study of teacher's behaviour which annoys the adolescents  
Author : Bains, Joginder Singh  
Guide : S.B.Kakkar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed. | 1969 | 102 p. ; 28 cm. | (3180) | T9(T):(S2) K9 |
| Title : Marxian analysis of society  
Author : Bains, Rupinderjeet Kaur  
Guide : Mahender Kaur Thappa  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.Pol Sci | 1979 | 106p. | 47415 |
| Title : U.S.aid to Pakistan and its effect on India's security  
Author : Bains, Surinder Bir Singh  
Guide : R.N.Misra and K.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
253 Title : Female-headed households in rural Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : A study of their socio-eco.problems & survival strategies
Author : Bajwa, Daisy
Guide : Malkit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Sociology
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 229 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Y15-31:7:7.236.N9 P2
Accn No. : 341894

254 Title : Implementation of human rights in India
Author : Bajwa, Gurmohinder Pal Singh
Guide : Sarabjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D.Law
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 565p.
Notes : (3503)(4537)
Class No : Z2:(W:5).N9 N3-N3;2
Accn No. : 340296(Th)
341062-341063(Th)

255 Title : Analysis of the causes of failure of Indian basket-ball teams in the Asian competitions
Author : Bajwa, Ranwaljjit Singh
Guide : Kamlesh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 35p.
Class No : MY2115.20m4 L4
Accn No. : 45776

256 Title : Hari Singh Nalwa (1791 to 1837)
Author : Bajwa, Kulwinder Kaur
Guide : S.S.Bal
S.K.Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 139p.
Class No : V236y7L91 L8
Accn No. : 46776

257 Title : Taxonomy of families rhyacophilidae and philopotamidae (Insecta : Trichoptera) from Indian Himalaya
Author : Bajwa, Parabjhit Kaur
Guide : M.S.Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 215 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 423.1
Class No : KB635.2.gH P1
Accn No. : 341798

258 Title : A study of co-relates of burnout among working nurses and their coping straegies
Author : Bajwa, Rajinderjit Kaur
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 249 p.; 27 cm.
Class No : S5:(L:4:1) P1
Accn No. : 341719

259 Title : The Sikh Gurdwaras Act 1925
Author : Bajwa, Surinder Kaur
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(History)
Accp.Yr. : 1971
260 Title : Anxiety scores among foot-ball players at college, university, state levels of performance
Author : Bakshi, M.S.
Guide : S.S.Jaspal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : MY2121:(S:56) L4
Accn No. : 45743

261 Title : The Gastrointestinal nematodes of some reptiles
Author : Bakshi, Rajni
Guide : Johal, Manjeet
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faulty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc.Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 64 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 483
Class No : K94,25:43 L7
Accn No. : 46581

262 Title : Critical study of law relating to protection of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes with special reference to the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes (Prevention of atrocities) act, 1989
Author : Bakshi, Sarika
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 240 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4539.1)
Class No : Z2:(Y5926).N89 P6
Accn No. : 342251

263 Title : Growth and characterization of Ga(x)In(1-x)Sb crystals for device applications
Author : Bal Krishan
Guide : Gurmel Singh Mudahar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 116 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (137.1)
Class No : C5T,215:(E133) P2
Accn No. : 341899

264 Title : Review literature on relative dominance of components of fitness in selected sports activities
Author : Bal, Baljit
Guide : K. Venkateswarlu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1969
Collatin : 78p.
Class No : MYOaL:8 K9
Accn No. : 45162

265 Title : New farm technology and income distribution of Punjab farmers
Author : Bal, Harbhajan Singh
Guide : H.K.Mannohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 147p.
Class No : X8(J):31.236.N7 L7
Accn No. : 46768
266 Title : George Orwell and the ethical imagination
Author : Bal, Sant Singh
Guide : D.S. Maini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 352p.
Class No : O-3N03:gl L7
Accn No. : 46819

267 Title : Indian National Congress in the Punjab (1929-36)
Author : Bal, Satinder Kaur
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala,Dept.of Punjab Historical Studies
Degree : M.Phil(History)
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 132 p. ; 28 cm.
Accn No. : 343100,Th/KS

268 Title : Possible involvement of inflammatory cytokine and apoptotic cell death in experimental heart failure (with CD-1448)
Author : Balakumar, P.
Guide : Manjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pharm)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 227 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L32:4:63 P6
Accn No. : 342467,Th

269 Title : Economic analysis of farm mechanisation in Punjab
Author : Balbir Kaur
Guide : H.k.Mannohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 197p.
Class No : X8(J):8.236 N5
Accn No. : 340956(Ref.)

270 Title : Photocyclization of Maleic Acid half amides
Author : Balbir Kaur
Guide : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 151 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E7:25 L8-L8;1
Accn No. : 46809
46932

271 Title : Photocyclizations
Author : Balbir Kaur
Guide : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 151 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (207)
Class No : E:25 M1-M1;3
Accn No. : 48150-48153

272 Title : Socio-economic Correlates of Kandi watershed and area development project
Author : Balbir Kumar
Guide : P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : U
Accn No. : 49782-49783(Ref.) 340776(Ref.)
273 Title: Ancillarisation and industrial development
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of selected industries in Punjab
Author: Balbir Singh
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Pub/Unpu.: u
Collatin: 348p.
Class No: X8(A):89ZB.236 N2
Accn No.: 340208

274 Title: History of the rural financing in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala and Bhatinda Districts 1948-1980
Author: Balbir Singh
Guide: Satish K Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 250 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236(Y31):3(X56).N9 N3
Accn No.: 340294

275 Title: Morpho-taxonomy and zoogeography of Indian Tenthredindae (Hymenoptera...)
Author: Balbir Singh
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 247 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 427
Class No: K864:11Oj2 M4
Accn No.: 48490

276 Title: Physiological variables as predictors of performance in Basketball
Author: Balbir Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 130p.
Class No: MY2115:(L:3) M7;2
Accn No.: 49350

277 Title: Problems and potentialities of industrial estates in Haryana
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of industrial estate Ambala city
Author: Balbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu.: u
Notes: (4109)
Class No: X9B,8(A).23611 L9
Accn No.: 47686

278 Title: Socio-economic background of entrepreneurs in Rajpura(Punjab)
Author: Balbir Singh
Guide: R.K.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Pub/Unpu.: u
Collatin: 69 p.
Notes: (4116)
Class No: X9B,8(A):77.236 M4
Accn No.: 340644
285 Title : Globalisation, competitive advantage and India's agroprocessing industry (with CD-1705)
Author : Baldev Singh
Guide : Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Eco.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 271 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : X8(J).1 P7
Accn No. : 342693, Th

286 Baldev Singh

287 Title : Studies in Azomethines and Azomethine N-oxides
Author : Baldev Singh
Guide : K.K.Singal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 400 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (277)
Class No : E6,537 M5-M5;1
Accn No. : 48835-48836

288 Title : Ultimate capacity of re-inforced concrete rectangular sections subject to eccentric loading
Author : Baldev Singh
Guide : C.B.Kukreja
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University,Patiala(Faculty of Sciences)
Degree : M.tech(Civil)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 84 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (202)
Class No : D36,45:32 L4
Accn No. : 46305

289 Title : Biochemical genetics of placental alkaline phosphatase in pregnancy
Author : Balgir, Praveen Pal
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 144p.
Class No : L9P:3 M2
Accn No. : 48156

290 Title : Synthesis of 4-substituted 3-methane sulphonamido acetophenone derivatives potential cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitors
Sub.Ttl. : Author : Bali, Alka
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Pharm.Sci. & Drug Research)
Degree : U.G.C.Minor project
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 85 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : LG3;(E6:4) N9;1
Accn No. : 341521-341522, RG

291 Title : Attitude of school and college students towards discipline
Author : Baljeet Kaur
Guide : Indra Prabhakar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 60 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:(T2-4) N5-N5;1
Accn No. : 341304-341305
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epidemiological, biochemical and physical fitness studies in pulmonary tuberculosis patients</td>
<td>Baljeet Kaur</td>
<td>M.S.Sohal Jai Kishen</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Sports Science</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>257 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>341801</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCBT: a versatile regent for organic synthesis</td>
<td>Baljeet Kaur</td>
<td>N.K.Ralhan</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil. Chemistry</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>94 p.; 26 cm.</td>
<td>(286)</td>
<td>341089(Ref.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance of sportsmen as a function of some selected psychological variables</td>
<td>Baljeet Kaur</td>
<td>Agyajit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Phil.(Ed.)</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>229 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(2604)</td>
<td>T:6oaS N3-N3;1</td>
<td>340426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Vitro Induction of genetic variability through somatic cell culture and micro-propagation...</td>
<td>Baljeet Singh</td>
<td>S.S.Marwaha</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>113 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>398.</td>
<td>J388:6 N4</td>
<td>340950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purification, characterisation and molecular genetics of bacteriocin obtained from an isolate of pediococcus sp.</td>
<td>Baljinder Kaur</td>
<td>Parveen P.Balgir Aruna Bhatia</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Biotech.)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>213 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(346.3)</td>
<td>GZ,11,53:6 P2</td>
<td>341930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening of varities of cotton for their resistance to the cotton...on pest population</td>
<td>Baljinder Singh</td>
<td>Sawai Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil.</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>88 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>J781:438:(U284) L6-L6;2</td>
<td>46465-46466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress of literacy in Punjab 1881-1981</td>
<td>Baljit Kaur</td>
<td>M.S.Gill</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>238 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tv236,N81&lt;~M81 N6</td>
<td>341090(Ref.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>University/Faculty</td>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Access Year</td>
<td>Collation</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Class No</td>
<td>Access No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>299</td>
<td>Revision in criminal cases in India</td>
<td>Baljit Kaur</td>
<td>M.S. Nijjar</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>174 p.; 26 cm.</td>
<td>(4560.31)</td>
<td>Z2,5 P81</td>
<td>342857, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Role of Block Development and Panchayat Officer (B.D.P.O.) in rural development of Punjab</td>
<td>Baljit Kaur</td>
<td>Geetinder Kaur</td>
<td>M.Phil. (Pub. Admn.)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>166 p.; 26 cm.</td>
<td>W,64: (Y31:7:7).236911R P9</td>
<td>342916, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>A comparative study of selected psychological variables of athletes in Punjab at different levels of performance</td>
<td>Baljit Singh</td>
<td>Raj Kumar</td>
<td>Ph.D. Phy. Edu.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>262 p.; 30 cm.</td>
<td>(2603.1)</td>
<td>MY2: (S).236 P3</td>
<td>341979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302</td>
<td>The doctrine of sports education in sikhism</td>
<td>Baljit Singh</td>
<td>Surinderjit Kaur Bawa</td>
<td>Ph.D. Education</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>192 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>T:60aQ- P2</td>
<td>341877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td>Objectives of total literacy campaign as perceived by the participants</td>
<td>Baljit Singh</td>
<td>R.L. Mittal</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>50p.</td>
<td>(3014)</td>
<td>T31.2:N9 N5-N5;1</td>
<td>341294-341295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>A study of predisposing psychosocial factors in high risk for drug abuse among adolescents</td>
<td>Baljit Singh</td>
<td>B.S. Sandhu</td>
<td>Ph.D. Psychology</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>198 p.; 30 cm.</td>
<td>(2511.0)</td>
<td>S20aY:414 P4</td>
<td>342139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
306 Title: Study of trace elements in biological and environment samples using nuclear techniques
Author: Baljit Singh
Guide: H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 166p.
Notes: (174)
Class No: C9B3:10BG N1
Accn No.: 340110

307 Title: Synthetic studies with open-chain carbon-Nitrogen double bonds
Author: Balkar Singh
Guide: K.K. Singal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Science)
Degree: Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Notes: (265)
Class No: E5,5:4 N4
Accn No.: 340971

308 Title: Fatigue life evaluation of heat treated and PVD coated low alloy steels (With CD-2610)
Author: Balraj Singh
Guide: Vinay Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree: Ph.D. Mechanical Eng
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xviii, 219. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No: D38-64:(E193) Q1
Accn No.: 343711,Th

309 Title: Globalization of terror
Sub.Ttl.: U.S. approach to combat international terrorism
Author: Balraj Singh
Guide: Manju Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 127 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: W88.10J73 P6-P6;1
Accn No.: 342372,Th 342381,Th

310 Title: Some selected European courtiers at the Lahore Darbar(with CD-1751)
Author: Balraj Singh
Guide: Dhillon, Kulbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 324 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: V236,1y7L80:(Y55) P8
Accn No.: 342746(Th)

311 Title: Organisation and working of Punjab Agro-Industries Corporation
Author: Balvinder Kaur
Guide: K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: W,93(X8(J) :3.236 M9
Accn No.: 49998

312 Title: Sukerchakia Misl uptil 1799
Author: Balvinder Kaur
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala, (Faculty of Arts and Social Sci)
Degree: M.Phil (History)
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: iii, 150 p. ; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343101,Th/KS
313 Title : Night airglow studies of the upper atmosphere
Author : Balwant Singh
Guide : H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 170p.
Notes : (117)
Class No : B9:6358 N3
Accn No. : 340290

314 Title : Attitude of primary school teacher's towards educational administration
Author : Balwinder Kaur
Guide : M.R. Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.(Edu)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 59 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2685)
Class No : T15(T):8 L8-L8;1
Accn No. : 48301
341072

315 Title : Nutritional status of pregnant women during last trimester belonging to two socio economic groups
Author : Balwinder Kaur
Guide : Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 168p.
Class No : L9F:573 N2
Accn No. : 340251

316 Title : The role of Privy Council for the development of law in India
Author : Balwinder Kaur
Guide : Sarbjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 335 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (4535)
Class No : Z2ogW4 N2-N2;1
Accn No. : 340333, Th
340384

317 Title : Cyber crimes in India
Sub.Ttl. : a study with special reference to investigation and trial (with CD-2386)
Author : Balwinder Kumar
Guide : Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D. (Law)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 564 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2,5:98) Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343493, Th
343543, Th

318 Title : Analytical study of acreage response and predicting supply and demand of major agricultural commodities in the Punjab
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : S.S. Johl
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 119p.
Class No : X8(J):73.236.N7 L7
Accn No. : 46769

319 (Entry Deleted)
320 Title : Collection evaluation of textbook sections of Punjabi University Library and Guru Nanak Dev University Library
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study in selected master's degree courses
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : Sidhu, M.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 54 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (63)
Class No : 234:6.236 M9
Accn No. : 340306 340318

321 Balwinder Singh
Computer (Project of M.Lib.)
340530

322 Title : Critical study of treatment of child under the criminal law and the correctional legislations in India
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : Parmjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 243 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4544)
Class No : Z2,111-5 N0
Accn No. : 340504

323 Title : Judiciary in India
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : Kehar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 114p.
Class No : V2,7,N77<->N67 L8
Accn No. : 47652

324 Title : Patiala city
Sub.Ttl. : a study in urban geography
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : H.S.Mangat
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D.Geography
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Notes : (3218)
Class No : U47:(Y33)y7236911 N8
Accn No. : 341290

325 Title : Performance of athletes in track and field events in relation to self-concept
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 58p.
Class No : MY2:(S) M1
Accn No. : 47999

326 Title : Role of institutional credit in the development of Punjab agriculture
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : Surender Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 310p.
Accn No. : 341354

327 Title : Screening, production and characterisation of inulinase for the preparation of high fructose syrup
Author : Balwinder Singh
Guide : R.S.Singh Munish Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Title: Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl.: computer
Author: Balwinder Singh
Guide: K. Navalani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: i, 137 p.; 29
Notes: Project report (27)
Class No: O-3:g(Y15) N3
Accn No.: 341032

Title: Comparative study of female characters in the major fiction of Henry James and Anita Desai
Author: Bandesha, Perminder
Guide: G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 262p.
Class No: O-, 3:g(Y15) N3
Accn No.: 340439

Title: Anthropometry and nutritional status of pastoral Gujjars
Author: Bandyopadhyay, S.S.
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: Y73(KZ311):2oaL:573 M9;2
Accn No.: 341106(Ref.)

Title: Marketing strategies of general insurance companies in India
Sub.Ttl.: a study of public and private sector (with CD-1973)
Author: Banga, Jarnail Singh
Guide: Mittal, K.C.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: iv, 233 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: (4090.71)
Class No: X81.8.2 P7
Accn No.: 342788, Th

Title: The Impact of teacher training programme in physical education on the physical fitness, personality, adjustment and motivity of student-teachers
Author: Banga, U.S.
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 287 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3185)
Class No: T9(T:6):7 M2
Accn No.: 47992

Title: A Critical study of the Vimalakirtinirdesha Sutra
Author: Bangert, Eckhard
Guide: L.M. Joshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: vp.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q41:2:9 M3.2;1
Accn No.: 45679
334 Title : Media and crime  
    Sub.Ttl. : a study in Indian perspective  
    Author : Bansal Monu  
    Guide : Sukh Darshan Singh Khehra  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)  
    Degree : LL.M.  
    Accp.Yr. : 2005  
    Collatin : 227 p. ; 26 cm.  
    Notes : (72.1)  
    Class No : 4,10a22,5 P5  
    Accn No. : 342599,Th

335 Title : Impact of foreign institutional investors on  
    Indian Stock Market  
    Author : Bansal, Anand  
    Guide : J.S.Pasricha  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
    Degree : Ph.D. (Commerce)  
    Accp.Yr. : 2009  
    Collatin : 319 p. ; 28 cm.  
    Class No : X651:8,d,1 P9  
    Accn No. : 343161,Th

336 Title : Study of marketing mix of hero cycles(P)  
    LTD.Ludhiana  
    Author : Bansal, Anil  
    Guide : P.K Kapoor  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni PTA( Faulty of Business Admn & Commerce)  
    Degree : MBA  
    Accp.Yr. : 1978  
    Pub/Unpu : u  
    Accn No. : 46983

337 Title : Incidence of post-operative wound infections in  
    elective surgical cases (Study of 100 cases)  
    Author : Bansal, Arun Kumar  
    Guide : G.S.Gambhir  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Medicine)  
    Degree : M.S.General Surgery  
    Accp.Yr. : 1989  
    Collatin : 71 p. ; 28 cm.  
    Notes : 521  
    Class No : L:4:7 M9  
    Accn No. : 340587

338 Title : Impact of microfinance on poverty, employment  
    and women empowerment in rural Punjab ( with CD-  
    2339)  
    Author : Bansal, Deepty  
    Guide : R.K.Mahajan  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)  
    Degree : Ph.D. Economics.  
    Accp.Yr. : 2010  
    Collatin : 239 p. ; 28 cm.  
    Class No : X56:95-9FogY31:434.236 Q0  
    Accn No. : 343446,Th

339 Title : Experiment in municipal police and municipal  
    magistracy in the Patiala municipality  
    Author : Bansal, Devki Nandan  
    Guide : H.C.Modi  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
    Degree : Dip.  
    Accp.Yr. : 1975  
    Collatin : 20+14p.  
    Notes : Project report  
    Class No : V236911,61:3(Z,84).N7 L5  
    Accn No. : 45830

340 Title : Stress testing of oral hypoglycaemic agents  
    Sub.Ttl. : isolation and characterization of degradation  
    products(with CD-1782)  
    Author : Bansal, Gulshan Kumar  
    Guide : Manjeet Singh  
    Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
    Degree : Ph.D. M.Pharm  
    Accp.Yr. : 2008  
    Pub/Unpu : u  
    Collatin : 169 p. ; 29 cm.
341 Title: Role of the Talwar family in the freedom struggle
Author: Bansal, Karam Chand
Guide: Gursharan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 176p.
Class No: V2:514 7N5< -M7 L9;1
Accn No.: 47364
47386

342 Title: A critical and comprehensive editing of Sahansar Nam Sukhmana
Author: Bansal, Krishna Kumari
Guide: Rattan Singh Jaggi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Language)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 718 p.
Class No: 0153,6LHAR,11:g L6
Accn No.: 46419

343 Title: Punjabi Mahanatak Parampra mein samaysar natak ka alochantanak adhiyan
Author: Bansal, Krishna Kumari
Guide: Sharda Gandhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Lit.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 143 p.
Class No: 0153,2J86,11:g 152L2
Accn No.: 45455

344 Title: Transition metal complexes of heterocyclic bases
Author: Bansal, Leela
Guide: B.S. Manhas
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 55 p.; 26 cm
Notes: (291)
Class No: E8 L9-L9;1
Accn No.: 47604-47605

345 Title: Offences against public order and tranquillity
Author: Bansal, Mandeep
Guide: Monika Chawla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 178 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Z2,58 P8
Accn No.: 342849(Th)

346 Title: Problems and prospects of private nursing homes (with CD-1789)
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Punjab
Author: Bansal, Manish
Guide: Gurdip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 212 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: (4158.11)
Class No: X95,8 (L:13).236 P7
Accn No.: 342784(Th)

347 Title: Synthesis of new substituted imidazoline isosteres and their acyclic analog based centrally acting antihypertensive agents (with CD-1623)
Author: Bansal, Manisha
Guide: Baldev Kumar
Raman K.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
348 Title: Studies of X-Ray fluorescence for its analytical applications (With CD-1970)
Author: Bansal, Meenakshi
Guide: Raj Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Pub. Dt.: 1970
Collatin: 166 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: C53:74 P8
Accn No.: 343147,th

349 Title: Study of workers participation in Lord Krishna Textile Mills Saharanpur
Author: Bansal, Naresh Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: Diploma Pub.Ent.
Class No: X8(M7):9:236915,h,K M5
Accn No.: 340465,Project

350 Title: Management styles in public sector commercial banks in the wake of globalisation (with CD-1615)
Author: Bansal, Prakash Chand
Guide: M.S.Bedi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Management)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 299 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X9W,625:8.1.P1 P7
Accn No.: 342631,Th

351 Title: Privatisation in Urban local bodies in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: project report
Author: Bansal, R.K.,
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 176 p.; 25 cm.
Class No: V236,61:(X).Nt4 P3-P3;1
Accn No.: 342328,R/R 383606,R/R

352 Title: A study of some time dependent retrial queueing problems (with CD-2395)
Author: Bansal, Sanjeev Kumar
Guide: P.C. Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Statistics)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 238 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: B2891 Q0
Accn No.: 343502,Th

353 Title: Comparative study of hobbies of boys and girls of age range 14-16
Author: Bansal, Santosh
Guide: H.S.Brar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 30p.
Class No: MYobS21o75 L6;1
Accn No.: 46167

354 Title: Images of society in the plays of J.B.Priestley
Author: Bansal, Seema
Guide: G.R.Kataria
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.English
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 259p.
Class No: 0-,2M942:9(Y) N5
Accn No.: 341023(Ref.)
355 Title: Financial problems of small scale industries in Punjab
Author: Bansal, Subhash Kumar
Guide: P.K. Kapoor
Univ/Fac: Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 342 p.
Notes: (4114)
Class No: X9B, B(A): 6.236 N0; 1
Accn No.: 49696-49697

356 Title: Study of the ecology of Rhizopertha Dominica (Fab) & sitophilus...wheat grains
Author: Bansal, Suresh Chandra
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 248 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 421
Class No: K86:564DaJ382 N0-N0; 1
Accn No.: 49861-49862

357 Title: Personnel policies & practices of the Tata Engineering and Locomotive Company Ltd. Jamshedpur
Author: Bansal, Vijay Kumar
Guide: B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: MBA
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 92 p.
Class No: X8(D6):9.25352J L2
Accn No.: 45372

358 Title: Sustainability of agriculture in Haryana Sub.Ttl.: an analysis (with CD-1646)
Author: Bansal, Vivek
Guide: Jaswinder Singh Brar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 213 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: X8(J):8928.B.2361 P7
Accn No.: 342662, Th

359 Title: Photosensitized oxidation of Diphenylamine
Author: Bansal, Walaiti Ram
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 190 p.;
Notes: (288)
Class No: E711, 51:81 L6-L6; 2
Accn No.: 46408
46480-46481

360 Title: Economic analysis of output growth and demand for labour in Punjab agriculture
Author: Bant Singh
Guide: Rajbans Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 349 p.
Class No: X8(J):9.236.N9 N4
Accn No.: 340863

361 Title: Punjab mein Urdu adab ka nashv-o-numa Sub.Ttl.: uniswin sadi mein
Author: Barkat Ali
Guide: Qamar Rais, 1932-
Univ/Fac: Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D. Urdu
368 Title: Endogenous technological progress, technological spillovers and public policy
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Indian private corporate sector
Author: Batalvi, Puja
Guide: Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatinn: 344 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (4134.21)
Class No: X9S:(F).2.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342133

369 Title: Limnological studies on the Harike Wetland ecosystem
Author: Bath, Kulbir Singh
Guide: S.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatinn: 255 p.; 27 cm.
Notes: (342)
Class No: G95574.23694 N6
Accn No.: 341161(Ref.)

370 Title: Reactions of t-Butyl peroxide with diphenylamine and Naphthylamine
Author: Bath, Sawinder Singh
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatinn: 64 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (272)
Class No: E6 L8-L8;2
Accn No.: 46934-46936

371 Title: Mutagenic studies in Indian ocimums
Author: Batish, Geeta
Guide: M.I.S.Saggoo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatinn: 121p.
Notes: 401.
Class No: J6.2.N9 N7
Accn No.: 341219

372 Title: Study of post mortem changes upon the activity and polymorphic types of Glyoxalase-I Enzyme in human tissues
Author: Batra, Beena
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Class No: L12:4;4798 M8
Accn No.: 49493

373 Title: Forensic characterisation of polymeric materials using IR Spectrophotometer...microscope techniques
Author: Batra, Neelam
Guide: V.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatinn: 234p.
Class No: LYX:15 M7
Accn No.: 49622

374 Title: Population awareness among university and college teachers in relation to family size,structure,age and experience
Author: Batta, Anjana
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
375 Title: Survey of the free-living Entomostracan (Crustacea) Fauna...recent ostracoda
Author: Battish, Sarwan Kumar
Guide: S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 282 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 420
Class No: K8147:1.236.N7 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 47441-47442

376 Title: Lala Har Dayal and his political ideas
Author: Bavinder Kumar
Guide: G.S.Deol
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 100p.
Accn No.: 46403

377 Title: Study of personality traits, needs and achievement motivation of entrepreneurs of Punjab
Author: Bawa, Daljit Singh
Guide: T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 240p.
Accn No.: 49638

378 Title: The effect of training and intelligence on formal operational thought
Sub.Ttl.: stating and testing hypotheses
Author: Bawa, Gurbans Singh
Guide: Teg Singh Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 90 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: S1:4oj72 M1
Accn No.: 48216

379 Title: Impact of personal psychological and home environmental factors on the decision making pattern of employed women
Author: Bawa, Gurinderjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Dept.of Education & Community Service)
Degree: U.G.C. Minor project
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 86 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No: SogK:8 N6
Accn No.: 341544,RG

380 Title: Social structure and family
Sub.Ttl.: a social anthropological study of baurias
Author: Bawa, Tejeshwari
Guide: Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M. Phil. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 172 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Y72 Q0
Accn No.: 343553,Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of generalised hypergeometric function of two variables of third order</td>
<td>Baweja, Krishan Kumar</td>
<td>S. Saran</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>114p.</td>
<td>(107)</td>
<td>B396M M0</td>
<td>47973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Polanyi as an economic anthropologist</td>
<td>Beant Kaur</td>
<td>Abbi, B.L</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>92p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some problems connected with the sub classes of analytic functions subordinate to a linear transformation</td>
<td>Beant Singh</td>
<td>R.M. Goel</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D(Maths)</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>233p. 30 cm</td>
<td>(93.5)</td>
<td>B381:2 N4-N4;1</td>
<td>340894, Th 411313, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy marketing and economic development</td>
<td>Bedi, M.S.</td>
<td>P.K.Kapoor</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. &amp; Commerce)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>390p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>48632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of working capital in Goetze (India) Limited Bahadurgarh (Patiala)</td>
<td>Bedi, Rajan</td>
<td>N.K.Deol</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. &amp; Commerce)</td>
<td>M.Com.</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>62 p. 28 cm</td>
<td></td>
<td>X8(D6):8C.236911,G,9M84 M7</td>
<td>340670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisational Behaviour in Public undertakings</td>
<td>Bedi, Varinder Singh</td>
<td>Pardeep Sahni</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Com</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>246p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytological studies in woody members of Gamopetalae &amp; Monochlamydeae from Northern &amp; Central India</td>
<td>Bedi, Yashbir Singh</td>
<td>S.S.Bir</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.Botany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>49973</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
388 Title: Detection of outliers
Sub.Ttl.: an asymptotic approach
Author: Behari, Vinod
Guide: O.P.Srivastava
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 267p.
Notes: (91)
Class No: B377:50bB2817 L6
Accn No.: 46697

389 Title: Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl.: systems
Author: Behari, Vipan
Guide: K.Navalani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.L.I.Sc
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: iii, 128 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (21)
Class No: 2:97:(7) N0
Accn No.: 340583

390 Title: Transfer from serial to paired-associate learning as a function of the relationship of the serial list to the paired-associate list and level of meaningfulness
Author: Beri, Jatinder Kumar
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.(Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 75 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: SM:43 L3;1
Accn No.: 45494

391 Title: Studies on the Dd-Antigen-Antibody system
Author: Berry, Vanita
Guide: Harsurinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 140p.
Class No: L:6-4:3 M9
Accn No.: 49740

392 Title: Raja Gulab Singh and the Lahore Durbar
Author: Bhagat Singh
Guide: Baljeet Singh Virk
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 142p.
Class No: V236y7L92 L6
Accn No.: 46155

393 Title: Sikh Polity
Sub.Ttl.: in the eighteenth and Nineteenth centuries
Author: Bhagat Singh
Guide: Ganda Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1971
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 497p.
Class No: V236(Q-),8.N L1;1
Accn No.: 45471
394 Title : Social and economic condition of the Punjab in the eighteenth century
Author : Bhagat Singh
Guide : Sarojni Batra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 105p.
Class No : V236.L L8
Accn No. : 47645

395 Title : Social and economic condition of the Punjab in the seventeenth century
Author : Bhagat Singh
Guide : Jarnail Singh Yadav
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 113p.
Class No : V236.K L9
Accn No. : 47379

396 Title : Right to information act 2005
Sub.Ttl. : problems and solutions
Author : Bhagwant Singh
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 127 p., 26 cm.
Notes : (4537.91)
Class No : Z2:(W:58).P05 P9
Accn No. : 342906, Th

397 Title : Experimental investigations of incoherent scattering of gamma rays from inner shell electrons
Author : Bhajan Singh
Guide : B.S.Ghumman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 145p.
Notes : (168)
Class No : C9B3 M2-M2;1
Accn No. : 48114
48163

398 Title : Incoherent scattering on 145 KeV Gama Rays from K-Shell electrons of silver
Author : Bhajan Singh
Guide : B.S.Ghumman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 40p.
Notes : (186)
Class No : C9B5 L9
Accn No. : 47698

399 Title : Organisation and functions of State Bank of Patiala
Author : Bhajan Singh
Guide : Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 180p.
Class No : W,93(X62).236911; h,N18 M6
Accn No. : 340007

400 Title : Rayleigh and compton scattering as a tool for elemental analysis
Sub.Ttl. : final report
Author : Bhajan Singh
Degree : UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 23 p., 28 cm.
Notes : (135.1.2)
Class No : C5:38N2 P0;2
Accn No. : 341535-341537, RG
401 Title : Liberated adeny nucleotides of blood as a criterion of effectiveness of immunosuppressant therapy and its clinical correlation
Author : Bhal, Rana Ashwani
Guide : S.S.Jolly
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : M.D. (Medicine)
Accep.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : v.p., 28 cm.
Notes : 519
Class No : L:4:63 L4
Accn No. : 45890

402 Title : Nutritional status of pregnant women of Punjab
Author : Bhalla, Adarsh
Guide : M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 246p.
Class No : L9F:31-573.236 N2
Accn No. : 340411

403 Title : A humanistic study of Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye and Beloved
Author : Bhandari, Sumedha
Guide : Nirmal Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil (English)
Accep.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 138 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : O-A,3NMORx:g P6
Accn No. : 342677

404 Title : A comparative study of the working of independent junior basic training units attached to high/higher secondary schools and junior basic training units attached to post-graduate training college
Author : Bhandari, Sushila Devi
Guide : P.S.Chana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala/Education
Degree : M.ed
Sub. on : 1966-67
Pub. Dt. : 1967
Collatin : viii, 68 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3201)
Class No : TN3.236.N5 K7
Accn No. : 48778

405 Title : 9th Lok Sabha elections 1989
Sub.Ttl. : A study of Ropar constituency
Author : Bhangoo, Bhupinder Kaur
Guide : S.K.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accep.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 175p.
Class No : V236911R,31:91.N89 M9
Accn No. : 340173 341011(Ref.)

406 Title : Industrial relations in cotton textile industry in Punjab
Author : Bhangoo, Kesar Singh
Guide : K.C.Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 498p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 4055
Class No : X8(M7):97.236 M9-M9;1
Accn No. : 49571-49572, Th

407 Title : Effectiveness of selected teaching methods for teaching adult rural women learners in Punjab
Author : Bhangoo, Satwant Kaur
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accep.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 240 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2590)
Class No : T:3(Y15-31).236 M7
Accn No. : 49241-49242
408 Title: Nutrition and physical growth studies
Author: Bhangoo, Sudeep.
Guide: Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Class No: G9C:8.236 N2-N2;1
Accn No.: 340224 341102

409 Title: Study of examination results of M.A.(Anthropological linguistics) during 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author: Bhangu, Jaswant Kaur
Guide: S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Class No: T45:5(P),5.N9 M4
Accn No.: 340488

410 Title: Comparative study of the concept of rights of Green and Laski
Author: Bhanver, Mohinder Kaur
Guide: Manorma Kohli
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 56p.
Notes: (3496)
Class No: W:5xM36ov93 L5
Accn No.: 45862

411 Title: GLOI: Its isozymes, genetics and distribution in some groups of North India
Author: Bhanwer, Amarjit Singh
Guide: I.J.S. Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 159 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes: (334)
Class No: G11:6oaY592.25 M515
Accn No.: 48979

412 Title: Contribution of pracheen kala kendra, chandigarh in promotion of music
Author: Bhardwaj, Esha
Guide: Mamohan Sharma
Univ/Fac: Patiala, Punjabi University (Faculty of Arts)
Degree: M.Phil (Music)
Sub. on : 2009
Pub. Dt.: 122 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No: NR236C P8
Accn No.: 343067, Th

413 Title: Chemical and spectroscopic investigations of some lanthanide coordination compounds
Author: Bhardwaj, Geeta
Guide: A.K.Trikha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 222p.
Notes: (240)
Class No: E1921:3,T5 N4
Accn No.: 341020

414 Title: God in the darkling plain
Sub.Ttl.: spiritual quest in the poetry of Hopkins
Author: Bhardwaj, Jolly Vrinda
Guide: Gurdit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 152p.
Class No: 0-,1M44:g(Q:3) M9
Accn No.: 49756
429 Title : Socio-economic implication of rural-urban migration
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab
Author : Bhatia, Ajit Singh
Guide : H.K. Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : P.U. Patiala, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Degree : Ph.D.
Sub. on : 1985
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : v11,310
Notes : 431
Class No : XM2:(U42).236 M5
Accn No. : 48640 (Ref.)
48823 (Ref.)

430 Title : Anatomy of the Digestive, Reproductive, Nervous, circulatory and Respiratory systems of polistcs hehereaus
Author : Bhatia, Aruna
Guide : Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 52 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 431
Class No : K864:2 L7
Accn No. : 46585

431 Title : Characterization of immunomodulatory potential and immunorestorative effect of leaves extractof Nycanthes Arbor Tristis
Author : Bhatia, Aruna
Guide : Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 239p.
Class No : MY9F:8,236 P2
Accn No. : 340308

432 Title : Physical growth, development and performances of Jat Sikh girls from 8 to 20 years
Author : Bhatia, B.
Guide : M.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. (Sports Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 193 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : MY9F:8,236 P2
Accn No. : 340764

433 Title : Study of personality traits, needs and achievement motivation of entrepreneurs of Punjab
Author : Bhatia, B.S.
Guide : T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 239p.
Accn No. : 340764

434 Title : Capacity utilisation in engineering industry in Punjab
Author : Bhatia, Gurbachan K.
Guide : H.K. Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 303p.
Class No : X8(D).236.N7 M3;1 X8(D):892B.2 M3
Accn No. : 48466
48602
435  Title    : Law relating to preventive relief of injunctions  
Author   : Bhatia, Harmeet  
Guide    : Monica Chawla  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M.  
Sub. on  : 2009  
Collatin : 231 p.; 27 cm.  
Class No : Z2,7-9531,7 P9  
Accn No. : 343343, Th

436  Title    : Survey and germplasm evaluation of industrially important high altitude drug plant species of North-West Himalaya (with CD 686)  
Author   : Bhatia, Harpreet Singh  
Guide    : M.I.S. Saggoo  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. (Botany)  
Accp.Yr. : 2005  
Collatin : 212 p.; Plates; 30 cm.  
Notes    : (353.1.1)  
Class No : I:(J6):297.N7t4 P5  
Accn No. : 342232

437  Title    : Kinetics & mechanism of nucleophilic substitution in certain octahedral metal complexes  
Author   : Bhatia, Jagdish Chander  
Guide    : S.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1960  
Collatin : 150 p.  
Notes    : (237)  
Class No : E191:8-A13 K9  
Accn No. : 45193

438  Title    : Taxonomy of Pyrenomycetous Fungi of North West India  
Author   : Bhatia, Madhu  
Guide    : J.S. Dargn  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Botany  
Accp.Yr. : 1987  
Collatin : 312 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (364)  
Class No : I235:11.24.M9 M7-M7;2  
Accn No. : 49239-49240 49316

439  Title    : Development and application of expression vector based on ped+ plasmid of pediococcus acidilactici MTCC 5101 (with CD-2416)  
Author   : Bhatia, Puja  
Guide    : Praveen P. Balgir  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 201 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : GZ:4240aB466 Q0  
Accn No. : 343519, Th

440  Title    : Problems of the rural aged Sub.Ttl. : a sociological study of Ludhiana  
Author   : Bhatia, Suman  
Guide    : M.S. Randhawa  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. (Sociology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 86 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y31-13:4.23696 P9  
Accn No. : 343184, Th

441  Title    : Organisation and functions of the industries department, Punjab  
Author   : Bhatia, Surinder Kaur  
Guide    : Pardeep Sahni  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 168 p.  
Accn No. : 340006
442 Title : Towns of Punjab (1947-71) with a detailed study of Amritsar, Patiala, Moga and Bhatinda.
Author : Bhatia, Sutinder Kumari
Guide : M.P. Thakore
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Geography
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : x, 313 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3212.2)
Class No : U.2(Y33).236.N71<=N47 L2-L2;1
Accn No. : 47931 47979 48110

443 Title : Epistemology of Guru Granth Sahib
Author : Bhatia, Harjot Singh
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sci)
Degree : M.A. (Religion)
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 196 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:-21 M5-M5;1
Accn No. : 49290-49291, Th

444 Title : Socio-economic background of entrepreneurs in Patiala(Punjab
Author : Bhatnagar, Dharminder
Guide : R.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 63 p.
Accn No. : 340694

445 Title : A study of ongoing psychophysiological manifestations and cognitive experiences associated with mental training of sport skills
Author : Bhatnagar, Seema
Guide : S.K. Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 247 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : MYoaS:4 P0
Accn No. : 341575

446 Title : Role of Lok Sabha Speaker in coalition government since 1989 (with CD-1642)
Author : Bhatnagar, Shubhra
Guide : Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 286 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : V2,3113.N9 P7
Accn No. : 342658, Th

447 Title : Problems of small scale units in engineering industry
Sub.Ttl. : a study of selected units in Chandigarh area
Author : Bhatnagar, Veena
Guide : Govind Khanna
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 214 p.
Notes : (4122)
Class No : X9B,8(D):9 M5;1
Accn No. : 48941(Ref.) 49220

448 Title : Studies in trajectory parameters of low velocity projectiles of handguns for...Forensic significance
Author : Bhattacharyya, Chandranath
Guide : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Class No : LYX621:1 N2
Accn No. : 340825
449 Title : Comparison of the somato type & body composition of the physical education students with other college boys of the same age
Author : Bhatti, Ajaib Singh
Guide : C. Giri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 56p.
Class No : MY:(L:2) M0
Accn No. : 48016

450 Title : Studies in heterocyclics
Sub.Ttl. : Kinetics & reaction mechanism of the formation of thiazolophirimidines
Author : Bhatti, Amjed Masih
Guide : N.K. Ralhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 197p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (296)
Class No : E8:213 L5-L5;2
Accn No. : 46284 46341 46459

451 Title : Study of Ion-solvent interactions in n-Butanol
Author : Bhatti, Gurpreet Singh
Guide : J.S. Banait
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 176 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes : (289)
Class No : E718:213 M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 49308-49309

452 Title : Biochemical effects of selected chemosterilants on development of Henosepilachna Vigintopunctata
Author : Bhatti, Parduman Singh
Guide : D.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 321p. ; 28 cm
Notes : 456
Class No : K865:7:(E9G) N2
Accn No. : 340425

453 Title : Synthesis and pharmacological evaluation of some novel nitrogen and sulfur containing heterocycles (with CD-2958)
Author : Bhatti, Ravinder Singh
Guide : J.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ P.atiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. Pharma Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2012
Collatin : xiii, 227 p. ; 28 cm
Accn No. : 343843

454 Title : Attributional effects on academic performance
Sub.Ttl. : a self efficacy perspective (with CD-1850)
Author : Bhavneet Kaur
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 176 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : S:7ogT F8
Accn No. : 342893

455 Title : Achievement motivation, emotional and social adjustment of Football players playing at different levels
Author : Bhinder, Palvinder Singh
Guide : Parkash Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree : M.P.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 120 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2618)
Class No : T:6(MY2121):(S) M9
Accn No. : 49587-49588 49801
456 Title : India: Myth and reality in the fiction of Rudyard Kipling, E M Forester, L H Mayers and John Masters
Author : Bhullar, Avtar Singh
Guide : D.S. Maini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 337p.
Class No : 0-, 3M9:g M2
Accn No. : 48106

457 Title : An appraisal of the objectives of physical education in the curriculum of post-graduate teacher training colleges
Author : Bhullar, Balbir Singh
Guide : Hitwant Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 76 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3108)
Class No : T45:20k6.2 K7
Accn No. : 45068

458 Title : Voicing resistance in Benazir Bhutto's Daughter of the East, Tehmina Durrani's My Feudal Lord, and Mukhtar Mai's In the Name of Honour
Author : Bhullar, Raminder
Guide : Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Depts. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 87 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : 0-P, 3xN7:g(Y15) P8
Accn No. : 342835

459 Title : Ethics and aesthetics of Saul Bellow: A selective study
Author : Bhupinder Jit Kaur
Guide : Sant Singh Bal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Class No : 0-A, 3N15:g(R4) N2
Accn No. : 340147

460 Title : Isolation and Partial characterization of host-range mutants of Cyanophage N-I
Author : Bhupinder Kaur
Guide : T.A. Sarma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 137 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (354)
Class No : I21 N11
Accn No. : 340070

461 Title : Social change in Punjab
Author : Bhupinder Kaur
Guide : S.S. Bal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Pub/Unpub : u
Collatin : 183p.
Class No : V236:3(Y), NO<MIN-G49 M0
Accn No. : 47753

462 Title : Study of examination results of M.Sc. (Mathematics) during 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author : Bhupinder Kaur
Guide : S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Notes : (3113)
Class No : T45:5(B), 5.N9 M4-M4; 1
Accn No. : 340485-340486
470 Title: Criminal liability for defamation
Sub.Ttl.: A study in context of the Indian Penal Code
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: Sukh darshan Singh Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 189 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4557)
Class No.: Z2,47 N6
Accn No.: 341390, Thesis

471 Title: Development of psychosocial profiles of Indian athletes
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Class No.: MY:(S) N5;2
Accn No.: 340952 341018 341049

472 Title: Growth of the electoral process in the context of the constitution of India with special reference to the legislative assembly of Punjab
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: Paramjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Notes: (3514.1)(4538)
Class No.: Z236:(W,32:91) N2;1
Accn No.: 340350(Th) 340990(Th)

473 Title: Indo-U.S. relations during Eisenhower's Presidency, 1953-1961
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: Shiv Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 290 p.
Class No.: V2:1973.N5 N8
Accn No.: 341284

474 Title: Role of tanks in Jammu and Kashmir operations (1947-48) and India-Pakistan war (1965)
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: D.D. Khanna
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Class No.: MV4 L9
Accn No.: 47537

475 Title: Rural development through co-operatives in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: A case study of the Sangrur central co-operative Bank Ltd
Author: Bhupinder Singh
Guide: Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 298p.
Accn No.: 340858
483 Title: Analysis of growth pattern of educational institutions
Sub.Ttl.: the role of informal sector in Haryana
Author: Bindusar, Amrit Kaur
Guide: Vishwa Mittar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 282 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4161.1)
Class No: X90,8(T):89ZB.2361.N7 P2
Accn No.: 341896, Th

484 Title: Critical study of the library facilities in the government, private & public, high and higher secondary schools of Simla
Author: Binod Kumari
Guide: Harish Chandra Sharma
Univ/Fac: Himachal Pradesh Univ.Simla (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Pub/Unpu: u
Pub.Plc.: M
Notes: (52)
Class No: 232.23684 L7
Accn No.: 340850

485 Title: An investigation in to the adjustment problems of female teachers in Himachal Pradesh
Author: Binod Kumari
Guide: S.S.Chauhan
Univ/Fac: Himachal Pradesh University, Simla (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Notes: (3139)
Class No: T55-9(T).242 L8
Accn No.: 340852

486 Title: Constitutional perspective of anti-terrorism laws in India
Author: Bir Davinder Singh
Guide: Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 223 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Z2,510aW:2 P3-P3;1
Accn No.: 342017-342018

487 Title: The impact of organizational culture on employee's morale
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of co-operative and commercial banks
Author: Bir, Harinder
Guide: B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 262 p.
Class No: XM,62:97W P0
Accn No.: 341469

488 Title: A study of the growth and development of primary education in Punjab from 1947-1987
Author: Birdi, Bimlesh
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Ed.)
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 219 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2650)
Class No: T15v236.N67c-N47 N1;2
Accn No.: 340271
489 Title : A study of the growth and development of primary education in Punjab from 1947-1987
Author : Birdi, Bimlesh
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 219 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2650)
Class No : T15v236.N67<-N47 N1-N1;1
Accn No. : 340069 340278

490 Title : The implementation of national educational policies in India
Author : Birdi, H.S.
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 378 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2565)
Class No : T.2vN86 M9
Accn No. : 49585-49586 340778

491 Title : Decision-making and power structure in Patiala city (1960-1978)
Author : Birinder Pal Singh
Guide : Prakash N.Pimpley
Univ/Fac : Punjab Univ.Chandigarh (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 245p.
Class No : V23691,8.N82<-N60 M2
Accn No. : 49811

492 Title : Comparative morphology of internal reproductive system and its taxonomics significance in family noctuidae (Noctuoidea : Lepidoptera) from Himachal Pradesh (with CD-2055)
Author : Birpal Kaur
Guide : Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology (Entomology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 320 p. ; Plates 105. ; 28 cm.
Class No : K867:2-67.242 P9
Accn No. : 343301

493 Title : Tribal population of rural India : a spatio-temporal perspective
Author : Bobby
Guide : M.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Geography)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 200 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3215.1)
Class No : U45:(Y31-72).2.N9 P3
Accn No. : 342030, Th

494 Boota Singh
Organisational culture of Pbi.Uni.PTA(Diss.of M.Lib.)
340531

495 Title : Organizational culture of Punjabi University Library
Author : Boota Singh
Guide : K.Navalani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : ii, 98 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : Project report (60)
Class No : 234:2.236911 MB;1
Accn No. : 340532
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambivalent identities in Hari Kunzru's the impressionist and transmission</td>
<td>Brahmjot Kaur</td>
<td>Sharan Pal Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)</td>
<td>M.Phil. English</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>126 p. ; 26 cm.</td>
<td>C-,3NHAR,11 P6</td>
<td>342837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship between pre-competition tension and performance in athletics</td>
<td>Brar, Banta Singh</td>
<td>Sowarn Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>46p.</td>
<td>MY2 L0</td>
<td>45226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amperometric titrations with new thio compounds</td>
<td>Brar, Bikram Singh</td>
<td>A.L.J. Rao</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Chemistry</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>191 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>E:3,T M0-M0;1</td>
<td>47766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation and working of Punjab State Agricultural Marketing Board</td>
<td>Brar, Brijindar Kaur</td>
<td>Pardeep Sahni</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>57p.</td>
<td>MY2143oaY15.2.N7 L3</td>
<td>45532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A critical analysis of corporate criminal liability in India</td>
<td>Brar, Henna</td>
<td>B.S.Malhi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>212 p. ; 26 cm.</td>
<td>Z2,5g P8</td>
<td>342728, Th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
510 Title : An epidemiological study of drug-abuse in a rural population of Punjab  
Author : Brij Lal  
Guide : Gurmeet Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Accp.Yr. : 1975  
Collatin : 176p.  
Class No : Y31:41.236 15  
Accn No. : 46054

511 Title : Paramountcy, Pinces and Sadar Patel (1858-1947)  
Author : Buta Singh  
Guide : S.M.Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : PH.D. (History)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 335 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V2:13.N5 Q0  
Accn No. : 34352

512 Title : Identiti-kit development for individual identification  
Author : Butt, Nasir Ahmed  
Guide : P.K.Chattopadhyay  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1994  
Collatin : 64p.  
Class No : LYX:1 N4  
Accn No. : 340945

513 Title : Punjab Vidhan Sabha elections Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Rupnagar District  
Author : Buttar, Harpal Singh  
Guide : Satish Kumar Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 112p.  
Class No : V236,32:91.N80 M6  
Accn No. : 340199

514 Title : Flora of Gurdaspur district  
Author : Butter, Charanpreet Singh  
Guide : S.S.Bir  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Botany  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Collatin : 750 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (350)  
Class No : I:12.23674 N1  
Accn No. : 340080

515 Title : Trade unionism among municipal employees Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala municipality  
Author : C.R.Moudgil  
Guide : H.C.Modi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Project Report(Dip.)  
Accp.Yr. : 1975  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 60p.  
Class No : V236911,61:(X:97D).N7 L5  
Accn No. : 45901

516 Title : Conversion in Christianity Sub.Ttl. : a theological study ( with CD-2842 )  
Author : Chacko, James  
Guide : Rajinder Kaur Rohi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Religious Stu.  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : v, 264 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Q6:3-423 Q1  
Accn No. : 343736, Th
517 Title : Parenting, cognitive stimulation and cognitive behaviour of hearing impaired children (with CD 2343)
Author : Chahal, Husanpreet
Guide : S.K.Bawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 113 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : T6:(SN1:4) P9
Accn No. : 343450, Th

518 Title : Review of literature on diet and dietary schedules of athletes
Author : Chahal, Khushpal Kaur
Guide : Vanka Teshwarlu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1968
Collatin : 104p.
Class No : MY2:(L:573).N.N5 K8
Accn No. : 45150

519 Title : Maharaja Sher Singh
Author : Chahal, Paramjit Kaur
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.History
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 120p.; 28 cm.
Class No : V236y7M07 L9
Accn No. : 47449

520 Title : Attitude towards modernization in relation to intelligence, achievement motivation and socio-economic status of college students
Author : Chahal, Sonia
Guide : Rajinderpal Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 165 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3120.1)
Class No : T45:(S:72).2.N9 P0
Accn No. : 341788, Th

521 Title : Civic elections in Haryana 1991
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Ambala City municipal committee
Author : Chaman Lal
Guide : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 94p.
Class No : V23611,61:91.N91 N2
Accn No. : 340266

522 Title : A comparative study of the need achievement of college students taking professional and academic courses
Author : Chaman Lal
Guide : S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 68p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3095)
Class No : T42:5.2 K9-K9;1
Accn No. : 45233 48796

523 Title : Lord Ellenborough's Indian administration
Sub.Ttl. : a study of his policies and the reaction
Author : Chaman Lal
Guide : A.C.Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Collatin : 363p.
Notes : (3546)
Class No : W,8.2.M N8
Accn No. : 341283
531 Title : Achievement motivation, adjustment and creative thinking of college athletes in relation to their performance in track events
Author : Charan Dass
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 178p.
Class No : MY221(N)N0;1
Accn No. : 49699        340758

532 Title : Review of literature on interval traninig as a training methods for track events
Author : Charan Dass
Guide : J.N. Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 74p.
Class No : MY225 L4
Accn No. : 45783

533 Title : Educational legislation in Punjab during 1947-79
Author : Charanjeet Kaur
Guide : T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 222 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2638)
Class No : T(2):236.N79<
Accn No. : 48503

534 Title : Relationship of B.ED. entrance test performance with scholastic and attitudinal variables (with CD-2542)
Author : Charanjeet Kaur
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 259 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T4:5,1.2.P1 Q0
Accn No. : 343638

535 Title : Assembly elections of 1992 in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Rampura Phul constituency(Bathinda District)
Author : Charanjit Singh
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Class No : W,32:91.236916.N92 N2
Accn No. : 340890        340982

536 Title : Multiple scattering studies in low-z materials
Author : Charanjit Singh
Guide : Gurmei Singh Mudahar Parjit S.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 114 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (148.31)
Class No : C54:58:(E1) P4
Accn No. : 342267

537 Title : A Critical study of the role and contribution of sports wings in colleges towards the development of sports and games in Punjab
Author : Charanjit Kaur
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 102 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3097)
Class No : T42:6.236.N7 M3-M3;1
Accn No. : 48401        48650
545 Title: White revolution and the role of HMM Ltd. in it
Author: Charanjit Singh
Guide: R.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: M.Com.
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 73p.
Accn No.: 340647

546 Title: Emerging role of investigator in criminal justice
Sub.Ttl.: an analytical study with special reference to the state of Punjab (with CD-1844)
Author: Charanjiv Singh
Guide: G.I.S. Sandhu, Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D. Law
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 490 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4583.2)
Class No: ZZ36,5:(LYX:1) P8
Accn No.: 342887

547 Title: Emerging role of legal aid with special reference to Punjab
Author: Charanjiv Singh
Guide: Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Laws)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 240 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4541)(4580)
Class No: ZZ N3 ZZ36,1,16 N3
Accn No.: 340838 341086(Ref.)

548 Title: Taxonomic studies on the family lycaenidae
Sub.Ttl.: Lepidoptera : Ditrysia : Papilionoidea in the Himalaya in India
Author: Charn Kumar
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 540 p.; 85 plates
Class No: K867.24 N9
Accn No.: 341457

549 Title: Cytological studies on some woody elements of Gamopetalae and Monochlamydeae of South India
Author: Chatha, Guljeet Singh
Guide: S.S. Bir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 287 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: 1883,11.21 M5-M5;1
Accn No.: 48631 48758

550 Title: Marketing strategies of selected companies in consumer electronics industry
Author: Chaudhary, Gagan
Guide: Rajeev Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Busi. Admn. and Commerce)
Degree: M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 170 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: x8(D65):51.P1 P9
Accn No.: 342925, Th

551 Title: Morale and productivity in Milkfood Industry in Punjab
Author: Chaudhary, M.R
Guide: D.R. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 340p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 4031
Class No: X8(KZ31:7):971.236 M5-M5;1
Accn No.: 49323, Th 49368, Th
Title: Personality characteristics of High School students as related to achievement in mathematics and english
Author: Chaudhary, Sunita
Guide: S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 71 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2821)
Class No: T2:5,20A5:7 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 48229

Title: Dynamics of human relations in production units of Markfed
Author: Chaudhray, M.R.
Guide: P.K.Kapoor
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Adminn.and Commerce)
Degree: MBA
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Accn No.: 46568

Title: A bi-lingual optical character recognition system for Gurumukhi and Roman scripts (with CD-1625)
Author: Chaudhry, Renu
Guide: Chandan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Comp. Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 199 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: 95611;(a2153-5) P7
Accn No.: 342641,Th

Title: Socio-economic history of Himachal with special reference to the accounts of the English travellers
Author: Chauhan, Asha
Guide: Ahluwalia, M.S.
Univ/Fac: Himachal Pradesh University,Department of Philosophy
Degree: PhD
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 305 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: 343098,Th/KS

Title: A study of DNA markers in the people of Haryana
Author: Chauhan, Kamal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Forensic Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 179 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: LXY:(G1133).2361 P5
Accn No.: 342266,Th

Title: Studies in ionospheric F-Region at Low-Latitudes
Author: Chauhan, Narinder Singh
Guide: H.S.Gurm
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 176p.
Notes: (116)
Class No: B9:564 L9;1
Accn No.: 47566-47567

Title: Political socialization profile of college teachers
Author: Chauhan, Rajinder Singh
Guide: S.K.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 138p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (3088)
Class No: T4-9(T):W:3(Y) M6
Accn No.: 49255
559 Title : Role of police as investigating agency in criminal Law
Sub.Ttl. : a study with reference to District Patiala
Author : Chauhan, Ravinder Singh
Guide : Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : vii, 245 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : ZZ,5-193:(LYX:1).236911 Q1
Accn No. : 343576,Th

560 Title : Corporate governance practices in India ( With CD-2016)
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of pharmaceutical and it industry
Author : Chauhan, Shikha
Guide : J.S.Pastry
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce
Accep.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 341 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X9Y,8(L23):8.2 P9
Accn No. : 343268,Th

561 Title : A study of perceived diversity climate in relation to organizational acculturation, agreeableness and previous acquaintance with various social groups (with CD-2936)
Author : Chauhan, Shruti
Guide : Surendra Kumar Sia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 218 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:(G9G):x Q1
Accn No. : 343821,Th

562 Title : Personality traits of tenth grade creative children
 Author : Chawla, Vandana
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.(Edu.)
Accep.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 44 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S2-61:7 L6
Accn No. : 46130

563 Title : Impact of nationalisation on the development and growth of banking activities in Punjab
Author : Chawla, Arvinder Singh
Guide : B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business admn.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accep.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 397p.
Accn No. : 49149

564 Title : Impact of domestic violence on physical growth,psychological behaviour and academic performance of school children (With CD-2554)
Author : Chawla, Asha
Guide : Pusha Singal S.K.Bawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala. (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : G:33C:(Y2:450aSNI,I) Q0
Accn No. : 343650,Th

565 Title : Attempt and its culpability under the Indian criminal law
Author : Chawla, Monica
Guide : S.S.Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study of dietary pattern and health related fitness of 8-18 years urban Punjabi Girls</td>
<td>Chawla, Parveen Kaur</td>
<td>S.K. Verma</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Law</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>375 p. ; 30 cm.</td>
<td>ZZ, S.N9 P0</td>
<td>341561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of voluntary organisations in the welfare of society</td>
<td>Chawla, Poonam</td>
<td>Inderjit Singh Sethi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil (Pol. Sci.)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>159 p. ; 30 cm.</td>
<td>MY, L9D: 8 P3</td>
<td>341902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life and times of Guru Hargobind</td>
<td>Cheema, Baljinder Singh</td>
<td>Dalbir Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>254p.</td>
<td>V236y7J90 N1</td>
<td>340066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life and times of Guru Hargobind</td>
<td>Cheema, Baljinder Singh</td>
<td>Dalbir Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>254p.</td>
<td>V236y7J90 N1</td>
<td>340066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and depot accounts</td>
<td>Cheema, Kulwant Singh</td>
<td>B.S. Bhatia</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. &amp; Commerce)</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>139p.</td>
<td>X:Bfok518 L3</td>
<td>45583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
573 Title : Cytomorphological studies on members of family Cyperaceae from Punjab plain and adjoining regions
Author : Cheema, Paramjeet
Guide : S.S. Bir
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 174 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : I785,11;2.236 N1-N1;2
Accn No. : 340032-340033 340077

574 Title : Childhood behavioural problems in relation to personality, parental attitudes and family environment
Author : Cheema, Yadwinder Singh
Guide : B.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 204 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (2509.1)
Class No : S1:70qg2221 N7
Accn No. : 341555

575 Title : Relationship between personality traits and physical fitness
Author : Chemma, Gurcharan Singh
Guide : C.Giri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1971
Collatin : 56 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:7oal:8 L1
Accn No. : 45324

576 Title : Study of the Buddhist concept of Sunyata with special reference to the Yogacara school
Author : Chen Li Chuan
Guide : Rajesh Ranjan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Religious Stu)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 116 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q42f7 P9
Accn No. : 343228, Th

577 Title : Pricing performance of IPOs in India (with CD - 2876 )
Author : Chhabra Kanchan
Guide : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 231 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X31:76.2 Q1
Accn No. : 343771, Th

578 Title : Feature extraction and neural network classifiers for the optical character recognition of printed and handwritten Gurmukhi script (with CD-1624)
Author : Chhabra, Indu
Guide : Chandan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Comp.Sci
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 159 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (74.51)
Class No : 95530m611:(P153) P7
Accn No. : 342640, Th

579 Title : Critical analysis of the predictions of Pluto and planet(s) x
Author : Chhabra, Jai Gopal
Guide : S.D.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 206p.
Notes : (122)
Class No : B94:(86) N0 B94:(\:86) N0;1
Accn No. : 49902-49903
580 Title : Study of competitive anxiety among state level hokey players of different age groups
Author : Chhina, Rajwant
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Class No : MY2143:(S:56) M9
Accn No. : 49795

581 Title : On the univalency and some related properties of certain classes of regular functions in the unit DISC
Author : Chichra, Pran Nath
Guide : V.D.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Pub/Unpu : u
Notes : (75)
Class No : B131,9 L7;1
Accn No. : 46678 46688

582 Title : Comparative study of the financial operations of industrial development Bank of India(IDBI) & Nigerian Industrial development Bank (NIDE)
Author : Chigozie, Nosike Cajetan
Guide : B.S.Bhatia S.K.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 396p.
Class No : X622:77.2 N5
Accn No. : 341119(Ref.)

583 Title : Radio an analytical study of the role of trace elements in the blood of tubercular patients
Author : Chirnnjive Kaur
Guide : H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 190p.
Class No : L35:421:3 N7
Accn No. : 341209

584 Title : An analysis of marketing operations of Tobacco industry in Andhra Pradesh
Author : Chojar, Anil Kumar
Guide : B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Notes : 477 p.
Class No : X8(J452):51.216 N8
Accn No. : 341376

585 Title : Influence of critical formulation and processing variables on sustained release dosage forme of ketorolac tromethamine (with CD-2026)
Author : Chopra, Dimple
Guide : Manjeet Singh V.R.Sinha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.(Pharmaceutical
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 253 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : LZ3 P8
Accn No. : 343278, Th

586 Title : Incidence, seasonal abundance and nature of damage caused by the important pests of Sarson and Toria in the districts of Ludhiana, Hoshiarpur and Jullundur
Author : Chopra, Girish
Guide : Tariok Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 1977
587 Title: Factional politics in Punjab since 1997  
Author: Chopra, Neeru  
Guide: Jagroop Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2005  
Collatin: 98 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: V236.P04<22.N97 P5  
Accn No.: 342380, Th

588 Title: Kidnapping and abduction in India  
Sub.Ttl.: a study  
Author: Chopra, Priyanka  
Guide: S.S. Khehra  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 266 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: {4561.41.15}  
Class No: Z2,5125 P7  
Accn No.: 342711, Th

589 Title: Application of some thio organic reagents in inorganic analysis  
Author: Chopra, Sarita  
Guide: A.L.J. Rao  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1986  
Collatin: 213 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: {271}  
Class No: E5,8:891 M6-M6;1  
Accn No.: 49335 49367

590 Title: Mobilisation agricultural surpluses in Punjab from 1967-68 to 1981-82  
Author: Chopra, Vipla  
Guide: Govind Khanna  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1987  
Collatin: 263 p.  
Class No: X8(A);ogJ:5.236.N7 M1  
Accn No.: 49356 49373

591 Title: Mobilisation of resources from agriculture: a case study of Punjab  
Author: Chopra, Vipla  
Guide: P.D. Hajela  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Class No: X8(J):27.236 L8  
Accn No.: 47578

592 Title: Social needs and psycho-social problems of adolescent schoolgirls of Patiala city  
Author: Choudhary, Jeetendri Mallika  
Guide: Manjit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1997  
Accn No.: 341350

593 Title: Sino-Indian relations (1962-77)  
Author: Choudhary, Maga Ram  
Guide: C. Narayana Rao  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 154 p.
594 Title : Study of Audio and Video tape alteration and development of detection technique  
Author : Choudhury, Sabrat Kumar  
Guide : Mukesh Kumar Thakur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Sci.  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 155 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : LXXI:1(44213) P9  
Accn No. : 343347

595 Title : United Nations Sanctions against Haiti  
Author : Chowhan, Jugnu  
Guide : Manju Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Pol.Sci.  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 149 p. ; 26 cm.  
Class No : VIN4:197925.P1 P9-P9;2  
Accn No. : 342954-342956, Th

596 Title : Stressful life events, perceived stress and somatic problems among the recently retired army personnel in Patiala District  
Author : Chugh, Monika  
Guide : Manjit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Sociology  
Accp.Yr. : 1995  
Collatin : 205 p.  
Class No : Y:4:(X:95811).236911 N4  
Accn No. : 341107(Ref.)

597 Title : Sir Chhotu Ram and his work  
Author : D.Awasthi  
Guide : Y.P.Bajaj  
Univ/Fac : Kurukshetra Univ. Kurukshetra (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1982  
Accn No. : 49786

598 Title : Distribution, morphology, taxonomy and topographic position of Cercarial Fauna of Punjab  
Author : D.P.Singh  
Guide : S.S.Grewal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1987  
Collatin : 284 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : K7:12.236 M7  
Accn No. : 49187

599 Title : Women empowerment in urban local government in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Sangrur District  
Author : Dajinder Kaur  
Guide : S.S.Tiwana  
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)  
Degree : M.Phil. (Pub. Admin.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 158 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : 3533.1  
Accn No. : 342049, Th

600 Title : Women participation in Panchayati Raj institutions  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Patiala and Sangrur Districts  
Author : Dajinder Kaur  
Guide : S.S.Tiwana  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Public Adm.  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 331 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,64:3(Y15).236911oj5 P9-P9;2  
Accn No. : 343378, Th  343407, Th  343851, Th
601 Title : Protection of right to life under Indian political system
Author : Dalbir Kaur
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 525p.
Class No : W:5.2 N1-N1;2
Accn No. : 340180(Ref.) 340896

602 Title : Rise, growth and fall of Bhangi Misal (With CD- 2532)
Author : Dalbir Singh
Guide : Sukhdial Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : viii, 274 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236.M1 Q0
Accn No. : 343628, Th

603 Title : Structural changes in agricultural production in the Punjab (1950-51 to 1969-70)
Author : Dalbir Singh
Guide : A.L.Nagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : X8(J):2.236.N7<N5 L4;2
Accn No. : 47908

604 Title : Studies in the background of the rise of Sikhism
Sub.Ttl. : A study of Albert Camus'work
Author : Dalbir Singh
Guide : L.M.Joshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Litt
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 149 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-v L6
Accn No. : 46272

605 Title : Existentialism of the absurd
Sub.Ttl. : A study of Albert Camus'work
Author : Daler Singh
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 302p.
Class No : 0122,3N13:g (R39(Y) N4;3
Accn No. : 340935 341038

606 Title : The Study of value of B.Ed. students
Author : Daljeetpal
Guide : Komal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala / Faculty of Education
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 68 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3154)
Class No : T9(T).2.N7 L3
Accn No. : 48183

607 Title : A sociometric study of self-esteem among high school children
Author : Daljit Inder
Guide : S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Litt. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 64 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2691)
Class No : T2obY M0
Accn No. : 47743 48219
608 Title: Study of competitors and non-competitors in sports at college/university level in relation to their self-concept and cardio...
Author: Daljit Inder Singh
Guide: C. Giri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Lit
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Class No: MY:(L32) M2;1
Accn No.: 48379

609 Title: A study of motor abilities, physical and physiological characteristics of male adolescent gymnasts track and field athletes and non-sportmen
Author: Daljit Inder Singh
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 169 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2614)
Class No: T:6(S2:6) N2
Accn No.: 340415

610 Title: Study of motor abilities, physical and physiological characteristics of male adolescent gymnasts, track and field athletes...
Author: Daljit Inder Singh
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 169 p.
Class No: MY:(L:8) N2;1
Accn No.: 340277

611 Title: Legal awareness among rural women of distt. Faridkot
Author: Daljit Kaur
Guide: Rajwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 40p.
Class No: T38-55:3(Z).236912 N5
Accn No.: 341317

612 Title: Matrimonial offences and gender inequality
Sub.Ttl. : a critical study
Author: Daljit Kaur
Guide: M.R. Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 175 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4546)
Class No: Z2,122 N5
Accn No.: 341084(Ref.)

613 Title: Creativity and intelligence as correlates of teaching effectiveness of secondary school teachers
Author: Daljit Singh
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 240 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2709.1)
Class No: T2.236,b:(S) N0
Accn No.: 49877

614 Title: Socio-economic history of Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
Author: Daljit Singh
Guide: Dalbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2002
615 Title : Performance evaluation of housefed
Author : Dalvir Singh
Guide : Jasmindeep Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : M.Phil. (Commerce)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 166 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X:962.236,w,N7:gl P9
Accn No. : 342929

616 Title : Adolescent problem behaviour
Sub.Ttl. : role of emotional autonomy and parent-child relationship
Author : Damanjeet Kaur
Guide : Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ., Patiala. (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Psy.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 198 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : SN1,2 P9
Accn No. : 343014

617 Title : Attitude of B.T./B.Ed. trainees towards basic education
Author : Dardi, B.R.
Guide : S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1965
Collatin : 79 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3206)
Class No : TN3,9(T):3(S:5) K5
Accn No. : 48889

618 Title : Achievement, motivation, anxiety, adjustment and motor abilities of football players at different field positions
Author : Darshan Kumar
Guide : P.L.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 183 p.
Notes : (1285)
Class No : MY2121:(S) NS-NS;2
Accn No. : 340977 340987 341048

619 Title : Contribution of Bhagat Bani to philosophy of education
Author : Darshan Singh
Guide : T.R.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 450 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2632)
Class No : T:(R3(Q:21A) N1
Accn No. : 340090 340263

620 Title : Municipal civic services for citizens at Dhuri
Author : Darshan Singh
Guide : S.Kaushik
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Project Report(Dip.)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Class No : V23691D,61-8.N7 L8
Accn No. : 46791

621 Title : Self image, Body image and movement image of sportsmen in relation to their level of participation
Author : Darshan Singh
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Class No : MYOaS N1
Accn No. : 49936
630 Title: Intensity measurement in two-photon compton scattering  
Author: Datta, Gulshan  
Guide: B.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. (Physics)  
Accp.Yr.: 2003  
Collatin: 48 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (178.1)  
Class No: V236,3.N77-N67 M0;2  
Accn No.: 48385

631 Title: The China factor in India's securities  
Author: Datta, Rakesh  
Guide: R.N. Mishra  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Sub. on: 1989  
Pub. Dt.: 1989  
Collatin: 309 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: V2:1941.N9 M9-93  
Accn No.: 49557-49558 340784-340785

632 Title: China as a factor in India's defence policy  
Author: Datta, Rakesh Kumar  
Guide: S.K. Bajaj  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Lit.  
Accp.Yr.: 1980  
Collatin: 141 p.  
Class No: V2:19(zp)ob41 M0;1  
Accn No.: 47794 48423

633 Title: Civil defence in India after 1962  
Author: Datta, Rakesh Kumar  
Guide: R.N. Misra  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1977  
Collatin: 47 p.  
Class No: MV4,(Y).2.N7 L7  
Accn No.: 46551

634 Title: Kashmir problem and attitude of Congress-I and B.J.P.  
Sub.Ttl.: Shelly Datta  
Author: Datta, Shelly  
Guide: Navtej Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Sci.  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Collatin: 75 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: V247,N9 N2  
Accn No.: 342084

635 Title: Contribution of breathing capacity, heart rate and breath rate ratio to physical fitness  
Author: David, Roma  
Guide: C. Giri  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1990  
Collatin: 139 p.  
Class No: L4:3oj8 N0  
Accn No.: 340273

636 Title: Construction of some new series of PBIB designs  
Author: Davinder Kumar  
Guide: S.L. Singla  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala  
Degree: Ph.D. Statistics  
Accp.Yr.: 1995  
Notes: (84)  
Class No: B288 N5  
Accn No.: 341092
637 Title : Mutational studies in the Nitrogen fixing Blue-Green algae
Sub.Ttl. : Anabaena Variabilis
Author : Davinder Pal Singh
Guide : T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 175p.
Notes : (360)
Class No : I221,1:63 N2
Accn No. : 340214

638 Title : A study of Irrational fears in relation to age, sex and intelligence
Author : Davinderjit Singh
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 296 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2526)
Class No : S4(Z,193):5.236 N3
Accn No. : 340430

639 Title : Creep deformation and stress analysis in rotating disks of composite materials (with CD-2823)
Author : Deepak, Dharmpal
Guide : Vinay Kumar Gupta
Ashok Kumar Dham
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala(Faculty of Engineering & Tech.)
Degree : PH.D. Mechanical Eng
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xv, 227 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : D6,3-6:32 Q1
Accn No. : 343719,Th

640 Title : The concept of sin in Christianity and Sikhism
Author : Deepinder Kaur
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 162 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-m6:39 L7
Accn No. : 46820

641 Title : Morphotaxonomy of immature stages of some economically important pyraloidea(Ditrysia :Lepidoptera )of Punjab(With CD-2552 )
Author : Deepinderpal Singh
Guide : H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Life Sciences )
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 281 p. ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No : K867:11-2.236 Q0
Accn No. : 343648,Th

642 Title : Geography of gender gap in Himachal Pradesh : a case study of Solan district
Author : Deol, Gaganjot
Guide : Gill, M.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 293p.
Notes : (3216)
Class No : U470aY15.242 N7
Accn No. : 341245

643 Title : Trade unionism in public sector
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab state electricity Board
Author : Deol, Harbhajan Singh
Guide : D.R.Sachdeva
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social
644 Title: Learning needs of illiterate rural women in Punjab in age-group 15-35
Author: Deora, Kiran
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A Education
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 10 p. ; 21 cm.
Class No: T38-55(Y31) L9;1
Accn No.: 48235, Th

645 Title: Radiation dose measurements in some biologically relevant samples
Author: Deressu, Tilahun Tesfaye
Guide: H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: xiii, 198 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No: C6:250al:4725 P1
Accn No.: 341718

646 Title: Effects of massage on physiological restoration following maximal exercise (with CD-1783)
Author: Desalegn, Mesay
Guide: Verma, S.K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 249 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No: MY:4:62 P8
Accn No.: 342778(Th)

647 Title: Round table conference and the Punjab problems
Author: Dev Maya
Guide: S.K.Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 130p.
Class No: V236.N32 L2
Accn No.: 45360

648 Title: Synthesis and characterisation of some 3-Cyanoformazans and their metal chelates
Author: Devgan, Mona
Guide: K.C.Kalia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 150 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No: E5591:4 P1
Accn No.: 341720

649 Title: A critical analysis of Dr.Hari Ram Gupta's history of Sikh gurus
Author: Devinder Kaur
Guide: Gurbachan Singh Nayar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. History
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 145 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No: V236(Q-) .K7 P0
Accn No.: 341734, Th
650 Title : Effectiveness of University Libraries in education and research
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab and Punjabi Universities
Author : Devinder Kaur
Guide : S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education and Information science (Pbi.Univ.PTA)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Pub. Dt. : 2001
Collatin : vol.; 28 cm.
Notes : (56.11)
Class No : 234.236911oc F1
Accn No. : 341701

651 Title : Studies on the post-Embryonic development of Corcyra Cephalonica (Stainton) etc.
Author : Devinder Kaur
Guide : H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 306 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 468
Class No : K867:7 M5-M5;1
Accn No. : 48934

652 Title : Indo-Bangladesh economic relations
Author : Devinder Kumar
Guide : Ranjit Singh Ghuman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 304p.
Class No : V2:194Q71(X).N9 N2
Accn No. : 340206

653 Title : Judicial separation under Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 : a critical appraisal of statutory provisions and judicial approach
Author : Devinder Kumar
Guide : Daljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Collatin : 262 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4547)
Class No : Z2,122.N5 M8
Accn No. : 340332

654 Title : International law and practice in respect of recognition of states and governments
Author : Devinder Pal Kaur
Guide : S.Nalwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin : 202 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4528)
Class No : Z1,17.N N0
Accn No. : 340332

655 Title : Origin of the Singh Sabha movement
Author : Devinder Singh
Guide : Satbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(Religious St.)
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 102 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-6M73:f L3
Accn No. : 45561

656 Title : Taxonomy & chorology of Indian Tenthredo Linn
Author : Devinder Singh
Guide : M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1986
657 Title : Epidemiological and biochemical profile of prospective cases of diabetes mellitus from population of district Sangrur, Punjab (India)
Author : Dewan, Manju
Guide : D.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 429 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : S65 N6
Accn No. : 341246

658 Title : Locus of control in relation to attitude towards crime in criminal and normal population
Author : Dewan, Prem Lata
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 303 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : C9B3 N8
Accn No. : 341472

659 Title : Investigation of intensity and spectral distribution in double photon compton scattering
Author : Dewan, Rupesh
Guide : Bhajan Singh B.S.Ghumman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 118 p.
Notes : (173.1)
Class No : C9B4 M9;1
Accn No. : 49618-49619

660 Title : Growth and attenuation of beta ray Bremsstrahlung in some metallic targets
Author : Dhaliwal, Amarjit Singh
Guide : Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 118p.
Notes : (184)
Class No : C9B4 M9;1
Accn No. : 49618-49502

661 Title : Creativity in high school students in relation to their adjustment
Author : Dhaliwal, Baljinder
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University,Patiala
Degree : M.Phil.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Notes : (2933)
Class No : T2:(S:44) M8
Accn No. : 341217

662 Title : Systematic studies on the flora of Kullu district (Himachal Pradesh)
Author : Dhaliwal, Daya Singh
Guide : M. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 181p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (352)
Class No : I:12.245 N3
Accn No. : 340794

663 Title : A study of academically low achievers in relation to personality traits and socio-metric choices
Author : Dhaliwal, Neelam
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala/(Faculty of Education)
664 Title: Organisation and Functioning of I.A.S.pre-examination coaching centre
Author: Dhaliwal, Perminder
Guide: Narayana Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Diploma
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 53p.
Accn No.: 45943

665 Title: Development of a continuous system for the preparation of high fructose syrup from inulin by immobilized inulinase (with CD-1648)
Author: Dhaliwal, Rajesh
Guide: R.S.Singh Munish Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 158 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: E68-982:88 P7
Accn No.: 342664

666 Title: Performance of of marketing managers in relation to their burnout experience, work environment and management orientation styles (with CD-1842)
Author: Dhaliwal, Ran Singh
Guide: A.S.Chawla B.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Business Management)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 212 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: X:51-8 P8
Accn No.: 342885,7b

667 Title: Role of the Indian speaker(1980-87)
Author: Dhaliwal, Surinder Kaur
Guide: J.A.Khan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: V2,3.N87<--N80 M9
Accn No.: 340198

668 Title: Physical fitness of 10-18 year old males living at two selected altitudes
Author: Dhaliwal, Satinder Singh
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 270p.
Class No: L:8ogU2 N0;3
Accn No.: 49942(Ref.) 341097(Ref.)

669 Title: Study of force constants of an inter-molecular potential for inert gas mixtures
Author: Dham, Ashok Kumar
Guide: S.C. Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 165p.
Notes: (133)
Class No: C28 L6;1
Accn No.: 46301-46302
670 Title: A study of entrepreneurial performance and problems of women in business in the states of Punjab, Haryana and Union territory of Chandigarh
Author: Dhameja, Suresh Kumar
Guide: B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Notes: (4106)
Class No: X9B:9F.236.N9 P0
Accn No.: 341468

671 Title: Organisation and functions of State Bank of India
Author: Dhan Devi
Guide: Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 117p.
Accn No.: 49982

672 Title: Creativity and information processing
Author: Dhanda, Natash Inder
Guide: B.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 183 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:4 N8
Accn No.: 341285

673 Title: Studies on some biochemical change occurring during the postembryonic development of callosobruchus Chinensis (L.) (Coleoptera: Bruchidae)
Author: Dhanesar, Barjinder
Guide: Dalbinder Singh Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 28 p.; ill. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 449
Class No: K865:7 L7
Accn No.: 46591

674 Title: A structural study of high strength fly-ash concrete mixes
Author: Dhanjal, Jasvir Singh
Guide: Amarjit Juneja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Science)
Degree: M.Tech(Civil)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: vii, 100 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (203)
Class No: D7,74:32 L7
Accn No.: 47426

675 Title: Tissue culture studies in Caianus Cajan and Atylosia species
Author: Dhanju, Mukhtar Singh
Guide: B.S. Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 160 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: I8313 M5
Accn No.: 48944

676 Title: A Study of fertility behaviour of women in relation to educational levels, age of marriage and socio-economic status
Author: Dhanoa, Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 130 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3136)
Class No: T55:(Y:5) M9
Accn No.: 49683
677 Title: Analytical study of sentencing under Indian penal code (Act XLV 1860)
Author: Dhanoa, Jaswinder Kaur
Guide: Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 202 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4572.1)
Class No: ZZ,95.M60 P62-P62;1
Accn No.: 342597-342598, Th

678 Title: An analytical study of the social thought of Guru Gobind Singh
Author: Dharam Singh
Guide: Nirbhai Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 228 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q:-33wK66:g(Y) N2
Accn No.: 45732

679 Title: Comparative study of anxiety levels between wrestlers and jumpers
Author: Dharam Singh
Guide: S.S.Jaspal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Class No: MY224om45:(S:56) L4
Accn No.: 45732

680 Title: Sikh vision of an ideal social structure
Author: Dharam Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deprt. of Religious Studies)
Degree: U.G.C.Minor Project
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 73 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: Q- N8
Accn No.: 341545-341547, RG

681 Title: Articulation errors of consonants among punjabi children (with CD-2352)
Author: Dharam Vir
Guide: Joga Singh A.K. Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. (Linguistics)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 216 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: P,15:(S1) Q0
Accn No.: 343459, Th

682 Title: Managerial effectiveness in relation to certain personal and situational variables in public sector banks
Author: Dharmani, A.N
Guide: P.K.Kapoor
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 196 p.
Notes: (4217)
Class No: X9W,62:99v N0-N0;1
Accn No.: 49933

683 Title: An analysis of special economic zones in India
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Haryana (with CD-2856)
Author: Dharminder Singh
Guide: Shakuntla Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xiii, 236 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X.2361 Q1
Accn No.: 343750, Th
684  Title : Corporate disclosure practices in India  
Author : Dharminder Singh 
Guide : J.S.Pasricha 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala ( Faculty of Business Adminn. & Commerce) 
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce 
Acqp.Yr. : 1999 
Collatin : 206 p. ; 30 cm, 
Class No : X9Y.2 N9 
Accn No. : 341412

685  Title : A critical study of the principle of Jati (universal) in the theistic and non-theistic schools of Indian philosophy 
Author : Dharminder Singh 
Guide : Shivani Sharma Angiras 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences) 
Degree : Ph.D. (Philosophy) 
Acqp.Yr. : 2006 
Collatin : 298 p. ; 26 cm. 
Class No : R6 P6 
Accn No. : 342564,th

686  Title : Parja Mandal movement in Faridkot state 1927-1950 
Author : Dharminder Singh 
Guide : Nazer Singh 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses) 
Degree : M.Phil. History 
Acqp.Yr. : 2004 
Collatin : 102 p. ; 28 cm. 
Class No : V236912:17.N50<--N27 P4 
Accn No. : 342350,th

687  Title : Sexual harassment and legal protection  
Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis 
Author : Dharminder Singh 
Guide : Pushmpinder Kaur Dhillon 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law) 
Degree : LL.M. 
Acqp.Yr. : 2005 
Collatin : 200 p. ; 28 cm. 
Notes : (4561.4.2) 
Class No : Z2,515.P1 P5 
Accn No. : 342254,th

688  Title : A critique of Pastiche  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Margaret Atwood's the Handmaid's tale and surfacing 
Author : Dharni, Gagandeep 
Guide : Santosh Gupta 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses) 
Degree : M.Phil.History 
Acqp.Yr. : 2004 
Collatin : 125 p. ; 28 cm 
Class No : 0-,3N39:g P4 
Accn No. : 342355,th

689  Title : Management of working capital in Punjab State Electricity Board Patiala  
Author : Dhawan, Ashwani 
Guide : R.C.Chawla 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce) 
Degree : M.Com 
Acqp.Yr. : 1988 
Collatin : 110p. 
Notes : (4175) 
Class No : X9v8(D66):8.236,L,9N66 M6 
Accn No. : 340449

690  Title : United Nations sanctions against Afghanistan  
Author : Dhawan, Bindu 
Guide : Manju Verma 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences) 
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc) 
Acqp.Yr. : 2010 
Collatin : 129 p. ; 28 cm. 
Class No : V1N4:19491.P1 Q0-Q0;1 
Accn No. : 343203-343204,Th
691 Title: A study of impact of communication on job-satisfaction and organisation performance
Author: Dhawan, Nidhi
Guide: B.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Univ. of Delhi. Delhi School of Economics. Deptt of Commerce
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 106 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X:91:(P) P0
Accn No.: 343432

692 Title: Law relating to double Jeopardy
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study
Author: Dheeraj Kumar
Guide: Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 217 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z2,8,11 P9
Accn No.: 343338

693 Title: Great connection: E M Forster's world view in Howards end and a Passage to India
Author: Dhillon, Alvinder
Guide: Manjit Inder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 106p.
Class No: O-3,M18:g N3
Accn No.: 48337
48404

694 Title: Correlates of under achievement
Author: Dhillon, Anmol
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 138 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2599)
Class No: T:5,2 M3;1
Accn No.: 48337
48404

695 Title: A study of longitudinal training effects on the Indian women hockey probables preparing for international competition
Author: Dhillon, Bhupeinder Singh
Guide: J.L.Bhanot
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Sciences
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 122 p.
Class No: MY2143:(Y15.2) P0
Accn No.: 341483

696 Title: Indian military system 1947-84: A critical appraisal of higher direction of war
Author: Dhillon, Brij Inderpal S.
Guide: Col. Surinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 276p.
Class No: MV41.2.N84<N47 M9
Accn No.: 49581

697 Title: Sikhism in the sixteenth century
Author: Dhillon, Dalbir Singh
Guide: S.S.Bal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 439 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q-vj M3
Accn No.: 48347
705 Title: R K Narayan novelist of the middle classes
Author: Dhillon, Mohinder Singh
Guide: G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 349p.
Class No: 0-I,3N06:g N
Accn No.: 340797(Ref.)
340926

706 Title: Characterization of immunomodulatory potential of oat beta-glucan and its application as immunotherapeutic agent (With CD-1945)
Author: Dhillon, Puneet
Guide: Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faulty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 147 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: GZ4:56:(J6) P8
Accn No.: 343128, Th

707 Title: An evaluation of Juvenile justice relating to neglected children in Punjab
Author: Dhillon, Pushpinder Kaur
Guide: Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Law
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 370 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: Y11:45:5(Z).236.N9 P3
Accn No.: 341989

708 Title: Classification of standard reference material for research in physical education, availability of the material and library service facilities in India
Author: Dhillon, S.S.
Guide: S.R.Mahindroo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree: M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr.: 1964
Collatin: 168p.
Class No: 45005

709 Title: Development of biosensors for monitoring malathion and 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid in foodstuffs, soil and water samples
Author: Dhillon, Satvinder Singh
Guide: Neelam Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 177 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (346.A)
Class No: GZ0gJ P4
Accn No.: 342243

710 Title: Relationship between content & form in the plays of Arthur Miller
Author: Dhillon, Sukhdeep
Guide: Sant Singh Bal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 334p.
Class No: G-,2N15:g M8
Accn No.: 49382

711 Title: Pressure group politics in Punjab
Author: Dhillon, Shamsher Singh
Guide: Kehar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 168p.
Accn No.: 49215
726 Title : Synthesis, Morphology and time resolved laser spectroscopy of Nanomaterials (with CD 2351)  
Author : Dhiraj Kumar  
Guide : H.S.Bhatti  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : C5912:3 Q0  
Accn No. : 343458,Th

727 Title : attitude of Xth grade students towards vocational courses as related to their intelligence and achievement motivation  
Author : Dhiri, Gita  
Guide : Amrit Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.A.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1976  
Collatin : 59 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2738)  
Class No : T2:2(Y4):5 L6  
Accn No. : 46131

728 Title : Phonological patterns in the language of the Baurias of Ferozepur  
Author : Dhupty, Manjit Singh  
Guide : S.S.Joshi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Linguistics)  
Degree : M.Lit  
Accp.Yr. : 1976  
Collatin : 248 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : P152,9D.23692 L6 - L6;1  
Accn No. : 46090  
46268

729 Title : Investigation of K-Shell X-Ray Cross sections in some elements with low energy particles  
Author : Didar Singh  
Guide : C.S.Khurana  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 1993  
Collatin : 107 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (192)  
Class No : C9F1,53:3 N3  
Accn No. : 340068

730 Title : Leadership styles of women officers in Indian army  
Author : Dilbagh Singh  
Guide : Prem Kumar and Rakesh Datta  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Professional Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : xviii, 336 p. ; 29 cm.  
Class No : X8(MV41):9F,9V.2 P3  
Accn No. : 341962

731 Title : Physicochemical studies of some Lanthanide S-Diketonates & their adducts with heterocyclic bases  
Author : Dilbagi, Kusum  
Guide : A.K. Trikha  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Collatin : 276 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (295)  
Class No : E8:2 N1  
Accn No. : 340068

732 Title : Economic development, rural non-farm employment and public policy  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab(with CD-2851 )  
Author : Dipinder Singh  
Guide : Ranjit Singh Ghuman  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala(Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Economics  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : xi, 220 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X:77-95.236(Y31) Q1  
Accn No. : 343745, Th
Title: Economic reforms and its impact on productivity growth of manufacturing sector
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab
Author: Fulwinder Pal Singh
Guide: Kanwaljit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Department of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Eco.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 105 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X:89Ay7236 P4
Accn No.: 342336, Th

Title: Analysis and development of testing techniques for component-based software systems (with CD- 2953)
Author: Gagandeep
Guide: Jyotsna Sengupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Computer Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2012
Collatin: xii, 158 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343838, Th

Title: Burden of proof comparative study of traditional offences and socio-economic offences
Author: Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: Gurpreet Kaur Pannu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: xiv, 234 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4561.22.81)
Class No: Z2,5-751 P8
Accn No.: 342848, Th

Title: Determination of the the effect of coster-kronig transitions on He ion induced L sub-shell x-rays in intermediate Z elements
Author: Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: K.L.Allawadhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 67 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (178.0)
Class No: C9B3,53 P2
Accn No.: 342003

Title: Dissolution of marriage-a critical appraisal of provisions and judicial approach under Indian divorce act, 1869
Author: Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: Daljit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Sub. on: 1988
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: Z2,1227.M7 M8
Accn No.: 340507

Title: Marriage ceremonies among Jat Sikh caste in a Punjabi village
Author: Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.A.Sociology
Class No: 390.42946 GA
Accn No.: 340457, S5/Th

Title: Significance of the charge in criminal trial
Author: Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 271 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4567.11)
Class No: Z2,75,5 P7
Accn No.: 342741, Th

Title: Development and evaluation of latent fingerprints using some dye based formulations
Author: Gagandeep Singh
Guide: O.P.Jasuja and G.S.Sodhi
Title: Organisation and performance of Pepsu road transport corporation (PRTC)  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala Depot  
Author: Gagandeep Singh  
Guide: Renu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Accp.Yr.: 2010  
Collatin: 115 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: S55-4 N1  
Accn No.: 340046

Title: Attitude of the working women towards their vocationalisation and their adjustment problems  
Author: Gaganjit Kaur  
Guide: Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. (Psychology)  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Collatin: 119 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: X411.236911,d,9N56y7 Q0  
Accn No.: 343394, Th

Title: Hijacking and the law  
Author: Gaganpreet  
Guide: Harpal Kaur Khehra  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2001  
Collatin: 275 p.; 30 cm.  
Notes: (4561.2)  
Class No: Z2,5:(W88) P1-P1;1  
Accn No.: 341587-341588

Title: Economic reforms and inter-state disparities in India (With-CD1888)  
Author: Gaganpreet Kaur  
Guide: Ranjit Singh Ghuman  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Economics)  
Accp.Yr.: 2008  
Collatin: 260 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: X:77.2 P8  
Accn No.: 342993, Th

Title: A juridical study of sexual offences against women in India with special reference to compensation to victims  
Author: Gagneja, Shaveta  
Guide: B.S. Maihi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: Ph.D. Law  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 430 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Z2,515 P9-P9;1  
Accn No.: 343374, Th  343545, Th

Title: A Study of frustration-reactions in teachers under training in relation to their value-dimensions, academic achievement  
Author: Gagneja, Subhash Chandra  
Guide: T.R. Sharma  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Litt.  
Accp.Yr.: 1975  
Collatin: 300 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (3179)  
Class No: T9(T):(S:51)OaR37 L5-L5;1  
Accn No.: 46140  46368

Title: Marketing policies and practices in small and medium scale industry in Punjab and Haryana  
Author: Gajendra Singh  
Guide: G.S. Batra and A.S. Chawla  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Business Management)  
Accp.Yr.: 2003  
Collatin: 277 p.; 30 cm.
769 Title : Lok Ramayana of Himachal Pradesh & Punjab analysis of staging aspects
Author : Gambhir, Yogesh
Guide : Navinder Behal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Theatre & Tele.
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Class No : 015,1A1 (NT236) -N8
Accn No. : 341247

770 Title : Rabindranath Tagore
Sub.Ttl. : A study of his short stories
Author : Gandhi, Deepika
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 135p.
Class No : 0157,3M61: M4
Accn No. : 48109 (Ref.)

771 Title : Comparative study of personality type somatotype and body and body composition between...
Author : Ganesh Shankar
Guide : V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 204p.
Class No : MT12occl: M1
Accn No. : 48377

772 Title : Physique and cardiovascular fitness with special reference to the relevant findings from ayurveda
Author : Ganesh Shankar
Guide : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : LB,32:f M7
Accn No. : 49334

773 Title : Effect of heating and drying on human tissues: on their serological evaluation
Author : Ganeson
Guide : P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 126p.
Class No : LYX111 M31
Accn No. : 48368

774 Title : A critical study of law on environmental crimes in India with special reference to its implementation in the state of Punjab
Author : Garg, Amita
Guide : Paramjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.,Patiala(Faculty of Law)
Degree : LLM
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : xii, 259 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4585)
Class No : Z236,5G:55 N1
Accn No. : 340305, Th

775 Title : Maintenance of parents and criminal law
Author : Garg, Butta
Guide : Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 205 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : Z22,5: (Y2221) P9
Accn No. : 343327, Th
776 Title: Direct taxes machinery in India
Sub.Ttl.: a critical evaluation
Author: Garg, H.R
Guide: B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 537p.
Class No: X724.2 M1
Accn No. : 47954

777 Title: Population awareness among secondary school teachers in relation to qualifications, age and experience
Author: Garg, Kanta
Guide: P.L.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.(Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 146 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2710)
Class No: T2.236,b:(Y:5) N2
Accn No. : 340232 340870

778 Title: Measurement of cross-sections for the production of some millisecond isomers by 14-MeV Nutrons
Author: Garg, Karm Chand
Guide: C.S.Khurana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 184 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (176)
Class No: CB3:11(E:21) L6-L6;1
Accn No. : 46257 46336

779 Garg, Meenakshi
340391

780 Title: Reference Books in India
Sub.Ttl.: 1975-1990
Author: Garg, Meenakshi
Guide: K. Navalani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib. Library Science
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 177 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (1)
Class No: a47,12N75< N1
Accn No. : 340342

781 Title: Rural public health care of Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Kot-Kapura block
Author: Garg, Priya
Guide: S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pub.Adm.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 140 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Y31:(L:5).236912K P7
Accn No. : 342903, Th

782 Title: Taxonomic studies on family elateridae
Sub.Ttl.: insecta:coleoptera,of North-East India
Author: Garg, Punam
Guide: Saini, M.S
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 325 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 446
Class No: K865:2.27 N6
Accn No. : 341221

783 Title: A study of socio-psychological characteristics of institutionalised mentally handicapped children
Author: Garg, Rachna
Guide: Dr.Meenakshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala/Education
784 Title: Post-Embryonic development of Epilachna Viginti octopunctata - a serious Pest of Brinjals
Author: Garg, Rajesh
Guide: J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 315 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 450
Class No: K865.? L9-L9;1
Accn No.: 340358

785 Title: Public faith in judiciary
Author: Garg, Rajiv Kumar
Guide: M.R. Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 252 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: (4521)
Class No: Z,8 N2;1
Accn No.: 340359

786 Title: The influence of temperature and humidity on the persistence and development of latent fingerprints
Author: Garg, Rakesh K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Department of Forensic Science)
Degree: UGC Minor Project
Collatin: 22 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: LYX2:15 P0;1
Accn No.: 341510-341511, RG

787 Title: The influence of temperature and humidity on the persistence and development of latent fingerprints
Author: Garg, Rakesh K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Department of Forensic Science)
Degree: Minor Research Project
Collatin: 22 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: LYX2:1.N9t4 P1
Accn No.: 341509, RG

788 Title: Photolyses of N-substituted amines
Author: Garg, Ravinder Kumar
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Notes: (209)
Class No: E:25 M12
Accn No.: 47986
48125
797 Title : Analysis of explosives using SPME-HPLC technique (with CD-2614)
Author : Gaurav
Guide : Ashok Kumar Malik
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry.
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 232 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : E:3;B10aLYX6 Q1
Accn No. : 343715,Th

798 Title : A critical analysis of offences relating to religion in India
Author : Geeta
Guide : Hans Raj Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accep.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 133 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4561.1.8)
Class No : Z2,5:(Q):g P0
Accn No. : 342856,Th

799 Title : Survey of post harvest fungal diseases of fruits and vegetables available in Punjab
Author : Geetanjli
Guide : S.S.Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accep.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 369 p.; 30 cm.
Notes : (362.1)
Class No : I23:4(J37).236 P0
Accn No. : 341732

800 Title : Organisation, working and performance of Central Administrative Tribunal in India (with CD-1384)
Author : Geetinder Kaur
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pub.Adm.)
Accep.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 355 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (4569.5)
Class No : Z2,78.P1 P6
Accn No. : 342413,Th

801 Genetics (Project of M.Lib.)
340523

802 Title : Diffusion of agricultural innovations and agricultural development in Punjab
Author : Geol, Shailja
Guide : G.B.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 370 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : U6(3)7236911 M8-M8;1
Accn No. : 49495

803 Title : Women leadership in urban governance
Sub.Ttl : an exploratory study of women-headed Municipal Councils in Punjab (With CD-1703)
Author : Ghai, Antar Jyoti
Guide : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Accep.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 200 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : W,61:3(Y15).236 P7
Accn No. : 342691,Th
Title: The study of effects of antioxidants on biochemical cytological and immunological aspects in relation to free radicals in rabbit: Oryctolagus cuniculus

Author: Gill, Amritpal Singh

Guide: Dalbinder Singh Sidhu

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)

Degree: Ph.D. Zoology

Accp.Yr.: 1999

Collatin: 175 p.; 28 cm.

Notes: 493.1

Class No: KZ771:4:56 N9

Accn No.: 341476

Title: Financing of University education in India

Sub.Ttl.: an analysis (with CD-2360)

Author: Gill, Angrej Singh

Guide: Sucha Singh Gill, Jaswinder Singh Brar

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)

Degree: Ph.D. (Economics)

Accp.Yr.: 2010

Collatin: 234 p.; 28 cm.

Class No: T4;(X:6).2 Q0

Accn No.: 343467

Title: Agricultural credit markets interlinked with other agrarian markets in Punjab

Author: Gill, Anita

Guide: U.C.Singh

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)

Degree: Ph.D.

Accp.Yr.: 1996

Collatin: 222 p.

Class No: X8(J):51.236.N9 N6

Accn No.: 341167

Title: Study of tension before and after training of selected players of Hockey

Author: Gill, Balbir Kaur

Guide: Mangal Singh Dhillon

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)

Degree: M.Ed

Accp.Yr.: 1970

Collatin: 33 p.

Class No: MY2143oaS:1 L0

Accn No.: 45228

Title: Comparative influence of interval training and continuous training on dribbling, hitting and pushing in hockey

Author: Gill, Gurcharan Singh

Guide: M.S. Dhillon

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)

Degree: M.Ed

Accp.Yr.: 1971

Collatin: 56 p.

Class No: MY2143 L11

Accn No.: 45305

Title: State of governent and politics in India (1936-1943) (with CD-1432)

Author: Gill, Harbant Singh

Guide: Dalbir Singh Dhillon, Shiv Gajrani

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)

Degree: Ph.D. (History)

Accp.Yr.: 2006

Collatin: 322 p.; 28 cm.

Class No: V2:35.N43<N36 P6

Accn No.: 342451, Th

Title: A study of the adjustment problems, psychological distress and delinquency proneness of adolescents from broken and intact homes

Author: Gill, Harpreet Grewal

Guide: Gurminder Sokhey

Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)

Degree: Ph.D. (Psychology)

Accp.Yr.: 2002

Collatin: 209 p.; 28 cm.

Notes: (2511.1)

Class No: S20)82:5 P2

Accn No.: 342029
839 Title: Social and economic back-ground in relation to the performance of Punjabi Univeristy Hockey players  
Author: Gill, Prabhasaran Kaur  
Guide: Sarup Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Accp.Yr.: 1973  
Collatin: 50p.  
Class No: 542143.236911,e4,p L3  
Accn No.: 45529

840 Title: A study of domestic violence act 2005  
Author: Gill, Preetinder Singh  
Guide: B.S.Malhi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 172 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4561.41.16)  
Class No: 22,515.P05 P7  
Accn No.: 342740,Th

841 Title: Marketing executives effectiveness in relation to job involvement and locus of control  
Author: Gill, Pushpinder Singh  
Guide: M.S.Bedi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1993  
Class No: X:51-87 N3  
Accn No.: 340444

842 Title: Relationship between politicians and civil servants in Punjab (With CD-1917)  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Ludhiana District  
Author: Gill, Rajbans Singh  
Guide: S.S.Tiwana  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Pub.Adm.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 310 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No: 4,8.23696 P9  
Accn No.: 343120,Th

843 Title: Effect of gradually increasing intensities of exercise on lipid profile and cardiovascular fitness of Indian athletes  
Author: Gill, Randeep  
Guide: M.S.Sohal  
J.L.Bhanot  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Sports Sc.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 108 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No: 542,32:8.2 P2  
Accn No.: 341933

844 Title: Rarest of rare murder cases in India : a critique  
Author: Gill, Sharanjit  
Guide: B.S.Malhi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 250 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4561.41.14)  
Class No: 22,5112 P7  
Accn No.: 342733

845 Title: Indo-Soviet economic relations Since 1953  
Author: Gill, Sucha Singh  
Guide: H.K.Mannmohan Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1979  
Collatin: 348p.  
Class No: 5421958(X).N79<-N53 L9  
Accn No.: 47551
846 Title : Application of Weber's law to shotput training  
Author : Gill, Sukhdev  
Guide : S.R.Mohindroo  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed  
Accp.Yr. : 1964  
Collatin : 110p.  
Class No : MY222 K4  
Accn No. : 45010

847 Title : Incidence of sore throat after general anaesthesia (Six month survey) at Rajendera Hospital Patiala (PB.) India  
Author : Gill, Sukhraj Singh  
Guide : Viney Kumari Sood  
Jasbir Kaur Bains  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree : M.D.Anaesthesiology  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 94 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : 497  
Class No : L:17 M91  
Accn No. : 340738

848 Title : A comparative study of motor abilities of primary school children at different age levels  
Author : Gill, Surinder Singh  
Guide : Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Phil.(Phys.Ed.)  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 149 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2645)  
Class No : T1:(S:68) M9  
Accn No. : 49793

849 Title : Indebtedness among farmers in rural Punjab Sub.Ttl. : a sociological study of a village in Sangrur district  
Author : Gill, Vimaldeep Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil(Sociology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 119 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y31:(J).236915 P9  
Accn No. : 343177,Th

850 Title : Effect of emotional deprivation on physical development and intelligence during adolescence (with CD-1380)  
Author : Ginjinder Kaur  
Guide : S.P.Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D (Human Bio.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 315 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (344.2)  
Class No : G9D:70gS:52 P6  
Accn No. : 342408

851 Title : Study of personality characteristics of athletes participating in contact,noncontact & semicontact physical activities  
Author : Giri, Chhidda  
Guide : S.B. Kakkar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1976  
Notes : (1246)  
Class No : MY2:(S:?) L6;2  
Accn No. : 46410

852 Title : Life imprisonment under Indian penal code Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis  
Author : Girish  
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Laws)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Collatin : 261 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4576)  
Class No : Z2,9513 N8  
Accn No. : 341402, Thesis
853  Title    : The development of idealism in European philosophy between the 17th and 19th centuries
            Author   : Goel, Anjana
            Guide    : J.R.Puri
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
            Degree   : Ph.D
            Accp.Yr. : 1976
            Collatin : 111 p.
            Class No : R32.5,Mc-K L6
            Accn No. : 46161

854  Title    : On some classes of Maps
            Author   : Goel, Asha
            Guide    : G.L.Garg
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
            Degree   : Ph.D.Mathematics
            Accp.Yr. : 1996
            Collatin : 110 p. ;
            Class No : B316 N6
            Accn No. : 341189

855  Title    : Partition as metaphor of betrayal and violence in selected fiction in English and translated works (with CD-1374)
            Author   : Goel, Hina
            Guide    : Gulshan Rai Kataria
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
            Degree   : Ph.D. (English)
            Accp.Yr. : 2005
            Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.
            Class No : O-,Jsg(W88) P5
            Accn No. : 342401

856  Title    : Attitude of college girls towards teaching as a career
            Author   : Goel, Madhu
            Guide    : S.B.Kakkar
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Education)
            Degree   : M.Ed
            Sub. on : 1979
            Pub. Dt. : 1979
            Collatin : 60 p. ; 28 cm.
            Notes : (3091)
            Accn No. : 47373

857  Title    : Growth of public debt in India
            Author   : Goel, Meetika
            Guide    : Harvinder Kaur
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
            Degree   : M.Phil. Eco.
            Accp.Yr. : 2004
            Collatin : 146 p. ; 28 cm.
            Class No : X75.2.P1 P4
            Accn No. : 342329,Th

858  Title    : Some problems connected with analytic univalent functions, in the unit disc, characterised by a functional whose real part is positive
            Author   : Goel, Ram Murti
            Guide    : V.D. Singh
            Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Science)
            Degree   : Ph.D. (Math)
            Accp.Yr. : 1969
            Collatin : 115p. ; 28 cm.
            Notes : (93) (93.2)
            Class No : B38,2 K9 B381:2 M8
            Accn No. : 45208
            411314

859  Title    : Diffusion of agricultural innovations & agricultural development in Punjab
            Sub.Ttl. : Patiala District 1971-81
            Author   : Goel, Shailja
            Guide    : G.B.Singh
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>860</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>860</td>
<td>Integrated bioremediation approach for the treatment of textile dye and heavy metal laden industrial effluents (with CD-1438)</td>
<td>Simmi Goel</td>
<td>Neelam Verma</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Biotechnology)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>164 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(325.1)</td>
<td>F57:98:(G91:55) P6</td>
<td>342457, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>861</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>862</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>862</td>
<td>Management development and succession</td>
<td>K. A. Gopalan</td>
<td>U. C. Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>78 p. ; 29 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X8(A):81y7236911R,N7 L7</td>
<td>46506</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>863</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>863</td>
<td>Spectrophotometric studies of Be stars</td>
<td>Paramjit Singh</td>
<td>S. C. Joshi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Astrophysics)</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>195p.</td>
<td>(126)</td>
<td>B96:653 M5;1</td>
<td>49176</td>
<td>49355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>864</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>864</td>
<td>Study of personality characteristics of athletes participating in individual and team-sports</td>
<td>Param Jeet</td>
<td>C. Giri</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>38p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>MY2:(S:7) L0</td>
<td>45216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>865</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>865</td>
<td>Nutritional and physical status of Indian sportsmen</td>
<td>Shashikant Goswami</td>
<td>D. K. Kansal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>410p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>MY:(L:573).2 N1</td>
<td>340245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
866 Title : DIC-a comparative study of Ambala (Haryana) and Patiala (Punjab)
Sub.Ttl. : performance and appraisal
Author : Govinder Singh
Guide : Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 278 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X8(A):774.236.N9 P1
Accn No. : 341715

867 Title : The pre-natal diagnostic techniques (regulation and prevention of misuse) act, 1994
Sub.Ttl. : a socio-legal study
Author : Goyal, Anuradha
Guide : Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi.Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 337 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4536.2)
Class No : X8(MY):545.2.N9 N2
Accn No. : 340131

868 Title : Export of sports goods
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of export potentials and strategies for India
Author : Goyal, B.B
Guide : K.C.Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 256 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4079)
Class No : C9B3:f N7
Accn No. : 341349

869 Title : LX-Ray production cross-section measurements of some elements 73<Z<92) by heavy charged particles
Author : Goyal, Dharminder Pal
Guide : H.R.Verma
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Physical Sciences
Degree : Ph.D
Pub.Plc. : Patiala
Publisher : Punjabi University
Notes : (173.6.1)
Class No : Q:332:gM P1
Accn No. : 343372

870 Title : Politic of motion of no-confidence in Lok Sabha since 1977
Author : Goyal, Gazal
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Pol. Science
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,31:(S:42).P1 Q0
Accn No. : 342351

871 Title : The nature of the Protagonist conflict
Sub.Ttl. : a study of William Golding's Pincher Martin and Free fall
Author : Goyal, Hitesh
Guide : Santosh Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. (English)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 101 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : O-,3N11:g P4
Accn No. : 342351

872 Title : Concept of the perfect master according to Paltu and Soami Shiv Dayal Singh Ji
Author : Goyal, Narinder Kumar
Guide : Bhaswati Sinha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 231 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : Q:332:9g P1
Accn No. : 341722
873 Title : The ethics of the Bhagavadgita
Author : Goyal, Narinder Kumar
Guide : Bhaswati Bhattacharya
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Litt(Rel.St.)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 86 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R65,6;I:R:4) L8
Accn No. : 46952

874 Title : Obesity
Sub.Ttl. : study of an endogamous group in Punjab through nutritional and anthropometric profiles
Author : Goyal, Navita
Guide : Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 280p.
Class No : L12:46.236 N3
Accn No. : 340259

875 Title : Follow up study of social and economical evaluation of amputees in Punjab
Author : Goyal, Parveen Kumar
Guide : N.D.Aggarwal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty Of Medicine)
Degree : M.S.(Orthopaedics)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 71 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 522
Class No : L;4:76 L9;1
Accn No. : 47401

876 Title : Impact of labour welfare measures on job satisfaction in textile industry in Punjab
Author : Goyal, Pratibha
Guide : U.C.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 364p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 4050.1
Class No : X8(M7):9loyS N2
Accn No. : 340221,Th

877 Title : Jail administration in Punjab
Author : Goyal, Raj Kumar
Guide : K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 419p.
Class No : W,8(Y:4:62).236 M9
Accn No. : 49692

878 Title : A study of some personality correlates of creativity in secondary school teachers under training
Author : Goyal, Rajinder Pal
Guide : D.R.Vij
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala/Education
Degree : Ph.D
Sub. on : 1973
Pub. Dt. : 1973
Collatin : 460 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3186)
Class No : T9(T2):(S:43oj7) L3-L3;2
Accn No. : 45636 45647 45658

879 Title : Metaphysical foundations of the Bhagavad-Gita
Author : Goyal, Rama
Guide : R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 105 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R65,6;g L4
Accn No. : 45803
880 Title: Studies in open chain Azomethine systems  
Author: Goyal, Raman Kumar  
Guide: Ajit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 48p.  
Notes: {274}  
Class No: E6,537 M1  
Accn No.: 47801

881 Title: Physico-Chemical studies in Non-Aqueous solvents  
Author: Goyal, Sat Paul  
Guide: J.S. Banait  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr.: 1980  
Collatin: 55p.  
Notes: {204}  
Class No: E:22 M0  
Accn No.: 47805

882 Title: Satyapal Sub.Ttl: his life and times  
Author: Goyal, Shailja  
Guide: Shiv Kumar Gupta  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni Patiala (Arts and Social Science)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1998  
Collatin: 442p.  
Class No: V2:51y7M85 N8  
Accn No.: 341353

883 Title: Taxonomic studies of family geometridae (Lepidoptera) from western ghat of India (with CD-2415)  
Author: Goyal, Tarun  
Guide: Jagbir Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology)  
Accp.Yr.: 2010  
Collatin: 279 p. : 101 Plates. ; 28 cm.  
Class No: K867.23g1 Q0  
Accn No.: 343518, Th

884 Title: Clinical evaluation of a synthetic absorbable suture Material  
Author: Goyal, Ved Parkash  
Guide: C.Khurana  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree: M.S.(General Surgery  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 108 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: 520  
Class No: L:4:7 M1  
Accn No.: 48048

885 Title: Comparison of power Sub.Ttl: the Presidents of U.S.A and India  
Author: Goyal, Vijay  
Guide: Surinder Suri  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil(Pol. Sc.)  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 101 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No: V2om73,1 M1  
Accn No.: 49062

886 Title: Development of hindi to punjabi machine translation system (With CD-2053)  
Author: Goyal, Vishal  
Guide: Gurpreet Singh Lehal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala ( Faculty of Pyhysical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D (Computer Sci)  
Accp.Yr.: 2010  
Collatin: 317 p. ; 30 cm.  
Class No: 95S2:(a95152-153) Q0  
Accn No.: 343299, Th
887 Title  : Effect of Chromium uptake on cytomorphology and food quality of some vegetable crops  
Author  : Grewal, Arneet  
Guide : M.I.S.Saggoo  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree  : Ph.D.Botany  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 153 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : J3:44162 P4  
Accn No. : 342182

888 Title  : Nuclear structure investigations some radioactive nuclei  
Author  : Grewal, Balbir Singh  
Guide : H.S.Sahota  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala,Faculty of Science  
Degree  : Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Collatin : 192 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : {195}  
Class No : CM96,9B3 M6-M6;1  
Accn No. : 49089-49090

889 Title  : Vidhan Sabha elections of 1985  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Chamkaur Sahib constituency  
Author  : Grewal, Balwinder Singh  
Guide : Manorama Kohli  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree  : M.A.Pol Sci  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 129  
Notes : {3513}  
Accn No. : 340195

890 Title  : Analytical study of centre-states financial relations in India  
Author  : Grewal, Bhajan Singh  
Guide : H.K.Mannomohan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree  : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1972  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 324p.  
Class No : X79F.2.N7 L2  
Accn No. : 45468

891 Title  : Kautilya's philosophy of war  
Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis and its relevance in modern era  
Author  : Grewal, D.S  
Guide : Surindar Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree  : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1988  
Accn No. : 49514-49515

892 Title  : Socio-economic background of city fathers  
Author  : Grewal, Harjeet  
Guide : H.C.Modi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree  : Project Report  
Accp.Yr. : 1975  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 36p.  
Class No : V2,61:(Y5).N7 L5  
Accn No. : 45840

893 Title  : India and non alignment  
Author  : Grewal, Harjit Inder Singh  
Guide : S.S.Bal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree  : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1977  
Collatin : 150p.  
Class No : V2:19(zK).N7 L7  
Accn No. : 46496-46497
894 Title: Study of non-crop activities in rural Punjab
Author: Grewal, Jagdeep
Guide: C.S. Nagpal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: Y31:7.236 N4
Accn No.: 340961

895 Title: Significance of the comparative account of external genitalia in swallowtail butterflies of the Himalaya (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea)
Author: Grewal, Jagvir Kaur
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 300 p.: ill.: 30 cm.
Notes: 465.2
Class No: K867:67 N9
Accn No.: 341413

896 Title: Effects of computition in improving skills in the game of hockey
Author: Grewal, K.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1965
Collatin: 36p.
Notes: (1317)
Class No: MY2143:(T4,6) K5
Accn No.: 45011

897 Title: Role of N.S. N.I.S. Patiala in the development of athletics
Author: Grewal, Karamjit Singh
Guide: S.C. Kanwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 52p.
Class No: MY.236911d, N3 L9
Accn No.: 47467

898 Title: A study on the careers of working women in Urban areas
Author: Grewal, Prameet Kaur
Guide: Daljeet Mattu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 50p.
Class No: Y15-4y72, N7 153L4
Accn No.: 45768

899 Title: Psycho-physiological state, home environment and family related variables of convicted adolescents (with CD-1613)
Author: Grewal, Puneet
Guide: S.K. Bawa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Sci)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 177 p.: 28 cm.
Class No: S2:3 P6
Accn No.: 342629, Th

900 Title: Physique and body composition of Indian sportswomen with special reference to their level of participation
Author: Grewal, Rupinder
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 416p.
Class No: L9F:2oaMY M3
Accn No.: 48469
914 Title: A comparative study of physique, body composition and ageing in women engaged in nursing and clerical profession (with CD-1362)
Author: Gulshan Veer Kaur
Guide: S.P.Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Bio.)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 258 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: L9F:4:1 P5
Accn No.: 342390, Th

915 Title: Construction and standardization of an achievement test measuring population education concepts for 8th class students
Author: Gulzar Singh
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 85 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2813)
Class No: T2:5,1(Y:5) M5;1
Accn No.: 48766-48767

916 Title: Exploration of cytomorphological diversity in grasses from Haryana and adjoining Shiwalik hills (With CD-1880)
Author: Gupta, Akshita
Guide: Gupta, R.C.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 330 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: I786:2.2361g1 P9
Accn No.: 342985, Th

917 Title: Parent-child conflict in relation to academic achievement and choice of career among senior secondary school students (with CD-1513)
Author: Gupta, Alka
Guide: Rajinderpal Kaur Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf. Sci.)
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 144 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: T2-9(Y4):(S1) P6
Accn No.: 342568, Th

918 Title: Systematic studies on the Genus Agaricus L.: FR. (Agaricaceae) from North West India
Author: Gupta, Anil K
Guide: S.S. Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 233 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: I2375:12.2 N4
Accn No.: 340821

919 Title: Creativity in high school students in relation to their satisfaction with school
Author: Gupta, Anupama
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 81p.
Notes: (2803)
Class No: T2:5:(S:44) M7;1
Accn No.: 341130
920 Title: Creativity in high school students in relation to their satisfaction with school
Author: Gupta, Anupma
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 78 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2803)
Class No.: T2:5:(S:44) M7
Accn No.: 49542

921 Title: A study of certain M.A.O. in hibitors and Tricyclic anti depressants for their analgesic activity in Mice
Author: Gupta, Ashok Kumar
Guide: Gurmeet Singh
Hardyal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.D. Psychiatry
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 101 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: L::417:403:f3 L4
Accn No.: 45680

922 Title: Development of open source evaluation criteria software for selection of simulation tools used by automobile manufacturers in North India (With CD-2608)
Author: Gupta, Ashu
Guide: Kavaljeet Singh
Rajesh Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering &Technology)
Degree: Ph.D. Computer Eng.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: ix, 226 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: 9S:21:(D5).2 Q1
Accn No.: 343709, Th

923 Title: Laser induced photoluminescence studies of synthesized Doped ZnO Phosphors (with CD-1515)
Author: Gupta, Atul
Guide: H.S. Bhatti
N.K. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: v. p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (225.11)
Class No.: E123:(C5912:73) P6
Accn No.: 342570, Th

924 Title: An exploratory investigation into the present educational administration with a view to streamlining it
Author: Gupta, Babu Ram
Guide: S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 235 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2624)
Class No.: T8:21:f L3
Accn No.: 46081

925 Title: A Contrastive phonology of Punjabi & Tamil
Author: Gupta, Baldev Raj
Guide: Harjeet Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Linguistics)
Degree: Ph.D. (Linguistics)
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 221 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: F153om31:1 L3
Accn No.: 45900
46286
926 Title : A critical study of law relating to terrorism in India in the context of the prevention of terrorism act, 2002
Author : Gupta, Charu
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatinn : x, 227 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3584)
Class No : W88:x(2).2.P02 P3
Accn No. : 341967

927 Title : A study of occupational interests of VIII class students
Sub.Ttl. : a study conducted at Rajpura Schools
Author : Gupta, Indu
Guide : Asha Lakshmi
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 41 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2941)
Class No : T2:(S4) L3
Accn No. : 45511

928 Title : Tax incidence in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : an inter-sector and inter-class analysis
Author : Gupta, Janak Raj
Guide : H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 277p.
Class No : X72y7236.N7 M0
Accn No. : 47768

929 Title : A study of depression among adolescent girls in relation to their emotional intelligence, intelligence and some selected personality variables (With CD-2587)
Author : Gupta, Jyotika
Guide : Kanwarjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala(Faculty of Education and Information Science
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 128 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T:(525:56-72) Q1
Accn No. : 343688,Th

930 Title : On propagation of waves and discontinuities in non-homogeneous viscoelastic solids
Author : Gupta, Kishan Chand
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Notes : (130)
Class No : C21,2 N1
Accn No. : 340111

931 Title : Buying decision making in household sector-influences and practices (with CD-2424)
Author : Gupta, Kusum
Guide : Bhawdeep Singh Parminder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. (Management)
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 307 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(Y2:13):S1 Q1
Accn No. : 343527,Th
932 Title : Rehabilitation of offenders : a study in Indian perspective
Sub.Ttl. : Manish Gupta
Author : Gupta, Manish
Guide : S.S.Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 305 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4539.0)
Class No : Z2:(Y1:48:63) P6-P6;1
Accn No. : 342605,Th
342736,Th

933 Title : Analytical study of the role and effectiveness of the office of the Divisional Commissioner in the administrative set-up of Punjab
Author : Gupta, Mohan Lal
Guide : K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 423p.
Class No : W,83:236 N1
Accn No. : 340103

934 Title : Unorganised manufacturing sector in India during post-liberalisation period (With CD-2527)
Author : Gupta, Neeru
Guide : Anupama
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : vi, 280 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2782)
Class No : X:89A.2.N5 Q0
Accn No. : 343623,Th

935 Title : A study of personality characteristics of tenth grade under and over achievers of both sexes
Author : Gupta, P.L.
Guide : T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.Lit.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 160 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2782)
Class No : T2:50aS:7 L8
Accn No. : 46955

936 Title : Molecular and morphological characterization of micropropagated field grown sugarcane (Saccharum officinarum L.) (with CD 689)
Author : Gupta, Piyush Kumar
Guide : Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)
Degree : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 186 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (353A)
Class No : I:2 (J311) P5
Accn No. : 342239,Th

937 Title : Photooxidation in heterogeneous medium
Author : Gupta, Prem Kumari
Guide : N.R. Dhaliwal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 214p.
Notes : (214)
Class No : E:25 N6
Accn No. : 341208
938 Title: Progressive reconditioning exercises for the rehabilitation of cardiac patients
Author: Gupta, Prem Shanker
Guide: S.C. Kanwal
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1966
Collatin: 149 p.
Class No: MY1obL32:4:6 K6
Accn No.: 45144

939 Title: Some extremal problems for univalent functions with positive real part
Author: Gupta, R.S.
Guide: V.D. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Notes: {94}
Class No: B381:22 L3;1
Accn No.: 45633-45634

940 Title: Cytological investigations on some Indian compositae
Author: Gupta, Raghbir Chand
Guide: B.S. Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 246 p.; 28 cm
Class No: I8424,11 M1
Accn No.: 47965

941 Title: Economic implications of input subsidies in agriculture
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab
Author: Gupta, Rajesh Kumar
Guide: Janak Raj Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 267 p.
Class No: X8(J):6.236 N8
Accn No.: 341287

942 Title: Adolescent behaviour problems
Sub.Ttl.: role of interpersonal relations ad copig
Author: Gupta, Rakhi
Guide: Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 180 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: SN1,2 Q0
Accn No.: 343577, Th

943 Title: Management and administration of anti-pollution law under the water (Prevention and control of Pollution) act, 1974 (with special reference to the state of Haryana)
Author: Gupta, Rita
Guide: M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 452 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: {4523}
Class No: Z,9298:(D854) N2-N2;1
Accn No.: 340404
340994(Ref.)

944 Title: Excitation functions measurement around 14 Mev Neutron energy
Author: Gupta, S.C.
Guide: C.S. Khurana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1980
945  Title : Biochemical study of human chorionic villi belonging to different gestational periods
Author : Gupta, Sagrika
Guide : Parveen Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 147p.
Class No : L9F:31:(E9G) N2
Accn No. : 340162

946  Title : Emerging role of police investigation in criminal justice system in India
Author : Gupta, Sameer
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khera
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.
Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 222 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4561.4)
Class No : Z2,51:(Y:45:6) P2
Accn No. : 341835,Th

947  Title : Study of examination results of M.A. (Hindi) during the years 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Pataiala
Author : Gupta, Sangita
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Notes : (3115)
Class No : T45:5,5.236911,e4,9N62 M4;1
Accn No. : 340498-340499(Th)

948  Title : Nature and patterns of evil in Golding's fiction
Author : Gupta, Santosh
Guide : Ranjit Kaur Kapur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 369p.
Class No : O-,3N11:g(R4915) N3
Accn No. : 340288

949  Title : The tradition of idealism in contemporary Western philosophy
Author : Gupta, Saroj
Guide : B.S.R.Bhalla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 182 p.
Class No : R321.19M L8
Accn No. : 47010

950  Title : Post-embryonic development of Alphitobius Diaperinus(Panz) (Thehebrionidae...observations
Author : Gupta, Shailja
Guide : Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 259 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 455
Class No : K865:7:(E9G) M5
Accn No. : 48822

951  Title : Production and marketing of fruits and vegetables in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala District (with CD-2940)
Author : Gupta, Shallu
Guide : Shakuntla Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
952 Title: Right to freedom of religion  
Sub.Ttl.: a study from the constitutional perspective  
Author: Gupta, Sharad  
Guide: Satpal Nalwa  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2001  
Collatin: 261 p.; 30 cm.  
Notes: (3504.1)  
Class No: W:58(Q):(Z).2.N7 P1  
Accn No.: 341595

953 Title: Characteristics of effective teaching as perceived by successful teachers in relation to their personality  
Author: Gupta, Sheela  
Guide: S.S. Grewal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.A.(Edu.)  
Accp.Yr.: 1980  
Collatin: 112 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2573)  
Class No: T.236,b:(S:7) M0  
Accn No.: 48239

954 Title: Fauja Singh's contribution to the history of Punjab  
Author: Gupta, Shiv Kumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of History)  
Degree: UGC Minor Project  
Accp.Yr.: 1998  
Collatin: 284 p.; 30 cm.  
Class No: V236.N7 N8  
Accn No.: 341548, RG

955 Title: Role of the Phulkian States forces in the first world war & Subsequent changes made in their organisation & role  
Author: Gupta, Subhash  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Accp.Yr.: 1973  
Collatin: 139p.  
Class No: MV41.236911.N14 L3  
Accn No.: 45536

956 Title: Application of the method of information theory to problems in Optics  
Author: Gupta, Suman  
Guide: S.P.S. Virdi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1990  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 143p.  
Notes: (137)  
Class No: C5:(P) N0  
Accn No.: 49953

957 Title: Unmarried working women and their matrimonial prospect  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala City  
Author: Gupta, Sumita  
Guide: Deepak Kumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.(Sociology)  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 93 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Y15-49:3217.236911 P9  
Accn No.: 343181, Th

958 Title: Application and development of graph invariants for drug design  
Author: Gupta, Sunil  
Guide: Manjeet Singh A.K.Madan  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Pharm.Sci.)
959 Title: Modification of release characteristics of therapeutic agents using biodegradable polymers
Author: Gupta, Sunil
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Pharmaceutical Sciences and Drug Research)
Degree: UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 31 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: LZ8 P0;2
Accn No.: 341534, RG

960 Title: Modification of release characteristics of therapeutic agents using biodegradable polymers
Author: Gupta, Sunil
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Pharmaceutical Sciences)
Degree: Minor Research Project
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 31 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: LZ3:f P2
Accn No.: 341919

961 Title: Dynamic nuclear orientation at low temperatures
Author: Gupta, Sushil Kumar
Guide: M.L. Narchal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 169 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (179) (182)
Class No: C9B3-9D1 L0-L0;1
Accn No.: 45336, 45343

962 Title: Schizopherenic experience in the selected works of contemporary Indian women poets (with CD-2379)
Author: Gupta, Tanu
Guide: Rupinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. (English)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 253 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: G-I,IN:g(S6) Q0
Accn No.: 343486, Th

963 Title: Polarographic determinations of metal ions with pentaethylenehexamine
Author: Gupta, Usha
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 63p.
Notes: (218)
Class No: E:3,T1 M1
Accn No.: 47815

964 Title: Studies of metal complexes with some thioglycolates
Author: Gupta, Usha
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Notes: (230)
Class No: E191 M6
Accn No.: 48950

965 Title: Personality Characteristics, adjustment level, academic achievement and teaching attitude of a successful teacher
Author: Gupta, Ved P.
966 Title: Education in ancient Punjab
Author: Gupta, Vidhu Kiran
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.History
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 153 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2547)
Class No: TV236.C L5
Accn No.: 341240

967 Title: Relevancy of first information report in criminal justice system
Author: Gupta, Yashvir
Guide: Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 226 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No: Z2,5:(Y:4:61) P9
Accn No.: 343339,Th

968 Title: General Perron—a historiographical and biographical sketch
Author: Gur, Seema
Guide: Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. History
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 138 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: MV41y753,L55 P4
Accn No.: 342345,Th

969 Title: A critical survey of personal problems faced by adolescents
Author: Gurbachan Kaur
Guide: J.S.Jawanda
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 36 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: S2:7 L0
Accn No.: 45299

970 Title: Analysis and management of working capital
Author: Gurbakhsh Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Collatin: 112p.
Class No: X8(F548):8D.23696 L8
Accn No.: 46994

971 Title: Vinoba Bhave and sarvodaya movement
Author: Gurbinder Kaur
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 105 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Ww95oaXN3 P7
Accn No.: 343214,Th

972 Title: Physical growth and development of boys
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Jajjal area of Bathinda District Stalked by
Author: Gurbinder Singh
Guide: S.P.Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2010
973 Title : Public relations set-up at the district level (Patiala)
Author : Gurcharan Kaur
Guide : K.S. Luthra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Pub/Unpu : u
Accn No. : 46717 (Ref.)

974 Title : Panchayat Samiti and its development activities with special reference to Nabha Block Panchayat Samiti
Author : Gurcharan Ram
Guide : M.R. Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : V236911N,63.N7 L8;1
Accn No. : 46816

975 Title : Adapting novel for a musical theatre
Author : Gurcharan Singh
Guide : Surjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 444 p.
Class No : NTOaO,3 M9;2
Accn No. : 340761

976 Title : Babbar Akali movement
Sub.Ttl. : a historical survey
Author : Gurcharan Singh
Guide : S.D. Gajrani
Univ/Fac : Punab University, Chandigarh (Faculty of Arts)
Degree : PhD (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 449 p.; 26 cm.
Accn No. : 343107, Th/KS

977 Title : Condition of Sikhs in Canada 1901-2001
Author : Gurcharan Singh
Guide : S.D. Gajrani
S.M Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 354 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : Y73(Q-<v72.P01<–No1 P4
Accn No. : 342149

978 Title : Incentives and industrial development of centrally backward districts of Punjab
Author : Gurcharan Singh
Guide : B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 345 p.
Accn No. : 340170

979 Title : Motivation of field sales force
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of pharmaceutical industry
Author : Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Guru Kashi)
Degree : UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 12 p.; 30 cm.
980 Title : Motivation and work behaviour in industrial organisations
Sub.Ttl. : a case study
Author : Gurcharn Singh
Guide : Pardeep Sahni
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 446p.
Accn No. : 49848

981 Title : Some problems on wave propagation in non-homogeneous viscoelastic media
Author : Gurdarshan Singh
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 264p.
Notes : (111)
Class No : B756:55 L8
Accn No. : 47443

982 Title : Investigation into the working of Punjab compulsory primary education act 1960
Author : Gurdeep Kaur
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 78p.
Notes : (Pb.Reff.Lib)
Class No : V236:3(T)y7.N7 L5
Accn No. : 48323

983 Title : Skills of Handball players in relation to performance, will to win and personality characteristics
Author : Gurdeep Kaur
Guide : Charan Dass
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 148 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY2110aS:7 P2
Accn No. : 341880

984 Title : A study of the conditions existing in rural primary schools
Author : Gurdeep Kaur
Guide : S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 155 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2686)
Class No : T15(Y31):7.236 L9-L9;1
Accn No. : 48008
48786

985 Title : A study of the conditions obtaining in rural primary schools
Author : Gurdeep Kaur
Guide : P.S.Blassi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 128 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2686)
Class No : T15(Y31):7 L91
Accn No. : 47622

986 Title : Inventroy and maintenance planning
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Data warehousing in CTU
Author : Gurdeep Singh
Guide : Gurdep Singh
Title : Legislative and executive control of public enterprises of Punjab
Author : Gurdeep Singh
Guide : B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 242 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X88:874.236.P0 P2
Accn No. : 341872

Title : Organisation and function of Public Relations Department (Punjab)
Author : Gurdeep Singh
Guide : Harbans Patak
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 399p.
Class No : X9W:81.236 N2
Accn No. : 340169

Title : Social security measures in Hindustan machine tools (limited Pinjore)
Sub.Ttl. : a public sector undertaking
Author : Gurdeep Singh
Guide : Rajinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma Public Ent.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 73 p.
Class No : X8(D6,8):958.242,h,H M5
Accn No. : 340470

Title : Women reservation bill
Sub.Ttl. : a crisis of identity
Author : Gurdeep Singh
Guide : Rajinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub. Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 114 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : W:50bY15 P7
Accn No. : 342909, Th

Title : Construction and standardization of volleyball skill tests for men players
Author : Gurdev Singh
Guide : M.L. Kamlesh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 171p.
Class No : MY2116:(T:5) N0;2
Accn No. : 340043

Title : Local norms for measuring skill achievement for volleyball for male students
Author : Gurdev Singh
Guide : Sowarn Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 30p.
Class No : MY2116:b6 L3
Accn No. : 45530

Title : Social and political thoughts of the Sikh Gurus
Author : Gurdev Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjab Uni. Chandigarh (Faculty of Arts)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pol.Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 209 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : Q:-33oaSZ M3
Accn No. : 342222
994 Title: A Study of creativity in relation to intelligence in high school students
Author: Gurdial Singh
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 139 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2819)
Class No: T2:5,20aS:43 L3-L3;1
Accn No.: 45491, Th
        45596, Th

995 Title: Super powers Naval Ravalry on the Indian Ocean
Author: Gurdial Singh
Guide: K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 118p.
Class No: V2:19(MV45).N7 L9
Accn No.: 47646

996 Title: Theosophical society in India 1879-1885: study of its activities
Author: Gurdpip Kumar
Guide: A.C.Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: xvii, 233 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V2(QM).M85-M79 N9
Accn No.: 341423

997 Title: Operation management in PSEB
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Guru Nanak and Ropar thermal plants
Author: Gurdip Singh
Guide: P.K.Kapoor
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Adminn. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Notes: (4173)
Class No: X9V,8(D66):8h;966 N4
Accn No.: 340842

998 Title: Internal migration of males in India, 1971
Sub.Ttl.: a spatial analysis
Author: Gurinder Kaur
Guide: M.S.Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Pub. Dt.: 1988
Collatin: 394 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3215)
Class No: U421.2.N71 M8-M8;2
Accn No.: 49607-49608 340456

999 Title: Occupational values of vocational and non-vocational students
Author: Gurinder Kaur
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala/Education
Degree: M.A.Education
Sub. on: 1976-77
Pub. Dt.: 1977
Collatin: 31 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3195)
Class No: T9(Y4):(R37) L7-L7;1
Accn No.: 46559 48256

1000 Title: Physical growth, physiological maturity and body composition in Brahmins of Punjab
Author: Gurinder Kaur
Guide: D.P.Bhatanagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
1001  Title    : Migratory labour in Punjab agriculture
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala District
Author   : Gurinderjit Kaur
Guide    : Nirmal S.Azad
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 205 p.
Class No : X8(J):9J2.236911 N9
Accn No. : 341447

1002  Title    : Study of population awareness among Rural adults
of advanced and backward villages in relation to their age, sex, educational status and family
related variables
Author   : Gurinderjit Kaur
Guide    : P.L.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 226p.
Class No : Y:5:(T9(Y31-3) N5
Accn No. : 341075(Ref.)  341079(Ref.)

1003  Title    : Analysis of O'Brien and disco-shot techniques in
the performance of putting the shot
Author   : Gurjeet Kaur
Guide    : N.N. Mall
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 108
Class No : MY222 M4
Accn No. : 48903

1004  Title    : Guru Angad Dev in history 1539-1552
Author   : Gurjeet Kaur
Guide    : Hari Singh Boparai
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree   : M.Phil. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 61 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : V20gQ-:33wJ04 P4
Accn No. : 342349, Th

1005  Title    : Guru Nanak's perspective on gender equality
Author   : Gurjeet Kaur
Guide    : Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 101 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W:5:(Y15)0aQ-:33wI69 P5
Accn No. : 342373, Th

1006  Title    : A study of vocational maturity among students in
relation to cognitive and non-cognitive variables
Author   : Gurjeet Kaur
Guide    : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.PTA (Deptt. Of Education and community Service)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 264 p.
Class No : T2:(S4:4) N8-NB;2
Accn No. : 341256(Ref.)  341272(Ref.)  341336(Ref.)

1007  Title    : Construction of efficient sampling strategies in
survey sampling (with CD-2900)
Author   : Gurjeet Singh
Guide    : H.S. Jhajj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Statistics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 167 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : B2817:u Q1
Accn No. : 343795, Th
1008 Title : Punjab Vidhan Sabha Elections 2007
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Samana constituency
Author : Gurjeet Singh
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 124 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W,32:3.236911s.Po7 P9
Accn No. : 343209,Th

1009 Title : Punjab Vidhan Sabha Elections 2007
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Samana constituency
Author : Gurjeet Singh
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 124 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : V236911a,32:91.Po7 P9
Accn No. : 343210,Th

1010 Title : Sustainability of alternative cropping system in the cotton belt of Punjab (with CD-1372)
Author : Gurjinder Singh
Guide : Ranjit Singh Ghuman Joginder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Eco.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 223 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(J):89Q.236 P6
Accn No. : 342399,Th

1011 Title : Epistemological concerns in Sikh philosophy
Author : Gurjit Singh
Guide : Gursharan Singh Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 209 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : R2, (Q-) P6
Accn No. : 342397,Th

1012 Title : Municipal Corporation Ludhiana
Sub.Ttl. : a study of working and reform
Author : Gurjit Singh
Guide : K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 169p.
Notes : {3532}
Class No : W,61:3.23696 M72
Accn No. : 49984

1013 Title : Effect of training on some biochemical parameters of female players
Author : Gurkaranjit Kaur
Guide : M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 221p.
Class No : L9YoaMY N2
Accn No. : 340246

1014 Title : Critical analysis of managerial efficiency (with CD-1385)
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Pepsu Road Transport Corporation
Author : Gurkirpal Singh
Guide : Parveen Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. (Busi.Managt.)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 239 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X411:8.236911,k,9N56 P5
Accn No. : 342415,Th
1015  Title    : Creativity in relation to Child-rearing practices and child's personality  
Author   : Gurleen Kaur  
Guide    : B.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2000  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 240 p. ; 27 cm.  
Class No : S1:7 P0  
Accn No. : 341723

1016  Title    : Interaction of LXRa variants with select SNPs of ABCAI, LACT and ACAT2 genes in cad patients using cell based assay (with CD-2054)  
Author   : Gurlovleen Kaur  
Guide    : Praveen P. Balgir  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 251 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : GZ116-37:4 P9  
Accn No. : 343300

1017  Title    : Life satisfaction as a correlate of teacher effectiveness  
Author   : Gurmeet Kaur  
Guide    : S.S. Grewal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree   : M.Phil. Edu.  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Pub. Dt. : 1984-85  
Collatin : 77 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (3181)  
Class No : T9(T):(X:91) M5-M5;1  
Accn No. : 48510-48511

1018  Title    : Personnel system in Municipal administration  
Sub.Ttl1 : a case study of Faridlot Municipality  
Author   : Gurmeet Kaur  
Guide    : Satish Kumar Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1988  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 166p.  
Accn No. : 340178

1019  Title    : Photochemistry of Diaryl Ketones and their derivatives  
Author   : Gurmeet Kaur  
Guide    : Baldev Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collatin : 157 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (211)  
Class No : E:25 M51-M51;2  
Accn No. : 48833-48834 48975

1020  Title    : Sentencing  
Sub.Ttl1 : objects and prospects under criminal law of India  
Author   : Gurmeet Kaur  
Guide    : G.I.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 244 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes    : (4567)  
Class No : Z2,7,75 N2;1  
Accn No. : 340314 340356

1021  Title    : Political ideas of Lala Lajpat Rai  
Author   : Gurmeet Pal Kaur  
Guide    : Tarlochan Singh Sohi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1977  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 87p.  
Accn No. : 46540
1022 Title : Organisation and working of Punchayat Samiti Bhunheri block  
Author : Gurmej Singh  
Guide : Harbans Pathak  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1987  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Accn No. : 340005

1023 Title : Development of modern western Hedonism  
Author : Gurmel Singh  
Guide : J.R.Puri  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)  
Degree : M.A.(Philosophy)  
Accp.Yr. : 1973  
Collat : 117 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : R4441 L3  
Accn No. : 45482

1024 Title : Characterisation and individualisation of soiled blood samples  
Author : Gurminder Kaur  
Guide : V.K.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1987  
Collat : 326 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : LYX111:1 M7  
Accn No. : 49235

1025 Title : Select British historians on the sikh history (During Nineteenth Century) (with CD-2049)  
Author : Gurmit Kaur  
Guide : Sukhninder Kaur Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D History  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collat : 326 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V236(Q-):68-1956.M5 P9  
Accn No. : 343295, Th

1026 Title : Reason and revelation in Sikhism  
Author : Gurnam Kaur  
Guide : Avtar Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collat : 398 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S:44(Q-) M5  
Accn No. : 48946

1027 Title : The concept of Prasadu in Religion with special reference to sikhism  
Author : Gurnek Singh  
Guide : Taran Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)  
Degree : M.Litt.  
Accp.Yr. : 1979  
Collat : 133 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Q-:356 L9  
Accn No. : 47583

1028 Title : Social and religious reform in the Punjab(1873-1900)  
Author : Gurnek Singh  
Guide : Kirpal Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1973  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Accn No. : 45659

1029 Title : Social and religious reforms in the Punjab (1873-1900)  
Author : Gurnek Singh  
Guide : Kirpal Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D (History)  
Accp.Yr. : 1979  
Collat : 283 p. ; 28 cm.  
Accn No. : 343104, Th/KS
1030 Title: Purification and characterization of arginase from neurospora sp. for the development of arginine biosensor (with CD-2417)
Author: Gurnoor Kaur
Guide: Neelam Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 345 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: GZ11:(E982) Q0
Accn No.: 343520, Th

1031 Title: A study of personality characteristics on ninth grade over and under achieving boys and girls at different levels of achievement motivation
Author: Gurpa, P.L.
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 255 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2783)
Class No: T2:5oaS:7 M2-M2;1
Accn No.: 48161-48162

1032 Title: Educational philosophy of Guru Arjun Dev Ji and its contribution to modern Indian education
Author: Gurpal Singh
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 77 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2694)
Class No: MY219(T):8:(SN1) L8
Accn No.: 47614

1033 Title: Comparative influence of some methods of training on smashing ability in volleyball
Author: Gurpreet Kaur
Guide: A.K. Tiwary
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 337 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: LZ3:(L2722:4:6) P9
Accn No.: 343279, Th

1034 Title: Confidence building measures between India and Pakistan since Kargil war
Author: Gurpreet Kaur
Guide: Umrao Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Defence and Strategic Studies)
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 91 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MV4.20a44Q7 P9
Accn No.: 45333
1037  Title    : A critical study of interstate succession under the Hindu Succession Act, 1956
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree   : LL.M.
Accp.Yr.  : 2005
Collatin : 223 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes    : (4591)
Class No : Z(Q2),2,61.N56 P5
Accn No. : 342864, Th

1038  Title    : Electrochemical synthesis of some Thiols at sacrificial cadmium anode
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : Baljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil (Chemisty)
Accp.Yr.  : 2011
Collatin : 57 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : E125:26-4 Q1
Accn No. : 343429

1039  Title    : An experimental study on memory
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : J.S.Jawanda
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.Ed
Accp.Yr.  : 1975
Collatin : 80 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:43:f3 L5
Accn No. : 341419

1040  Title    : Factors regulating carbon and nitrogen metabolism and akinete differentiation in the cyanobacterium anabaena torulosa
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.  : 1999
Class No : I221:33 N9
Accn No. : 343193

1041  Title    : Guru Nanak's perspective on human rights
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.  : 2010
Collatin : 123 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W:5xI69 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343193-343194, Th

1042  Title    : A socio legal study of drug abuse, alcoholism and crime in India
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree   : LL.M.
Accp.Yr.  : 2007
Collatin : 263 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes     : (4561.12)
Class No : Z2,5:(Y:41) P7
Accn No. : 342730, Th

1043  Title    : A study of Bail under the code of criminal procedure, 1973
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree   : LL.M.
Accp.Yr.  : 2008
Collatin : 249 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes     : (4567.26)
Class No : Z2,75,7.N73 P8
Accn No. : 342842, Th

1044  Title    : Study of skeletal maturity and motor performance of adolescent girls participating in sports
Author   : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide    : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
1045 Title: Supervisory powers of the high courts
Sub.Ttl. : an analytical study with special reference to criminal prosecutions in India
Author : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide : G.I.S Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 208 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : Z2,83 N8
Accn No. : 341401, Thesis

1046 Title: Women leadership in urban local bodies
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of municipal committee Mansa
Author : Gurpreet Kaur
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 138 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,61oaY15-48,236918 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343197-343198, Th

1047 Title: Correlates of adolescent depressive symptoms
Author : Gurpreet Singh
Guide : Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phill (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 180 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S2 Q0
Accn No. : 343578, Th

1048 Title: Participation of scheduled castes in Panchayati Raj Institutions
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab (With CD-2535)
Author : Gurpreet Singh
Guide : Lakhwinder Singh Sidhu, Kesar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Political Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 251 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,64:3(Y5927).236 Q1
Accn No. : 343631, Th

1049 Title: Right of private defence under the Indian penal code
Sub.Ttl. : need for new approach
Author : Gurpreet Singh
Guide : Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 365 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4540)
Class No : Z2:f(W:5) N6
Accn No. : 341393, Th

1050 Title: A Comparative study of personality characteristics of participants and non-participants in Physical Activity groups
Author : Gurprit Kaur
Guide : V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree : M.Lit.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2612)
Class No : T:6:(S:7) M3,1
Accn No. : 48397 48617

1051 Title: District libraries in Punjab and Haryana
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study (with CD-1831)
Author : Gursaran Kaur
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu. & Inf.Science)
1052 Title: Disturbances in Punjab in 1919
Author: Gursharan Kaur
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 106p.
Class No: V236:51.N19 L8
Accn No.: 47000

1053 Title: Personnel Management of Diesel Component Works (D.C.W) Patiala
Author: Gursharan Kaur
Guide: K.K. Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 154p.
Accn No.: 49966

1054 Title: Political socialization in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a study of the school youth in Patiala district
Author: Gursharan Kaur
Guide: Gobinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Accn No.: 340267

1055 Title: Akali movement and Phulkian states (Upto 1938)
Author: Gursharan Singh
Guide: Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol. Sci)
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub. Dt.: 116 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343082, Th/KS 343096, Th/KS

1056 Title: The Muslim politics in Punjab (1919-1937)
Author: Gursharan Singh
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 73p.
Accn No.: 343079, Th/Ks

1057 Title: Sardar Thakur Singh Sindhanwalia
Author: Gursharan Singh
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 73p.
Accn No.: 343079, Th/Ks

1058 Title: Sardar Thakur Singh Sindhanwalia
Author: Gursharan Singh
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 73p.
Class No: V236y7M37 L3
Accn No.: 45550

1059 Title: Critical analysis of doctrine of mens rea in statutory offences with special reference to its applicability to socio-economic crimes in India
Author: Gursharn Kaur
1060 Title: Continuing education of library and information science faculty in Indian universities
Sub.Ttl.: An appraisal of modes and methods
Author: Gursharnjit Singh
Guide: Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ., Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 214p.
Class No.: T4:3(2).2.N9 N7
Accn No.: 341234

1061 Title: An analysis of Indian fiscal system with reference to fiscal reforms (With CD-2575)
Author: Gursimran Kaur
Guide: Harvinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: x, 335 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X7:77.2 Q1
Accn No.: 343676

1062 Title: Law relating to preventive and precautionary measures under the code of criminal procedure, 1973
Author: Gurtej Singh
Guide: Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 213 p.; 27 cm.
Class No.: Z2,5-9531.N73 P9
Accn No.: 343340

1063 Title: A study of role of Giani Zail Singh as the seventh President of India
Author: Gurveer Kaur
Guide: Renu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pub Adm.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 148 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2,1y7N16 Q0
Accn No.: 343404

1064 Title: Law relating to rash and negligent driving
Author: Gurginder Singh
Guide: Monica Chawla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 225 p.; 27 cm.
Class No.: Z2,54:(X:4) P9
Accn No.: 343329

1065 Title: Experimental investigations of Saturation depth of 662 KeV gamma rays in different materials (with CD-1523)
Author: Gurginderjit Singh
Guide: Bhajan Singh B.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 173 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (148.7)
Class No.: C54:58 P7
Accn No.: 342581
1066 Title : Exploration, evaluation and cultivation of some important medicinal plants of Kashmir Himalayas (with CD-1619)
Author : Haleema Bano
Guide : R.C.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accep.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 280 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 401.1
Class No : J6.241 P7
Accn No. : 342635, Th

1067 Title : Physique and physical abilities of junior female gymnasts in relation to their performance
Author : Handa, Jasmel Kaur
Guide : Rupinder Mokha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : M.Phil
Accep.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 166p.
Class No : MY112oaL:8 N1;2
Accn No. : 340272

1068 Title : Relationship of morphological, physiological and motor abilities with performance of female gymnasts (With CD-2541)
Author : Handa, Jasmel Kaur
Guide : G.S.Kang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : xiv, 233 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY112:2-3 Q0
Accn No. : 343637, Th

1069 Title : An appraisal of law relating to criminal breach of trust under the Indian Penal Code, 1860
Author : Handa, Naseem Ahmed
Guide : Nijjar, Manjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accep.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 332 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4561.61)
Class No : Z2,5238.M60 P2
Accn No. : 341945, Th

1070 Title : Educational problems and their solutions as perceived by secondary school teachers
Author : Handa, Neelam
Guide : T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Education
Accep.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 63 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2698)
Class No : T2.2 L6
Accn No. : 46142

1071 Title : Rise of American realism and William Dean Howells
Author : Handa, Sangeeta
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.English
Accep.Yr. : 1995
Class No : O-A,3M37:g(R325) N5
Accn No. : 341033(Ref.)

1072 Title : William Dean Howells and rise of realism in American fiction
Author : Handa, Sangeeta
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.English
Accep.Yr. : 1995
Class No : O-A,3M37:g(R325) N5;1
Accn No. : 340985(Ref.)
1073  Title    : National security and media  
Sub.Ttl. : a paradigm for the use of media as a force multiplier in conflict situations  
Author   : Handa, Tejinder Singh  
Guide    : Rakesh Datta  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Defence St.  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 278 p.; 30 cm.  
Class No : MV410g41 P3  
Accn No. : 342125

1074  Title    : Management of change in banking sector in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Ludhiana district (with CD-1650)  
Author   : Haneet Kaur  
Guide    : Parveen Kaur Gill  
Navjot Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree   : Ph.D. (Busi.Managt)  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 480 p.; 26 cm.  
Class No : X62:8.23696.N9 P7  
Accn No. : 342666, Th

1075  Title    : Changing agrarian structure in Punjab since independence  
Author   : Hans Raj  
Guide    : Gupta, Hans Raj  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business admn.and Commerce)  
Degree   : M.Com  
Accp.Yr. : 1977  
Collatin : 134p.  
Class No : X8(J).236.N7 L8  
Accn No. : 46549

1076  Title    : Analytical study of Karyala: a folk theatrical form of Himachal Pradesh  
Author   : Hans, Ashok Kumar  
Guide    : Prakash Syal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 142p.  
Class No : NT225 M5  
Accn No. : 49276

1077  Title    : Demographic survey with special reference to health care systems in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of rural and urban areas  
Author   : Harbans Kaur  
Guide    : D.P.Bhatnagar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D.Human Biology  
Accp.Yr. : 1997  
Collatin : 122p.  
Class No : L:50a(Y:5).236 N7  
Accn No. : 341266(Ref.)

1078  Title    : Effects of thiopyrimidine derivatives on the reproductive organs of a cotton pest  
Author   : Harbhajan Kaur  
Guide    : S.S. Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Collatin : 277 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : 422  
Class No : K86(J781) M6-M6;2  
Accn No. : 48985  
49198-49199

1079  Title    : Sikh-Mughal relations (1606-1716)  
Author   : Harbhajan Kaur  
Guide    : D.S.Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree   : Ph.D.History  
Accp.Yr. : 1995  
Class No : V236(Q-).L16<K06 N5  
Accn No. : 340970(Ref.)
1088 Title : British policy towards the Phulkian States 1905-1937  
Author : Harcharan Singh  
Guide : A.C.Arora  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Lit  
Accp.Yr. : 1980  
Collatin : 331p.  
Class No : V2-56:1923691.N37<--N05 M0;2  
Accn No. : 47574-47575  
Accn No. : 47750

1089 Title : A study of the socio-personal background, achievements, adjustment and job-satisfaction of physical education college teachers  
Author : Hardeep Singh  
Guide : Meenakshi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)  
Degree : Ph.D.Phy.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 2001  
Collatin : 152 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T42-9(T):6.2.P P1  
Accn No. : 47624

1090 Title : Attitude of postgraduate students toward religion  
Author : Hardev Singh  
Guide : L.M.Joshi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Litt.  
Accp.Yr. : 1978  
Collatin : 4153 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (3107)  
Class No : T450BQ L8  
Accn No. : 47624

1091 Title : India and the Afghanistan crisis (1980-88)  
Author : Hardev Singh  
Guide : Manorama Kohli  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Pol.Sc.  
Accp.Yr. : 1994  
Collatin : 351p.  
Class No : V2:19491.N88<--N80 N4  
Accn No. : 340892  
Accn No. : 340979

1092 Title : Teachers' attitude towards educational administration in Punjab  
Author : Hardev Singh  
Guide : T.R.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.(Education)  
Accp.Yr. : 1972  
Collatin : 88 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2591)  
Class No : T38oaY41(T).236 L2;1  
Accn No. : 48247  
Accn No. : 152725

1093 Title : A study of reactions of social studies teachers towards the teaching of their subject in higher secondary school in Patiala district  
Author : Hardial Kaur  
Guide : H.S.Brar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr. : 1968  
Collatin : 50 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2732)  
Class No : T2:2(82).236911.N7 K7  
Accn No. : 45106

1094 Title : Morpho-physiological studies on growth and development of certain species of Araucaria and Podocarpus  
Author : Hardip Kaur  
Guide : P.Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Botany  
Accp.Yr. : 1997  
Collatin : 170 p.  
Notes : (353)  
Class No : I:2:f N7  
Accn No. : 341265(Ref.)
1103 Title: Akali-Janata coalition ministry in Punjab (1977–1980)
Author: Harika, Kanwanjit
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 120p.
Class No: V236,41.Mo<–N77 L9
Accn No.: 47834

1104 Title: T.V. viewing behaviour of urban primary school students of Punjab
Author: Harinder
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Science)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 238 +40 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2643.1)
Class No: T1:76(4,42).236 P2
Accn No.: 341830

1105 Title: Effect of jurisprudential model of teaching history on value clarification among 10th class students
Author: Harinder Jit Kaur
Guide: S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Unvi.Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 102 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: T2:3(V) M8–M8;1
Accn No.: 49682

1106 Title: A critical analysis of folk art of Malwa Region in Punjab { With CD- 2546 }
Author: Harinder Kaur
Guide: Saroj Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Culture)
Degree: Ph.D. Fine Arts
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: xxxvi, 347 p. ; ill : 28 cm.
Class No: N:(Y:351).236 Q0
Accn No.: 343642,Th

1107 Title: Physical growth of boys participating in sports ranging in age from 13–18 years
Author: Harinder Kaur
Guide: L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 125p.
Class No: L:7ogMY N0
Accn No.: 49867

1108 Title: Semiological patterns in the fairs of Punjab
Author: Harinder Kaur
Guide: Surjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 229p.
Class No: Y:36.236 N6
Accn No.: 341179

1109 Title: Social profile of Rajasthani women in Patiala city
Author: Harinder Kaur
Guide: I.M.Lal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 150p.
Accn No.: 49256
49866(Ref.)
1117 Title : Photodecomposition of ethylenethiocarbonates  
Author : Harish Chander  
Guide : K.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1975  
Collatin : 222 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : (278)  
Class No : E632,6:25 L5-L5;2  
Accn No. : 46060-46062

1118 Title : Condition and development of agriculture in Punjab 1923-1947 (with CD 1611-1611A)  
Author : Harish Kumar  
Guide : Parm Bakhshish Singh  
D.K.Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. History  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 339 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : 388.71  
Class No : J:5.236.N5 P7  
Accn No. : 342627,Th

1119 Title : Development and evaluation of speed and strength of lower extremities in young boys of age 8-16 years  
Author : Harish Kumar  
Guide : S.K.Verma  
Dhananjoy Shaw  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science  
Accp.Yr. : 2000  
Collatin : 229 p.  
Class No : MY2 P0  
Accn No. : 341478

1120 Title : Synthetic developments in heterocyclics and new oxidizing reagents  
Author : Harish Kumar  
Guide : Baldev Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Collatin : 217 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : (298)  
Class No : E8:4 N1-N1;1  
Accn No. : 340053  
340083

1121 Title : Productivity of banks : a comparision of public and private sector banks in India  
Author : Harish Kumari  
Guide : Radha Sharn Arora  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 274 p.; 30 cm.  
Notes : (4134.41)  
Class No : X95,62:2.2.N9 P3  
Accn No. : 342152,th

1122 Title : Environmental awareness among farmers  
Sub.Ttl. : an exploratory study of a Punjab village  
Author : Harjeet Kaur  
Guide : Harvinder Singh Bhatti  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil(Sociology & Social Anthropology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 123 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y31:(G:550aJ) P9  
Accn No. : 343182,Th

1123 Title : Rajindra Victoria diamond jubilee Municipal public library, Patiala  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study  
Author : Harjeet kaur  
Guide : K.Navalani  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.  
Accp.Yr. : 1991
1124 Title : Study of subjects international politics
Author : Harjeet Kaur
Guide : S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : v, 182 p. 30 cm.
Notes : Project report (39)
Class No : L9F:4234:(Z2:5) N6
Accn No. : 341391

1125 Title : Women-aids and criminal liability
Sub.Ttl. : a study in the Indian perspective
Author : Harjeet Kaur
Guide : Arvind Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LLM
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 226 p.
Class No : Z1:(W:5) N1;1
Accn No. : 341421

1126 Title : Erythrocyte enzyme variation among people of Kumaon Himalayas
Author : Harjeet Singh
Guide : S.M.S.Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 139 p. : ill. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (332.1)
Class No : G:6.252.g7 N9
Accn No. : 340344-340345

1127 Title : Human rights under international justice system
Sub.Ttl. : a critical appraisal
Author : Harjeet Singh
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 433p.
Notes : (4525)
Class No : Z1:(W:5) N1;1
Accn No. : 340344-340345

1128 Title : A critical study of the development of adult and non-formal education in Punjab during 1972-1997
Author : Harjinder Jit Singh
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu.& Inf.Science)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 384 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2998.1)
Class No : T3v236.N97<-N72 P2
Accn No. : 341876

1129 Title : Determination and analysis of atomic parameters related to excitation and de-excitation of inner shell vacancies (with CD-1715)
Author : Harjinder Kaur
Guide : Raj Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 166 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (160.8)
Class No : C982 P71
Accn No. : 342700,Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sub.Ttl.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin:</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life satisfaction of the elderly in relation to perceived stress</td>
<td>the role of positive affect (With CD-2578)</td>
<td>Harjinder Kaur</td>
<td>Sangeeta Trama</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala. (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Psychology</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>iii, 284 p.</td>
<td>S:56 Q1</td>
<td>343679, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of education in the improvement of the status of rural women</td>
<td>in Ludhiana district of Punjab state</td>
<td>Harjinder Kaur</td>
<td>Satwant Dua</td>
<td>Punjabi University, Patiala</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Y15-31:7:70gT N3</td>
<td>341150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of body density &amp; lean body weight of selected high school</td>
<td>female participants of track events and group games</td>
<td>Harjinder Kaur</td>
<td>V.P. Gupta</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Phil</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>144p.</td>
<td>MY2:(L:7) M9</td>
<td>49778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a study of teaching effectiveness of physical education teachers</td>
<td>in relation to their locus of control, intelligence, psychological</td>
<td>Harjinder Kaur</td>
<td>S.S.Grewal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Psy.Ed.)</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>243 p. 28 cm.</td>
<td>T:3-6.236, b:S M9-M9; 1</td>
<td>49766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perturbed angular correlation and deacy studies with some odd nuclei</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harjinder Singh</td>
<td>H.S.Sohata</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>146p.</td>
<td>CM96,9B3 N2</td>
<td>340161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude of college students towards N.S.S.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harjit Kaur</td>
<td>Amrit Guram</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>49 p. 28 cm.</td>
<td>T42:4(YX) M2-M2; 1</td>
<td>48410-48411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: CD-2578
1145 Title : Complexes of metal ions with new bidentate ligands  
Author : Harkanwal Singh  
Guide : S.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1970  
Collatin : 130p.  
Notes : (233)  
Class No : E191:216 L0  
Accn No. : 45295

1146 Title : A study of conservation of concepts of mass length and volume among the children of 4–7 years of age  
Author : Harkesh Kumari  
Guide : T.S.Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil.(Edu.)  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S13:4 M5 – M5;1  
Accn No. : 48647  
1147 Title : Population awareness among rural-urban male and female students of Punjabi university  
Author : Harkirat Singh  
Guide : T.S.Sodhi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of education)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Collatin : 96p.  
Notes : (3078)  
Class No : T4:(Y:5).236911 N1–N1;1  
Accn No. : 341306–341307

1148 Title : Role of Punjab in the Indian National Army (1941-46)  
Author : Harkirat Singh  
Guide : Shiv Kumar Gupta  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2001  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : xii, 322 p. ; 23 cm.  
Class No : MV4.20y36.N5 P1  
Accn No. : 341725

1149 Title : Losses suffered by industrial sector due to electricity interruptions in Punjab(with CD-1794)  
Author : Harkirtan Kaur  
Guide : Navjot Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business studies)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 240p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X8(A):(C6).236 P7  
Accn No. : 342789, Th

1150 Title : Physical growth and development of Punjabi children ranging in age from 3 months to 3 years  
Author : Harleen Kaur  
Guide : Pushpa Singal D.P. Bhatnagar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.(Human Biology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 222 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (342.1)  
Class No : G9C:7.236 P4  
Accn No. : 342177

1151 Title : A study of well-being and stress among university students  
Author : Harleen Kaur  
Guide : Kulwinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci)
1152 Title: Crime prevention
Sub.Ttl.: national and international perspective
Author: Harleen Pal Singh
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 235 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z1.5-9531 P9
Accn No.: 343335, Th

1153 Title: A study of some serological morphogenetic and behavioural parameters of twins
Author: Harmandeep Kaur
Guide: Harsurinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Biology)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 934 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (332.3)
Class No: G:6:(L0B:3135) P5
Accn No.: 342310, Th

1154 Title: Students' role during freedom movement in Punjab, 1919-1947 (with CD-1612)
Author: Harmeen
Guide: Shiv Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D History
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 324 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236:S1:(T:71).N47<-N19 P7
Accn No.: 342628, Th

1155 Title: Detection and estimation of insecticide residues in human blood and milk, and their forensic significance
Author: Harmeet Kaur
Guide: Chattopadhyay, P.K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 115p.
Class No: LYX111:1 N7
Accn No.: 341206

1156 Title: Good governance
Sub.Ttl.: human rights perspective
Author: Harmeet Kaur
Guide: Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Pol.Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3551.2)
Class No: W,8:5.2.N9 P3-P3:1
Accn No.: 342104-342105, Th

1157 Title: Poll verdict and voter's mobilisation of Punjab Vidhan'Sabha 1985
Author: Harmeet Kaur
Guide: R.N.Pal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 496p.
Class No: V236,32:91.N85 M8;2
Accn No.: 340048
1158 Title : Punjab Panchayat Elections 2003
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala Block
Author : Harmeet Singh
Guide : dogra, Narinder Kumar
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences(Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.Phil.(Pol.Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 138 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3538.2)
Class No : W,64:91.236911.P1 P3-P3;2
Accn No. : 342039-342040,Th

1159 Title : Institution of Sikh Gurdwara
Sub.Ttl. : evolution and its role
Author : Harminder Kaur
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Litt
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 238 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-6v.N M1-M1;1
Accn No. : 48388-48389

1160 Title : Advertising effectiveness of ready made soft drinks
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjabi University Patiala
Author : Harminder Singh
Guide : R.S.Aroara
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accn No. : 340612

1161 Title : Performance in 5000 meters race as related to Cardio-Vascular fitness and social adjustment
Author : Harmit Singh
Guide : V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 43p.
Class No : MY225; (L3:8) L5
Accn No. : 45852

1162 Title : Changing concept of directive principles of state policy
Author : Harmohinder Singh
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 100p.
Notes : (3492)
Class No : W:2-5.2 N7 L8
Accn No. : 47002

1163 Title : Personality characteristics of wrestlers in different types of wrestling
Author : Harmohinder Singh
Guide : S.S Jaspal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 38p.
Class No : MY245; (S:7) L4
Accn No. : 45739

1164 Title : Role of the CPI in Punjab (1956-64)
Author : Harmohinder Singh
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 121p.
Class No : V236,4N28.N64<-N56 M1
Accn No. : 49061
1165 Title : Study of pollination mechanism in some leguminous trees of Punjab
Author : Harneet Kaur
Guide : V.K.Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 253 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : I8313;66.236 P2
Accn No. : 341926

1166 Harnek Singh
Contribution of Dr. Ranganathan in the field of lib. classification / Harnek Singh., 1991-92
340395

1167 Harnek Singh
Human Genetics (Project of M.Lib.)
340351

1168 Title : Human Genetics (Project on study of subjects)
Author : Harnek Singh
Guide : S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.L.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : iv, 94 p.; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (33)
Class No : 2:97:(L:6) N2
Accn No. : 340319

1169 Title : Organisation and working of Punjab State Board for the Prevention and Control of Water Pollution, Patiala
Author : Harpal Singh
Guide : K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 178p.
Accn No. : 49985

1170 Title : Personality characteristics of sprinters and non-athletes
Author : Harpal Singh
Guide : S.S. Jaspal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 43p.
Class No : MY225:(S:7) L4
Accn No. : 45736

1171 Title : Tragedy of Nankana Sahib
Author : Harpal Singh
Guide : Bhagat Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 116 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Q6.23656N.N4 L5
Accn No. : 45912

1172 Title : Ayodhya incidents
Sub.Ttl. : a study of the perceptions of Punjabi University campus
Author : Harpreet Kaur
Guide : S.K.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Pol Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 130p.
Class No : V25296.N92 N3
Accn No. : 340885
1173 Title: Credit management and problem of NPAs in Public Sector Banks (with CD-1444)
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: J.S.Pasricha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Commerce)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 376 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4170.11)
Class No.: X09,62,1;8 P6
Accn No.: 342463,Th

1174 Title: Direct electrochemical synthesis of bismuth compounds (with CD-2952)
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Baljit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Science)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2012
Collatin: 232 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343837,Th

1175 Title: Effect on biochemical and physiological parameters after sub maximal exercises in patients of diabetes mellitus and obesity (with CD-1796)
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Sohal, M.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: v.p.; 30 cm.
Class No.: L293:460aE9G P7
Accn No.: 342792(Th)

1176 Title: Electrochemical synthesis of zinc compounds (with CD-1378)
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Jagtar Singh Banait, Jagtar Singh Banait
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 217 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (225.2)
Class No.: E123:40k3,T P5
Accn No.: 342406,Th

1177 Title: Evolution of education in India
Sub.Ttl.: with special reference to technical education 1854–1937 (with CD-1131)
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Shiv Gajrani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 331 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: Tv2.N37<–M54 P5
Accn No.: 342362,Th

1178 Title: History of Nalagarh State
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sci)
Degree: M.A. (History)
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 127 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343086,Th/KS

1179 Title: Impact of teacher training programme on B.ED. students motivity, attitude towards teaching and personality
Author: Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Harpreet Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
1194 Title : A study of parliamentary committee system in India with special reference to estimates committee in Punjab (With CD-2580)
Author : Harpreet Kaur
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Science)
Degree : Ph.D. Political Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : v.p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W,3;3.236 Q1
Accn No. : 343681, Th

1195 Title : A study of women characters in E.M. Forester's where angels fear to tread, A room with a view and Howards end
Author : Harpreet Kaur
Guide : Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 140 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : O,-,3xM79:g(Y15) P8
Accn No. : 342833

1196 Title : Chinese strategy in the Indian Ocean and Indian response
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : Umrao Singh
Univ/Fac : Pbi.Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Defence & Strategic Studies)
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 93 p.; 27 cm.
Class No : MV4.41-95 P7
Accn No. : 343111, Th

1197 Title : Evidentiary value of expert opinion
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : Gurpreet K. Pannu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : viii, 204 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2,8-94,11:(S:47) Q0
Accn No. : 343561, Th

1198 Title : Fair trial in criminal proceedings in India (a critical analysis)
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 216 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (4567.21)
Class No : Z2,75,5:f3 P6
Accn No. : 342608, Th

1199 Title : Marketing strategies of pharmaceutical companies in Punjab (with CD-1791)
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : Mittal, K.C.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : v. p.; 29 cm.
Class No : X8(LZ8):51.236 P7
Accn No. : 342786(Th)

1200 Title : Strategic & tactical study of the gallipoli campaign during the first world war
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : S.D Pradhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and social Sciences)
Degree : M.A
Accp.Yr. : 2973
1201 Title : Social Banking in Patiala district
Author : Harpreet Singh Preet
Guide : A.S.Chawla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : X620bYX N3
Accn No. : 340252

1202 Title : A study of power system reliability and its impact on steel industry in Punjab (with CD-1982)
Author : Harpreet Singh
Guide : R.K.Sehgal Navjot Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Engineering)
Degree : Ph.D. Mechanical Engineering
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 309 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : D66:(X8(F182)).236 P9
Accn No. : 343159,Th

1203 Title : Terrorism, Bangladesh and India's security
Author : Harsangeet Pal Kaur
Guide : Kamal Kinger
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Defence and Strategic Studies)
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 89 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MV41:(W88).20a44Q71 P9
Accn No. : 343112,Th

1204 Title : Measurement of L-Shell X-ray production cross-sections with low energy protons
Author : Harsh Mohan
Guide : C.S.Khurana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 111p.
Notes : (182)
Class No : C9B35 M8
Accn No. : 49528-49529

1205 Title : Taxonomic studies on the Indian species of subfamilies Eumolpinae & Clytrinae...male genitalia
Author : Harsh Wardhan Rakesh
Guide : J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 442
Class No : K865:11.2 M8-MB;1
Accn No. : 49591-49592

1206 Title : Organizational stress resiliency
Sub.Ttl. : a social-psychological perspective (with CD-2938)
Author : Harshant Kaur
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Science)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : vi, 182 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:560aX:8 Q1
Accn No. : 343823,Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federalism and centre-state financial relations in India</td>
<td>Harsharan Kaur</td>
<td>Charanjit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LLM</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>244 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>V2:120aX:79F.N9 P3–P3;1</td>
<td>341948–341949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban local government and its status under the constitution of India</td>
<td>Harsharan Kaur</td>
<td>Charanjit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Law</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>x, 370 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>W,61:2.2 Q0–Q0;1</td>
<td>343739, Th; 343755, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic studies on the flora of Sirmour District (Himachal Pradesh)</td>
<td>Harsimerjit Kaur</td>
<td>M. Sharma</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Botany</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1058 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>I5.242 N5</td>
<td>341139 (Ref.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationalist historians on Sikh History (With CD-2526)</td>
<td>Harsimranjeet Kaur</td>
<td>Sukhdial Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. History</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>296 p.; ill.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>V236(Q–) wN10 Q0</td>
<td>343622, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of the position of women in a Punjab village</td>
<td>Harsimrat Kaur</td>
<td>Swinderjit Kaur</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>98 p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>45272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical genetic studies on some Indian populations</td>
<td>Harsurinder Kaur</td>
<td>P.K. Srivastava</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>388 p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>47543</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1214 Title: Effectiveness of burner bodel for teaching of concepts in mathematics
Author: Harvinder Kaur
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 120 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2754)
Class No: T2:3(B) M8
Accn No.: 49229

1215 Title: Effectiveness of inquiry training model in the development of process skills in Geography in relation to cognitive style and personality types
Author: Harvinder Kaur
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Class No: T:3(U),15 N5
Accn No.: 340992

1216 Title: Socio-economic determinants of fertility
Sub.Ttl: A case study of Patiala city
Author: Harvinder Kaur
Guide: Upinderjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1996
PubMed: u
Collatin: 323p.
Class No: Y225:52.236911 N6
Accn No.: 341119 (Ref.)

1217 Title: Punjab mushrooms
Sub.Ttl: A monographic study on some light spored agarics (with CD-1125)
Author: Harvinder Kour
Guide: N.S. Atri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 182 p.; ill. : maps ; 28 cm.
Class No: I2375:11.236 P5
Accn No.: 342285, Th

1218 Title: Appreciation of evidence of witness and their protection
Author: Harvinder Singh
Guide: Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 222 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4567.7)
Class No: Z2,71-94.N7 P7
Accn No.: 342731, Th

1219 Title: The cult of Gugga
Sub.Ttl: A sociological perspective
Author: Harvinder Singh
Guide: B.L. Abbi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 262 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q2:1 M6
Accn No.: 49103

1220 Title: Nuclear structure studies in some even nuclei
Author: Harvinder Singh
Guide: H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 148 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (173)
Class No: C9B3 N14
Accn No.: 340124 340140
1221 Title  : Performance evaluation of state industrial enterprises of Punjab  
Author   : Harvinder Singh  
Guide    : G.S.Batra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Notes    : (4118.1)  
Class No : X9B,8(A):8.236 N8  
Accn No. : 341275

1222 Title  : Punjab Panchayati Raj elections 2008  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Ropar Zila Parishad  
Author   : Harvinder Singh  
Guide    : Narinder Kumar Dogra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil.(Pol.Science)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 108 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,64:91.23691IR P9-P9;2  
Accn No. : 342936,th  
                   342964,th

1223 Title  : Strategic importance of Andaman and Nicobar Islands  
Author   : Harvinder Singh  
Guide    : Inderjeet Singh Chahal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil (Defence and Strategic Studies)  
Sub. on  : 2009  
Collatin : 104 p. ; 27 cm.  
Class No : MV.291 P9  
Accn No. : 343113,Th

1224 Title  : Biochemical composition of digenetic trematode parasites of Rana Tigrina Daud  
Author   : Harwant Kaur  
Guide    : S.S.Grewal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1990  
Collatin : 189 p. ; 28cm.  
Notes    : 415  
Class No : K615-93; (E9G) N0-N0;1  
Accn No. : 49870-49871

1225 Title  : History in popular movements  
Sub.Ttl. : British Punjab, 1849-1947 (With CD-2533)  
Author   : Harwinder Kaur  
Guide    : Navtej Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. History  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : xii, 254 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V236.N5 Q1  
Accn No. : 343629,Th

1226 Title  : A study of improve the utilization of new technologies in manufacturing industry (With CD- 2060)  
Author   : Harwinder Singh  
Guide    : Jaimal Singh Khamba  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering and Technology)  
Degree   : Ph.D (Mechanical Engineering)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 170 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : D6,6: (X8 (A)) P9  
Accn No. : 343306,Th

1227 Title  : Legal framework of prison administration  
Author   : Hasib, Mohammad  
Guide    : Gurpreet Pannu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 179 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (4578.3)  
Class No : Z2(Y:4:62) P2  
Accn No. : 341944,Th
1228 Title : Study of properties of some nuclear energy levels
Author : Hasiza, Madan Lal
Guide : H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 170p.
Notes : (165)
Class No : C9B3 M1;2
Accn No. : 47980
48146-48147

1229 Title : Sardar Anjum shahkhiyat aur shairi (With CD - 2600)
Sub.Ttl. : Tafheem-O-Tajzia
Author : Hayat, Shabnam
Guide : Nashir Naqvi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D. Urdu
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 285 p. ; 28 cm.
StmtResp : ਸਰਦਾਰ ਅੰਜੁਮ ਸ਼ਖ਼ਸੀਅਤ ਔਰ ਸ਼ਾਇਰੀ
Class No : O168,1N423:g Q0
Accn No. : 343701,Th

1230 Title : Women in colonial Punjab (1901-1947) (with CD - 2431)
Author : Hayer, Parneet
Guide : Jaspal Kaur Dhanju
Univ/Fac : Panjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 261 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236:17:(Y15).N5 Q0
Accn No. : 343534,Th

1231 Title : Intercountry adoption
Sub.Ttl. : a legal perspective
Author : Hayer, Rivayat
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : xv, 300 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z1,1235 Q0
Accn No. : 343569,Th

1232 Title : Punjab Vidhan Sabha Elections, 2007
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Nangal constituency
Author : Hem Raj
Guide : Satish Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 140 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236911R,32:91.Po7 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343199-343200,Th

1233 Title : Application of nuclear techniques to group water pollution monitoring
Author : Hemant Kumar
Guide : H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 132 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (171)
Class No : C9B3 M9-M9;1
Accn No. : 49614-49615

1234 Title : Study of intra-ocular pressure (I.O.P.) in general population above 40 years of age
Author : Hemant Kumar
Guide : Shiv Inder Singh Rudra
M.S.Bhatia
1235 Title : Information system effectiveness
Sub.Ttl. : a business and information technology alignment approach (with CD-1524)
Author : Himanshu
Guide : D.P. Goyal P.K. Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Engineering)
Degree : Ph.D. (Comp. Engineering.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Notes : (74,6)
Class No : 9T0aX8(F555) P6
Accn No. : 342582, Th

1236 Title : Role of radio in agricultural development in Himachal Pradesh (with CD-1726)
Author : Hirday Pal Singh
Guide : H.P.S. Walia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf. Science)
Degree : Ph.D. Journalism
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 166 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : 441:(J).245 P7
Accn No. : 342708

1237 Title : Social and psychological problems faced by educated working women
Author : Hundal Narinder
Guide : Surinderjit Kaur Bawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 411 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3130.1)
Class No : T55.2, b P21
Accn No. : 341881

1238 Title : A critical evaluation of school textbook improvement programmes in India
Author : I.S. Chaudhari
Guide : T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 411 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2720)
Class No : T2:2.2.N7 L6-L6;3
Accn No. : 46289-46291 46344

1239 Title : Trends in advertising during the last three years as observed in various publications
Author : Ian Cardozo
Guide : P.K. Kapoor
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : MBA
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 60p.
Accn No. : 47465

1240 Title : A study of errors in english in relation to cognitive style and cerebral dominance (with CD 2369)
Author : Ikpreet Singh
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T9(P)oaS:4 Q4
Accn No. : 343476, Th
1241 Title: Ring versus backboard as a point of target in shooting in basket-ball
Author: Inder Jit
Guide: Mohinder Singh Warring
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 26p.
Class No: MY2115 LS1
Accn No.: 45857

1242 Title: Performance evaluation of two public sector transport under-takings
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of Punjab roadways and Haryana roadways
Author: Inder Jit Singh
Guide: H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 385 p.
Notes: (4164)
Class No: X9V,411:8.2360m2361 N3
Accn No.: 340258

1243 Title: Cyber crime
Sub.Ttl.: a challenge ahead
Author: Inderdeep Singh
Guide: Garg, M.R.
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences(Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: L.L.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 188 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4524.1)
Class No: Z1:(95546) P3
Accn No.: 342074, Th

1244 Title: Bionomics of Zabrotes subfasciatus (Boh.) (Bruchidae-coleoptera), A Pest of stored Grain
Author: Inderjeet
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Sc.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 121p. : Plates. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 447
Class No: K865:564 L7
Accn No.: 46594

1245 Title: Altruism in relation to norm of deservingness
Author: Inderjeet Kaur
Guide: Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 200 p.; 32 cm.
Class No: S:(R4,15) N9
Accn No.: 341445

1246 Title: An auxological study of fat, lean body mass and dental development among jat sikh children of public and government schools
Author: Inderjeet Kaur
Guide: Pushpa Singal
D.P. Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Human Bio.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: v.p.; 26 cm.
Class No: L9C,214:7:(Y592J) P6
Accn No.: 342577, Th

1247 Inderjeet Kaur
Biochemistry (Project of M.Lib.)
340536
1248 Title : Expectation of users from the University Library
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author : Inderjeet Kaur
Guide : K. Navalani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 158 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (56)
Class No : 234.236911 N0;1
Accn No. : 340317

1249 Title : Quality assurance in higher education : a sociological study of the role of college teachers (with CD-1522)
Author : Inderjeet Kaur
Guide : Harvinder Singh Bhatti
Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.(Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 291 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : T4:(Y) P6
Accn No. : 342580, Th

1250 Title : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : Biochemistry
Author : Inderjeet Kaur
Guide : S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Un.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : iii, 173 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (28)
Class No : 2:97:(E9G) N0
Accn No. : 340535

1251 Title : Teachers' perspective towards educational reforms
Author : Inderjeet Kaur
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 145 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : (2748)
Class No : T2:3 M7
Accn No. : 49259

1252 Title : Input-Output analysis of India's energy consumption
Author : Inderjeet Singh
Guide : H.K.Mannmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Class No : X8(C84):1.2 N0
Accn No. : 49826

1253 Title : Nutritional, profile and Kinanthropometric study of sportswomen
Author : Inderjit
Guide : L.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 332p.
Class No : L9Y:2:8 N5
Accn No. : 340964

1254 Inderjit Kaur
Expectation of users from University library ( Diss. of M.Lib.)

340363
1262 Title: Determination of the hand from single digit fingerprint
Author: Inderjit Singh
Guide: P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 62 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: LYX2:1 N9
Accn No.: 341414

1263 Title: Punjab Vidhan Sabha election of 2002
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Lehra (Sangrur) constituency
Author: Inderjit Singh
Guide: Sharma, Satish Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sc.)
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 127 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236915,3:91.P02 P3;2
Accn No.: 342068-342069
342114

1264 Title: Sex ratio among Punjabis within and outside Punjab: differentials and determinants (with CD 1644)
Author: Inderjit Singh
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 311 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Y73(P153):55.2 P7
Accn No.: 342660, Th

1265 Title: A critical assessment of the teaching of Punjabi in the Punjab state at the school stage
Author: Inderpal Singh
Guide: Jaswant Singh Jass
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 131 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2664)
Class No: T15:3(P153).236.N7 L7
Accn No.: 46762, 46908

1266 Title: Role of higher courts awarding the compensation to victims in criminal justice
Author: Inderpreet Kaur
Guide: Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 203 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4569.4)
Class No: Z2,83:(Y:45) P7
Accn No.: 342718, Th

1267 Title: A critical analysis of consumer attitudinal change vis-a-vis TV advertisements
Author: Inderpreet Mander
Guide: Gurmeet Singh Mann
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Mass Comm.)
Degree: Ph.D.Journalism
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 572 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (74.3)
Class No: 442:250gX:321 P2
Accn No.: 341883
1268 Title: Organisation and administration of the college libraries in Patiala City
Sub.Ttl.: a Study
Author: Indu Bala
Guide: Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: xi, 180 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes: Dissertation (54)
Class No: 233:8.236911 M8
Accn No.: 340537

1269 Indu Bala
Organisation and administration of the college library in Patiala (Dissertation of M.Lib.) / Indu Bala
340538

1270 Title: Organisation and functions of P.W.D.public health division
Author: Iqbal Kaur
Guide: Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 96p.
Accn No.: 49992

1271 Title: A critical study of the teachers' participation in the life of the local community
Author: Iqbal Singh
Guide: P.S.Chanana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 55 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2572)
Class No: T.236,b:3(Y) L7
Accn No.: 46553

1272 Title: A study of resource sharing and networking of North West Indian university libraries (with CD-1529)
Author: Iqbal Singh
Guide: Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf. Sci)
Degree: Ph.D. (Lib. & Inf.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 203 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: (70.1)
Class No: 234-74:4.2.9R P7
Accn No.: 342587,Th

1273 Title: Profile of alcoholic liver disease including enzymatic & immunologic aspects from Punjab
Author: Iqbaljit Kaur
Guide: D.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Class No: L291:4:56ogF54 N1
Accn No.: 340060

1274 Title: A study of penal provisions relating to black money in India
Author: Irvinder Pal Singh
Guide: Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: L.L.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 243 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: (4563)
Class No: Z2,5x61 M6
Accn No.: 49612,Th
1275 Title: A comparative study of creativity of Xth class and urban students in relation to their achievement motivation, social adjustment and sex
Author: Isher, Tejinder Singh
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 118 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2818)
Class No.: T2:5,20a:S41 M0
Accn No.: 48218

1276 Title: A study of self-concept & anxiety in relation to creativity
Author: Issar, Manju
Guide: Dev Sarita Rani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 60 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2634)
Class No.: T:(S:41) L5
Accn No.: 48891

1277 Title: A comparative study of students' and parents' perception of the secondary school teachers
Author: Ivrinder
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 127 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2745)
Class No.: T2:3 L9-L9;1
Accn No.: 47892
Accn No.: 48217

1278 Title: Sculptures from Punjab with special reference to Sanghol
Author: Jacob, Ambalicka Sood
Guide: Saroj Rani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Art & Culture)
Degree: Ph.D. (Fine Arts)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 373 p.; 30 cm.
Class No.: ND236.9 (Q).K P4
Accn No.: 342244

1279 Title: Taxonomic studies on Pyraustinae from North-East India with particular reference to the structure of external genitalia
Author: Jagbir Singh
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 512 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 463
Class No.: K867:11.2.9W M4
Accn No.: 48492

1280 Title: Value-dimensions of professional and non-professional college students in relation to their sex and parental occupation
Author: Jagdeep Kaur
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 133p.
Notes: (3080)
Class No.: T4:(Y2221-4) N2-N2;1
Accn No.: 341109
341332

1281 Title: Socio-economic transformation In Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: 1901-1947 (with CD-1853)
Author: Jagdeep Singh
Guide: Dalbir Singh Dhillion
Title: Taxonomic revision of subfamily Allantinae (tenthredinidae:hymenoptera) from India
Author: Jagdeep Singh
Guide: M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 262 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 474
Class No: K8772:11.2 NO-NO;1
Accn No.: 49684-49685

Title: Studies of solar atmosphere
Author: Jagdev Singh
Guide: H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Astronomy
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 121 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (121)
Class No: B93 M4-M4;3
Accn No.: 48481 48827

Title: Organisation and working of District Planning Committee in Sangrur District
Author: Jagdhir Singh
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pub.Adm.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 133 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W,8.236915 Q0
Accn No.: 343401, Th.

Title: Attitude of female post graduate students towards small family norms in relation to their career plan employment status of the mother and socio-economic status
Author: Jagdish Kaur
Guide: Sodhi, T.S
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 240p.
Notes: (3106)
Class No: T44-550aX:95 N6-N6;1
Accn No.: 341172 341188

Title: Taxonomic studies on family culicidae (Diptera) from north-west India with particular reference to the structure of external genitalia
Author: Jagdish Kaur
Guide: Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 452 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 487.1
Class No: K971.2.9R P1
Accn No.: 341795

Title: Rise and growth of communalism in Punjab, 1849-1919(with CD-1764)
Author: Jagdish Kumar
Guide: Gupta, Shiv Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 256 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236:3(Q).N19<P7 M49 P7
Accn No.: 342759(Th)
1288 Title: Studies on the microbial production, enhancement, purification, kinetic characterization and immobilization of glucose oxidase and its application as biosensor
Author: Jagdish Singh
Guide: Neelam Verma
S.S. Marwaha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Biotechnology)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 161 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (327.1)
Class No: G:33E6898 P4
Accn No.: 342184

1289 Title: Liberated heroines of Tennessee Williams
Sub.Ttl.: a study of three selected plays
Author: Jaggi, Monica
Guide: Nirmal Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 141 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: 0-A,2N11g(Y15) P4
Accn No.: 342356, Th

1290 Title: Modeling and analysis of software reliability and availability using markovian approach
Author: Jaggi, Navdeep Singh
Guide: R.K. Bawa
A.K. Lal
Univ/Fac: Punjab University, Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Computer Science
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 140 p.
Class No: W:5ob742.236.N7 L7;1
Accn No.: 46561, 46572

1291 Title: Critical study of qualities of an ideal citizen as perceived by college students
Author: Jagir Singh
Guide: H.S. Brar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 40 p.
Class No: W:5ob742.236.N7 L7;1
Accn No.: 46561

1292 Title: Forensic examination of photocopied documents (With CD-2564)
Author: Jagjeet Singh
Guide: Komal Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Forensic Science
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: v.p.; ill.; 28 cm.
Class No: LYY:12 Q0
Accn No.: 343660, Th

1293 Title: Measurement of Compton scattering of Gamma Rays from bound electrons at intermediate energies
Author: Jagjit Kaur
Guide: B.S. Ghumman
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 135 p.
Notes: (148.1)
Class No: C54:58 N6
Accn No.: 341193

1294 Title: Some biochemical aspects of metamorphic changes in Chemosterilant (cd C12) treated...house fly
Author: Jagjit Kaur
Guide: M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
1295  Title: Studies in the chemistry of TIN(IV) compounds  
   Author: Jagjit Kaur  
   Guide: S.S. Sandhu  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
   Degree: Ph.D.  
   Accp.Yr.: 1971  
   Notes: (228)  
   Class No: E145 L1  
   Accn No.: 47964

1296  Title: Non-aligned summits  
   Sub.Ttl.: from Havana to Harare  
   Author: Jagjit Singh  
   Guide: Manorama Kohli  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
   Degree: M.Phil  
   Accp.Yr.: 1989  
   Collatin: 106p.  
   Notes: (3228)  
   Class No: V1:19(zK).N9 M9;1  
   Accn No.: 340196, 340886

1297  Title: Right to maintenance under section 125 of criminal procedure code, 1973  
   Sub.Ttl.: a socio-legal study  
   Author: Jagjit Singh  
   Guide: Arvind Kaur  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
   Degree: LL.M.  
   Accp.Yr.: 2003  
   Collatin: 242 p. ; 28 cm.  
   Notes: (4576.1)  
   Class No: Z2,95993.N7 P3  
   Accn No.: 341943, 345952

1298  Title: Sharomani Akalidal da Itihas  
   Author: Jagjit Singh  
   Guide: Swaranjit Singh  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Social Sciences)  
   Degree: M.A.  
   Accp.Yr.: 1975  
   Collatin: 121p.  
   Pub/Unpu.:  
   Class No: V236,4N20.N47<N20 L5  
   Accn No.: 45952

1299  Title: Stylistic analysis of George Bernard Shaw's historical plays  
   Author: Jagjit Singh  
   Guide: V.Prakasam  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
   Degree: Ph.D.  
   Accp.Yr.: 1983  
   Collatin: 438p.  
   Class No: O-,2M56:g(P) M3  
   Accn No.: 48621

1300  Title: Growth and performance of commercial banks in India—a study of private sector banks  
   Author: Jagmeet Kaur  
   Guide: R.S.Arora  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
   Degree: M. Phil (Commerce)  
   Accp.Yr.: 2010  
   Collatin: 109 p. ; 28 cm.  
   Class No: X95,625 Q0  
   Accn No.: 343389, 343389, 343389, Th

1301  Title: Changing role of Prime Minister in coalition government in India(with CD-1768)  
   Author: Jagmeet Singh  
   Guide: Dogra, Narinder K.  
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
   Degree: Ph.D.
Title : Discretionary powers of the Governor  
Sub.Ttl. : a critical study  
Author : Jagmohan Singh  
Guide : S.S. Tiwana  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 127p.  
Notes : (3508)  
Class No : W,12:3 M9  
Accn No. : 49977

Title : Effects of exercise rehabilitation programme on osteoarthritic knee with special reference to biochemical changes (with CD-2436)  
Author : Jagmohan Singh  
Guide : M.S. Sohal  
Paramvir Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 199 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : L135-82:4:60gE9G Q0;1  
Accn No. : 343431, Th  
343539, Th

Title : The rise and fall of Ramgarhia Misal (with CD-2840)  
Author : Jagpal Singh  
Guide : Dalbir Singh Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. History  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : vii, 289 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V236.M Q1  
Accn No. : 343734, Th

Title : A study of psychological hardiness among creative senior secondary school students in relation to their home and school environment (with CD-1728)  
Author : Jagpreet Kaur  
Guide : Kulwinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Science)  
Degree : Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 308 p. ; 28 cm.  
Accn No. : 342710

Title : D.H. Lawrence’s concept of the Holy Ghost : A study of his fiction  
Author : Jagroop Singh  
Guide : B.R. Rao  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1990  
Collatin : 369p.  
Class No : G-,3M85:g(Q:32) M0  
Accn No. : 49722

Title : Powers and functions of Supreme Court  
Sub.Ttl. : emerging trends  
Author : Jagtar Singh  
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. (Pol.Sci.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2005  
Collatin : 104 p. ; 28 cm.  
Accn No. : 342374, Th
1308 Title : A study of social awareness of illiterate farm labourers  
Author : Jagtar Singh  
Guide : Darshan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr. : 1995  
Collatin : 43p.  
Accn No. : 341299

341314(Ref.)

1309 Title : A study of law of estoppel in India  
Author : Jagwinder Kaur  
Guide : Manjit Singh Nijjar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : xi, 182 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Z2,94,4y7 Q0  
Accn No. : 343573, Th

1310 Title : Muslim politics in Punjab 1923-1947  
Author : Jahan, Amir  
Guide : Jaspal Kaur Dhanju  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (History)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 288 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V236obY73(Q7).N5 P9  
Accn No. : 343345

1311 Title : A critical study of bergson's metaphysics  
Author : Jai Krishan  
Guide : Wazir Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1978  
Collatin : 74 p.  
Class No : R3xM59 L8  
Accn No. : 46775

1312 Title : Mite Funna associated with stored food grains in Hisar, Haryana (India)  
Author : Jain, Asha Kiran  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 272 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : 477.1  
Class No : K884ogJ3:7.23631 P4  
Accn No. : 342169

1313 Title : Trace element study of some samples from forensic point of view  
Author : Jain, Komal S.  
Guide : H.S.Sahota  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 161 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : LYX:1 P2  
Accn No. : 341862

1314 Title : Development of an algorithm for heuristic optimization of rectangle packing (With CD-2556)  
Author : Jain, Leena  
Guide : Kawaljeet Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)  
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Eng.  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : xii, 269 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : 9S:6:(B288) Q1  
Accn No. : 343652, Th
1322 Title : A study of mathematical interest of students in relation to their academic achievement, achievement motivation and rural-urban background
Author : Jain, Suman
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 116 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2577)
Class No : T:2(B)-52ogY3 M9;1
Accn No. : 49503-49504

1323 Title : Study of examination results of M.A. (Education) during the years 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author : Jain, Sunita
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Class No : 371.2807 JA-E
Accn No. : 340500-340501,SS/Th

1324 Title : A comparative study of the metaphysical problems in the philosophies of Sankara and Sri Aurobindo
Author : Jain, Veena
Guide : R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Humanities and Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 384 p.
Class No : R3xM7 N2
Accn No. : 340413

1325 Title : Death by rash and negligent act with special reference to I.P.C.
Author : Jain, Prabhjot
Guide : Pavi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 155 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : 22,44-9511 Q0
Accn No. : 343571,Th

1326 Title : Promulgation of contemporary testing techniques for effective engineering of data warehouses (with CD-2370)
Author : Jaiteg Singh
Guide : Kawaljeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering and Technology)
Degree : Ph.D. (Computer Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 180 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : 9S:64 Q0
Accn No. : 343477,Th

1327 Title : Public service commissions of Punjab and Haryana Sub.Ttl : a study in organisation, functions and role 1966-1976
Author : Jajj, Amarjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 495p.
Notes : (3547)
Class No : W,8.2360al,d M3
Accn No. : 48364
1328 Title: A haematological study of preeclampsia and eclampsia cases during pregnancy (with CD-1649)
Sub.Ttl.: Zia Jamal
Author: Jamal, Zia
Guide: Asha Mittal Praveen Singhal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Bio.)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 251 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: L9F,35:31 P7
Accn No.: 342663

1329 Title: Frequency and temperature dependence of the dielectric properties of materials
Author: Jamba, Buta Singh
Guide: J.K.Vij
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Notes: (127)
Class No: C2:(C63:211) L6;3
Accn No.: 46068-46070 46274

1330 Title: Role of forensic science in the administration of criminal justice - a study with special reference to state of Punjab
Author: Jand, Sarita
Guide: Param Jeet Singh Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D. Law
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 344 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: LYX:1(Z,5).236 P1
Accn No.: 341705

1331 Title: A critical study of death penalty with special reference to India
Author: Jandu, Sarita
Guide: Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Sub. on: 1989
Pub/Unpu: unpublished
Collatin: 529 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4574)
Class No: ZZ,9511 M9
Accn No.: 340517

1332 Title: Family relationships in three major plays of Arthur Miller
Author: Jap Preet Kaur
Guide: G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 103p.
Class No: O-A,2N16:g(Y2) M7
Accn No.: 341036(Ref.)

1333 Title: Reaching centrestage
Author: Jap Prit Kaur
Guide: Gulshan Rai Kataria
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D English
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 306 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: O-A,2N34:g(Y1:1) P0
Accn No.: 341564
1341 Title: Emerging role of the Governor in state politics
Author: Jasbir Kumar
Guide: Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr: 2005
Collatin: 141 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : V2,12/3.P1 P5-P5;1
Accn No. : 342369,Th 343215,Th

1342 Title: International protection of women's rights
Author: Jasbir Singh
Guide: G.S.Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr: 1986
Collatin: 301p.
Notes: (4534)
Class No : Z1-115 M6
Accn No. : 49644

1343 Title: Merchant navy as an element of India's sea power
Author: Jasbir Singh
Guide: K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr: 1987
Collatin: 131p.
Class No : MV45.2.N7 M7
Accn No. : 49543

1344 Title: Relationship ofAnthropometric measurements to general mental ability and motor ability
Author: Jasbir Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr: 1989
Collatin: 125 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : S:730ay:22 M9
Accn No. : 49869

1345 Title: Characterization of immunomodulatory potential of selected Bio-and chemical pesticides
Author: Jasdeep Kaur
Guide: Aruna Bhatia Neelam Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of the Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr: 1998
Collatin: 233 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (322)
Class No : F:(G)oaJ:43:55 N8
Accn No. : 341369

1346 Title: Growth ofexports in Punjab-impact of WTO
Author: Jasdeep Kaur
Guide: S.K.Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr: 2003
Collatin: 166 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : X:545.2360rl.P1 P3
Accn No. : 342141

1347 Title: Style & theme of war in Hemingway's novels with special reference to a Farewell to arms the sun also rises & for whom the bell tolls
Author: Jasdeep Kaur
Guide: G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr: 1989
Collatin: 104p.
Class No : O-A,3M98:g M9
Accn No. : 340932
1348 Title: Biochemical and biotechnological studies on some organomercury(ii) complexes
Author: Jasjeet Kaur
Guide: S.S. Marwaha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 225 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (319)
Class No: F:(G) N1
Accn No.: 340059

1349 Title: Transfection of non-melanocytic cells with tyrosinase gene constructs for survival studies
Author: Jaskiran Kaur
Guide: S.M.S. Chahal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 150 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (333)
Class No: G11:f N7
Accn No.: 341273

1350 Title: Comparative study of the characteristics of best liked teachers as perceived by the 6th grade students in India and Canada and a function of their own intelligence and personality
Author: Jasleen Kaur
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Notes: (2972)
Class No: T2-9(T):t3 N7-N7;4
Accn No.: 341201-341202
341224-341225
341337

1351 Title: The dilemma of second generation diaspora in Meera Syal's novels- Anita and me and life isn't all ha ha hee hee
Author: Jasleen Kaur
Guide: Nirmal Baja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 118 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: O-,3X63:g P6
Accn No.: 342831,Th

1352 Title: Manifolds with indefinite metrics and allied structures (With CD-1971)
Author: Jasleen Kaur
Guide: R.K. Nagaich
S.B. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Mathematics
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 79 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: B245 P9
Accn No.: 343148,Th

1353 Title: Socio-psychological consequences of television viewing among adolescents (with CD-1700)
Author: Jasleen Kaur
Guide: Malkit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 328 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Y120g442 P7
Accn No.: 342688,Th

1354 Title: Financing of Housing sector in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a study of institutional sources
Author: Jasmindeep Kaur
Guide: J.S. Pasricha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
1355 Title : Construction and standardisation of specific skill test battery for male handball players (with CD-1433)
Author : Jaspal Kaur
Guide : Raj Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Community Service)
Degree : Ph.D. (Phy. Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 174 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY211:(S51:73) P6
Accn No. : 342452, Th

1356 Title : Job satisfaction of high/higher secondary school teachers
Author : Jaspal Kaur
Guide : N.N. Pangotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 53 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2705)
Class No : T22.236,b L8
Accn No. : 48305

1357 Title : Tenant movement in Patiala state
Author : Jaspal Kaur
Guide : Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 105
Class No : V236911:4(Z,2,3). N5 K7
Accn No. : 45045

1358 Title : Dynamics of crop combination regions in Punjab 1967 to 1997
Sub.Ttl. : a geographical analysis
Author : Jaspal Singh
Guide : K.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Geography
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 292 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3221)
Class No : U6:(J).236.N7 P2
Accn No. : 341887

1359 Title : Effective two body and three body empirical potentials in Ionic solids
Author : Jaspal Singh
Guide : S.S. Bedi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 150p.
Notes : (129)
Class No : C21 N1;1
Accn No. : 340012-340013

1360 Title : Semantic universe of Ernest Hemingway: For whom the bell tolls
Author : Jaspal Singh
Guide : H.S. Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 301p.
Class No : O-A,3998,15:g M6
Accn No. : 49338
1361 Title: Shiromani Gurdwara Parbandhik committee working and achievements (1925-1984)
Author: Jaspal Singh
Guide: Jaspreet Kaur Dhanju Dalbir Singh Dhillion
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 305 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V23671S: (Q:-6).N84<=N25 Q0
Accn No.: 343508, Th

1362 Title: State of urbanisation in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: A geographical analysis (with CD-2401)
Author: Jaspal Singh
Guide: H.S.Mangat
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Geography)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 535 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: U2:(Y33).236 Q0
Accn No.: 340334 (Ref.)

1363 Title: Choosing death
Sub.Ttl.: a study with reference to penal laws of India
Author: Jaspinder Kaur
Guide: G.I.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Sub. on: 1992
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 207 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4575)
Class No.: Z2,9511 N2;1
Accn No.: 340349

1364 Title: Attitude of B.Ed trainees towards teaching profession
Author: Jaspinderjit Kaur
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci.)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 91 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: TN3,9(T):3 P7
Accn No.: 342491

1365 Title: Exploration of cytomorphological diversity in woody species from Shiwalik hills of North West India (with CD-2951)
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: V.K.Singhal M.K.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 2012
Collatin: 293 p.; ill.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 343836, Th

1366 Title: Guru Gobind Singh
Sub.Ttl.: a historical study of his writings
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: S.D.Gajrani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 248 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: Q:-33wK66 P2
Accn No.: 341826

1367 Title: Physical growth performance and obesity prevalence in 10-16 year old urban girls of Ludhiana, (Punjab) (with CD-2389)
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: Promila Metha S.P.Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. (Faculty of Life Sciences)
1368 Title: Recidivism
Sub.Ttl: a critical study
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: Gurpreet Kaur Pannu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 226 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z2,5:(S:35) P9
Accn No.: 342901, Th
1369 Title: SAARC and peace through politico economic cooperation in South Asia (with CD-1858)
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: Paramjit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 320 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: Acc no 342982 without CD.
Class No: E8,537:4 P5
Accn No.: 342675
1370 Title: Synthesis and studies in some new open-chain conjugated azomethines and 1,3-dipoles leading to the synthesis of new heterocyclics (with CD-993)
Author: Jaspreet Kaur
Guide: K.K. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 95 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3158)
Class No: 49077-49078
Accn No.: 342281, Th
1371 Jaspreet Kaur
User survey of special collection in Punjabi University Library Patiala (Dissertation of M.Lib.) / Jaspreet Kaur
340392
1372 Title: A crusade for authenticity
Sub.Ttl: the black American's encounter with racial discrimination with reference to August Wilson's fences and piano lesson
Author: Jaspreet Singh
Guide: Paramjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Deptt. of Correspondence Courses
Degree: M.Phil (English)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 91 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: O-Af,2N45:g(Y7) P8
Accn No.: 49077-49078
1373 Title: Effect of training in Flander's interaction analysis on some teaching skills of prospective teachers
Author: Jasraj Kaur
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala / Faculty of Education
Degree: M.Phil.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 95 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3158)
Class No: T9(T):3 M7-M7;1
Accn No.: 49077-49078
1374 Title: TV viewing behaviour of illiterate and Neo-literate adults of Punjab and their perceptions about the impact of TV programmes on their socio cultural life
Author: Jasraj Kaur
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
1375 Title : Calculation of stature from foot and shoe impressions
Author : Jasuja, Om Prakash
Guide : P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 106p.
Class No : LYX2:1 M7
Accn No. : 49186

1376 Title : Evaluation of heavy metal accumulation in some tissues of the edible fish from the river Satluji in Punjab (With CD-2553)
Author : Jasuja, Sakshi
Guide : Harbhajan Kaur
Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 279 p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No : K92:(G120aE191).236.F1 Q1
Accn No. : 343649,Th

1377 Title : Concept and control of socio-economic crimes with special reference to medical profession
Author : Jasveer Kaur
Guide : Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 291 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4561.1.7)
Class No : Z2,5:(L).P1 P5
Accn No. : 342249,Th

1378 Title : Judicial review of the right of private defence of body
Sub.Ttl. : (under Indian Penal Code, 1860)
Author : Jasvinder Kaur
Guide : Daljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 261 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4542)(4573)
Class No : Z2,1 M6 Z2,95.M7 M6
Accn No. : 340509-340510

1379 Title : A study of terrorism under international law
Author : Jasvinder Kaur
Guide : Sarbjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 337p.
Notes : (4530)
Class No : Z1,51 M7
Accn No. : 49416

1380 Title : Accounting system in L.I.C.of India
Sub.Ttl. : with special reference to branch level accounting
Author : Jasvinder Singh
Guide : K.K.Saksena
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Adminn.& Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 164 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4095)
Class No : X813:8F.2 M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 340437
1381 Title: Kosovo crisis: Nato's role
Author: Jasvir Singh
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol. Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 113 p.; 29 cm.
Class No: V73:191(zP), (C9B3).N9 P2-P2;2
Accn No.: 341691-341692 342065

1382 Title: Problem of ethnicity: the role of United Nations in Kosovo crisis (with CD 681)
Author: Jasvir Singh
Guide: Manju Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pol. Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 291 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: W:3(Y73).1N4.N9 P5
Accn No.: 342226

1383 Title: Study of supplementation of vitamins and minerals on the physical performance of deficient female players
Author: Jasvir Singh
Guide: M.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Class No: L9Y:572:8 N4
Accn No.: 340951

1384 Title: Accumulation of reserve products and nitrate utilization in relation to sporulation in Anabaena Torulosa
Author: Jasvirinder Singh
Guide: T.A. Sarma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 119 p. ill.; 28 cm.
Notes: (357)
Class No: I221 M8-M8;2
Accn No.: 49509-49511

1385 Title: Evaluation of socio-moral values of sports
Author: Jaswal, Indira
Guide: Sowarn Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 43 p.
Class No: MY:(R4) L4
Accn No.: 45785

1386 Title: Study in the elucidation of the structure of Vakognavine water insoluble alkaloid isolated from Aconitum Palematum: a novel structure of an ester isolated from the seeds of asphodelus tenuifolius cav
Author: Jaswal, S.S
Guide: Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1969
Collatin: 166 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (310)
Class No: E92J:218 K9-K9;1
Accn No.: 45243-45244

1387 Title: The impact of District Institute of Education and Training (DIET) programme on values, dimensions and attitude towards teaching of student-teachers
Author: Jaswant Singh
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
1388 Title: A Study of the differences in the knowledge of India's general geography among geography and non-geography college students
Author: Jaswant Singh
Guide: S.S.Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 265 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: T9(T).2.N9 P1;1
Accn No.: 341741
341752

1389 Title: The Impact of district Institute of education and training (DIET) programme on value-dimensions and attitude towards teaching of student-teachers
Author: Jaswant Singh
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1971
Collatin: 46 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3094)
Class No: T425:5,1(U):f L1
Accn No.: 45327

1390 Title: An analytical study of the relevance of dance training to an Indian theatre actor
Author: Jaswinder Kaur
Guide: Sunita Dhir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Theater & Tel.
Sub. on: 1997
Accep.Yr.: 1997
Pub. Dt.: 1997
Collatin: 277p.
Notes: Includes bibliography
Class No: NT2 N7
Accn No.: 341282

1391 Title: A critical evaluation of the capital punishment in India
Author: Jaswinder Kaur
Guide: Naveen Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 343 p.; 29 cm.
Class No: Z2,9511.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342118

1392 Title: Intelligence and anxiety as related to academic achievement
Author: Indra Prabhakar
Guide: Jaswinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Class No: S:7:(T4) N4
Accn No.: 341073

1393 Title: Pak-US relations since 1971
Author: Jaswinder Kaur
Guide: Manorama Kohali
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 373p.
Class No: V44.Q7:1973.N90<-N71 N1
Accn No.: 340081
341198
1394 Title : Personal, social, economic and psychological causes of failure in middle school examination in Punjab
Author : Jaswinder Kaur
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 184 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2849.1)
Class No : T2:5,50G,2.36 P3
Accn No. : 342027

1395 Title : Studies in some [3+2] and [2+2] cycloaddition reactions
Author : Jaswinder Kaur
Guide : K.K. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 263 p.
Notes : (300)
Class No : E8:4 N9
Accn No. : 341373, Thesis

1396 Title : Irritants in Indo-Pak relations during Zia Regime
Author : Jaswinder Kumar
Guide : Manorama Kohli
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 146 p.
Class No : V2:194Q7(zp).N7 M6
Accn No. : 49068

1397 Title : Evaluation of trends in handwriting characteristics in Punjabi (Gurmukhi Script) and English (Roman Script) (with CD-1833)
Author : Jaswinder Pal Kaur
Guide : R.K. Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 177 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : LYX31:(P153-111) P8
Accn No. : 342876

1398 Title : Determination of age from the physiological maturity with special reference to age based competitions in sports boys
Author : Jaswinder Singh
Guide : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 240 p.
Class No : L9Y:7-3 N2;1
Accn No. : 340130
341100(Ref.)

1399 Jaswinder Singh
Dr. Ranganathan's contribution in the field of library science education in India / Jaswinder Singh
340307

1400 Title : An episteme of culture
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Homi K. Bhabha's location of culture and nation and narration
Author : Jaswinder Singh
Guide : Sharanpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 100 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : 0-,3N49:g P6
Accn No. : 342829
1401 Jaswinder Singh
Motivation (Project of M.Lib.)
340339

1402 Title : Structure and role of Panchayati Raj in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala District
Author : Jaswinder Singh
Guide : Sansar Singh Janjua
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pub.Adm.)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 258 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236911|3;P1 P5-P5;1
Accn No. : 342402,7h
342907,7h

1403 Title : Comparison of two methods of training athletes in sprinting
Author : Jatendar N.Kumar
Guide : S.R.Mohindroo
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1964
Collatin : 58p.
Class No : MY225 K4
Accn No. : 45025

1404 Title : Attitude towards environmental education of secondary school students
Author : Jatinder Kaur
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 414 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2726)
Class No : T2:2(G:55) N3;1
Accn No. : 340790-340791
340835

1405 Title : Capital structure practices of the corporate sector in India(with CD-1795)
Author : Jatinder Kaur
Guide : Dharminder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala(Faculty of Management)
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 232 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X9W,64.2:g1 P8
Accn No. : 342790(Th)

1406 Title : Concepts of disease and cure among Jat-Sikh peasantry in Punjab
Author : Jatinder Kaur
Guide : Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 205, xlvi ; 27 cm
Class No : Y41(J).236.N7 P1
Accn No. : 341709

1407 Title : A critical analysis of biology textbook of sixth class prescribed by Punjab School Education Board
Author : Jatinder Kaur
Guide : P.S.Chanana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 61 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2725)
Class No : T2:2(G).236 L6
Accn No. : 46145
1408 Title  : Feminist elements in the selected poetry of Kamala Das  
Author   : Jatinder Kaur  
Guide    : Nirmal Bajaj  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree   : M.Phil (English)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 131 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : 0-I,2N34:g(Y15) P6  
Accn No. : 342673

1409 Title  : A Study of value dimensions of post graduate students in relation to sex and academic achievement  
Author   : Jatinder Kaur  
Guide    : T.R.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree   : M.A.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1974  
Collatin : 70 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (3117)  
Class No : T45:(R37)0aS5 L4-L4;1  
Accn No. : 45765  
48330

1410 Title  : Synthesis of biologically active compounds and use of microwave raditions and reactions on solid surface in synthesis  
Author   : Jatinder Kaur  
Guide    : Baldev Kumar  
           Balbir Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1999  
Collatin : 168 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (308.1)  
Class No : E9:4 N9  
Accn No. : 341455

1411 Title  : A comparative study of the concept of evolution with special reference to Darwinism, Marxism and Samkhya  
Author   : Jatinder Kumar  
Guide    : G.S.Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & religious Studies)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Philosophy  
Accp.Yr. : 1999  
Collatin : 236 p. ; 30 cm.  
Class No : R39(G:66)xM09 N9  
Accn No. : 341556

1412 Title  : Role of speaker of Punjab Legislative Assembly from 2002-2007  
Author   : Jatinder Kumar  
Guide    : Geetinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. Pub.Adm.  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 153 p. ; 28c cm.  
Class No : W,8-3:13.236.P1 P9  
Accn No. : 343402,Th

1413 Title  : Insanity as defence to criminal liability in India  
Author   : Jatinder Pal Singh  
Guide    : Bhupinder Singh Virk  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 192 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Z2,163-51.P1 P4  
Accn No. : 342264,Th

1414 Title  : Irrigation planning and development in Punjab(1951-85)  
Author   : Jatinder Pal Singh  
Guide    : G.B.Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
1415 Title : Akali politics (1920-1947)
Author : Jatinder Singh
Guide : Dalbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 395 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,4N20:3.N5 P9
Accn No. : 341698

1416 Title : Role of opposition in a state assembly : a case study of Punjab Legislative Assembly since 1990
Author : Jatinder Singh
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjab University (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Pol.Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 113 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (3516.1)
Class No : W,45:3.236.N9 N0-N0;1
Accn No. : 342077

1417 Title : Role of opposition in legislative assembly
Author : Jatinder Singh
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 311 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236,45.P02-
Accn No. : 342386-342387, Th

1418 Title : Study of the enhancements in intrusion detection techniques for wireless local area network (Wlan) (with CD-2612)
Author : Jatinder Singh
Guide : Lakhwinder Kaur Savita Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Engineering
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : v.p. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No : D65,4; (9S31) Q1
Accn No. : 343713, Th

1419 Title : Training in excise and taxation department of Punjab Government
Author : Jatinder Singh
Guide : Pathak, Harbans
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi University)
Degree : M.Phil. (Pub.Admn)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 113 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X72:8M.236:t3 P
Accn No. : 342054, Th

1420 Title : Effect of selenium uptake on cytomorphology and food quality of some crops
Author : Jatinder Kaur
Guide : M.I.S.Saggoo
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 155 p. ; 5 plates ; 28 cm.
Notes : 391.22
Class No : J3:44163 P3
Accn No. : 342191
1421 Title : Histomorphological and histochemical studies of some organ-systems and in vitro effect of neem leaf extract on haemonchus contortus (Rudolphi, 1803)
Author : Jatinderpal Singh
Guide : Manjeet Johal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 259 p. ; ill. ; 30 cm.
Notes : 417.1
Class No : K631:43:6(J6) P0
Accn No. : 341566

1422 Title : Micellar enhanced sensitive reaction of some metal ions with disodium 1-Nitroso-2-Naphthol-3, 6-Disulphonate
Author : Jaura, Virpal Kaur
Guide : Usha Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 94 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E191:25 P9
Accn No. : 343176,

1423 Title : Women empowerment through Panchayati Raj institutions
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Mankwal Gram Panchayat of Sangrur District
Author : Javed, Mohd.
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Public Admn
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 134 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : W,64;(Y15).236915 P7
Accn No. : 342928,

1424 Title : Organisation and functions of improvement trust in Amritsar
Author : Jawanda, Avtar Kaur
Guide : M.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Project Report(Dip.)
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : V23671,68(NB).N7 L6
Accn No. : 46101

1425 Title : Managing human capital (With CD-2019)
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of public and private sector Banks
Author : Jawandha, Guninder Jit Singh
Guide : G.S.Batra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Management
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 360 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X9SovV,62:8C P9
Accn No. : 343271(Th)

1426 Title : Impact of environmental features on the biodiversity of two urban lakes of Kashmir (India) (with CD 687)
Author : Jeelani, Mubashir
Guide : G.S.Sarwar Harbhajan Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 250 : Tables ; 30 cm.
Notes : 492A
Class No : K9G:555.241 P5
Accn No. : 342233,

1427 Title : Working of Punjab state electricity board as a public enter-prise
Author : Jeet Singh
Guide : N.K.Deol
1428 Title: Contributions to the use of auxiliary information in survey sampling
Author: Jhajj, Harbans Singh
Guide: S.K. Srivastava
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 71 p.
Notes: (77)
Class No.: B28 M1
Accn No.: 47917

1429 Title: Estimation of finite population mean and variance using auxiliary information
Author: Jhajj, Harbans Singh
Guide: S.K. Srivastava
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 227 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (80)
Class No.: B2817 M2-M2;1
Accn No.: 48119-48120

1430 Title: Punjab Industrial development since 1951
Author: Jhingan, M.L
Guide: H.K. Mannohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 146 p.
Notes: (79)
Class No.: X8(A)v236.N7-N51 L9
Accn No.: 47765

1431 Title: Female executives and the glass ceiling
Sub.Ttl.: a study of discriminatory attitudes in service sector
Author: Jindal, Deepika
Guide: Navjot Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 228 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X:9F-87oaSN1 Q0
Accn No.: 343379, Th.

1432 Title: Taxonomy and zoogeography of Indian Cocinellinae
Author: Jindal, Darshan Kumar
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 231 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 441
Class No.: R865.2 M7
Accn No.: 49144

1433 Title: Personal identification from hair protein patterns and their inheritance
Author: Jindal, Deepti
Guide: P.K. Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.
Class No.: LYX113:1 N9
Accn No.: 341453

1434 Title: Punjab Vidhan Sabha elections-1985
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Faridkot constituency
Author: Jindal, Jagdish Kumar
Guide: S.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : V236,32:92.N85 MB
Accn No. : 340192

1435 Title : Employment, wages and wellbeing in urban informal sector
Sub.Ttl. : A Study of migrant child workers of Chandigarh city (with CD-2942)
Author : Jindal, Meena
Guide : Jaswinder Singh Brar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2012
Collatin : xii, 200 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X:9B,3,5,J2.236C Q2
Accn No. : 343827

1436 Title : Isolation, screening and evaluation of exopolysaccharides producing strains of cyanobacteria (with CD-1718)
Author : Jindal, Namita
Guide : J.I.S.Khattar, T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 175 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : I221:(E688:5) P8
Accn No. : 342703

1437 Title : Methylene blue sensitized photoreactions of 3-Phenothiazine
Author : Jindal, Pankaj Kumar
Guide : N.R.Dhamiwal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 60 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : E:25 P9
Accn No. : 343166

1438 Title : Feminist stylistic studies
Sub.Ttl. : Sylvia Plath’s the Bell jar
Author : Jindal, Satpal
Guide : Iqbal Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Class No : G-,3NPLA,11:g N4
Accn No. : 340914

1439 Title : Life of Guru Arjan Dev
Author : Jindal, Suman
Guide : D.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 122 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:-33W63 L9
Accn No. : 47365

1440 Title : Municipal finance of Thanesar
Author : Jindal, Sushil Kumar
Guide : S.L.Bhardwaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 54p.
Notes : (3748)
Class No : X6526:8D.236H M4
Accn No. : 340682
1448 Title: Study of flavonoids from Acacia Catechu  
Author: Joginder Singh  
Guide: N.K. Ralhan  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 108 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (293)  
Class No: E8 M1-M1;1  
Accn No.: 47806  
14605

1449 Title: Review on the history of improvement in form and distance in the discus throw event for men during the modern Olympic games  
Author: Johal, Balbir Singh  
Guide: J.N. Kumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Accp.Yr.: 1974  
Collatin: 55p.  
Class No: MY222v1.N72 L4  
Accn No.: 48207

1450 Title: Investigation on histoarchitectural biochemical and histochemical aspect of some organ-system of oesophagostomum columbianum cirtcum, 1980  
Author: Johal, Manjeet  
Guide: J.P. Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr.: 1988  
Collatin: 219 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: 417  
Class No: K631:3 M8-M8;1  
Accn No.: 49424-49425

1451 Title: Legal protection to agriculture sector (with special reference to the state of Punjab)  
Author: Joharinder Singh  
Guide: M.R. Garg  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Class No: X8(J):(Z).236 N2  
Accn No.: 341081

1452 Title: A study on effect of music therapy and meditation on performance in professional shooters (with CD-2956)  
Author: John, Shaji  
Guide: S.K. Verma G.L. Khanna  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Science  
Accp.Yr.: 2011  
Collatin: viii, 415 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: MY2441:(/\:36oaNR) Q1  
Accn No.: 343841, Th

1453 Title: Sikh politics  
Sub.Ttl.: a general survey (1920-47)  
Author: Jolly, Jasminnder Kaur  
Guide: Kirpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1979  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 116 p.; 26 cm.  
Accn No.: 343077, Th/KS

1454 Title: Sikh politics  
Sub.Ttl.: a general survey (1920-47)  
Author: Jolly, Jasminnder Kaur  
Guide: Kirpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1979
1455 Title: A Punjabi to Hindi machine translation system (with CD-1859)
Author: Josan, Gurpreet Singh
Guide: Gurpreet Singh Lehal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering)
Degree: Ph.D Comp.Eng.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 196 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: 9552:(a95153-152) P8
Accn No.: 342902

1456 Title: Political awareness among S.S. School students
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Mansa
Author: Joshi, Balraj
Guide: O.N. Shukla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pol. Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 108 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3472.1)
Class No.: W0gt3.236.N9s N5-N5;2
Accn No.: 342092-342094, Th

1457 Title: Inventory management in National Fertilisers Ltd., Bathinda
Author: Joshi, Jagjit Kumar
Guide: R.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 89p.
Accn No.: 340656

1458 Title: A study of value dimensions of teachers in relation to status, experience and sex
Author: Joshi, Madan Mohan
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Lit.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 103 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2633)
Class No.: T:(R37) L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 47355

1459 Title: Capital market efficiency
Sub.Ttl.: an empirical study of Indian capital market
Author: Joshi, Mahesh
Guide: G.S. Batra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Adm. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D (Business Management)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 235 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X64:8DB.2.N9 P2
Accn No.: 341863, Th

1460 Title: Changing image of women
Sub.Ttl.: role of T.V.
Author: Joshi, Namarta
Guide: Gurmeet Singh Mann
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Journalism
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 309 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (74.2)
Class No.: 4420gY15:7 P3
Accn No.: 341882

1461 Title: Offences affecting public health and safety
Sub.Ttl.: a critique
Author: Joshi, Purnima
Guide: Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
1462 Title: Teenage suicide in Ropar District  
Subtitle: A sociological analysis (with CD 2862-2863)  
Author: Joshi, Rajni  
Guide: Harinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Sociology  
Accp.Yr.: 2011  
Collatin: x, 198 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Y11:45111.236911R Q1  
Accn No.: 343759, Th

1463 Title: Political imagination of Norman Mailer  
Author: Joshi, Reetinder  
Guide: Ranjit Kaur Kapoor  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree: Ph.D. English  
Accp.Yr.: 1990  
Collatin: 231p.  
Class No: O-A,3N23:g N6  
Accn No.: 341154 (Ref.)

1464 Title: Forensic characterization of vaginal secretion stains  
Author: Joshi, Sangeeta  
Guide: V.K. Sharma  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 103 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Q:-33W69:f(Y) P9-P9;2  
Accn No.: 342932, Th  
342937-342938, Th

1465 Title: Guru Nanak's perspective on social justice  
Author: Jsawinder Kaur  
Guide: Jagroop Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol.Science)  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 103 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: L:33E1129 N0  
Accn No.: 340039

1466 Title: Ammonium metabolism  
Subtitle: Studies on the use of some cation exchange resins for the removal of excessive ammonium from the blood  
Author: Juggi, Jasbir Singh  
Guide: Isher Dyal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree: Ph.D. Medicine  
Accp.Yr.: 1967  
Collatin: 423 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: 508  
Class No: L:33E1129 K7  
Accn No.: 45054

1467 Title: A study of the attitudes of teachers of Panjabi towards the text-book for the teaching of Panjabi at the secondary school level  
Author: Jugraj Singh  
Guide: H.S.Brar  
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1969  
Collatin: 64 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2763)  
Class No: T2:3(P153) K9  
Accn No.: 45183
1475 Title : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : Genetics
Guide : K.Navalani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.L.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : i, 120 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : (30)
Alt.Ttl. : Project report
Class No : 2:97:(G:6) M8
Accn No. : 340522

1476 Title : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : information technology
Guide : K.Navalani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 103 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (47)
Class No : 2:98 M8-M8;1
Accn No. : 340527-340528

1477 Title : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : psychoanalysis
Guide : K.Navalani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : ii, 144 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : Project report (38)
Class No : 2:97:(SM9) M8
Accn No. : 340525

1478 Title : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : operations research
Guide : K.Navalani and M.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : ii, 106 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (23)
Class No : 2:97:(B2815) M8;1
Accn No. : 340879

1479 Title : The Bhasaur Movement
Author : Kahlon, Ajit Singh
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University,Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sci)
Degree : M.A(History)
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 154 p. ; 28 cm.
Accn No. : 343081,Th/KS
343105,Th/KS
343105,Th/KS

1480 Title : Parental, Personological and Psychological variables influencing women choice of mathematics related disciplines
Author : Kahlon, Rupinder Kaur
Guide : Surinderjit Kaur Bawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 174 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes : (3133.2)
Class No : T55:8910gY2221 P1-P1;1
Accn No. : 341724 341740 341751

1481 Title : Review of literature on different methods of conditioning in sports
Author : Kakar, O.P.
Guide : R.N. Thatte
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1971
1482 Title : Role of emotions in human resource management (with CD-1130)
   Author : Kakkar, Gaurav
   Guide : Pushpinder Pal Singh Gill
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
   Degree : Ph.D. Busi.Managt
   Accp.Yr. : 2004
   Collatin : 214 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : X:9:(S:52) P4
   Accn No. : 342361, Th

1483 Kakkar, Kiran
   Case study of Punjabi University Patiala (Diss. of
   M.Lib.) / Kiran Kakkar
   340328

1484 Title : M.M. central state library Patiala
   Sub.Ttl. : a study
   Author : Kakkar, Kiran
   Guide : Jagtar Singh
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
   Sub. on : 1988
   Accp.Yr. : 1988
   Pub/Unpu : u
   Collatin : x, 118 p. ; 30 cm.
   Notes : (48)
   Class No : 215.236 M8
   Accn No. : 340541

1485 Kakkar, Kiran
   M.M.Central State Library Patiala(Diss.of M.Lib.)
   340552

1486 Title : Information system development process models
   Sub.Ttl. : developers' and users' perspective
   Author : Kalia, Arvind
   Guide : Goyal, D.P.
            P.K. Bansal
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of the
               professional courses)
   Degree : Ph.D.
   Accp.Yr. : 2001
   Collatin : 273 p. ; 27 cm.
   Notes : (74.121)
   Class No : 9T P1
   Accn No. : 341708

1487 Title : Examination of bone or bone fragments from the
   forensic point of view
   Sub.Ttl. : a study for determining the species origin, age,
             sex and identity of the individual
   Author : Kalia, Ashwani
   Guide : P.K.Chattopadhyay
            Parmeel Goyal
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D. (Forensic Science)
   Accp.Yr. : 2003
   Collatin : 146 p. ; 29 cm.
   Class No : LYX115:f P3
   Accn No. : 342036

1488 Title : India and Nepal
   Author : Kalia, Meera
   Guide : Manorama Kohli
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree : M.Lit
   Accp.Yr. : 1980
   Collatin : 188 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : V2:19445.N65<~N50 M0~M0;6
   Accn No. : 47744 47778 47915 47932
               48013 48020 342064

1489 Title : Regional Co-operation in South Asia
   Sub.Ttl. : a study of intra-regional constraints
   Author : Kalia, Meera
   Guide : Manorama Kohli
1490 Title : Cost of higher education and financing practices among students in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a study of professional education (with CD-2359)
Author : Kalia, Sapna
Guide : Sukhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Economics)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 275 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X:8000T9(Y41).236 Q0
Accn No. : 343466, Th

1491 Title : Study of the scheduled castes leadership of panchayats in Malerkotla block, district Sangrur
Author : Kalim Ahmed
Guide : Satish Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 133p.
Notes : (3540)
Class No : W,64(Y5927-48).23691M M9
Accn No. : 340175

1492 Title : Dietary survey of jat and scheduled caste Punjabi children
Author : Kalra, Amritpal
Guide : Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 274p.
Class No : L:573.236 N4
Accn No. : 340898

1493 Title : Use of networks by Library and Information Science faculty in India, the U.K. and the U.S.A. (with CD 684)
Sub.Ttl. : a study
Author : Kalra, Harinder Pal Singh
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Edu. and Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D.(Lib. & Inf. Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 183 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (10.1)
Class No : 2Ob9S3 P5
Accn No. : 342230

1494 Title : Studies on tumour targeted delivery of polyethylene glycol-conjugated D-Amino acid oxidase from trignopsis variabilis as reactive oxygen species generating enzyme in Cancer therapy (With CD-2024)
Author : Kalra, Shipra
Guide : Neelam Verma
Madhu Khullar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 256 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : GZ11:42:(E982) P9
Accn No. : 343276

1495 Title : Working and performance of consumer disputes redressal agencies
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Punjab State
Author : Kamaldeep Kaur
Guide : Jasmeet Singh Pasricha
1496 Title : Directive principles of state policy under the Indian constitution
Author : Kamaljeet Kaur
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 251 p. ; 28 cm.
Accn No. : 341994-341995

1497 Title : A Punjabi to English machine translation system for legal documents (with CD-2902)
Author : Kamaljeet Kaur
Guide : Gurpreet Singh Lehal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 303 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W:130j2.2.N9 P3-P3;1
Accn No. : 341954

1498 Title : The Sikh concept of Bani in the context of Rgvedic Samhita(with CD-1766)
Author : Kamaljeet Kaur
Guide : Darshan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 307 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : V236.J N3
Accn No. : 341007

1499 Title : Socio-cultural life of the people of Punjab during the Sixteenth century
Author : Kamaljeet Kaur
Guide : D.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala. (Deptt. of History)
Degree : Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 252+Plates
Class No : V236.J N3
Accn No. : 341007

1500 Title : Community response to development of education in Punjab in the era of globalisation
Sub.Ttl. : an evaluative study (with CD-2056)
Author : Kamaljeet Singh
Guide : Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi uni.Patiala. (Faculty of Education & Information Sci)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education )
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 675 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T:(Y7).236.P1 P9
Accn No. : 343302, Th

1501 Title : Agro-livestock potentials and dairy development in Punjab
Author : Kamaljit Kaur
Guide : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala. (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 211 p.
Notes : (3226)
Class No : U67(KZ).236 M8
Accn No. : 49851
Evaluation of physique and body composition of budding athletes in some selected sports

Author: Kamaljit Kaur
Guide: S.P. Singh, L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Biology)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: v.p.; 29 cm.
Class No: MY212 P2
Accn No.: 342032

Youth leadership in rural Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of Bathinda and Jalandhar districts (with CD-1445)

Author: Kamaljit Singh
Guide: Bhawdeep Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Business Management)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 311 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y12-480BW63.236 P6
Accn No.: 342464

State terrorism: an emerging facet of terrorism

Author: Kamboj, Atul
Guide: S.S. Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 236 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: W88:(Z1).P1 P6
Accn No.: 342606, Th

Improving capacity in cellular mobile networks through hybrid channel allocation (with CD-2906)

Author: Kamboj, Maninder Singh
Guide: Jyotsna Sengupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree: Ph.D. (Computer Engineering)
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 185 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: 9S132-3 Q1
Accn No.: 343801, Th

Urbanization in Haryana 1971-2001
Sub.Ttl.: a spatial perspective (with CD-1762)

Author: Kamlesh
Guide: Mangat, H.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 334 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3216.11)
Class No: U47:(Y33).2361 P7
Accn No.: 342757, Th

Creativity of ninth graders in relation to their socio-economic status, achievement motivation and adjustment

Author: Kamlesh Kumari
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 383 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2841)
Class No: T2:5.2:(S:41) N2
Accn No.: 340105

Impact of world trade organisation on Indian industry & exports
Sub.Ttl.: a perspective on anti-dumping regulations & practice

Author: Kanad Bhagat
Guide: S.K. Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Administration & Commerce)
1509 Title: Direct electrochemical synthesis of cadmium compounds
Author: Kanchan Bala
Guide: Baljit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 59 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: E125:26-4 P9
Accn No.: 343190

1510 Title: Taxonomy of spiders (Arachnida: Araneae) from Northern India
Author: Kanchan Kumari
Guide: J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 224 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 477
Class No: K88:11.25 M2-M2;1
Accn No.: 48115

1511 Title: Construction and standardization of Physical education teacher effectiveness scale
Author: Kang, Gurpreet Singh
Guide: N.N. Mall
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree: M.Phil (Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: vp.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2606)
Class No: T16 M1
Accn No.: 48495

1512 Title: Verbal learning among 5th grade rural Urban children as a function of their intelligence and academic achievement
Author: Kang, Navneet
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 99 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2672)
Class No: T15:5,2 M4-M4;2
Accn No.: 48637-48639

1513 Title: A critical study of likes and dislikes of adolescents
Author: Kang, Satwatt
Guide: S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 82 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S2:77 K9;1
Accn No.: 45235

1514 Title: Personality adjustment of the high and low anxiety groups of college students
Author: Kang, Surinderjit
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 42 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2519)
Class No: S2(T4):7950r56 L3-L3;1
Accn No.: 45492

1515 Title : Police administration in Himachal Pradesh with special reference to Bilaspur District
Author : Kango, Ramesh Chand
Guide : K.K. Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 188p.
Accn No. : 49972

1516 Title : A study of Akali alliances in Punjab since 1967 (with CD-1431)
Author : Kansal, Amit
Guide : Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 357 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236,4N20.N9 P6
Accn No. : 342450,Th

1517 Title : Study of age changes in physique and body composition in males of two communities of Punjab
Author : Kansal, Devinder Kumar
Guide : L.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 405p.
Class No : L7obY73(P153) M1
Accn No. : 47909

1518 Title : Development of educational administration in Punjab since 1854
Author : Kansal, Megh Raj
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 600 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : T8v236.N7 L3;2
Accn No. : 46063,Th(Ref.)

1519 Title : Corporate social disclosure paractices of Indian companies ( with CD-2872 )
Author : Kansal, Monika
Guide : G.S.Batra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Business Studies )
Degree : Ph.D. Management
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : vi, 342 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X9Y,8(A):8.2 Q1
Accn No. : 343767,Th

1520 Title : Potentiometric studies of salicylaldehyde thiosemicarbazone with some divalent metal ions
Author : Kansal, Pooja
Guide : J.S.Aulakh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 59 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E191;2831 P9
Accn No. : 343174,Th

1521 Title : Comparative study of commercial and co-operative bank managers effectiveness in relation to intelligence job involvement and personality traits
Author : Kansal, Rajeev
Guide : M.S. Bedi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
1522 Title: India's policy of nuclear disarmament: Rajiv Gandhi phase
Author: Kanta Kumari
Guide: O.N.Shukla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 178p. : 28 cm.
Class No: V2:19(C9B3).N9 N4-N4;1
Accn No.: 340980 342089

1523 Title: Fundamental right to personal liberty-with special reference to- "Law of arrest"
Author: Kanupriya
Guide: Naveen Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 280 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes: (4566)
Class No: Z2,7,7:(W:5).N9 P3
Accn No.: 341959

1524 Title: Studies on the effect of pollutants & radiation on superoxide metabolizing Enzymes in plants
Author: Kanwal Jeet Kaur
Guide: B.S. Ahuja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 311p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (318)
Class No: E9G,9821:3:E M7
Accn No.: 49196

1525 Title: Developing jumping ability in volley ball players
Author: Kanwal Jeet Singh
Guide: S.C.Kanwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 78p.
Class No: MY2116 L42
Accn No.: 45787

1526 Title: Studies in synthesis of 2-mercaptobenzimidazoles
Author: Kanwal Jit Kaur
Guide: N.K. Ralhan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 93p. ; 27 cm.
Notes: (258)
Class No: E5:4 L8
Accn No.: 46801

1527 Title: Analytical studies on the ecosystem of the Ropar headworks reservoir
Author: Kanwal Sanjeev Inder Dev Kaur
Guide: S.S.Dhillon Harbhajan Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 216 p. : Plates ; 28 cm.
Class No: K:555.236911R N9
Accn No.: 341922

1528 Title: A critical study of the trends in physical education and sports in India since 1947 with special reference to Punjab
Author: Kanwal, Sulekh Chandra
Guide: C.Giri Kansai, M.R.
1529 Title: Study of folk dances of India and their place in physical education
Author: Kanwal, Sulekh Chandra
Guide: Hitwant Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 136 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: T:6.236.N3 M5-MS/3
Accn No.: 49864 49121 49359 49539

1530 Title: Comparative study of characteristics of rural adult drop-outs and persisters
Author: Kanwaljeet Kaur
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 122p.
Class No: NS:(Y:352)obT:6.2 K4
Accn No.: 45018

1531 Title: Weapons of mass destruction
Sub.Ttl.: threats to international security
Author: Kanwaljeet Kaur
Guide: Manju Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 134 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W:19(zS) Q0-Q0;1
Accn No.: 343201-343202, Th

1532 Title: A study of play facilities, fitness and socio-economic status of school children of Punjab (with CD-1652)
Author: Kanwaljeet Singh
Guide: Paramvir Singh J.L. Bhanot
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Physiotherapy
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 197 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: My:8:(T13) .236 P?7
Accn No.: 342668

1533 Title: Attitudes of urban illeterates towards education
Author: Kanwaljit Kaur
Guide: V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala
Degree: M.Ed.
Sub. on: 1979
Pub. Dt.: 1979
Collatin: 52 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3190)
Class No: T9(Y31) -38 L9
Accn No.: 47468

1534 Title: Riots, refugees and Rehabilitation
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab 1946-56
Author: Kanwaljit Kaur
Guide: S.M. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 241 p.; ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No: V236:1(Q)y7N7 Q0
Accn No.: 343361, Th
1535 Title: Attitude of women teachers towards family life education in relation to their age, educational level and residential background
Author: Kanwalpreet Kaur
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp. Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 348p.
Notes: (3138)
Class No: T55-9(T)oaY2 N5-N5;2
Accn No.: 340976 (Ref.)
341022
341050

1536 Title: Criminalisation of politics in India
Author: Kanwar Gurpreet Singh
Guide: Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp. Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 177 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4560.41)
Class No: Z2,50gW P7
Accn No.: 342738, Th

1537 Title: Relationship of intelligence and some selected personality variables to birth order and family size
Author: Kanwar Jit Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp. Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 162 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:72oaY2:5 M8;2
Accn No.: 49427-49429

1538 Title: A study of youth hostel movement in the Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a project report Diploma in social welfare administration
Author: Kanwar, B.M.
Guide: M.R. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Diploma
Accp. Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 30 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2622)
Class No: T:72.236.N7 L6-L6;1
Accn No.: 46118
46195

1539 Title: Role of family environment and dysfunctional attitude in borderline personality disorder
Author: Kanwar, Rini
Guide: Gurminder Sokhey
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Psychology
Accp. Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 91p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:7:(Y2) P9
Accn No.: 343009

1540 Title: Metagenomic identification of novel halotolerance genes and evaluation of their biotechnological potential (With CD-2602)
Author: Kapardar, Raj Kishor
Guide: Munish Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp. Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 130 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: GZ116:6 Q0
Accn No.: 343703, Th

1541 Title: Challenging centre-margin dichotomy: a study of J.M. Coetzee's Foe
Sub.Ttl.: a study of J.M. Coetzee's Foe
Author: Kapil Dev
Guide: Paramjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Department of Correspondence Courses)
1542 Title: Consumer protection in constitutional perspective: a study of the working of consumer forums in Punjab & Haryana
Author: Kapila, Sonika
Guide: Sandhu, G.I.S
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: L.L.M
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 134 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Q-3N401:9 P8
Accn No.: 342830

1543 Title: Working and non-working educated women: a comparative study of adjustment problems with special reference to Punjabi University, Campus
Subtitle: with special reference to Punjabi University, Campus
Author: Kaplash, Pernita
Guide: I.M.Lal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 176 p.; 25 cm
Class No: X:321:(Z236).N9 P1
Accn No.: 341584

1544 Title: Marriage system in Saraj Valley: a comparative study of different cases
Subtitle: a comparative study of different cases
Author: Kapoor, Anjali
Guide: P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 123 p.
Class No: Y74242k:3(R4217)
Accn No.: 49791(Ref.)

1545 Title: Modern Indian philosophic thought in relation to our socio-political problems (with special reference to Swami Vivekananda, Rabindra Nath Tagore, Mahatma Gandhi & Sri Aurobindo)
Author: Kapoor, Ashish
Guide: R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities and Religious Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Philosophy
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 331 p.
Class No: R6xM7:9 N5
Accn No.: 340975(Ref.)

1546 Title: Analytical study of some pesticides by metal complex formation
Author: Kapoor, Jyoti
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 195 p.; 28 cm
Notes: (325)
Class No: F56:3 N3
Accn No.: 340799

1547 Title: Job satisfaction among campus teachers
Subtitle: a study of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author: Kapoor, Rajal
Guide: Arora, R.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 58 p.
Class No: X:915,9N M9-M9;1
Accn No.: 340629
1548 Title : Attempt to commit suicide and the law
Sub.Ttl. : a study in the Indian context
Author : Kapoor, Rupika
Guide : Harpal Raur Khera
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 120 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : {4561.4.11}
Class No : Z2,5111.N9 P5
Accn No. : 342250,Th

1549 Title : Electrosynthesis of zinc thiolates and their coordination compounds
Author : Kapoor, Seema
Guide : Harpreet Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 76 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E123:40j3,T P9
Accn No. : 343165,Th

1550 Title : Prevalence of coronary heart disease in rural population of district Patiala (Punjab)
Sub.Ttl. : an epidemiological and biochemical study (With CD-1836)
Author : Kapoor, Sonika
Guide : Dalbinder Singh Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 179 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : L32:4160a(Y31).236911 P8
Accn No. : 342879,Th

1551 Title : Guru Gobind Singh's concept of an ideal man
Author : Kapoor, Sukhbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjab Univ.Chandigarh (Faculty of Arts)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 249 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : Q:-33wK66ogW M3
Accn No. : 49301

1552 Title : The concept of man in Sartre's existentialism
Author : Kapoor, Vanita
Guide : G.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Phil (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 108 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R39(Y)xN05 M6
Accn No. : 342223

1553 Title : Social philosophy of J. Krishnamurti
Author : Kapoor, Vanita
Guide : G.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 331 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : RmM95 N2
Accn No. : 340422

1554 Title : Comparative study of tension level among wrestlers and folk-dancers
Author : Kapur Singh
Guide : R.N.Thatte
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 50p.
Class No : MY245ocNS (Y:351):(S:1) L0
Accn No. : 45218

1555 Title : An analysis of health and health care services in Punjab (with CD-2843)
Author : Kapur, Bharti
Guide : Vipla Chopra
Title: A comparative study of practices of discipline in schools  
Author: Kapur, R. 
Guide: Kulbir Singh Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Govt. College of Education, Jullunder City  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1977  
Collatin: 69p.  
Class No: 8954 M1  
Accn No.: 48888

Title: Critical study of Arab-Isreal war 1973  
Author: Kapur, R.  
Guide: N.M.  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1977  
Collatin: 69p.  
Class No: V46:194653(zM).N73 L7  
Accn No.: 46554

Title: Social condition of Punjab in the kingdom of Lahore  
Author: Kapur, S.  
Guide: Kirpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A. (History)  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Collatin: 181 p.; 28cm.  
Accn No.: 343084, Th/KS

Karam Singh  
Contribution of Dr. Ranganathan in the field of library catalogue (Diss. of M.Lib.) / Karam Singh  
Accn No.: 340340

Title: Contribution of Dr. Ranganathan in the field of cataloguing  
Author: Karam Singh  
Guide: Narang, S.P.  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Pub. Dt.: 1992  
Collatin: iii, 263 p.; 29 cm.  
Notes: Project report (15)  
Class No: 2:55xM92:g N2  
Accn No.: 340315

Title: Study of subjects  
Sub.Ttl.: Laser technology  
Author: Karam Singh  
Guide: K.Navalani  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala  
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: iii, 154 p.; 30 cm.  
Notes: (12) (24) Project report  
Class No: 2:5(C5912) N2;1  
Accn No.: 340329

Title: Investigations of Gamma-Ray transmission properties in multielemental materials  
Author: Karamjit Singh  
Guide: Gurmel Singh Mudahar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 207 p.; 28 cm.
1563 Title : Laser induced photoluminescence in synthesized micro- & Nano-materials and their morphological characterization (with CD-2009)
Author : Karamjit Singh
Guide : H.S.Bhatti, N.K.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 210 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : C5912-211:73 P9
Accn No. : 343261, Th

1564 Title : Status and role of women in Punjab during nineteenth century (with CD-2030)
Author : Karamjit Singh
Guide : Kulbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : xix, 399 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : V236:(Y15).N P9
Accn No. : 343282, Th

1565 Title : Inheritance & Distribution of some antigenetic traits among the Bhawalpuris of Patiala
Author : Karamvir Goel
Guide : Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Class No : Y7423633:9
Accn No. : 45576(Ref.)

1566 Karan, S.
Lazer technology
340330

1567 Title : Status and problems of women's education among scheduled caste
Sub.Ttl. : study of a Punjab village
Author : Karmveer Kaur
Guide : Malkit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 125 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : T9-55(Y31-5927).236 P9
Accn No. : 343178, Th

1568 Title : Workers participation in management (ECIL)
Author : Karnail Singh
Degree : Diploma Pub.Ent.
Class No : X9W,8(D66):97 M4
Accn No. : 340471, Project

1569 Title : Inter-relationships between creativity academic achievement and anxiety among IX grade students
Author : Karuna
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Notes : (2843)
Class No : T2:5,2(S:44)
Accn No. : 341141(Ref.)

1570 Title : A study of constitutional protection to civil services in India
Author : Karunesh Kakkar
Guide : Sarabjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : L.L.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
1571 Title: Taxonomic studies on microlepidopterous fauna from some localities in the Western Ghats (India)
Author: Katewa, Amit
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Atiala (Faculty of the life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 438 p. : Plates. ; 28 cm.
Class No: K867:11.2 P9
Accn No.: 343354

1572 Title: Study of presidents's rule in India since 1967
Author: Kathuria, Harbir Singh
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 405p.
Class No: V2:13.N67 M5
Accn No.: 48630

1573 Title: Concept of theatre of cruelty and its impact on Punjabi theatre
Author: Kathuria, Manohar Raj
Guide: Sant Singh Sekhon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Class No: NTxM96 L8
Accn No.: 47356

1574 Title: a study of some personality traits of primary school-children in relation to sex and family background
Author: Kaul, Moti Lal
Guide: D.R.Vij
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 57 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2651)
Class No: T150ay5:7 L2-L2;1
Accn No.: 47644

1575 Title: Students' perception of school environment as related to academic achievement
Author: Kaura, Manju Lata
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 57 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2829)
Class No: T2:5,20r7 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 47647
48307

1576 Title: A comparative study of attitude of illiterate and literate mothers towards the education of their children
Author: Kaura, Sunita
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.(Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 52 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2639)
Class No: T10bY221 L9-L9;1
Accn No.: 47424
48232
1577 Title: Impact of E-Banking on operational performance and servicee quality of banking sector in India (With CD-2550)
Author: Kaushal, Robin
Guide: Manjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accep.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X62:81:(9S34), 2Q1
Accn No.: 343646, Th.

1578 Title: Beliefs and attitudes related to the process of seeking medical care.
Author: Kaushal, Anjail
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Collatin: 114p.
Class No: YobL N2
Accn No.: 340128 (Ref.)

1579 Title: Population awareness among adults in relation to their intelligence
Author: Kaushal, Anjana
Guide: Pushpinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accep.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 78 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3006.1)
Class No: T3:5,1 (Y:5) P2-P2:2
Accn No.: 341776-341778

1580 Title: Existentialist approach to the selected novels of Graham Greene
Author: Kaushal, Bina
Guide: Manjit Inder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.A.
Accep.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 123p.
Class No: 0-, 3N04; g N6
Accn No.: 341226

1581 Title: Press in Punjab 1865-1901
Author: Kaushal, Leena
Guide: Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. History
Accep.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 88 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (74.A)
Class No: 421v236, N01<--M65 P4
Accn No.: 342348, Th

1582 Title: Investigations on plant extracts for transdermal delivery of repaglinide (With CD-2544)
Author: Kaushal, Neeraj
Guide: A.K.Tiwary Subheet Jain
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Pharma.Sciences
Accep.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 363 p.; 28 cm
Class No: LZ3 Q0
Accn No.: 343640, Th

1583 Title: Variations in blood sugar levells with different anaesthetics
Author: Kaushal, Rajender Pal
Guide: Pushpa Dhanwant Singh Shanti Pamnani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: M.D. (Anaesthesia)
Accep.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 89 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 494
Class No: L17 L9
Accn No.: 47398
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical appraisal of the indecent representation of women (Prohibition) act, 1986</td>
<td>Kaushal, Rajni</td>
<td>B.S.Malhi</td>
<td>Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>201 p. ; 26 cm.</td>
<td>(4561.41.31)</td>
<td>Z2,515-95984:(4) P8</td>
<td>342854,Tb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A comparative study of the verbal behaviour of language teachers (Mother tongue National Language and foreign language)</td>
<td>Kaushal, Renu</td>
<td>N.N.Pangotra</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Phil.(Education)</td>
<td>1978</td>
<td>109 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(2583)</td>
<td>T3(P).23691,b(S) L8</td>
<td>48213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of the impact of Governmental measures for the development of weaker sections</td>
<td>Kaushal, Shikuntala</td>
<td>G.S.Bhatnagar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A.Sociology</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>185p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y31:7:17.236 M8</td>
<td>49565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis of the impact of governmental measures for the the development of weaker section;</td>
<td>Kaushal, Shikuntala</td>
<td>G.S.Bhatnagar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>185p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y31:7:17.236 M8;1</td>
<td>49566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3 - Dipolar cycloaddition reactions of azomethines-oxides</td>
<td>Kaushal, Sharda Kumari</td>
<td>Baldev Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil.Chemistry</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>109 p. ; 26 cm.</td>
<td>(302)</td>
<td>E8,537:8 N4</td>
<td>340947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative effectiveness of individualized and group instructional modules for teaching bio-sciences to class IX</td>
<td>Kaushal, Shashi</td>
<td>R.P.Goyal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>Ph.D.Education</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>470 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(2758)</td>
<td>T2:3(G),7 N3-N3;1</td>
<td>340792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A critical analysis of law relating to criminal negligence with special reference to medical profession</td>
<td>Kaushal, Sujata</td>
<td>Paramjeet Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1591 Title: Isolation and properties of Clerodendron Lectin
Author: Kaushal, Sumesh
Guide: P.K.Sehajpal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 139 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 517
Class No: Z2,540aL.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342257, Th

1592 Title: Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl.: Child psychology
Author: Kaushal, Sunita
Guide: Narang, S.P.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala, (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Pub. Dt.: 1992
Collatin: 118 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: Project report (31)
Class No: Z:97:(S1) N2;1
Accn No.: 340402, Th

1593 Title: Study of subjects child psychology
Author: Kaushal, Sunita
Guide: S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: iv, 118 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: Project report
Class No: Z:97:(S1) N2;1
Accn No.: 340204

1594 Title: Primary education in Punjab since 1947
Author: Kaushik, Bimlesh
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 71 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 2649
Class No: T15v236.N72 L3,L3;2
45493 45603 48257

1595 Title: Leadership in Urban governments in Punjab
Author: Kaushik, Sham Lal
Guide: D.R.Sachdeva
S.K.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 405p.
Class No: V236,61(Y48) M1
Accn No.: 48486

1596 Title: Right to life
Sub.Ttl.: a study in the context of international human
rights documents
Author: Kaushik, Varinder Kumar
Guide: Satpal Nalwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of law)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: xx1, 355 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3502.1)
Class No: W:5r(3).1.N9 P3
Accn No.: 341964
1597 Title: Women councillors in Urban local governments in Punjab with special reference to Patiala District
Author: Kavita
Guide: Pathak, Harbans
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil (Pub.Admin)
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 126 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3523.1)
Class No.: W,610aY15.236911.N9 P3
Accn No.: 342053

1598 Title: Select Gurmukhi sources on medieval Sikh history during 1469-1799 (with CD-1398)
Sub.Ttl.: a historical analysis
Author: Kavita Rani
Guide: Kulbir Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 400 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2(Q-):6.L99<-I69 P5
Accn No.: 342432

1599 Title: Nutritional status and energy expenditure profiles of middle aged females
Author: Kawaljit Kaur
Guide: S.K.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 284 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (1215.2)
Class No.: MY,9F:46 P2
Accn No.: 342154

1600 Title: Legal safeguards during investigation
Sub.Ttl.: Kawaljit Singh
Author: Kawaljit Singh
Guide: Satpal Nalwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Class No.: LLY11:1(Z2) N6
Accn No.: 341399

1601 Title: Pressure group politics
Sub.Ttl.: a case of Punjab Khetibari Zimindara Union
Author: Rehar Singh
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 247 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: W6:30gX:97D.2.N7 M3
Accn No.: 342078

1602 Title: Cytogenetic investigations on some species of family pentatomidae (Insecta : Hemiptera : Heteroptera) (With CD-2605)
Author: Kerisew, Bezuayehu
Guide: Harbhajan Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph. D. Zoology.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 169 p.; ill.; 28 cm.
Class No.: KB771:16 Q1
Accn No.: 343706

1603 Title: Biographical literature for the seventh century
Sub.Ttl.: a critical study
Author: Kesar, Manmohan
Guide: Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Language)
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Class No.: 0153wrgL L5
Accn No.: 46292
1604  Title    : Biographical Literature of the Seventeenth century a critical study
Author   : Kesar, Manmohan
Guide    : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Literature)
Degree   : M.Litt (Literature)
Collatin : 187 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.  : 343094, Th/KS

1605  Title    : Pathological and metabolic aberrations in carcinomatous skeletal muscle
Author   : Kewal Krishan
Guide    : R.K. Malhotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.  : 1982
Collatin : 210+8p.
Class No : L83:47257:4 M2
Accn No.  : 48148

1606  Title    : Studies in I-AZA-I, 3-Butadienes
Author   : Kewal Krishan
Guide    : Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.  : 1972
Collatin : 196 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : E64.537 L2-L2;1
Accn No.  : 45464-45465

1607  Title    : Study of physical fitness and personality traits of boxers at different levels of competition
Author   : Kewal Singh
Guide    : M.S. Sangral
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : Ph.D
Accp.Yr.  : 1991
Collatin : 221p.
Class No : MY2410a1:8 N1;2
Accn No.  : 340261

1608  Title    : Study of physical fitness and personality traits of boxers at different levels of competition
Author   : Kewal Singh
Guide    : M.S. Sangral
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : Ph.D
Accp.Yr.  : 1991
Collatin : 221p.
Class No : MY2410a1:8 N1
Accn No.  : 340058

1609  Title    : Changes in cropping patterns in Sangrur district: 1971-85
Author   : Khaira, Ranjit Singh
Guide    : K.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil
Accp.Yr.  : 1988
Collatin : 286p.
Notes    : (3222)
Class No : U6(J).23691S.N85<-N71 M8;1
Accn No.  : 49634-49635

1610  Title    : Study of major hurdles in the functioning of sports federations and sports bodies in the development of sports in India
Author   : Khaira, Surjit Singh
Guide    : Mangal Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.Ed
Accp.Yr.  : 1968
Collatin : 84p.
Class No : MY.2, dy7N7 K8
Accn No.  : 45142

1611  Title    : A study of body dysmorphic disorder and its correlates
Author   : Khalad, Mohd
Guide    : Nalini Malhotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
1612 Title: Ghazaliat-e-Nazir Ludhianvi ka tanquidi jaiza
Author: Khalid Kifayatullah, 1945-
Guide: Shiekh Zeenatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil (Urdu)
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 202 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: S:(L:4) P9
Accn No.: 340036(Th)

1613 Title: Identification from edgeoscopy and poroscopy in the examination of partial fingerprints and their significance in crime investigation (with CD-2827)
Author: Khan, Haroon Naeem
Guide: Mukesh Kumar Thakar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: iii, 51 p.; ill.; 28 cm.
Class No: L1X2:1 Q1
Accn No.: 343721, Th

1614 Title: Welfare state and juvenile delinquency
Sub.Ttl.: a socio-legal study in India
Author: Khandewad, Gagandeep Singh
Guide: V.Parakasar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 272 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y11:45:5(2).2.N7 P2
Accn No.: 341942, Th

1615 Title: As you like it and Hamlet
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative lexical study
Author: Khanna, Arvind
Guide: V.Parakasar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 337 p.
Class No: O-,2J64:g(P) M0
Accn No.: 49735

1616 Title: Interaction of niemann-pick CI like1 and apolipoprotein E genes amongst CAD patients with NPCILI as target for in vitro therapeutic RNAi (With CD-2023)
Author: Khanna, Divya
Guide: Praveen P.Balgir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Unii. Patiala (Faculty of the Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 242 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: GZ116-37:4:6 P9
Accn No.: 343275

1617 Title: Key figures in Punjab politics since 1966
Author: Khanna, Jyotima
Guide: S.K.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 350 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: W,8.236.N7 P4
Accn No.: 342131

1618 Title: Comparative effects of two methods of recovery from fatigue
Author: Khanna, K.N.
Guide: C.Giri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed.
1619  Title : Quality of life in relation to perceived social isolation and learned helplessness in hearing impaired individuals  
Sub.Ttl. : (with CD-2861)  
Author : Khanna, Manisha  
Guide : Mamta Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 203 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S6:23:(Y1) Q0  
Accn No. : 45320  

1620  Title : Capture hypothesis and statistics of cometary orbits  
Author : Khanna, Manju  
Guide : S.D.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collatin : 201p.  
Notes : (123)  
Class No : B952:72 M5;2  
Accn No. : 48976  

1621  Title : A study of psychology well-being of working women role of affect and emotion regulation  
Author : Khanna, Nimisha  
Guide : Sangeeta Trama  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Psychology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 212 p. 28 cm.  
Class No : S55:34-52:(L;5) P9  
Accn No. : 343004  

1622  Title : A study of socio-cultural and regional interface of women in the post-independence Indian fiction in English  
Author : Khanna, Parveen Kaur  
Guide : Manjitinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree : Ph.D. English  
Accp.Yr. : 2001  
Collatin : 265 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : O-I,3ig(Y15) P1  
Accn No. : 341761  

1623  Title : Molecular characterization of native isolates of Bacillus thuringiensis and standardization of formation parameters for mass production  
Author : Khanna, Veena  
Guide : S.S.Marwaha  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Collatin : 80 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (320)  
Class No : F:(G) N8  
Accn No. : 341274  

1624  Title : History of the Bhangi Misal  
Author : Khara, Dalbara Singh  
Guide : Bhagat Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1973  
Collatin : 81p.  
Class No : V236.L9 L32  
Accn No. : 45554  

1625  Title : Electrochemical oxidation of cyclic and acyclic thioureas  
Author : Khare, Rajshree  
Guide : N.K.Raihan  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
1626 Title: Strindberg's contribution to modern stagecraft and dramatic structure  
Author: Khera, Narinder  
Guide: Surjit Singh Sethi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil  
Accp.Yr.: 1977  
Collatin: 166p.  
Class No: NTxM49 L7  
Accn No.: 46951

1627 Title: Studies in diterpene alkaloids from Indian Aconitum and delphinium plants  
Author: Khera, Rupinder Singh  
Guide: Ajit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Collatin: 339+149 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (309)  
Class No: E92J N2  
Accn No.: 340087

1628 Title: Role of Congress in Punjab politics (1947-1966)  
Author: Khindo, Michael  
Guide: Parm Bakhshish Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.History  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 284 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: W4M85.2.N66<-N47 P2  
Accn No.: 341785, Th

1629 Title: History of the development of police administration in Punjab 1849-1862  
Author: Khokhar, Parmjit Kaur  
Guide: S.K. Bajaj  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Collatin: 100p.  
Class No: V236:11.M62<-M49 L8  
Accn No.: 47623

1630 Title: Study of syllabus of health physical education and recreation activities for junior basic class in India  
Author: Khosa, M.  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Accp.Yr.: 1964  
Collatin: 51p.  
Notes: (3203)  
Class No: TN3:20k6 K6  
Accn No.: 45009

1631 Title: Age of eruption, caries and carabelli's CUSP of M3  
Author: Khosla, Anu  
Guide: L.S. Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.Hum.Biology  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Collatin: 100p.  
Class No: L214:4 N2  
Accn No.: 340996

1632 Title: Studies on the development of natural resins for the treatment of some of the industrial effluents  
Author: Khosla, Charu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>College</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accession No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Study of self concept, reasoning and problem solving ability of science and non-science post graduate students</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Chemistry)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>165 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(2Z1.1)</td>
<td>E898:(F57) P2</td>
<td>341816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A critical study of the performance appraisal system of the income tax department (with CD-1442)</td>
<td>M.Phil. Edu.</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>118 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>(3116)</td>
<td>T45:5(S:45) M5-M5:1</td>
<td>48843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major irritants in Indo-Bangladesh Relations</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Business Management)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>281 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An analysis of diary development strategy in India—a case study of Punjab</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>244 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X8(KZ31:7):77.236.N9 P1</td>
<td>341825,Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization and functions of Hospital Administration in Punjab</td>
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Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 98 p.
Class No: O-A,3M98;g N2
Accn No.: 340937

Study of Acoustic characteristics based on phonetic features in some dialects of Hindi for forensic speaker identification
Author: Kulshreshtha, Manisha
Guide: R.M. Sharma, C.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Forensic Sci)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 225 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: LYX:1:O+A,3M98:g N2;3
Accn No.: 342575

Educational philosophy of Guru Tegh Bahadur and its contribution to modern Indian education
Author: Kultarn Jit Singh
Guide: Surinder Jit Kaur Bawa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 341 p.
Class No: Q:-33wK220aT N9-N9;3
Accn No.: 341466
341552-341553
341745

Effectiveness of programmed instruction methods of teaching biology to 9th class students in relation to their study habits
Author: Kulvinder Kaur
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: vp.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2757)
Class No: T2:3(G)oj4 M3-M3;1
Accn No.: 48432-48433

Lokpal in Punjab and Himachal Pradesh: A comparative study
Author: Kulvinder Kaur
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: ix, 357 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: W,8:(X:89S).236.N9 P1
Accn No.: 341729

Effect of cardio-vascular endurance and emotional adjustment on performance in boxing
Author: Kulvinder Singh
Guide: Surenderjeet Singh Jaspal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
1701 Title: Decline of the Sikh Misals
Author: Kulvinderjit Kaur
Guide: B.J. Hasrat
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 105p.
Class No: V236.L9 L3
Accn No.: 45931

1702 Title: Photosensitized reduction of Thiazine dyes
Author: Kulvir Singh
Guide: K.S. Sidhu & W.R. Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Pub/Unpu: u
Notes: (213)
Class No: E:25 N5-N5;1
Accn No.: 341140(Ref.) 341147(Ref.)

1703 Title: Effect of clonidine on haemodynamic responses to endotracheal intubation
Author: Kulwant Kaur
Guide: Baljit Singh, Viney Kumari Sood, Shobha Aggarwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: M.D. (Anaesthesia)
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 122 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 496
Class No: L:17 M9
Accn No.: 340714

1704 Title: Review of literature on somatotypes as related to health and physical education
Author: Kulwant Kaur
Guide: Sowarn Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 75p.
Class No: MY:(L:2) L4
Accn No.: 45700

1705 Title: A study of Educational aspirations and problems of high school students at different socio-economic levels
Author: Kulwant Kaur
Guide: T.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 98 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2767)
Class No: T2:3(XM2) M3
Accn No.: 48506

1706 Title: Project planning evaluation and control
Sub.Ttl.: project report
Author: Kulwant Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Management)
Degree: Project
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Notes: (204)
Class No: D85.2.N7 L8
Accn No.: 48678

1707 Title: Study of nuclear energy levels and transitions through radio activity and models
Author: Kulwant Singh
Guide: H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
1708 Title: Empowerment of women through self help groups
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Morinda block
Author: Kulwinder Kaur
Guide: Malkit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Sociology)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 101 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y15:717.23698M P9
Accn No.: 343183,34

1709 Title: Role of judiciary, quasi-judicial fora and administrative authorities under the indirect tax laws-an appraisal (with CD-2434)
Author: Kulwinder Kaur
Guide: Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D. (Law)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 275 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Z2,8:(S:56-7) Q0
Accn No.: 343542,34

1710 Title: Burnout among coaches in relation to their personality Hardiness (with CD-1975)
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: Agyajit Singh Raj Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Sc.)
Degree: Ph.D. (Physical Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 190 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W,64.236915B.P1 P8
Accn No.: 343218,34

1711 Title: Economic reforms, WTO and India's exports
Sub.Ttl.: an analysis ( With CD-2534)
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill Jaswinder Singh Brar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xi, 259 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X:545-77.2-1 Q1
Accn No.: 343630,34

1712 Kulwinder Singh
Public relation (Project of M.Lib.)
340548

1713 Title: State control over Panchayats
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Bhawanigarh block
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 99 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W,64.236915B.P1 P8
Accn No.: 343218,34

1714 Title: Study of subject
Sub.Ttl.: Public relations
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: M.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
1715 Title: Use of books in Panjab, Punjabi and Guru Nanak
Dev University Libraries
Sub.Ttl.: an evaluative study of collections in physics, botany, history and Punjabi (with CD-1528)
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: Trishanjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu. and Information Sci.)
Degree: Ph.D. (Lib. & Inf. Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 394 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: Project report (66.5)
Class No: 234:81:b6.236 P7
Accn No.: 342586, Th

1716 Title: Use of books in Pbi.Uni. PTA(Diss.of M.Lib.)
340300

1717 Title: Use of books in Punjabi University library, Patiala: an evaluative study of collections in economics & political science
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Guide: Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 57 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (70)
Accn No.: 340546

1718 Title: Workers's participation in management in National Fertilizer's Ltd (Panipat Unit) (A Govt. of India enterprise)
Sub.Ttl.: A project report
Author: Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Directorate of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: Dip.Management of Public enterprises
Sub. on: 1984-85
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 71 p.
Class No: X8(J:24):991.2361.N9 M5
Accn No.: 340473

1719 Title: A study of the adoption of agriculture innovations by the small farmers with special reference to village ( UKSI)Punjab
Author: Kumar, Asha Nand
Guide: S.L.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala
Degree: B.A. (TDC) Part 111
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 39 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: J:5.236911.N7 L3
Accn No.: 45500

1720 Title: Incidence, seasonal abundance and extent of damage caused by the important pests of paddy in Punjab
Author: Kumkum
Guide: Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Sc. ( Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 126 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: J381:438.236 L6
Accn No.: 45967

1721 Title: Perception of school and college teachers about an ideal pupil
Author: Kumkum
Guide: S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
1722 Title : Studies on the musculature of head and abdomen of polistes hebraeus (FABR.)
Author : Kusam Lata
Guide : Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)
Degree : M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 74 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 438
Class No : K8641,83:2 L7
Accn No. : 46595

1723 Title : To study the impact of chemical fertilizers on toxicity and/or mutagenicity of pesticides using lens culinaris medik
Author : Kusam Lata
Guide : Santosh Kumari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 108 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : J:43:55ogL N5
Accn No. : 341085(Ref.)

1724 Title : State, market and utilization pattern of health services
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Punjab (With CD-2530)
Author : Kush Kumar
Guide : Sukhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 324 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X:510aL:5.236 Q1
Accn No. : 343626,Th

1725 Title : Study of serogenetic markers among the people of Haryana and its application in forensic science
Author : Kushwaha, Kritpal Singh
Guide : I.J.S. Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 207p.
Class No : LYX111 M8
Accn No. : 49559

1726 Title : Role of co-operatives in sugar industry
Sub.Ttl. : a case study
Author : Kusum Lata
Guide : K.K. Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 145p.
Accn No. : 49980

1727 Title : Study on inflation accounting
Sub.Ttl. : With reference to Goetze(India)limited Bahadurgarh,Patiala
Author : Kusum Lata
Guide : J.S.Pashricha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 83p.
Accn No. : 340619

1728 Title : Welfare state under the Indian constitution with special reference to fundamental rights and directive principles
Author : Kusum Lata
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Title: Studies on red blood cell membrane receptor using clerodendron lectin as a probe
Author: Kusum, Prabha
Guide: P.K. Sehajpal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 132p.
Class No: L35:3 M5
Accn No.: 49981

Title: Incidence, seasonal abundance and extent of damage caused by the important pests of Sarson and Toria in the districts of Sangrur, Bhatinda and Faridkot
Author: Kuthiala, Arun
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Sc. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 99 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 403
Class No: J681:438.236.N7 L71
Accn No.: 46589

Title: The process of seeking care
Sub.Ttl.: a study of some Punjab villages
Author: Labroo, Mamta
Guide: G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Sub. on: 1987
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 135p.
Class No: Y31:1(1).236
Accn No.: 49545(Ref.), 49797(Ref.)

Title: Study of labour-management relations in industrial establishment
Author: Lachman Dass
Guide: R.C.Aggarwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 154p.
Notes: (3803)
Class No: X8(A):97 L3
Accn No.: 45518

Title: Municipal personnel administration at Patiala
Author: Lakha Singh
Guide: H.C.Modi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Project Report(Dip.)
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 47p.
Class No: V236911,61:3(X:9).N3 L5
Accn No.: 46185

Title: Performance in long jump as related to extraversion-neuroticism and motivation
Author: Lakha Singh
Guide: V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 44p.
Class No: MY224ogS:7 L3
Accn No.: 45526
1735 Title : Study of employer-employee relations in State Bank of Patiala
Author : Lakhbir Singh
Guide : S.K.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.& Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 75p.
Class No : X62:95.236 M9
Accn No. : 340662

1736 Title : Patterns and prospects of dairy development in Ludhiana district
Author : Lakhvir Singh
Guide : S.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Notes : (3212)
Class No : U:(KZ311:71).23696 N9
Accn No. : 341456

1737 Title : A study of scheduled castes welfare in rural Punjab (with CD-1697)
Author : Lakhvir Singh
Guide : D.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Social Work
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 274 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y5927-31.236 P7
Accn No. : 342685

1738 Title : Globalisation and economic growth in Asian economies
Author : Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Economics)
Degree : U.G.C.Minor project
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 70 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : X:77.1.N9 N9-N9;1
Accn No. : 341499-341500,RG

1739 Title : Industrial development in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : an analysis of growth of productivity and structure of wages
Author : Lakhwinder Singh
Guide : Surendar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 363p.
Class No : X8(A):89ZB.236 N0-N0;2
Accn No. : 49914-49915

340051

1740 Title : A longitudinal study of assesment of developmental age and its relationship with motor performance tests in boys (with CD-2913)
Author : Lakhwinder Singh
Guide : Raj Kumar Sharma D Rajdeep Kaur Talwar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the education and Information Sciences
Degree : Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 214 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY,77:(S21) Q1
Accn No. : 343809,th

1741 Title : Study of caste and politics in Punjab from 1966 to 1992
Author : Lakhwinder Singh
Guide : Jamshid Ali Khan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Pub/Unpu : u
1742  Title : Housing finance - a study of LIC housing finance limited
Author : Lakhwinderjeet Kaur
Guide : Navkiranjit Kaur Dhaliwal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : M.Phil Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 134 p. ; 26 cm
Class No : X813:6-962 Q0
Accn No. : 343390,Th

1743  Title : Financing of higher education : a study of policy options
Sub.Ttl. : project report submitted to the Planning Commission, Govt.of India
Author : Lakshmanasamy, T.
Univ/Fac : University of Madras (Deptt. of Econometrics)
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 194 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : T4:86.2-P P1
Accn No. : 341739

1744  Title : Demogenetic study of Kashmiri Pandits
Author : Lakshmi, G.R.
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 146 p. ; 27 cm
Notes : (335)
Class No : G11:6oaY5923(P154) M5
Accn No. : 48978

1745  Title : A critique of offences relating to marriage under Indian Penal Code 1860
Author : Laldeep Singh
Guide : B.S.Malhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 211 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4549.1)
Class No : Z2,122-95.M60 P7
Accn No. : 342739,Th

1746  Title : Organisation and functions of Municipal committees in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Samana
Author : Lalit Kumar
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 142p.
Accn No. : 49990

1747  Title : Development in water technology and changing social relations in rural Punjab (with CD-2429)
Author : Lamba, Geet
Guide : Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 360 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y31:(D850af):g1.236 Q0
Accn No. : 343532,Th

1748  Title : The concept of Yajna in Vedic literature
Author : Langayan, Ram Bhagat
Guide : Seshagiri Rao, K.L.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Lit.
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 184 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q1:494 L2
Accn No. : 45472
1749 Title: Engineering industry in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: interface between large and small sector
Author: Latawa, Monika
Guide: J.S.Pasricha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 255 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(D):i89M.236.P0 P2
Accn No.: 341873

1750 Title: Biology of some Indian Tenthredinid sawflies
Author: Laxmi Narayan
Guide: M.S.Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 389 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 424
Class No: K864.2 M1-N1;2
Accn No.: 340020-340021 340763

1751 Title: Relationship of microaerophilic growth and temperature tolerance of mesophilic and thermophilic cyanobacteria (with CD-1436)
Author: Laxmi, Ajay
Guide: T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 147 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (359.2)
Class No: I221:7 P6
Accn No.: 342455, Th

1752 Title: Attitude of university students towards population education in relation to aids awareness
Author: Leela Devi
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci.)
Degree: Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 282 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3047.1)
Class No: T4:3(Y:5)0aL:4234 P2-P2;1
Accn No.: 341743 341790

1753 Title: Rewakening in Indian education with special reference to Aurbindo Ghosh
Author: Leela Kewal
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 193 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2558)
Class No: TxM72 L9
Accn No.: 48220

1754 Title: Optical character recognition of machine printed Gurmukhi script
Author: Lehal, Gurpreet Singh
Guide: Chandan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Computer Science
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 192 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (74.4)
Class No: 9S:5(P153) P1
Accn No.: 341811

1755 Title: A study of organisational climate in relation to job satisfaction and managerial effectiveness in electronic industry in Punjab
Author: Lehal, Ritu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Management)
Degree: UGC Minor Project
1756 Title : Mathematical analysis of post Vedanga presidchantic data in Jain astronomy
Author : Lishk, Sajjan Singh
Guide : S.D.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 488p.
Notes : (112)
Class No : B9:(R693) L7
Accn No. : 46422

1757 Title : Social psychological antecedents of burnout in BPO workers (with CD-2340)
Author : Lohuumi, Shama
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Science)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 126 p. ; 28 cm
Class No : S8:(SZ) P9
Accn No. : 343447, Th

1758 Title : Court martial in India
Sub.Ttl. : an analytical and comparative study
Author : Loomba, P.L.
Guide : Sarabjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 102 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4578)
Class No : Z2,A,2 N1;1
Accn No. : 340337 340388

1759 Title : Political participation of the Dalits in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of Nawanshehar and Patiala Districts(With CD-2573)
Author : Lovedeep Kumar
Guide : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Pol. Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : x,344 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W:3(Y5927).236 Q1
Accn No. : 343674, Th

1760 Title : Study of magnetic properties of ferromagnetic alloys by mossbauer spectroscopy
Author : Lovleen
Guide : Raj Kamal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 234 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (159)
Class No : C7,4:(C5:3) M8-M8;1
Accn No. : 49656-49657

1761 Title : State level publicity for tourism in Punjab
Author : Luthra, Gurdarshan Singh
Guide : Kartar Singh Luthra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : F.G.Diploma Pub.Rel
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub. Dt. : 1976
Collatin : 33p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3227)
Class No : U8.236,P:3(Y:3(X3)) L6
Accn No. : 46253

1762 Title : Comparative study of high and low performers in athletics on some selected variables of personality
Author : M.L.Kamlesh
Guide : T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 374p.
Class No : MY2 M2;2
Accn No. : 48124

1763 Title : Differentiation of peasantry in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala District
Author : Maangat, B.S
Guide : H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 400p.
Class No : X8(J).236911 MB
Accn No. : 49414-49415

1764 Title : A place of reason in modern ethics
Author : Madan Lal
Guide : R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 123 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R4:(S:4).N7 L4
Accn No. : 45725

1765 Title : Swami Dayananda and Hindu renaissance
Author : Madan Lal
Guide : Atul N.Sinha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Litt
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 97 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q29M8 L6
Accn No. : 47589

1766 Title : Anthropometric profile and pulmonary function of bronchial asthma patients (with CD-2896)
Author : Madan, Dimple
Guide : Pushpa Singal
Harbans Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 257 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : G:(L44:453) Q1
Accn No. : 343791,Th

1767 Title : United States Supreme Court and bill of rights
Author : Madan, Priya Madan
Guide : Sarbjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 333 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4587)
Class No : Z73,81:(W:5) N3;1
Accn No. : 340370(Ref.) 340405(Ref.)

1768 Title : Economic development, population growth and gender Bias in Haryana (with CD-2039)
Sub.Ttl. : Sonu Madan
Author : Madan, Sonu
Guide : Kanwaljit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Economics)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 300 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X:77:(Y1:5).2361 P9
Accn No. : 343285

1769 Title : Challenges and problems of home based women workers in sports goods industry (with CD-1608)
Author : Madhu Bala
Guide : R.K.Choudhary
G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 263 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: Y15-49:(X8(MY)) P7
Accn No.: 342624, Th

1770 Title: Critical analysis of Asoka's inscriptions
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: Hari Singh Boparai
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. History
Collatin: 105 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2,1y7C685 P4
Accn No.: 342347, Th

1771 Title: The incidence and systematics of some of the external and internal parasites of Gallus Gallus domesticus
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: Manjeet Johal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 68 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 493
Class No.: KZ351:43 L6
Accn No.: 341232

1772 Title: Influence of exercise on Biochemical and Physiological status of diabetic patients
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: M.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 122p.
Class No.: L293:460gMY N7
Accn No.: 341232

1773 Title: Studies on the external & internal genitalia of Chrysomelidae... taxonomic significance
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 195 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 448
Class No.: K865:675.2 M7
Accn No.: 49249

1774 Title: Studies on two species of blow flies (Diptera: Calliphoridae) with particular reference to their forensic importance (with CD-2399)
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: Devinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 261 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: K871:(LYX) Q0
Accn No.: 343500, Th

1775 Title: A Study of Creativity and Value-Dimensions of Secondary School Teachers Under Training
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Notes: (3178)
Class No.: T9(T):(S:4) M0;1
Accn No.: 341133(Ref.)

1776 Title: Teaching attitudes of secondary school teachers in relation to their teaching effectiveness
Author: Madhu Bala
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Unvi.Patiala)
Degree: M.A.Edu.
1777 Title : Human resource development in fertilizer industry
Sub.Ttl. : a study of National Fertilizers Ltd (Naya Nangal)
Author : Mahajan, Chander Mohan
Guide : Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 298 p.
Class No : X9W,8(J:2:4):892B.23691N N3
Accn No. : 340872

1778 Title : Studies in bridgehead nitrogen heterocyclic
Sub.Ttl. : Synthesis of condensed azepines, thiazepines and related compounds
Author : Mahajan, Mohinder Pal
Guide : N.K. Ralhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 206 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : (305)
Class No : E85:4 L4-L4;1
Accn No. : 46082-46083

1779 Title : Comparative studies on morphology and the visceral disposition...modes of life
Author : Mahajan, Neena
Guide : Devinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 226 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : 482
Class No : K94:2.2 M0
Accn No. : 47758

1780 Title : A critical estimate of Pragmatic Philosophy
Author : Mahajan, Prabha
Guide : Wazir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R39(Y) L8
Accn No. : 46763

1781 Title : Study of Public distribution system in Punjab with special reference to Patiala
Author : Mahajan, Ramnish Kumar
Guide : S.L. Bhardwaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 64 p.
Accn No. : 340674

1782 Title : Photochemistry of N-cyanoamines.
Author : Mahajan, Tejinder Kaur
Guide : Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 76 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (253)
Class No : E5:25 N4
Accn No. : 340809
1783 Title : Relationship between tension level and social adjustment  
Author : Mahal, Kirpal Singh  
Guide : S.R.Mahindroo  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Ed  
Accp.Yr. : 1970  
Collatin : 48 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S:56oaY:3 L0  
Accn No. : 45217

1784 Title : An epidemiological study of urban slum dwellers in Ludhiana city of Punjab  
Author : Mahal, Rajinder Kaur  
Guide : L.S.Sidhu Pushpa Singal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D Human Biology  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Collatin : 211 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : G:4:51.23696 NB  
Accn No. : 341416

1785 Title : Study of subjects (organization)  
Author : Mahesh Inder Singh  
Guide : Narang, S.P.  
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences  
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Pub. Dt. : 1989  
Collatin : 104 p. ; 30 cm.  
Notes : Project report (41)  
Class No : 2:97:(X:8) M9  
Accn No. : 340549

1786 Title : Taxonomy and zoogeography of some Indian leaf beetles  
Author : Mahesh Kumar  
Guide : J.P. Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D., Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 198 p. ; 28 cm  
Class No : K865:11.2 M9-M9;1  
Accn No. : 49742-49743

1787 Title : Operational efficiency of Electricity Boards  
Author : Mahesh Paramjit Kumar  
Guide : M.S.Bedi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)  
Degree : Ph.D.Business Manag.  
Accp.Yr. : 1996  
Collatin : 385p.  
Class No : X:27218.236 N6  
Accn No. : 341160(Ref.)

1788 Maheshinder Singh  
Culture (Project of M.Lib.)  
340556

1789 Maheshinder Singh  
Industrial libraries in punjabi (Diss. of M.Lib.)  
340551

1790 Maheshinder Singh  
Organisation (Project of M.Lib.)  
340550

1791 Title : Study of relationship between the respiratory pattern & physical fitness index of the female students of Pb.Govt.College Phy.Ed  
Author : Mahindroo, Usha  
Guide : S.R. Mahendroo
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance of payment position in India</td>
<td>Mahmeet Kaur</td>
<td>Harvinder Kaur</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>39p.</td>
<td>MY:(L4:3) K6</td>
<td>45072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and development of image edge detection techniques</td>
<td>Maini, Raman</td>
<td>Himanshu Aggarwal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)</td>
<td>M.Phil. Eco.</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>164 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>X:576.2.P1 P4</td>
<td>342333, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of the scheduled castes leadership of Panchayats in Ahmedgarh block, district Sangrur</td>
<td>Majorinder Singh</td>
<td>J.A Khan</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>126 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>64 (Y5927-48).23691S M9</td>
<td>340193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour of gamma rays interactions in composite materials</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>G.S. Mudahar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Physics</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>185 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>E3:3,T1 M0-M0;2</td>
<td>47756</td>
<td>47792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarographic studies in some unsaturated acids</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>A.L.J. Rao</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Chemistry</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>A study of educational aspirations and school adjustment of students in relation to organizational climate (with CD-2911)</td>
<td>47792</td>
<td>47955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of the scheduled castes leadership of Panchayats in Ahmedgarh block, district Sangrur</td>
<td>Majorinder Singh</td>
<td>J.A Khan</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>126 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>64 (Y5927-48).23691S M9</td>
<td>340193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour of gamma rays interactions in composite materials</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>G.S. Mudahar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Physics</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>185 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>E3:3,T1 M0-M0;2</td>
<td>47756</td>
<td>47792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarographic studies in some unsaturated acids</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>A.L.J. Rao</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Chemistry</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>A study of educational aspirations and school adjustment of students in relation to organizational climate (with CD-2911)</td>
<td>47792</td>
<td>47955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour of gamma rays interactions in composite materials</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>G.S. Mudahar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Physics</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>185 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>E3:3,T1 M0-M0;2</td>
<td>47756</td>
<td>47792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarographic studies in some unsaturated acids</td>
<td>Makhan Singh</td>
<td>A.L.J. Rao</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Chemistry</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>A study of educational aspirations and school adjustment of students in relation to organizational climate (with CD-2911)</td>
<td>47792</td>
<td>47955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1799 Title: Studies on the insect fauna of decaying rabbit carcasses  
Author: Malhotra, Meenakshi  
Guide: Devinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr.: 2001  
Collatin: 148 p.; ill.; 28 cm.  
Notes: 421.1  
Class No: K867:7 P1  
Accn No.: 341796

1800 Title: An investigation of the qualities of a successful social studies teachers  
Author: Malhotra, B.B.  
Guide: H.S.Brar  
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1967  
Collatin: 52 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2765)  
Class No: T2:3(S2),b K7  
Accn No.: 45049

1801 Title: Chromosomal studies of some North-West Indian dragon flies (Order:Odonata)  
Author: Malhotra, Indu  
Guide: R.P.K. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr.: 1990  
Collatin: 156 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: 432  
Class No: K862,113:19 N0-N0;1  
Accn No.: 49836-49837

1802 Title: Physiological studies on sporulation in Anabaena Torulosa and its mutants  
Author: Malhotra, Jolly  
Guide: T.A. Sarma  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Botany  
Accp.Yr.: 1987  
Collatin: 165 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (359)  
Class No: I221:3 M7-M7;1  
Accn No.: 49129-49130

1803 Title: Photochemistry of quinoneimines  
Author: Malhotra, Kamini  
Guide: K.S. Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1985  
Notes: (210)  
Class No: E:25 M5  
Accn No.: 48641

1804 Title: Value dimensions of XI grade science and arts students in relation to achievement motivation and sex  
Author: Malhotra, Kiran  
Guide: M.R.Kansal  
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)  
Degree: M.Phil. (Edu.)  
Accp.Yr.: 1985  
Collatin: 108 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2812)  
Class No: T2:5,1:(S5) M5-M5;1  
Accn No.: 48508-48509
1805 Title: Levels of living of scheduled castes in rural Punjab  
Author: Malhotra, Manisha  
Guide: Surinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.Economics  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 228 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Y5927-31:434.236.N9 P2  
Accn No.: 341895

1806 Title: Study of biological markers in various malignancies  
Author: Malhotra, Promila  
Guide: L.S. Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1984  
Collatin: 296p.  
Class No: L4725:3 M4  
Accn No.: 48468

1807 Title: Study of blood groups and dermatoglyphics in diabetic patients  
Author: Malhotra, Promila  
Guide: L.S. Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Class No: L293:46 M1  
Accn No.: 47916

1808 Title: A Study of wastage in teacher education  
Author: Malhotra, Promila  
Guide: D.R.Vij  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala / Faculty of education  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1976  
Collatin: 68 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (3153)  
Class No: T9(T).2 L6-L6;1  
Accn No.: 46135

1809 Title: GATS : socio-political implications of liberalizing higher education in Punjab  
Author: Malhotra, Sandeep  
Guide: Pajinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala ( Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree: M.Phil.(Pol.Sci)  
Accp.Yr.: 2004  
Collatin: 91 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: T40g52.236.P1 P4  
Accn No.: 342309, Th

1810 Title: Emerging role of cyber crimes in India with special reference to information and technology act 2000  
Author: Malhotra, Vikas  
Guide: Gurpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2005  
Collatin: 234 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (4536.1.1)  
Class No: Z2:(9T546).P00 P0  
Accn No.: 342263, Th

1811 Title: Molecular mechanism of immunomodulation by withania somnifera in the development of therapeutics (With CD-1924)  
Author: Malik, Fayaz Ahmad  
Guide: Aruna Bhatia  
Jaswant Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D (Biotechnology)  
Sub. on: 2008  
Collatin: 194 p.; 27 cm.  
Class No: GZ11:4:56-6 P8  
Accn No.: 343127, Th
1812 Title : Design of a model to evaluate the effectiveness of information systems with special reference to automobile industry
Author : Malik, Ramna
Guide : D.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. Management Inf. Systems
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 238 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X8(092):874 P1
Accn No. : 341716

1813 Title : A study of psychological correlates of academic achievement of college students in Punjab (with CD-2853)
Author : Malkeet Kaur
Guide : Jasraj Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Edu. & Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : vi, 174 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T2:5,2:(S).236 Q1
Accn No. : 343747

1814 Title : Correlation between blood pressure, pulse rate and personality traits
Author : Malkiat Singh
Guide : Ved Parkash Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 61 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : L3:3oaS:7 L0
Accn No. : 45223

1815 Title : Studies of total electron contents of the ionosphere at low latitudes
Author : Malkiat Singh
Guide : H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 226 p.
Notes : (115)
Class No : B9:564 L7
Accn No. : 46915

1816 Title : Child labour in automobile workshops
Sub.Ttl. : a study of informal sector of Punjab
Author : Manta
Guide : K.C. Singhal Sanjay Modi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 207 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(06,434):98.236.N9 P2
Accn No. : 341792

1817 Title : Examination stress in relation to intelligence and study habits among college students
Author : Manta Rani
Guide : Jasraj Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci.)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 84 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T4:5,50aS:56 P7
Accn No. : 342490

1818 Title : Gall bladder disease
Sub.Ttl. : comparative evaluation of ultrasonography with oral cholecysk
Author : Manavjit Singh
Guide : Ravi Inder Paul Kaur Amarjit Singh Abhilash Kumar Kapila
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
1819 Title: Studies on the life history and chaetotaxy of selected butterflies (Lepidoptera: Papilionoidea) from Shiwaliks adjoining Chandigarh
Author: Manbeer Kaur
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 389 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: K867:12.23685 P0
Accn No.: 341477

1820 Title: Right to freedom of religion under Indian constitution
Author: Manchanda, Harpreet Kaur
Guide: Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 129 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W2:2-58(Q) P5
Accn No.: 343217, Th

1821 Title: Biochemical variation among three endogamous groups of the Tharu tribe of Uttar Pradesh (with CD-1704)
Author: Mandeep Inder Kaur
Guide: S.M.S. Chahal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Bio.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 183 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: E9G:(Y7252) P7
Accn No.: 342692

1822 Title: Analytical study of consumer protection act, 1986
Author: Mandeep Kaur
Guide: M.R. Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Sub. on: 1992
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 352 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4539)
Class No: Z2:(X:321).N86 N2;1
Accn No.: 340354, Th
340382, Th

1823 Title: Canadian-Punjabi philanthropy and its impact on Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a sociological study (with CD-2924)
Author: Mandeep Kaur
Guide: Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: vii, 301 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y73(P153): (U42).72 Q1
Accn No.: 343790, Th

1824 Title: Compton scattering studies for elemental analysis
Author: Mandeep Kaur
Guide: Bhajan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
1825 Title : Dietary assessment of females 30-50 years of age living in urban slums (with CD-1779)
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Verma, S.K.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 288 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L9F:46:(Y33-57) P7
Accn No. : 342774 (Th)

1826 Title : National commission for women in India
Sub.Ttl. : a study of its organization and working
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Geetinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub.Adm.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y15.2,w,9N92 Q0
Accn No. : 343399, Th

1827 Title : Organisation and working of Municipal Council in Barnala district
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Renu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 115 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : W,61:3.23691B P9
Accn No. : 342912

1828 Title : Restriction isotyping of human apolipoprotein E
Sub.Ttl. : its interaction with exogenous factors and implication for Prognosis and diagnosis, among patients with Dementia of Alzheimer's type
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Parveen P. Balgir
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Biotech.)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 201 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (346.4)
Class No : GZ,72:4 P2
Accn No. : 341931

1829 Title : Studies in the evaluation of detective chemicals in forensic cases
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Rakesh Mohan Sharma
R.S.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Science
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 87 p. ; 28 cm
Class No : LYX:15 N8
Accn No. : 347197

1830 Title : Study upon self-concept of helpless and mastery-oriented children
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : Surendra Kumar Sia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni, Patiala. (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Psy.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 118 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S1:45 P9
Accn No. : 343015

1831 Title : Suicidal ideation in relation to personality, anger and family environment (With CD-1892)
Author : Mandeep Kaur
Guide : B.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology.
1832 Title: Taxonomy of families leptoceridae and limnephilidae (Insecta: Trichoptera) from Indian Himalaya
Author: Mandeep Kaur
Guide: M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp. Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 211 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 423.2
Class No.: K8635.24 P8
Accn No.: 342997, Th

1833 Title: Epidemiological and biochemical study of coronary heart disease in urban Punjabi population
Sub.Ttl.: A study based on Patiala city
Author: Mandeep Pal Kaur
Guide: Dalbinder Singh Sidhu Jasbir Singh Taneja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp. Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 242 p.; 30 cm.
Class No.: G324.236911 P0
Accn No.: 341737

1834 Title: Financial position of Panchayat Samitis in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: A case study of Panchayat Samiti of Samana
Author: Mandeep Pal Kaur
Guide: Geetinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. Pub Adm.
Accp. Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 131 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: W4,4:91.2.N9 N9-N9;2
Accn No.: 343397, Th

1835 Title: A comparative study of election manifestoes of national political parties in Lok Sabha elections 1999
Author: Mandeep Singh
Guide: S.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Sci.
Accp. Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 116 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: W4,4:91.2.N9 N9-N9;2
Accn No.: 342109-342111, Th

1836 Title: Scheduled castes leadership in rural local government of Punjab
Author: Mandeep Singh
Guide: Pathak, Harbans
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil (Pub. Admn)
Accp. Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 146 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: W,640aY5927.23692.P1 P3
Accn No.: 342051, Th

1837 Title: Comparative morphology of internal reproductive system and its taxonomic significance in family noctuidae (Lepidoptera) from Himachal Pradesh
Author: Mandeep Kaur
Guide: Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology (Entomology)
Accp. Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 323 p.; Plates.; 28 cm.
Class No.: K867:20j67.242 P9
Accn No.: 343297, Th
1838 Title: Dialectics of protest and commitment: a study of the selected plays of John Arden, Harold Pinter and Edward Bond (with CD-2002)
Author: Mander, Tanya
Guide: Kataria, Gulshan Rai
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Science)
Degree: Ph.D. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 221 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: O-, X3J: (P,9D) P9
Accn No.: 343254, Th

1839 Title: Employer-Employee relations in the State Bank of Patiala
Author: Mandheer
Guide: Lallan Prasad
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1971
Collatin: 110p.
Class No.: X621:97236911.N L1
Accn No.: 45278

1840 Title: Health and sanitation problems and administration at Patiala
Author: Mandip Kaur
Guide: H.C. Modi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Dip.
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 69p.
Notes: Project report
Class No.: V236911, 61:3(L:55). N7
Accn No.: 45842

1841 Title: The post-imperial and the multicultural
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Zadie Smith's White Teeth
Author: Mandip Raur
Guide: Sharan Pal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 170 p.; 26 cm.
Class No.: O-, X3N: 11 P7
Accn No.: 342832

1842 Title: Physical growth and sexual maturation of khatri boys and girls of semi urban areas of Punjab aged 6-19 years
Author: Mandira, Abha
Guide: S.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 190p.
Class No.: L:8; (Y31-5925). 236 N2
Accn No.: 340255 (Ref.) 341096

1843 Title: Variability analysis in Verbesina Encelioides (Compositae)
Author: Mangal, Parshotam Dass
Guide: B.S. Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 320 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: I8424:62 M9
Accn No.: 49796

1844 Title: Dipolar additions to carbon-nitrogen double bonds
Author: Mangat Rai
Guide: Ajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1979
1845 Title: Personality correlates of vocational maturity among secondary school students  
Author: Mangat, Dolly 
Guide: S.S. Grewal 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education) 
Degree: M.Phil. (Edu.) 
Accp.Yr.: 1984 
Collatin: 132 p.; 28 cm. 
Notes: (2523) 
Class No: S4:7(T2) M4 
Accn No.: 48642-48643

1846 Title: Relationship of vocational maturity with intelligence, socio-economic status and academic achievement  
Author: Mangat, Dolly 
Guide: S.S. Grewal 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education) 
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu.) 
Accp.Yr.: 1987 
Collatin: 151 p.; 28 cm. 
Class No: S4:7 M7 
Accn No.: 49357-49399

1847 Title: Comparative study of sexual offences in Canada and India  
Author: Mangat, J.S. 
Guide: Gurpal Singh 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law) 
Degree: LL.M. 
Accp.Yr.: 1998 
Collatin: 194 p.; 26 cm. 
Class No: Z20j72,5151 N8 
Accn No.: 341400,7h

1848 Title: Self-esteem and performance  
Sub.Ttl.: an attributional perspective  
Author: Mangat, Jashanjot 
Guide: Vandana Sharma 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences) 
Degree: Ph.D. Psychology 
Accp.Yr.: 1998 
Collatin: 176 p.; 30 cm. 
Notes: Includes bibliographical references 
Class No: SN14 N8 
Accn No.: 341411

1849 Title: Law of rape in Canada and India  
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study  
Author: Mangat, Jaswant Singh 
Guide: Gurpal Singh 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses) 
Degree: Ph.D. Law 
Accp.Yr.: 2003 
Collatin: 340 p.; 26 cm. 
Notes: (4536.1) 
Class No: Z20m72,5151.N9 P3 
Accn No.: 341975

1850 Title: Reproductive biology and germplasm evaluation of 'Neem' (Azadirachta Indica A.Juss) from Punjab and adjoining area  
Author: Maninder Kaur 
Guide: B.S. Gill 
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) 
Degree: Ph.D. 
Accp.Yr.: 1998 
Collatin: 140 p.; ill. 
Class No: I82192:f.236 N8 
Accn No.: 341380, Thesis
1851 Title : A study of effects of certain premedicants on the safety index of volatile-anaesthetics in mice
Author : Maninder Pal Singh
Guide : M.S.Kohli
Hardyal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : M.S. Anaesthesiology
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 74 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 498
Class No : L:17:4 L3
Accn No. : 45477

1852 Title : Effect of age and sex on projective Sub.Ttl. : responses of somatic inkblot series-11
Author : Manindra Pal Singh
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 177 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:86 N8
Accn No. : 341352

1853 Title : A study of personality modernity of Hindus and Sikhs
Author : Manindra Pal Singh
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.(Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 104 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S7236.72 N0;1
Accn No. : 49873-49874

1854 Title : Study of law of maintenance of Muslim women with special reference to the Muslim women (Protection of rights on divorce) act, 1986
Author : Manisha
Guide : D.K.Singla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : v, 207 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4598)
Class No : Z(Q7);1227-P1 P5
Accn No. : 342252, Th

1855 Title : Role of National Development Council in Indian federalism
Author : Manjeet Kaur
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Admin.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 113 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : W922.2.N5 P7
Accn No. : 342913, Th

1856 Title : Working of the Public Accounts Committee in Punjab Legislative Assembly since 1992
Author : Manjeet Kaur
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pol.Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 203 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236,3:3(X7).N9 P2-P2;2
Accn No. : 342099-342101, Th

1857 Title : Working of the Public Accounts Committee of Legislative Assembly since 1992
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of Punjab and Haryana (with CD-1915)
Author : Manjeet Kaur
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
1858 Title: Training and development strategies
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of public and private sector banks
Author: Manjinder Kaur
Guide: Manjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: M.Phil. ( Commerce)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 252 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: W,32:3.236ov1.P1 P8
Accn No.: 343118, Th

1859 Title: Studies on formation of some metal complexes of biological importance in solution
Author: Manjinder Pal Kaur
Guide: B.K.Kanungo
J.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Sant Longowal Institute of Engineering & Tech., Longowal.Pb.
Degree: Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 349 p. ; 30 cm
Class No: X9w0v5,62:t3 P9
Accn No.: 342930, Th

1860 Title: British relationships with Golden Temple 1859-1901
Author: Manjit Kaur
Guide: Nazer Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. History
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 95 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Q:-6v23671.N01<->M59 P4
Accn No.: 342344, Th

1861 Title: Decision making pattern of married women in relation to their level of education and some family related variables
Author: Manjit Kaur
Guide: Surinderjit Kaur Bawa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 166 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No: T55:8 N9-N9;1
Accn No.: 341438-341439, Th

1862 Title: Municipal services for the citizens of Patiala
Author: Manjit Kaur
Guide: H.C.Modi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Project Report(Dip.)
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Class No: V236911,61.N7 L5
Accn No.: 46181

1863 Title: Relevance of Gandhi's ideas on Ahimsa in the present context
Author: Manjit Kaur
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. ( Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 104 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: zG0bW88 P6
Accn No.: 342376, Th
1864  Title    : Spatio-temporal changes in crop combinations in Bist-Doab region of Punjab 1884-2004 (with CD-1643-1643A)
Author   : Manjit Kaur
Guide    : K.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. (Geography)
Acgp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 515 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes    : (3212.1)
Class No : U2:(J).236.P04<-M84 P7
Accn No. : 342659

1865  Title    : Annulment of Hindu voidable marriages- a judicial study
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : Daljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Law)
Degree   : LLM
Acgp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 204 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes    : (4588)
Class No : Z(Q2),122 M8
Accn No. : 340513

1866  Title    : Corporate disclosure practices in India (with CD-2014)
Sub.Ttl.  : a study of large and mid-cap companies
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree   : Ph.D. (Commerce)
Acgp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 308 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : X9Y:8D.2 P9
Accn No. : 343266,Thu

1867  Title    : Incidence, seasonal abundance and extent of damage caused by the certain pests of cotton in Punjab
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree   : M.Sc. ( Zoology)
Acgp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 107p. ; 28 cm.
Notes    : 406
Class No : J781:438.236 L61
Accn No. : 45964

1868  Title    : Political Socialization: Profile of University Students
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : S.K. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Degree   : Ph.D
Acgp.Yr. : 1988
Class No : Y9(T4)obW M8
Accn No. : 49384

1869  Title    : Studies in imines and imine n-oxides synthesis of heterocyclics (with CD-2007)
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : K.K. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.(Chemistry)
Acgp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 338 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E8:4 P9
Accn No. : 343259,Thu

1870  Title    : A study of enforcement of penal provisions of dowry prohibition law with special reference to the state of Punjab
Author   : Manjit Singh
Guide    : Gurpal Singh
1871 Title : Study of public relations for small savings in Patiala District
Author : Manjit Singh
Guide : Rajinder
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 44p.
Accn No. : 46223

1872 Title : Workers participation in management
Author : Manjit Singh
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 100p.
Accn No. : 46153

1873 Title : V.S.Naipal and George Lamming: Two approaches to the problem of alienation and identity
Author : Manjitinder Singh
Guide : D.S. Maini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 390p.
Class No : O-, 3:g(Y).N5 M5
Accn No. : 48935

1874 Title : Gandhi's perspective on Sarvodaya
Author : Manjot Kaur
Guide : Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.(Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : zGogXN3 P9-P9;2
Accn No. : 342939-342941,Th

1875 Title : Female quest for indentity in Shashi Deshpande's that long silence, the binding vine and small remedies
Author : Manmeet Kaur
Guide : Nirmal Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 135 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : G-I,3N38,11 P8
Accn No. : 342834

1876 Title : Study and analysis of defferent patterns
Author : Mamohan Kumar
Guide : Surjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 164p.
Class No : NR236, L5;41 153M8
Accn No. : 49810

1877 Title : Effect of six week training in selected basketball skills on college level male basketball players
Author : Mamohan Singh
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
1878 Title: Issues in western Marxist aesthetics: a study of neo-Marxist theory
Author: Mamman Singh
Guide: Gurbhagat Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. English
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 264 p.
Class No: MY2115: (T4-51) N9-N9;1
Accn No.: 341382 341408

1879 Title: Study of tension, competitive anxiety and reaction time among male basketball players
Author: Mamman Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 146 p.
Class No: MY2115: (S:5) N0;1
Accn No.: 49858

1880 Title: Study of tension competitive anxiety & reaction time among male basketball players
Author: Mamman Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 146 p.
Class No: MY2115: (S:5) N0;1
Accn No.: 49891

1881 Title: Offences affecting public morality
Author: Mann, Gagandeep
Guide: S.S. Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 242 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z2,50gR4 P9
Accn No.: 343322

1882 Title: Concept and control of white collar crimes with special reference to prevention of corruption act-1988
Author: Mann, Gurjinder Singh
Guide: Nalwa, Satpal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 290 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4563.2)
Class No: Z2,5Y.N88 P2
Accn No.: 341941

1883 Title: Comparative studies on the reproductive system of Chrysomelids...taxonomic significance
Author: Mann, Jasbir S.
Guide: J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 183 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 457
Class No: K865,54.236 L9
Accn No.: 47363

1884 Title: Agarian system of Patiala State (1900-1948)
Author: Mann, Karan Bir Singh
Guide: A.C. Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1984
1892 Title: Some correlates of success in teaching of secondary school teachers
Author: Mann, S.S.
Guide: K.K. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: iv+87 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3148)
Class No: T9(J).236 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 48224-48225

1893 Title: Comparison of selected physical and physiological abilities of American and Indian students in the age group of 10-16 years
Author: Mann, Raghbir Singh
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 231 p.
Notes: (2874)
Class No: T2:6(L:8) N2;1
Accn No.: 47559-47560

1894 Title: A study of law relating to corruption in India with special reference to its implementation in the state of Punjab
Author: Manoharjit Singh
Guide: Paramjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 1990-91
Pub/Unpu: u
Notes: (4586)
Class No: Z236,5Y N1
Accn No.: 340375

1895 Title: A study of law relating to corruption in India with special reference to its implementation in the state of Punjab
Author: Manoharjit Singh
Guide: Paramjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Class No: Z236,5Y N1;1
Accn No.: 340326(Ref.)

1896 Title: Attitude of secondary school students towards computer education
Author: Manoj Kumar
Guide: Paramjeet Kaur Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf. Sci.)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 73 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: T2:3(9S) P7
Accn No.: 342497, Th

1897 Title: Law relating to abortion in India
Author: Manoj Kumar
Guide: Monica Chawla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 193 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4561.52)
Class No: Z2,5153 P8
Accn No.: 342861, th
Title : Optical image processing  
Author : Manoj Kumar  
Guide : S.P.S. Virdi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 55 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : (135.1.1)  
Class No : C5:28 P4  
Accn No. : 341997

Title : Poll manifestoes of National political parties  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of 14th Lok Sabha Elections  
Author : Manoj Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Political Sc)  
Accp.Yr. : 2005  
Collatin : 111 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,31-4:91.2.P04 P5  
Accn No. : 343216(Th)

Title : Imagery as a mode of perception in the selected novels of Henry James  
Author : Manpreet  
Guide : Ranjit Kapoor  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree : M.Phil.  
Accp.Yr. : 1994  
Collatin : 84p.  
Class No : O-A,3M43:9(S:43) N4  
Accn No. : 340929

Title : An appraisal of the law regarding adoption under Hindu adoptions and maintenance act, 1956  
Author : Manpreet Kaur  
Guide : S.S.Khehra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni., Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2005  
Collatin : xvi+xvii, 279 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : (4590)  
Class No : Z(Q2),1235.N56 P5-P5;1  
Accn No. : 342256,Th  
342258,Th

Title : Criminalisation of politics  
Sub.Ttl. : its impact on 15th Lok Sabha Elections  
Author : Manpreet Kaur  
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Political Sc)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 130 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,31:91:(Y:45).2.P09 Q0-Q0;1  
Accn No. : 343195-343196,Th

Title : Politics of reservations  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of the attitude of the political parties towards the mandal commission report  
Author : Manpreet Kaur  
Guide : Brar, J.S  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Pol.Sc.  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Collatin : 163 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y58:44:5(2).2.N80t:g N2-N2;1  
Accn No. : 342080-342081

Title : Experimental investigations of multiply compton scattered gamma rays in various materials (with CD-1531)  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : Bhaajan Singh  
B.S.Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)
1905  Title : Influence of family typology on coping behaviour of University students  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : Gurminder Sokhey  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Psychology  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : 78 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : SN10gT4:7 Q1  
Accn No. : 343667, Th

1906  Title : Lipase mediated kinetic resolution of (RS)-1-chloro-3(3,4-Difluorophenoxy)-2-propanol toenantionimERICALLY pure (S)-Alcohol for the synthesis of lubeluzole a drug  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : R.S.Singh U.C Banerjee  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D (Biotechnology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 159 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : GZ,56:(E1-982:4) P9  
Accn No. : 343350

1907  Title : Measurement of saturation depth of 662 KeV multiply scattered photons  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : Bhajan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Physics)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 36 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (173.4)  
Class No : C9B3 P22  
Accn No. : 341839

1908  Title : Role of new investigation techniques in criminal justice system  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2008  
Collatin : 200 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4561.22.111)  
Class No : Z2,5-95 P8  
Accn No. : 342852, Th

1909  Title : Symbolic Computation approach for specification and validation of multilayer access control security scripts(with CD-1788)  
Author : Manpreet Singh  
Guide : Patterh, Manjeet Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Engineering)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2008  
Collatin : 223 p. ; 29 cm.  
Class No : 9S3:7 P8  
Accn No. : 342783(Th)

1910  Title : Comparative study of cognitive abilities of high and low level Indian athletes  
Author : Manranjini Khan  
Guide : Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1993  
Collatin : 286p.  
Class No : MY2:(S).2 N3  
Accn No. : 340846
1911 Title : China a factor in Indo-Nepal relations
Author : Mansa Ram
Guide : Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 218p.
Class No : V2:19445Or41 N0
Accn No. : 340188

1912 Title : Portrayal of India in V.S.Naipaul's An area of darkness, India
Sub.Ttl. : a wounded civilization and India a million of mutinies now
Author : Manto, Sawant Singh
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil (English)
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 122 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : O-I,3N32:gi(Y:1) P7
Accn No. : 342679

1913 Title : Association of genetic markers with carrier status of hepatitis B
Author : Marumdi Eunice
Guide : I.J.S. Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Class No : L:6 N32
Accn No. : 340810

1914 Title : Marketing strategies of cellular operators in Punjab and Chandigarh (With CD-18820
Author : Marwaha, Amandeep Singh
Guide : G.S.Batra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Business Mangt.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : xvii, 353 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X:51-87.236 P8
Accn No. : 342987,th

1915 Title : Intestinal sporozoans of some verterbrates
Author : Masandrai, Neera
Guide : Devinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc.Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 33 p.
Class No : K9,25:433 L7
Accn No. : 46582

1916 Title : Serial quantitative assays of blood urine and faecal porphyrins in thirty normal Punjabis a spectrophotometric study
Author : Masood Ahmad
Guide : F.Handa. K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala. (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : M.D ( Dermato-Venereology)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 178 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L:314 L9
Accn No. : 47529

1917 Mass Communication.

340526

1918 Title : Agricultural credit policy of State Bank of Patiala
Author : Mata, Amarjeet Kaur
Guide : S.L.Bhardwaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 55p.
Class No : X8(J):6 M4
Accn No. : 340642

1919
Title : Politics of the oceans with reference to the Indian ocean as a peace Zone
Author : Mathur, Yogender Singh
Guide : C.Narayana Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : u
Pub/Unpu : u
Accn No. : 204p.

Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 204p.
Accn No. : 47697

1920
Title : An analysis of educated unemployed in rural Punjab
Author : Mavi, Anupreet Kaur
Guide : Sucha Singh Gill
Jaswinder Singh Brar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Eco.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 273 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X:95851(T).236(Y31) P4
Accn No. : 342148, Th

Degree : Ph.D. Eco.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 273 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X:95851(T).236(Y31) P4
Accn No. : 342148, Th

1921
Title : Speaker identification based on acoustic features of speech sound in telephonic conversation for forensic applications
Author : Maya Gopal C.
Guide : S.K.Jain
R.M.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 126 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : LYX:1(P:1) P4
Accn No. : 342180

Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 126 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : LYX:1(P:1) P4
Accn No. : 342180

1922
Title : Determination of the intensity of exercise for cardiac rehabilitation for stable angina (with CD-2908)
Author : Mazumdar, Soma
Guide : S.K.Verma
Ashok Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : x,186 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY32-34:411:6 Q1
Accn No. : 343803, Th

Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : x,186 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY32-34:411:6 Q1
Accn No. : 343803, Th

1923
Title : Public policy formulation and implementation in India and Nigeria comparative analysis
Author : Mbieli Patric Ifeanyi
Guide : Pardeep Sahni
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 521p.
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : W,8:1.20m654 N0
Accn No. : 49805

Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 521p.
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : W,8:1.20m654 N0
Accn No. : 49805

1924
Title : Attitude of college students towards their parents
Author : Meena
Guide : O.P.Dhiman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 52 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3100)
Class No : T42:7:(R42) M0
Accn No. : 48009

Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 52 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3100)
Class No : T42:7:(R42) M0
Accn No. : 48009
1925  Title    : Determinants of success in examination as perceived by high school students
Author   : Meenakshi
Guides   : Indra Prabhakar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Notes    : (2849)
Class No : T2:5,5 N4
Accn No. : 341074(Ref.)

1926  Title    : Vocational interests of the women college students gifted in performing and visual arts
Author   : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Education & Community Service)
Degree   : U.G.C. Minor project
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 49 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T55-9(Y4) N7-N7;1
Accn No. : 341542-341543,R/G

1927  Title    : Corporate governance practices in banking sector in India
Author   : Meenu Rani
Guide    : J.S.Pasricha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies & Commerce)
Degree   : M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 125 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : X9Y,62:8.2 P9
Accn No. : 342924(Th)

1928  Title    : Study of low cost high performance permanent magnetic materials by Gamma Rays resonance fluorescence technique
Author   : Meeran Rani
Guide    : Raj Kamal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 151 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes    : (146)
Class No : C54:38N5 M6-M6;2
Accn No. : 49181

1929  Title    : Personnel policy of excise and taxation department of Government of Punjab
Author   : Mehan, Ramesh Kumar
Guide    : Dalbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 102p.
Accn No. : 48654

1930  Title    : Quest for identity in J.D.Salinger's the catcher in the Rye and franny and zooey
Author   : Mehra, Jitendra
Univ/Fac : Kurukshetra Uni.Kurukshetra (Faculty of Languages)
Degree   : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 97p.
Class No : G-,3N19:g N4
Accn No. : 341027(Ref.)

1931  Title    : Socio-economic implications of labour migration
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Industries in Ludhiana city
Author   : Mehra, Shruti
Guide    : Gian Singh Balwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2012
1932 Title : An appraisal relating to child marriage with special reference to prohibition of child marriage act, 2006
Author : Mehta, Amandeep
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 227 p.; 27 cm.
Class No : 22,111-122.P06 P9
Accn No. : 343336, Th

1933 Title : Advertising in public sector undertaking
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of N.F.L. Bathinda unit
Author : Mehta, Anupama
Guide : V.P. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Notes : (4204)
Class No : X9v,(J:4):513 N1
Accn No. : 340379

1934 Title : Investigations on optical image evaluation
Author : Mehta, B.L.
Guide : M.S. Sodha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 132 p.
Notes : (192)
Class No : CM65,51:5:f L4
Accn No. : 46239

1935 Title : Alloalbuminaemia-clinical and anthropological aspects
Author : Mehta, Neeraj
Guide : D.P. Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 132 p.
Class No : L35:411:31 N4
Accn No. : 340899

1936 Title : Rural leadership and panchayat
Sub.Ttl. : a study of a refugee village in Punjab
Author : Mehta, R.R.S.
Guide : B.L. Abbi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 376 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : Y31-48:(W,64).236 L5.1
Accn No. : 46087, Th(Ref.)

1937 Title : Phothochemistry of N-chloro-acetylomires
Author : Mehta, Ravindra Mohan
Guide : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 138 p.; 27 cm..
Notes : (252)
Class No : E5:25 L9-L9:3
Accn No. : 47608-47610
48169-48170

1938 Title : Diels-Alder reaction of nitrose heterodiienes and azomethines
Author : Mehta, Romila
Guide : K.K. Singla
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1993
1939  
Title: Development of new analytical methods for the determination of some toxic metal ions in environmental samples (with CD-1440)
Author: Mehta, Sanjeev Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 157 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (358)
Class No: I221:3 M0
Accn No.: 47799

1940  
Title: Phyiological and biochemical studies on sporulation in the blue-green alga Anabaena Torulosa
Author: Mehta, Swarn Kanta
Guide: T.A. Sarma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 432 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (358)
Class No: I221:3 M0
Accn No.: 47799

1941  
Title: Technology, trade and industrial development
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Indian manufacturing sector (with CD-2930)
Author: Metha, Swati
Guide: Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v, 209 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(A):37-77:(F).2 Q1
Accn No.: 343816,Th

1942  
Title: Transport properties of ionised gases
Author: Midha, Jagat Murari
Guide: S.C.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 148 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (191)
Class No: CM,28:(B46) L3-L3;1
Accn No.: 45631
45650
46076

1943  
Title: Government publicity set-up in Haryana
Author: Miglani, K.L.
Guide: Rajendra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Dip.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 53p.
Notes: Project report
Class No: W,8(MY92).2361.N7 L8
Accn No.: 46814

1944  
Title: Forecast of demand for Television sets in Jullundur
Author: Miglani, Om Parkash
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 78+15p.
Class No: X:731(D65,45.23694 L9
Accn No.: 47598
1951  Title    : Moral judgement of adolescents in relation to their intelligence and residential background
Author : Mishra, Shakuntala
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Unvi.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.(Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 75 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S2:(R4) M7;2
Accn No. : 49519
340239

1952  Title    : Characterization of immunomodulatory, anticarcinogenic and phytotherapeutic potential of zizyphus mauritiana (Lamk.) (with CD-2057)
Author : Mishra, Tulika
Guide : Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 211 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Gz:4:62oa18236 P9
Accn No. : 343303

1953  Title    : Comparative study of creativity on tribal and non-tribal school children of Orissa
Author : Mishra,Sarat Kumar
Guide : P.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 77p.
Notes : (2932)
Class No : T2:(S:4).254 M4;2
Accn No. : 341132(Ref.)

1954  Title    : Application of some analytical techniques to forensic samples
Author : Misra, Ghanendra
Guide : H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 176p.
Class No : LYX:(E:3) N2
Accn No. : 340241

1955  Title    : A genetic study of Palmar and plantar dermatoglyphic patterns in Brahmins of Hoshiarpur district (Punjab)
Author : Misra, Sulekha
Guide : Parveen Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 220 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (332.4)
Class No : G6(LYX2)0aYS923.23681 P2
Accn No. : 341993

1956  Title    : Development of Arya Samaj in the Punjab
Author : Mittal, Charan Jit Kumar
Guide : Kiran Devendra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(History)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 93 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q29MBv236.N28 L9
Accn No. : 47367 47430

1957  Title    : Women entrepreneurship development
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab (with CD-1129)
Author : Mittal, Disha
Shakuntla Gupta
1958 Title: Environmental ethics among degree college students of Punjab in relation to their intelligence and scientific attitude (with CD-2383)
Author: Mittal, Kavita
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur, Amandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 165 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X95:(Y15):77y7236 P5
Accn No.: 342360, Th

1959 Title: Training Report
Sub.Ttl.: practical training in Punjab, Haryana and Delhi - New Delhi
Author: Mittal, Krishan Chand
Guide: Y.R.Singh
Univ/Fac: Himachal Pradesh Univ.Simla(Faculty of Business Admin.&E Commerce)
Degree: MBA
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 131p.
Class No: X5:(T).2.N7 L7
Accn No.: 340851

1960 Title: Political ideas of Lala Lajpat Rai
Author: Mittal, Minakshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 102p.
Accn No.: 45199

1961 Title: Structural and computational biology of pharmacophore, insulin and receptors for drug design and its validation in type-II diabetes (With CD-1923)
Author: Mittal, Minakshi
Guide: Neelam Verma, Raman K.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Biotechnology)
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: xiii, 150 p.; ill. ; 27 cm.
Class No: GZ:293:46 P9
Accn No.: 343126, Th

1962 Title: The law of sedition in India
Sub.Ttl.: a comprehensive study
Author: Mittal, Monika
Guide: Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 207 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4562.91)
Class No: Z2,5W P7
Accn No.: 342717, Th

1963 Title: Library legislation in India
Author: Mittal, R.L.
Univ/Fac: Uni. of Gauhati (Faculty of Social Science)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Pub. Dt.: 1971
Collatin: 3 v.; 27 cm.
Notes: (47.1)
Class No: 2:(Z):2.N7 L1.1-L1.3
Accn No.: 340853-340855, Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Nuclear structure investigations in some intermediate high Z radioactive nuclei</td>
<td>Mittal, Raj</td>
<td>H.S.Sahota</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1980</td>
<td>213p.</td>
<td>(162)</td>
<td>C9B3 M0;3</td>
<td>47767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47785 47974 48126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>481p.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>Suffering of Jews in Bernard Malamund with reference to the assistant, the fixer, the tenants</td>
<td>Mogla, Satish</td>
<td>G.S.Rahi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of languages)</td>
<td>M.Phil. English</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>103p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>O-A,3N14:g M9</td>
<td>341044(Ref.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>Azadi ke bad Punjab ke Urdu afsana nigar</td>
<td>Mohammad Ayub Khan</td>
<td>Javed, Sheikh.Zinatullah, 1946-</td>
<td>Punjabi University, Patiala /Faculty of Languages</td>
<td>M.Phil (Urdu)</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>353 p. ; 29 cm.</td>
<td>Text in Urdu.</td>
<td>0168,3:gN7 N2</td>
<td>340210(Th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Foreign trade under the Mughals (in the North-West India, 1526-1707)</td>
<td>Mohammad Idris</td>
<td>Dalbir Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts &amp; Social</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1976 Title : To study angular and radial dependence of full energy peak efficiency for cylindrical gamma detectors Author : Mohan Lal Guide : H.S.Sahota Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala Degree : M.Phil.Physics Accp.Yr. : 1993 Notes : (144) Class No : C54:3 N5 Accn No. : 341057
1977  Title    : Analytical study of the organisation and functioning of Public Service Commission
Author   : Mohan Singh
Guide    : Inderjit Singh Sethi
           Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Pol.Science
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 309 p., 30 cm.
Class No : W,8.2360v1,dy7 P3-P3;2
Accn No. : 341977
342044-342045

1978  Title    : Critical study of the development of volley-ball (men) in India.
Author   : Mohan Singh
Guide    : Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 70p.
Class No : MY2116(Y16).2.N7 L4
Accn No. : 45781

1979  Title    : Estimates committee of the Punjab Vidhan Sabha
Sub.Ttl. : a critical study (1980-83)
Author   : Mohan Singh
Guide    : R.N.Pal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 146p.
Class No : V236,32.N83< N80 N3
Accn No. : 340191

1980  Title    : Photo-electric interaction of gamma rays with L-Shell electrons
Author   : Mohanjit Singh
Guide    : B.S. Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 144 p.; 28 cm.
Notes    : (189)
Class No : C9B5,54:38N L2-L2;1
Accn No. : 45470
48002

1981  Title    : Particle induced X-Ray cross section measurements and pixe analysis of forensic samples (with CD-2829 )
Author   : Mohanty, Biraja Prasad
Guide    : Vijay Kumar Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences )
Degree   : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : ix,167 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : C53:(B3-711)0aLYX Q0
Accn No. : 343723,Th

1982  Title    : Political and administrative idea of Manu and Kautilya
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study (with CD-2848 )
Author   : Mohinder Kaur
Guide    : Navtej Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Pol. Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : v, 227 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W,8x:(Q2.B0cX.C61) Q1
Accn No. : 343742,Th

1983  Title    : An experimental study of rayleigh to compton scattering cross section ratio for elemental analysis ( with CD-2397)
Author   : Mohinder Pal Singh
Guide    : Bhajan Singh
           B.S.Sandhu
1984 Title : Kanwar Naunihal Singh
Author : Mohinder Pal Singh
Guide : Tanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Humanities & Religious Studies)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 87p.
Class No : V236y7M21 L5
Accn No. : 45941

1985 Title : Trade unionism in public sector
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of P.R.T.C.(Pepsu road transport corporation)
Author : Mohinder Pal Singh
Guide : K.K. Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Pub/Unpu : u
Notes : (4210)
Class No : X9W,4:97D M6
Accn No. : 49993

1986 Title : Cytomorphological studies in Colchiploids of some ornamental composites
Author : Mohinder Singh
Guide : R.C.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 252 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 384
Class No : I8424,11:2 N4
Accn No. : 340915

1987 Title : Effect of weight training on the learning of selected skills in the game of football
Author : Mohinder Singh
Guide : Sowarn Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : D.P.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1965
Collatin : 34p.
Class No : MY2121or12 K5
Accn No. : 45002

1988 Title : History of Patiala army (1857-1948)
Author : Mohinder Singh
Guide : Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 111p.
Class No : MV41v236911.M57c-N48 K7
Accn No. : 45044

1989 Title : Malwa da lok sahit
Author : Mohinder Singh
Guide : Jeet Singh Seetal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D
Collatin : 421p.
Class No : Y:35.236911 153 L3
Accn No. : 48141(Ref.)

1990 Title : Organisation and functions of the Punjab State Forest Development Corporation
Author : Mohinder Singh
Guide : Pardeep Sahni
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
1991 Title: Peasent movement in Pepsu
Sub.Ttl.: Patiala and east Punjab states union
Author: Mohinder Singh
Guide: Satish k.Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Collatin : xv11,305p.
Class No : Y41(J).236911.N5 M6;1
1992 Title: Socio-economic background in relation to the performance of Punjabi University athletes
Author: Mohinder Singh
Guide: Sarup Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
1993 Title: Prostitution
Sub.Ttl.: a socio-legal study in the Indian context
Author: Mohindra, Vishal
Guide: M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Collatin : 192 p. ; 29 cm.
1994 Title: Fuzzy multi-criteria based decision making problems in Indian it Industry (A comparative study of TCS and HCL) (with CD-2423)
Author: Mohindru, Pankaj
Guide: A.S.Chawala Ashok Kumar Goel
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D.
Collatin : 349 p. ; 28 cm.
1995 Title: Relationship between the affective and cognitive domains under conditions of psychopathology and normality
Author: Mohineet Kaur
Guide: George Kurian
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Collatin : 224 p. ; 28 cm.
1996 Title: Implementation and awareness of labour laws in Haryana
Author: Monga, M.L.
Guide: P.K.Kapoor
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D.
Class No : X:9.236 M0
1997 Title: Comparative study of the improvement made by men and women in sprint timing in the modern Olympic games
Author: Monga, Rita
Guide: J.N.Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
1998  Title : The concept of Juvenile justice under the juvenile justice act 1986
Author : Monica
Guide : Naveen Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 252 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4545)
Class No : 22,111–5 N6
Accn No. : 341394,Th

1999  Title : Haemophilia
Sub.Ttl. : plasma protein variations and carrier detection through pedigree analysis
Author : Monica Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 158 p.
Notes : (332.7)
Class No : G:(L35:4) P0
Accn No. : 341474

2000  Title : Habermas-Lyotard controversy revisited : a study of Habermas's theory of communicutive action and Lyotard's The Differend : phrases in dispute
Author : Monika
Guide : Sharanpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil (English)
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 228 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : G-,3N29:g(P-,4) P7
Accn No. : 342678

2001  Title : Studies on molecular modelling & protein engineering of D-Amino acid oxidase for enhanced oxidation of cephalosporin-C
Author : Monika
Guide : Neelam Verma Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 161 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (346.5)
Class No : GZ11:33E P2
Accn No. : 342037

2002  Title : Study of fat patterning in post menopausal women representing two different socio-economic strata of Chandigarh (U.T.) (with CD 683)
Author : Monisha, Dolly
Guide : S.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Human Biology) 
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 158 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : L9F:393.236C P5
Accn No. : 342229

2003  Title : Reliability and profit analysis of some models on sophisticated systems (With CD-2567 )
Author : Mor, Shamsher Singh
Guide : Mukesh Kumar Sharma Rajeev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Statistics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 241 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : B281 Q1
Accn No. : 343663,Th
2004  Title    : Study on capital budgeting practices in India
Author   : Mucheke, Elizabeth N
Guide    : B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.
 & Commerce)
Degree   : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 143p.
Class No : X:8E.2 N5
Accn No. : 340972(Ref.)

2005  Title    : Gamma ray transmission and ion diffusion studies
in different soils
Author   : Mudahar, Gurmail Singh
Guide    : H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical
  Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 129 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes   : (193)
Class No : CM96 M5-M5;1
Accn No. : 48977
        49147

2006  Title    : Study of National political party in regional
context
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of Bhartiya Janata party in
Punjab and Haryana
Author   : Mujahid Hassan
Guide    : Kehar Singh
   J.A.Khan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences)
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 331p.
Class No : W,4N77.2360m2361 N1
Accn No. : 340061

2007  Title    : Discretionary powers of the governor under the
constitution of India (With CD-2592)
Author   : Mukesh Kumar
Guide    : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree   : Ph. D. Law.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : iv, 373 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,12:2-3.2 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343693,Th
        343754,Th

2008  Title    : Personal identification from hair:A study of
some morphological and serological
characteristics
Author   : Mukesh Kumar
Guide    : P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational
Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 100p.
Class No : LYX113:13 N3
Accn No. : 340291

2009  Title    : Value-Pattern of teachers of district institutes
of education and training in relation to their
attitude towards teaching and teacher
freezingness (with CD-1974)
Author   : Mukesh Kumar
Guide    : Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of
education & Inf.Sc.)
Degree   : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 242 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T4:(S777) t3 P8
Accn No. : 343151,Th
2010  Title    : Genotoxicity study of workers occupationally exposed to industrial pollutants (with CD-2025)
Author : Mukesh Lata
Guide : Satbir Raur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D(Human Biology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 140 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : G116:63:(D854ogY49) P9
Accn No. : 343277, Th

2011  Title    : Comparative embryology or a Phytophagous Alucacophora fovericollis Luc.(Coleoptera :Chrysomellidae)- a serius pest on cucurbits and a carnivorous chilomenes sexmaculata Fabr. (Coccinellidiae)- an active predator on aphids.
Author : Mukesh, Devinder
Guide : J.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 276 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 491
Class No : K9B,865 L9
Accn No. : 47553

2012  Title    : Athletic ability and emotional adjustment difference between handball players and wrestlers
Author : Mukhtiar Singh
Guide : Surinderjeet Singh Jaspal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 37p.
Class No : MY2110v45:(S:5) L6
Accn No. : 45932

2013  Title    : Role of non-jats in the Akali Dal
Author : Mukhtiar Singh
Guide : Kehar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Pub/Unpub : u
Collatin : 180p.
Class No : V236,4N40ogY592 M6
Accn No. : 340194

2014  Title    : The kinetics of cardiopulmonary dynamics during graded exercise and recovery in selected groups of elite athletes
Author : Mulhopadhyay, Suman
Guide : L.S.Sidhu
S.K.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 186 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : MY2,32:S P1
Accn No. : 341799

2015  Title    : A study of reactions of secondary school teachers towards geography as a separate subject in schools
Author : Multani, Gurdev Singh
Guide : S.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1969
Collatin : 66 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2733)
Class No : T2:2(U)y7236,N7 K8
Accn No. : 45181

2016  Title    : The effects of exercise rehabilitation programme on osteoarthritis knee (with CD 623)
Author : Multani, Narinder Kaur
Guide : S.K.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
2017 Title : Study of frequency and causes of injuries among national levels players with special reference to sportive events
Author : Munish Chander
Guide : M.S.Sohal
D.N.Mathur
Kamaljit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 246 p.
Class No : MY20aL9Y N9
Accn No. : 340084

2018 Title : Pricing of irrigation in Punjab
Author : Munish Kumar
Guide : H.K.Mannohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 224p.
Class No : X8(J):26.236 N1
Accn No. : 340084

2019 Title : Systematic studies on the Genus Russula pers
Author : Munruch Kaur
Guide : N.S. Atri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 339 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : I2375:5.245 N5
Accn No. : 340958

2020 Title : An appraisal of physical activity time tables of Physical Education Colleges in India
Author : Murthy, P. Narasimha
Guide : S.R.Mohindroo
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree : M.Ed. (Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 59 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3065)
Class No : T4:6-896.2.N7 K7
Accn No. : 45071

2021 Title : Thomas Hardy and Graham Greene: A study of the Picaresque Saint in their novels
Author : Mushtaq Dwesar, S.K.
Guide : Gurdit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 300p.
Class No : G-,3M400k.No4:9 M3
Accn No. : 48479

2022 Title : Gender factor in developing science process skills in relation to affective domain and social environment among senior secondary school students
Author : Mwangi, Hezron K.
Guide : Rajinderpal Kaur Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 343 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2723.1)
Class No : T2:2(A) P2
Accn No. : 341787
2030 Title: Study of speed and its training methods in sports and games
Author: Nagarath, Kiran
Guide: Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 144p.
Class No: MY:(D6292) L2
Accn No.: 45442

2031 Title: College image of high school students
Author: Nagra, Makhan Singh
Guide: S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 68 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2696)
Class No: T2or4 L4
Accn No.: 48784

2032 Title: Neutron activation study of scalp hair & finger nails
Sub.Ttl.: enviroment and dietary effects
Author: Nagra, Major Singh
Guide: H.S.Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 288p.
Notes: (181)
Class No: C9B31:(G) N3
Accn No.: 340435

2033 Title: Development of thin polymer films and measurement of thickness of thin films
Author: Naina
Guide: V.K.Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 48 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes: (135.1)
Class No: C5 P2
Accn No.: 341577

2034 Title: Identification of personality characteristics which differentiate between the most effective and the least effective science teachers of secondary schools
Author: Namita
Guide: S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 98 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (2693)
Class No: T2o:j9(A)OaS:7 M0-M0;1
Accn No.: 47655

2035 Title: Gender differences in learning science concepts among secondary school students in relation to intelligence, personality and home environment (with CD-1614)
Author: Nanda, Navneet
Guide: Rajinderpal Kaur Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 312 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: T2:50gs:72 P6
Accn No.: 342630

2036 Title: Bicameralism in retrospect and prospect
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab legislative council
Author: Nanda, Surinder Singh
Guide: D.R.Sachdeva
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
2037 Title : Insani shakhsiat ka tassawur : Masnavi Rumi ki roshni mein
Author : Naqvi, Syed Zakir Husain, 1936-93
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : Ph.D (Persian)
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 696p.
Class No : V236,3 M0
Accn No. : 47557

2038 Title : Nal-Daman Faizi ka tanqidi mutala
Author : Naqvi, Syed Zakir Husain, 1936-93
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : M.Lit (Persian)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 349 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : V236,3 M0
Accn No. : 47960(Th)

2039 Title : Economic crimes with special reference to money laundering
Author : Narang, Satish K.
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 180 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : O164,1J55,11:g L7-L7;2
Accn No. : 46483(Th) 46495(Th)

2040 Title : Socialist ideology and programme of the Indian National Congress 1934-48
Author : Narendra Paul Kaur
Guide : S.D.Gajrani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 267 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : V2,4M85:1(XM2).N48<N34 N7
Accn No. : 341261

2041 Title : Political economy of ecological destruction
Author : Narinder Singh
Guide : Tapas Majumdar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 359p.
Class No : T15:5,20gY M8-M8;1
Accn No. : 49520-49521
2043 Title: Analytical study of the contribution of Patiala District college towards Punjabi University sports
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: S.M.S Sangral
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 3lp.
Class No: MY.226911,e4,p L5
Accn No.: 45855

2044 Title: India's exports
Sub.Ttl: an analysis of instability and performance
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: K.C.Singhal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 224p.
Class No: X:545.2.N9 N3
Accn No.: 340795

2045 Title: Job reservation for higher civil services in India
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 150 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: W,8:(X:95).2 Q0
Accn No.: 343393,Th

2046 Title: Learning achievement of elementary school students of Punjab as a function of certain home and school related factors (With CD-2588)
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 286 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: T15:4.236 Q0
Accn No.: 343689,Th

2047 Title: Management of long term agricultural finance a case study of the Patiala Primary Co-Operative Agricultural Developmental Bank Ltd
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: S.K.Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 87p.
Notes: (4280)
Class No: XM,8(J):8D.236911 M9
Accn No.: 340663

2048 Title: Standardisation of norms in Physical Education for the elementary school children Patiala District
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: Sawaran Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf.Science)
Degree: Diploma in Phy. Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1965
Collatin: 42 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: T15:6.236911.N7 K5
Accn No.: 45013

2049 Title: A study of pre-adolescent players in relation to their motor-fitness, intelligence and emotional stability
Author: Narinder Kaur
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
2050  Title : A study of self & liberation in the main Upanisads
   Author : Narinder Kaur
   Guide : R.D.Nirakari
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
   Degree : M.A.(Philosophy)
   Accp.Yr. : 1972
   Collatin : 97 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : (3156)
   Class No : T9(T):2 L3-L3;1
   Accn No. : 48799
   48811

2051  Title : A Study of the academic needs of student teachers
   Author : Narinder Kaur
   Guide : S.B.Kakkar
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
   Degree : M.Ed.
   Accp.Yr. : 1973
   Collatin : 74 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : L192:417 N6
   Accn No. : 341166

2052  Title : Comparative study of azathioprine and methotrexate in rheumatoid arthritis
   Author : Narinder Kumar
   Guide : Jagjit Singh Hans
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
   Degree : M.D.
   Accp.Yr. : 1996
   Class No : 07,1M74:g(R39(Y) N2
   Accn No. : 340215

2053  Title : Existential concerns in the poetry of Robert Frost
   Author : Narinder Kumar
   Guide : M.S.Sandhu
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
   Degree : Ph.D
   Accp.Yr. : 1992
   Collatin : 276p.
   Class No : G-,1M74:g(R39(Y) N2
   Accn No. : 340215

2054  Title : Comparative effect of interval training and continuous training on haemoglobin,pulse rate and total red blood cells count
   Author : Narinder Lal
   Guide : K. Venketaswarlu
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
   Degree : M.Ed
   Accp.Yr. : 1969
   Collatin : 53p.
   Class No : MY2:(L:8) K9
   Accn No. : 45176

2055  Title : Measurements and applications of some nuclear decay parameters
   Author : Narinder Pal Singh
   Guide : H.S.Sahota
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D. Physics
   Accp.Yr. : 1987
   Collatin : 143 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : (170)
   Class No : C9B3 M7-M7;1
   Accn No. : 49188-49189

2056  Title : Imagery intervention
   Sub.Ttl. : a sport performance perspective ( with CD-2361)
   Author : Narinder Singh
   Guide : Vandana Sharma
2057 Title : Work capacity and cardiorespiratory adjustments to exercise in boys with special reference to age changes
Author : Narinder Singh
Guide : S.K. Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 197p.
Class No : Y52(X:322)
Accn No. : 340086(Ref.)

2058 Title : Impact of land reforms on absentee land owners in Patiala
Sub.Ttl. : a study of the process of change
Author : Narinder Singh Sandhu
Guide : P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac : Pbi.Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.
Collatin : 465 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : (2665)
Class No : T31-55:(Y).236912 N6
Accn No. : 341297
2063 Title: Political awareness among high school students
Author: Narula, Kusum
Guide: S.K.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Edcation
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 94 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2735)
Class No: T2:2(W).2.N7 M1
Accn No.: 48012

2064 Title: Lipid peroxidation, antioxidants and ventilatory pulmonary functions in asthmatic patients
Author: Narula, Manjeet Kaur
Guide: I.J.S.Bansal G.K.Ahuja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 227 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (332.8)
Class No: G:(L44:453) P0
Accn No.: 341458

2065 Title: Biology of earias in sulana Bosid and its rate of development on different hosts
Author: Narula, Paramjeet
Guide: T.Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)
Degree: M.Sc. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 25 p. ill.; 28 cm.
Class No: J783:43.236 L7
Accn No.: 46587

2066 Title: Reorganisation of Punjab and its impact on Punjab politics
Author: Narwal, Sonia
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
Accn No.: 49064

2067 Title: Two dimensional kinematical analysis of set shot among Basketball players (With CD-2590)
Author: Nathial, Mandeep Singh
Guide: Nishan Singh Deol
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D. Physical Education
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 197 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MY2115:(B7:31) Q1
Accn No.: 343691, Th

2068 Title: Photooxidation of some amines
Author: Nathu Ram
Guide: K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 190 p.; 28.
Notes: (267)
Class No: E5,51:(C5) L8-L8;2
Accn No.: 46910-46911 47607

2069 Title: Personnel administration in State Bank of Patiala
Author: Naurath, Jatinder Singh
Guide: Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
2070 Title : The Arms act, 1959
Sub.Ttl. : a critique
Author : Navbeer Singh
Guide : S.S.Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 142 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : Z2:(W:19(zS)).N59 P9
Accn No. : 343342, Th

2071 Title : The theatre as a collaborative and complex art
Sub.Ttl. : an analytical study
Author : Navdeep
Guide : Navnindra Behl
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Art and Culture)
Degree : Ph.D. Theatre & Television
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 276 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : NT:g P2
Accn No. : 342128

2072 Title : Attitude of parents towards women education in relation to their residential background and religion
Author : Navdeep Kaur
Guide : Indira Prabhakar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 69 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S550j82221 N5-N5;1
Accn No. : 341302-341303

2073 Title : Criminal liability of corporations
Author : Navdeep Kaur
Guide : G.I.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 114 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4554.1)
Class No : Z2,18vP03<--L20 P6
Accn No. : 342610

2074 Title : Indo-Myanmar relation
Sub.Ttl. : security dimensions
Author : Navdeep Kaur
Guide : Kewal Krishan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Defence & Strategic Studies.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 91 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MV41.2-43 Q0
Accn No. : 343620, Th

2075 Title : Nutritional status of female players as studied from blood
Author : Navdeep Kaur
Guide : M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D.Sports Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Class No : MF:(L9F,38:8) N4
Accn No. : 341158

2076 Title : Physique, body composition and physical fitness of girls
Sub.Ttl. : with reference to their biological maturity(with CD-1781)
Author : Navdeep Kaur
Guide : Mokha, Rupinder
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometric studies of complexation of 2-Hydroxy-5-[(4-Nitrophenyl)Diazenyl] Benzaldehyde with divalent metal ions</td>
<td>Navjeet Kaur</td>
<td>J.S. Aulakh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical</td>
<td>M.Phil. (Chemistry)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>75 p.; 26 cm.</td>
<td>E191-7,5:1 Q1</td>
<td>343426</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A comparative study of Sai trainees of team and individual games in relation to somatotype and psycho-social variables</td>
<td>Navjeet Kaur</td>
<td>Meenakshi</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education</td>
<td>Ph.D. Physical Edu.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>158 p.; 30 cm.</td>
<td>MY:x(S) P0</td>
<td>341560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation and female employment in India with CD-2337</td>
<td>Navjeet Kaur</td>
<td>Kanwaljit Kaur Gill</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Economics)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>228 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>X:95.2(Y15)-1 Q0</td>
<td>343444, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of anger in aggressive adolescents</td>
<td>Navjit Kaur</td>
<td>Sangeeta Trama</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social</td>
<td>M.Phil. Psychology</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>296 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>SN1,2:4-524:x Q1</td>
<td>343671, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural housing for weaker sections</td>
<td>Navjot Kaur</td>
<td>S.S. Tiwana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2084 Title : Growth and performance of regional rural banks in Punjab (with CD-1723)
Author : Navkiranjit Kaur
Guide : R.S. Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Commerce
Accp. Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 120 p. ; 26 cm.
Accn No. : 342914, Th

2085 Title : Learning achievement of elementary school students in relation to intelligence and parental support
Author : Navneet Kaur
Guide : Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci.)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp. Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 92 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T15:5,10gY222 P7
Accn No. : 342493, Th

2086 Title : Matrimonial remedies
Author : Navneet Kaur
Guide : Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp. Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 235 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2,122-8 Q0
Accn No. : 343565, Th

2087 Title : Taxonomic studies on family arctiidae from Western ghats of India (with CD-1621)
Author : Navneet Singh
Guide : Jagbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology(Entomology)
Accp. Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 255 p. ; ill.; 28 cm.
Notes : 460.71
Class No : K867.23g1 P7
Accn No. : 342637, Th

2089 Title : B.R. Ambedkar’s concept of social justice
Author : Navpreet Kaur
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pol.Sci.
Accp. Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 107 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : V2y7M91t6 P9-P9;2
Accn No. : 342958-342960

2090 Title : Political awareness among college students
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Sangrur
Author : Navpreet Kaur
Guide : Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. (Pol.Science)
2091  Title    : Risk assessment of airborne biological pollutants to human health in Punjab with particular reference to dust mites  
Author : Navpreet Kaur  
Guide : T.Singh  
Devinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 2003  
Collatin : 349 p. ; 30 cm.  
Notes : 422  
Class No : K86:550gL:5.236 P3  
Accn No. : 341988

2092  Title    : Administration of social welfare programmes for women and children in Punjab  
Author : Navreet  
Guide : K.K.Puri  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 2000  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 357 p. ; 27 cm.  
Class No : YX15:11:(W,8).236 P0  
Accn No. : 341727

2093  Title    : Cruelty to married women as an offence under criminal law in India  
Author : Navreet Kaur  
Guide : Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : xvi, 213 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Z2,1152-5 Q0  
Accn No. : 343559, Th

2094  Title    : Personnel administration in public enterprises a case study of Punjab State Electricity Board  
Sub.Ttl. : Sub.Title 
Author : Navtej Kaur  
Guide : D.R.Sachdeva  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 334p.  
Accn No. : 48988

2095  Title    : Military system of Patiala state  
Author : Navtej Singh  
Guide : K.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Class No : MV41v236911.N5 N1  
Accn No. : 49849

2096  Title    : Profitability and profit planning in commercial Banks  
Author : Nayar, Anita  
Guide : Prem Kumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Collatin : 345p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X625 :8DR N2  
Accn No. : 340166

2097  Title    : Social purpose in the dramatic art of George Bernard Shaw and Bertolt Brecht- a comparative study  
Author : Nayyar, Shiv Dev  
Guide : Parkash Syal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 394p.
Class No : O-2M56cmM98:g(Y) N5
Accn No. : 341111(Ref.)

2098 Title : Parametric analysis of performance of optical systems
Author : Nayyar, Ved Parkash
Guide : M.S.Sodha & B.S.Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 144p.
Notes : (136)
Class No : C5:55 L4
Accn No. : 45879

2099 Title : Critical study of Ghani as Ghazalgo
Author : Nazir Hussain
Guide : Naqvi, Syed Zakir Husain, 1936-93
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : M.A.(Persian)
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 106 p.; 29 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Class No : G164,1KGHA,1 L7-L7;1
Accn No. : 46493-46494(Th)

2100 Title : Gopal Mittal ki adbi khidmat
Sub.Ttl. : tangeedi aur tajziati mutala
Author : Nazneen
Guide : Mohd. Jamil
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University(Fac, of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Pub/Unpu : Unpu
Pub.Plc. : Patiala
Collatin : 222 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Class No : G168,1N07:g P9
Accn No. : 343439(Th)

2101 Title : Law of criminal trespass in India
Author : Neel Kamal
Guide : Gurpreet Pannu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 236 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4560.21)
Class No : Z2,5 P8
Accn No. : 342855

2102 Title : Rise of the Sikh Misals
Author : Neelam
Guide : B.J.Hasrat and Bhagat Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1971
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 105p.
Class No : V236.L L1
Accn No. : 45551

2103 Title : An analysis some continuous time queueing systems with feedback (with CD-2903)
Author : Neelam Kumari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Statistics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 235 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : B28155-3 Q1
Accn No. : 343798, Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatn</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical analysis of offences against property under Indian penal code (Act XLV 1860)</td>
<td>Neena</td>
<td>Amita Kaushal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>220 p.; 28 cm</td>
<td>(4161.55)</td>
<td>2Z,52-95 P7</td>
<td>342715 (Th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations on the brain and optic peduncle of the adult Zabrotes subfasciatus (Boh.) (Coleoptera; Bruchidae)</td>
<td>Neena</td>
<td>R.K. Sandhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Sc. Zoology</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>58 p.; Plate.; 28 cm</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>K865;7.3 L7</td>
<td>46592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies on the changing histomorphology &amp; biochemical constituents in...Indica F</td>
<td>Neena</td>
<td>J.P. Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>v.p.; 28 cm</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>K864;7 M4</td>
<td>48465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social acceptability of girl child among urban and rural parents</td>
<td>Neena Chandi</td>
<td>Indra Prabhakar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>82 p.; 28 cm</td>
<td>(2530)</td>
<td>S550j82221 N6</td>
<td>341301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A critical study of growth and development of engineering education in Punjab after independence (with CD-2944)</td>
<td>Neeraj Kumar</td>
<td>Raminder Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education &amp; Information Sci)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Education)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>584 p.; 28 cm</td>
<td>(2530)</td>
<td>T9(D).236.P1ogl P9</td>
<td>343451 (Th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of fast and accurate face recognition algorithms (with CD-2904)</td>
<td>Neerja</td>
<td>Chandan Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Computer Sci.</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>204 p.; 28 cm</td>
<td>956 Q1</td>
<td>343799 (Th)</td>
<td>343799 (Th)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary powers of courts in criminal trial</td>
<td>Neeru Bala</td>
<td>Sukhdarshan Singh Kehra</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2111 Title: Market survey of Punjab Anand Batteries Ltd. Mohali
Author: Neetu
Guide: S.L. Bhardwaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Accn No.: 340664

2112 Title: Prison reforms in Punjab with special reference to open prison
Author: Neetu
Guide: Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 208 p.; 26 cm.
Class No.: Y:4;62y7236.N3 P6-P6;1
Accn No.: 342593-342594, Th

2113 Title: Role of Election Commission in India
Author: Neetu
Guide: Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 340 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2,3:91:(2),d,E,N9 P2-P2;1
Accn No.: 341946-341947

2114 Title: Motivation and learning strategies of distant learners of Punjabi University
Sub.Ttl.: an empirical study (With CD-2539)
Author: Negi, Shashi Prabha
Guide: Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: T4:4,8.236911 Q0
Accn No.: 343635, Th

2115 Title: Maximal aerobic capacity, anaerobic capacity and anaerobic power output of sportspersons
Sub.Ttl.: relationship with body composition profile (with CD-2909)
Author: Neha
Guide: Ajita Rajdeep Kaur Talwar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 171 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: MY:3 Q1
Accn No.: 343805, Th

2116 Title: Workers participation in management of National Textile Corporation: Delhi, Punjab and Rajasthan (Limited)
Sub.Ttl.: project report
Author: Nenwani, Shiv
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala
Degree: Dip. Management of Public enterprises
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 71 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X8(M7):991.2.N9 M5
Accn No.: 340476

2117 Title: Relationship of anxiety to performance in sprints
Author: Nevej Singh
Guide: Balwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1974
2118 Title : A critical study of the purchasing practices in Indian Telephone industries ltd.Naini unit
Author : Nigam, Lav
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Deptt. of Business Adm.)
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Class No : X8(0665,48):89U M5
Accn No. : 341345

2119 Title : Sardar Beghel Singh
Author : Nijjar, Bhupinder Kaur
Guide : Rajinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 93p.
Class No : V236y7LBAG L5
Accn No. : 341958

2120 Title : The functioning of public service commissions in India
Author : Nimmi
Guide : S.S.Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 244 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : W,8.2,d,9N26:3 P3
Accn No. : 341958

2121 Title : Law relating to elections : a study in the Indian context (with CD-2012)
Author : Nimmi
Guide : Khehra, S.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D. (Law)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 533 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : Acc no 343319-20 Without CD.
Class No : Z:(V2:91) P9;2
Accn No. : 343264, Th

2122 Title : Experimental investigation of emission and absorption of fluorescent X-rays
Author : Niranjan Singh
Guide : K.L. Allawadhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 169p.
Notes : (149)
Class No : C54:7 M7
Accn No. : 49351

2123 Title : The concept of reality in sikh philosophy
Author : Nirbhai Singh
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities and Relig. St.)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 369 p.
Class No : R325(Q- ) M4;1
Accn No. : 48844-48845

2124 Title : Motor abilities as a predictor of performance in secondary school female volleyball players
Author : Nirlep Kaur
Guide : S.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 264 p. ; 30 cm.
2125 Title : Corporate reporting of National fertilizers limited
Author : Nirmal
Guide : K.K.Saksena
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Class No : X95,8(J:24).236,hn M6
Accn No. : 340453

2126 Title : Photochemical reactions of Diaryl Oximes
Author : Nirmal Kaur
Guide : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 153 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (206)
Class No : E:25 M0-M0;2
Accn No. : 47813, 47971, 48117

2127 Title : Biochemical manifestations of the metamorphosis and adult life of...Coccinella Septempunctata Lin
Author : Nirmal Kumar
Guide : S.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 399 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : 454
Class No : K865:7:(E9G) M4-M4;1
Accn No. : 48456, 48471

2128 Title : Non-proliferation treaty-India's response
Author : Nirmal Singh
Guide : Manju Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 122p.
Class No : V2:191(C9B3).N7 N0
Accn No. : 340177

2129 Title : A study of the use of libraries of colleges of education in Punjab ( with CD-2342)
Author : Nirmal Singh
Guide : Trishanjit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty Education & Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D. (Library & Information Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 382 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : 233:(T).236 Q0
Accn No. : 343449, Th

2130 Title : Crime against girl child
Sub.Ttl. : a socio leagal study
Author : Nirmala Devi
Guide : Gurpreet K.Pannu
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences(Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : L.L.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 249 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2,115-5.N9 P4
Accn No. : 342075

2131 Title : Policy of U.S.A. towards disarmament between the World War (1919-1939)
Author : Nirman, Darshan Singh
Guide : S.K. Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social...
2132 Title: A comparative study of attitude of primary and secondary school teachers towards marriage and family age
Author: Nirmol Jot
Guide: M.R. Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 126 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2713)
Class No: T2.236911, b: (SB2) M4-M4; 1
Accn No.: 48450-48451

2133 Title: Critical study of the origin and development of traditional folk instruments in Northern India
Author: Nirola, Anil Kumar
Guide: Parkash Syal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 300p.
Class No: NR25;2v M8; 2
Accn No.: 340762

2134 Title: Study of physical growth and fitness of Punjabi females ranging in age from 9-19 years
Author: Nischint Kaur
Guide: S.K. Verma
Univ/Fac: Sports Science
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 318p.
Accn No.: 341348

2135 Title: A study of the attitude of X grade students towards population education in relation to their birth order
Author: Nischint Kaur
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. Educ.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 105 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2768)
Class No: T2:3(Y:5) M8-M8; 1
Accn No.: 49505-49506

2136 Title: Comparative study of personality characteristics and academic achievement of IXth grade children of working and non-working mothers
Author: Nishi Prabha
Guide: Meenakshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 93p.
Notes: (2825)
Class No: T2:5,20cS:7 N3
Accn No.: 341070 (Ref.)

2137 Title: Human capital base and employment in Punjab (with CD-2362)
Author: Nishu Bala
Guide: Kanwaljit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Economics)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 239 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X64:95.236 Q0
Accn No.: 343469, Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect of cadmium uptake on cytomorphology and consumability</td>
<td>Nivedita</td>
<td>M.I.S. Saggoo</td>
<td>Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Botany)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>124 p. ;</td>
<td>391.51</td>
<td>J3:92: (E125)</td>
<td>342572, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>potentials of some food crops (with CD-1517)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Life Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On some separation axioms, covering axioms and mappings</td>
<td>Noorie, Navpreet Singh</td>
<td>G.L.Garg</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Mathematics)</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>129 p. ;</td>
<td>(75.1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boycott vio</td>
<td>Noorpinder Kaur</td>
<td>Ravi Karan Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>170 p. ;</td>
<td></td>
<td>ZZ, 153-5. P1</td>
<td>342729, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic achievement and interests of X grade boys and girls</td>
<td>Nutan</td>
<td>T.R. Sharma</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>M.Phil.Ed.</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>70+8 p. ;</td>
<td></td>
<td>T2:5, 2</td>
<td>47591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of different levels of intelligence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Education)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>L9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypergeometric functions of two variables of superior order and its</td>
<td>Om Shanker</td>
<td>S.Saran</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>122p.</td>
<td>(104)</td>
<td>B396M L1;3</td>
<td>45393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>associated polynomials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45452-45453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of rights of the accused in India</td>
<td>Onkar Deep Singh</td>
<td>Harpal Kaur Khehra</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>226 p. ;</td>
<td>(4561.1.22)</td>
<td>ZZ, 5: (W:5)</td>
<td>342722, Th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sub.Ttl.: an appraisal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>P7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of the present position of the use of audio-visual aids in</td>
<td>Onkar Singh</td>
<td>R.K. Brar</td>
<td>Guru Nanak Dev University, Amrits</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>secondary schools of Jalandhar district</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Title: A study of the national investigation agency act, 2008
Author: Oswal, Sumiti
Guide: Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 258 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Z2: (LYX:1) Q1
Accn No.: 343563

Title: Burden of proof in criminal cases with special reference to custodial rape
Author: Pabby, Puneet
Guide: Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 243 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4561.41.81)
Class No: Z2,5101r94 P8
Accn No.: 342850

Title: Study of examination results of M.A. (Sociology) during the years 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author: Pabla, Pavneet
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Class No: T4:5,5 M4
Accn No.: 340491-340492

Title: A critical study of development of space law
Author: Pabreja, Lata
Guide: Sarbjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 293 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4532)
Class No: Z1,97(U298) M5
Accn No.: 340512, Th

Title: A study of international law relating to use of nuclear weapons
Sub.Ttl.: a problem of disarmament
Author: Pabreja, Lata
Guide: Satpal Nalwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 531p.
Notes: (4533)
Class No: Z1,A35 N2
Accn No.: 340247

Title: The conflict and its reconciliation: the female protagonists in Rabindranath Tagore's the Home and the world, Bhabani Bhattacharya's Music for Mohini and Rama Mehta's Inside the Haveli
Author: Padmavathi, Neelamraju
Guide: Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Eng.Lit.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 95 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: O157,3M61:g(Y15) P4
Accn No.: 342353
2159 Title: Studies in photooxidation of Amines-phenoxazine and hydroxydiphenylamines
Author: Pandev, Bharat Vijay
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 217 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: E5:3,81 M1-M1;1
Accn No.: 47901 47935 47976

2160 Title: Organization of African unity
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of regionalism in Africa (1963-1968)
Author: Pandhair, Sonia
Guide: Manju Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 141p.
Class No: V6,463.N68<N63 L9
Accn No.: 47378

2161 Title: Presumtions under criminal law
Author: Pandher, Maninder Singh
Guide: Hans Raj Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2010
Collatin: 196 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z2,5t(R215) Q0
Accn No.: 343333,7th

2162 Title: Critical analysis of the performance of Indian Hockey in international competitions
Author: Pandher, Paramjot
Guide: Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Class No: MY2143.2om1 L4
Accn No.: 45782

2163 Title: Differential personality characteristics of teachers & doctors
Author: Pandhi, Tripta
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Unvi.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 27 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2524)
Class No: S4(LocT):7 14-14;1
Accn No.: 45756 48284

2164 Title: Labour management relations in National Fertilizers limited
Author: Pandove, Amita
Guide: Govind Khanna
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 244p.
Notes: (4157)
Class No: X95,8(J:24):97.236 NO-N0;1
Accn No.: 49960-49961
2165 Title : Studies on the genetic improvement of zymomonas mobilis for ethanol and temperarture tolerance  
Author : Panesar, Parmjit Singh  
Guide : Marwaha, S.S  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Biotechnology  
Accp.Yr. : 1997  
Collatin : 172 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (330)  
Class No : G:5640b55 N7  
Accn No. : 341217

2166 Title : Pictures and words as stimulus and response items in paired associate learning among 7th class students  
Author : Panigrahi, Sudersan C.  
Guide : Amrit Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Patiala, Punjabi Uni.PTA (Faculty of education)  
Degree : M.Phil.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1983  
Collatin : 113 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2752)  
Class No : T2:3,95 M3-M3;2  
Accn No. : 48184

2167 Title : Brand switching in cigarettes  
Author : Panjwani, Vishnu  
Guide : P.K.Kapoor  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.B.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1974  
Collatin : 69 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S:35oaY:412 L4  
Accn No. : 45801

2168 Title : Performance of mutual funds  
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of public and private sector mutual fund  
Author : Pannu, Dimple  
Guide : Rajinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree : M.Phil.Commerce  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 138 p. ; 26 cm.  
Class No : X9wovS,651 P9  
Accn No. : 342926, Th

2169 Title : Spatial changes in population characteristics in Ludhiana district during 1951-81  
Author : Pannu, Sukhwinder Kaur  
Guide : J.P. Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1993  
Collatin : 233 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (3214)  
Class No : U42.23696 N3  
Accn No. : 340432

2170 Title : Existential vacuum in working women  
Sub.Ttl. : role of happiness intervention  
Author : Panwar, Neeraj  
Guide : Sangeeta Trama  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phill. Psychology  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : 219 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S:56(Y15-49) Q1  
Accn No. : 343670, Th

2171 Title : Recent trends in hosiery industry of Ludhiana  
Author : Parambir Singh  
Guide : Chopra, Vipla  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree : M.Phil. Eco.  
Accp.Yr. : 2004
2172 Title: Attitude of postgraduate science and arts students towards Punjabi University Library Patiala
Sub.Ttl: a study
Author: Paramjeet Kaur
Guide: S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: v, 102 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: 234:7.236911 M9;1
Accn No.: 340553, Th

2173 Title: Culture (Project on study of Subjects)
Author: Paramjeet Kaur
Guide: S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: ii, 100 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (43)
Class No: 2:97:(Y:1) M8
Accn No.: 340553

2174 Paramjit Kaur
Political Sociology (Project of M.Lib.)
340371

2175 Title: New entries into calcium channel blockers: their synthesis
Author: Paramjit
Guide: Balbir Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 163 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (225.1)
Class No: E122:40bL P4
Accn No.: 342235

2176 Paramjit Kaur
Attitude of PG/Arts st.Pb.Uni.Lib.Pta (Diss.of M.Lib.)
340554

2177 Title: A Comparative study of Bhakti in the Bhagavadgita and Guru Tegh Bahadur’s Bani
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: L.M. Joshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Litt
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 138 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q-:2190cR66,6 L6
Accn No.: 46350

2178 Title: Educational awareness of B.Ed. trainees
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala /Faculty of Education
Degree: M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 77 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3166)
Class No: T9(T):5,1 L8
Accn No.: 48270

2179 Title: Organisation and functions of life insurance corporation of India
Sub.Ttl: case study of Chandigarh division
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Pardeep Sahni
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
2180 Title: Role of Bhartiya Janta Party in Punjab politics
Sub.Ttl.: a critical study
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Jamshid Ali Khan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.(Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 289 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V2,4N780B.W.236.P1 P5-P5;1
Accn No.: 342309 342385

2181 Title: Security insecurity as related to parental attitude
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: D.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjab Univ.Chandigarh (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 74 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S82221 N4
Accn No.: 341145(Ref.)

2182 Title: Solitude in society
Sub.Ttl.: a study of character relationships in novels of Joyce Carol
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Kumkum Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.English
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 262p.
Class No: O-A,3N38:g(Y) N5
Accn No.: 340957(Ref.)

2183 Title: A study of conditionability for various pronouns in relation to age, sex and personality
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Satnam Singh Khumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.(Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 105 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2542)
Class No: SN1 N1
Accn No.: 340030-340031 340040

2184 Title: Study of opinion of college students on various determinants of bias against girl child
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Indra Parbhakar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 36p.
Notes: (3034)
Class No: T4obY15 N5
Accn No.: 341071(Ref.) 341298

2185 Title: A study of soccer skills, self concept, anxiety and level of aspiration of female inter college players
Author: Paramjit Kaur
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 210 p. 27 म.
Notes: (1287.1)
Class No: MY2121:(T4-55) N9-N9;2
Accn No.: 341440-341441,Th 341753,Th
2186 Title : Study of the development of volley ball among the Indian women  
Author : Paramjit Kaur  
Guide : Mohinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed  
Accp.Yr. : 1974  
Collatin : 74p.  
Class No : MY2116:(Y15).2.N7 L4  
Accn No. : 45771

2187 Title : Correlational study of psychomotor profiles and sports performance of athletes  
Author : Paramjit Singh  
Guide : Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1993  
Class No : MY2:(S:68) N3  
Accn No. : 340909

2188 Title : Problems and prospects of Ex-serviceman & India's security  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab  
Author : Paramjit Singh  
Guide : K.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil  
Accp.Yr. : 1987  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Class No : V2:19(zp)ogY54 M7  
Accn No. : 49532, 49533 (Ref.)

2189 Title : Slum areas and their problems (with special reference to Patiala)  
Author : Paramjit Singh  
Guide : G.B.Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala(Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Diploma in Urban Development and Municipal administration  
Accp.Yr. : 1978  
Collatin : 55 p. ; 26 cm.  
Class No : Y57:4.236911 LB;1  
Accn No. : 46777, Th

2190 Title : Study of electrical conductivity and dielectric relaxation of some transition metal oxide glasses  
Author : Paramjit Singh  
Guide : Buta Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 126p.  
Notes : (153)  
Class No : C6:21:(E191) M9;1  
Accn No. : 49623-49624

2191 Title : Typing of blood groups from latent finger prints  
Author : Paramjit Singh  
Guide : I.J.S. Bansal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collatin : 97p.  
Class No : LYX111-2 M5  
Accn No. : 49194

2192 Title : A study of offence of defamation with special reference to freedom of press  
Author : Parampal Kaur  
Guide : B.S.Malhi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2008  
Collatin : 202 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4557.1)  
Class No : Z2,47:(4) P8  
Accn No. : 342845, Th
2193  Title    : Panjab Panchayat Election 2003
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Faridkot Block
Author   : Parampal Singh
Guide    : Sansar Singh Janjua
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
Degree   : M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 155 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236912,64:91.P03 P6
Accn No. : 342304,Th

2194  Title    : Physical and motor fitness of volleyball players
with special reference to skill performance
Author   : Paramvir Singh
Guide    : J.L.Bhanot
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree   : Ph.D.Sports Sciences
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 229 p.
Notes  : (1274.1)
Class No : MY2116 N9
Accn No. : 341481

2195  Title    : Religion of the sikhs
Sub.Ttl. : an ecumenical perspective
Author   : Paramvir Singh
Guide    : Jodh Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree   : Ph.D.(Rel.Studies)
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 166 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q.-f M8
Accn No. : 341288

2196  Title    : Report of practical regarding the paper of
measurement and evaluation in education (opt. 111)
Author   : Paraz, Adekahunsi Omoniyi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 23 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes  : (3146)
Class No : T9(A):5 M5
Accn No. : 340479

2197  Title    : Punishment for sexual offences
Sub.Ttl. : a study with reference to I.P.C.
Author   : Pardeep Inder Kaur
Guide    : Amita Kaushal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree   : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 280 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes  : (4561.41.26)
Class No : Z2,515-95 P6
Accn No. : 342712,Th

2198  Title    : Nature of arguments in western logic
Author   : Pardeep Kumar
Guide    : R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious Studies
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 207p.
Class No : R1.5 N4
Accn No. : 340983(Ref.)

2199  Title    : Rational elements in the ethical theories of
spinoza Bultler and Kant
Author   : Pardeep Kumar
Guide    : R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanites & Religious St.)
Degree   : M.A.(Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 102 p. ; 28 cm.
2200 Title: Relationship between serum uric acid levels and physical training in sportsmen (a controlled study)
Author: Pardeep Kumar
Guide: N.D. Aggarwal
Shanti Pamnani
Marmohar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: M.S. (Orthopaedics)
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 44 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: L1; 30 My M1
Accn No.: 48038

2201 Title: An analysis of vocational attitudes of M.A. and M.sc students of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author: Parez, Adekahunsi
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 24 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3122)
Class No: T45: (S4:3) . 236911, e4, 9N62 M4-M4; 1
Accn No.: 340479-340480

2202 Title: Effect of pharmacological interventions on resident cardiac inflammatory cells and ischaemic preconditioning
Author: Parikh, Vinay
Guide: Manjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 214 p.
Class No: LZ3og L4 N8
Accn No.: 341356

2203 Title: Experimental investigation of L X-ray emission phenomenon by low energy charged particles
Author: Parjit Shamsher Singh
Guide: C.S. Khurana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 510 p.
Notes: (197)
Class No: CM96, 983 M91
Accn No.: 49573-49574

2204 Title: A study of rural artisans in respect to their sociological and occupational conditions
Author: Parkash Sharma
Guide: R.C. Aggarwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: x 11
Class No: Y31-49. 236911. N7 L3
Accn No.: 45516 (Ref.)

2205 Title: Canal colonisation in the Punjab as a facet of British colonial policy 1880-1930
Author: Parm Bakhshish Singh
Guide: Satish K. Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 297 p.
Class No: V236:17. N30<M80 N1
Accn No.: 340257

2206 Title: Iron (III) Perchorate (ITP)
Sub.Ttl.: a novel reagent in organic synthesis
Author: Parmar, Anupama
Guide: Baldev Kumar
2207 Title : Growth pattern and body composition of male brahmins and Rajputs of Garhwal Himalayas  
Author : Parmar, Ranbir Singh  
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1993  
Collatin : 139 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : E4827:4 N3  
Accn No. : 340848

2208 Title : Determination of blood groups and enzymes from lymphatic and other body tissues  
Author : Parmar, S.S.  
Guide : P.K.Chattopadhyay  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Human Biology)  
Accp.Yr. : 1995  
Collatin : 260 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : L1:2-7.25264 N5  
Accn No. : 340963

2209 Title : Comparative study of personality traits, adjustment problems and academic achievement of different categories of students at different levels in military schools  
Author : Parmar, Santokh Singh  
Guide : T.S.Sodhi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Collatin : 261p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2966.1)  
Class No : T2-9(MW):(S:7) N2  
Accn No. : 340225, T341123(Ref.)

2210 Title : Studies in metal complexes with ortho-carboxyphenyl-monotertiary arsines  
Author : Parmar, Swarn Singh  
Guide : S.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1968  
Collatin : 127p.  
Notes : (231)  
Class No : E191:216 K8  
Accn No. : 45154

2211 Title : A study of anthropometric characteristics of inter-university female throwers and jumpers and their relationship with some selected physical performance variables  
Author : Parmdeep Kaur  
Guide : L.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Library Information Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Phy.Edu.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 284 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (3084.1)  
Class No : T4:55:65(MY222) P2;1  
Accn No. : 341744  
341789

2212 Title : Analysis of population education concepts occurring in the text books of general science and social studies of middle classes in Punjab  
Author : Parminder Kaur  
Guide : Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
2213 Title: Babbar Akali Movement  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: Fauja Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1971  
Collatin: 80p.  
Class No: X:991logTY236916 N1  
Accn No.: 340017

2214 Title: Education and Human resource development in rural Punjab  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: Prem Kumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Class No: L9C:7.2 P6  
Accn No.: 342576

2215 Title: Formation of norms for body development index in the assessment of developmental age of Indian male children  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: M.S.Sohal, Rajdeep Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Physio. & Sports Sci.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2006  
Collatin: 226 p.; 26 cm.  
Class No: L0C:7.2 P6  
Accn No.: 342619

2216 Title: Offences under matrimonial law in India  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: Manjit Singh Nijjar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M  
Accp.Yr.: 2010  
Collatin: ix, 250 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Z2,122-5 Q0  
Accn No.: 343560

2217 Title: The problem of liberation in Buddhism and Sikhism  
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study (with CD-1604)  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: Rajinder Kaur Rohi  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Philosophy  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 251 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: Q-0m4 P7-P7;1  
Accn No.: 342619

2218 Title: Reservation for women  
Sub.Ttl.: a constitutional perspective  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: M.R.Garg  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M  
Accp.Yr.: 1997  
Class No: W,4:91M(Y15).2 N7  
Accn No.: 341396

2219 Title: Studies on the comparative account and significance of the external genitalia in some Indian hawk moths  
Sub.Ttl.: (sphingidae:ditrysia:lepidoptera) : (with CD-1922)  
Author: Parminder Kaur  
Guide: Rose, H.S.  
Devinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : PhD (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : v, 343 p. : plates ; 26 cm.
Class No. : K867:(L54).2 P8
Accn No. : 345125, Th

2220 Title : Temporal and spatial dimensions of the process of industrialisation in Punjab (With CD-1890)
Author : Parminder Kaur
Guide : G.K. Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Economics)
Sub. on : 2008
Collatin : 270 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No. : X8(A):77.236 P8
Accn No. : 342995, Th

2221 Title : An analytical study of admission criteria to physical education courses
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf. Science)
Degree : M.Phil (Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 83 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2617)
Class No. : T16-892.2 M9-M9;4
Accn No. : 49690-49691(Th) 49730-49731(Th) 340783(Th)

2222 Title : Cultural myths as defence mechanism in the serpent and rope of Raja Rao
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : Harjit Singh Gill S.Vaidyanathan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 242p.
Class No. : O-1,3N09,11:g(Y:351) M7.1-M7.2
Accn No. : 49402 341045

2223 Title : Effect of concept attainment model and advance organiser model on scholastic achievement in physics as related to intelligence and achievement motivation of ninth class students
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : Rajinderpal Kaur Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 251 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2845.1)
Class No. : T2:5,2(C) P4
Accn No. : 342188

2224 Title : Indian freedom struggle in England 1897-1910
Sub.Ttl. : with special reference to Madan Lal Dhingra(with CD-1769)
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : Dhillon, Kulbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 276 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No. : V2:51y7M87 P8
Accn No. : 342764(Th)

2225 Title : Legislative leadership in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala district
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : Harbhajan Singh Deol
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 98p.
Accn No. : 49995
2226 Title : Role of financial institution in the industrial
development of Punjab
Author : Parminder Singh
Guide : G.K. Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.&
Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accep.Yr. : 1995
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 312p.
Class No : X8(A):6.236,d N5
Accn No. : 341113

2227 Title : Fifteenth Lok Sabha Elections 2009
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Anandpur Sahib constituency
Author : Parmjeet Kaur
Guide : Satish Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social
Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 135 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236911A,31:91.Po9 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No. : 343189-343190,Th

2228 Title : Offences against the State under Indian Penal
Code
Author : Parmjeet Singh
Guide : Gurpreet Kaur Pannu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 212 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : Z2,5W
Accn No. : 48395

2229 Title : Attitude of boys and girls studing in
professional and non-professional colleges
towards marriage and family size
Author : Parmjit Kaur
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Edu.
Accep.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 137 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3102)
Class No : T42:7:(S82) M4-M4;1
Accn No. : 341747

2230 Title : A critical study of the educational thoughts of J.Krishnamurti
Author : Parmjit Kaur
Guide : Kanwarjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Govt.College of education,Patiala
Degree : M.ed.
Accep.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 46 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2559.1)
Class No : TxM95:s P2
Accn No. : 341747

2231 Title : Diagnosis of weaknesses of IX class students in
English and remedial suggestions
Sub.Ttl. : a Dissertation
Author : Parmjit Kaur
Guide : S.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Sci)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accep.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 60 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : T2:S5(P=) L0
Accn No. : 48915,Th(Ref.)

2232 Title : Jaito Morcha 1924-25
Author : Parmjit Kaur
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities &
Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(History)
Accep.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 101 p. ; 28 cm.
Accn No. : 343087,Th/KS
2240 Title: Evaluation of the working of physical education centres under municipal corporation of Delhi
Author: Partap Singh
Guide: Hitwant Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1967
Collatin: 59 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2610)
Class No: T:6.251,d:g K7
Accn No: 45060

2241 Title: Use of Soviet veto in the Security council of the United Nations (1946-1965)
Author: Parthi Pal Singh
Guide: C.Narayana Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 159 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: VIN4:1958.N65<-N46 M0
Accn No: 340184

2242 Title: Comparative study of Kho-Kho and basketball women players at inter-district and inter-state level in their motor abilities...
Author: Parveen
Guide: S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Class No: MY2115ov251:(S:7) N1;1
Accn No: 340275

2243 Title: Working of congress government in Punjab from 2002-2007
Author: Parveen Begam
Guide: Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 140 p.; 29 cm.
Class No: W,4M85:3.236.P07<-P02 Q0-Q0;1
Accn No: 343207-343208, Th

2244 Title: Analysis of socio-economic conditions of industrial workers of Rajpura in Punjab
Author: Parveen Kaur
Guide: Nirmal S.Azad
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 301p.
Class No: X8(A):97B.236 N4
Accn No: 340917

2245 Title: Relationships among creativity, intelligence and academic achievement in different subhects of 10th graders
Author: Parvinder Kaur
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: Ph.D.Edu
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 297 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2823)
Class No: T2:5,20a(S:44) N1-N1;1
Accn No: 340136 340236

2246 Title: A study of nursery school children's preferences
Author: Parvinder Kaur
Guide: T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.(Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 68 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2646)
Class No: T13 L5-L5;2
Accn No: 48317-48319
2247 Title: Process optimization of bacteriocin production by an isolate of pediococcus SP and study of its biopreservative potential
Author: Parwinder Pal Singh
Guide: Praveen P. Balgir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 178 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (346.3.2)
Class No: GZ, S3 P3
Accn No: 341978

2248 Title: Hostile attribution of intent
Sub.Ttl: social cognitive intervention for aggressive adolescents (with CD-2841)
Author: Parwinder Singh
Guide: Vidhu Mohan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 220 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: SN1, 214-51 Q1
Accn No: 343735

2249 Title: Performance of life insurance corporation of India (LIC)
Sub.Ttl: an appraisal
Author: Pasricha, Gurcharan Singh
Guide: Arora, R.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: PhD
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 264 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4091.91)
Class No: X813.2, F1 P9
Accn No: 343162

2250 Title: Indo-Pakistan relations (1947-1965)
Author: Passi, Renu
Guide: S.D. Pradhan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 126p.
Class No: V2:1944Q7.N65<=N47 L9;1
Accn No: 47387

2251 Title: Comparative study of the individual differences among at students of Government college of Physical Education and state college of education on the scale of attitude towards life
Author: Passi, Sneh Lata
Guide: Amar Singh Dhaliwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed. (Phy.Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1966
Collatin: 75 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3101)
Class No: T42:7:(S:77).236911g K6
Accn No: 45147

2252 Title: A comparative study of prospective and inservice high school teachers in relation to their attitude towards teaching and self-concept
Author: Patel, Banamali
Guide: Sandhu, T.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 169 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2718)
Class No: T2.254,b(S) M3-M3;1
Accn No: 48336

2253 Title: Role of research in the development of sports and physical education in India
Author: Patel, Kantibhai R.
Guide: Hitwant S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Inf. Science)
2254 Title: Personality differentials of high school students at different levels of socio-economic status of and creativity
Author: Patel, Pramod K.
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. Education
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Class No: X:9(W,8).236 M3;1
Accn No.: 48348

2255 Title: Critical analysis of personnel administration in Punjab with special reference to the Punjab Civil Service (Executive)
Author: Pathak, Harbans
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Class No: W,8.236.N7 L6
Accn No.: 46348

2256 Title: State civil services in India
Sub.Ttl.: a study based on Punjab civil services (socio-economic survey)
Author: Pathak, Harbans
Guide: D.R. Sachdeva
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: W,8.236.N7 L6
Accn No.: 46348

2257 Title: Toxicological and chemical investigation of Indian medicinal plants
Author: Pathak, N.K.R.
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 152p.
Class No: LZ3:(E) N4
Accn No.: 340946

2258 Title: Sudarshan
Sub.Ttl.: shakhsiat aur fan-e-afsana
Author: Pathak, Oudh Narain
Guide: Shaikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D. (Urdu)
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 401 p.; 22 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: 0168,3M95:g N0-N0;1
Accn No.: 49705-49706(Th)

2259 Title: Sudarshan ki afsana nigari ka tantruedi jaiza
Author: Pathak, Oudh Narain
Guide: Shaikh Zinat Ullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: M.Phil (Urdu)
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 224 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: 0168,3M95:g M3-M3;1
Accn No.: 48493-48494(Th)
2260 Title: Synthesis and studies on biological significant compounds involving some new synthetic methods (with CD-1441)
Author: Pathak, Priyanka
Guide: Balbir Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Chemistry)
Accep.Yr: 2006
Collatin: 215 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (308.2)
Class No: E9:4 P6
Accn No: 342460, Th

2261 Title: Appraisal of expert evidence with special reference to handwriting expert
Author: Pathania, Kannu
Guide: Dr. Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: L.L.M.
Accep.Yr: 2002
Collatin: 378 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4570.1)
Class No: Z2,941:(LYX31) P2
Accn No: 341833

2262 Title: Values and ethics among Indian managers: a study of selected units in petroleum and and natural gas industry in Assam (with CD-1446)
Author: Pattanaik, Ajit Kumar
Guide: Sanjay Modi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D (Business Mangt)
Accep.Yr: 2006
Collatin: 271 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(F555):(R44).277 P6
Accn No: 342465, Th

2263 Title: Growth and performance of rural banking in Punjab
Sub.Ttl: a comparative study of commercial, co-operative and regional rural banks
Author: Patwant Kaur
Guide: J.S. Pasricha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Administration and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accep.Yr: 1999
Collatin: 212 p.
Notes: (4275)
Class No: XM,62:89ZB.236 N9
Accn No: 341486

2264 Title: Sikh Education conference 1980-1947
Author: Paul, Amrit Kaur
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala /Faulty of Education
Degree: M.A.History
Accep.Yr: 1972
Collatin: 130p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3151)
Class No: T9(Q-1.2,d,gN08 L2
Accn No: 45359

2265 Title: An appraisal of law relating to criminal conspiracy in India
Author: Paul, Monika
Guide: Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accep.Yr: 2004
Collatin: 208 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: (4563.3)
Class No: Z2,5Z.N9 P4
Accn No: 342115

2266 Title: Morphology and Histology of the alimentary canal of callosobruchus maculatus (F.) (Coleoptera : Bruchidae)
Author: Pavinder Kaur
Guide: Dhillon, S.S.
Title : A study of achievement motivation in relation to intelligence and family relationship
Author : Pavitar Pal
Guide : S. Randhawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 61 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:72(Y2) M0
Accn No. : 48879

Title : Synthesis and characterization of some organo-sulfur and -selenium compounds containing picoline ring
Author : Pavneet Kaur
Guide : Jaspreet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 49 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E5,64 P9
Accn No. : 343175,Th

Title : Analytical study of inventory management in Punjab State Electricity Board
Author : Pawan Kumar
Guide : R.S.Sachan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 379p.
Notes : (4182)
Class No : X9V,8(D66):89T.236,v,N66 M2
Accn No. : 340132

Title : British administration in Punjab 1897-1919 and its reaction
Author : Pawan Kumar
Guide : A.C.Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 411 p.
Class No : V236:1.N19K<--M97 N2
Accn No. : 340222

Title : Indo-Nepal trade(1950-1977)
Author : Pawan Kumar
Guide : S.D.Pardhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 110p.
Accn No. : 46821

Title : Management of inventories in Bi-cycle industry Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Roadmaster Industries, Rajpura(Punjab)
Author : Pawan Kumar
Guide : R.S.Sachan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree : MBA
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Notes : (4138)
Class No : X95,8(DS125):89.236911R M6
Accn No. : 49257
2273 Title: Religion of Jats in village Ganda Kheri
Author: Pawan Kumar
Guide: P.S. Jammu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Class No: Y31-592J:35(Q).236911 M5
Accn No.: 340461

2274 Title: A comparative study
Sub.Ttl.: Guidance needs and vocational interests of science and arts girl students
Author: Pawan Kumari
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.Phil Education
Sub. on: 1986-87
Collatin: 137 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3194)
Class No: T9(Y4)-55 M7-M7;1
Accn No.: 49553-49554

2275 Title: Characterization of immunomodulatory potential of probiotics and its applications as immunotherapeutic agent (with CD 1784)
Author: Pawan, Ritu
Guide: Bhatia, Aruna
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Pub. Dt.: 2008
Collatin: 224 p.; 29 cm.
Class No: GZ:424:56 P8
Accn No.: 342779(Th)

2276 Title: Problem of violence against women in India (with CD 1526)
Sub.Ttl.: a philosophical perspective
Author: Perpeet Kaur
Guide: Gursharan S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 197 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: Y15:45: (R).2 P6
Accn No.: 342584, Th

2277 Title: Development banking in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab Financial Corporation
Author: Pervinder Kaur
Guide: B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: MBA
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 233p.
Accn No.: 340820

2278 Title: Studies on the Biology and Larval Chaetotaxy of some Indian Coccinellids
Author: Phaloura, Surinder Pal S.
Guide: Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 225 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 451
Class No: K865:7 M9
Accn No.: 49640

2279 Title: Early Buddhist and confucian ethics
Sub.Ttl.: a Study
Author: Phung, Nguyen Van
Guide: Atul N. Sinha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Religious Stu.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 385 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: Q40J8412:3 P3
Accn No.: 341980
2280 Title : Physical persistence, grip strength & social adjustment among inter-university Hockey players and non-players.
Author : Piara Singh
Guide : V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 53p.
Class No : MY2143:(L:8) L5
Accn No. : 45926

2281 Title : Design evaluation of drummy type wheat threshers with special regard to ergonomic safety requirements
Author : Pillai, V.S.
Guide : Gajender Singh
Univ/Fac : Mech.Engineering TIET
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 121p.
Notes : (201)
Class No : Dr:4:(J382:7:4) M5
Accn No. : 49286

2282 Title : Economic growth, income inequality and public policy in India (With CD-2576)
Author : Pooja
Guide : Lakhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xi, 307 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X71:77.2 Q1
Accn No. : 343677

2283 Title : Role strain and role conflict among police women Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a sociological investigation (with CD-2365)
Author : Pooja
Guide : Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 301 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y15:4:61.236 Q0
Accn No. : 343472

2284 Title : The development of environmental regimes
Author : Pooja Rani
Guide : Manju Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Degree : M.Phil. Pol Science
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 103 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3216.9)
Class No : U47:(X:77) P9-P9;2
Accn No. : 342977-342979

2285 Title : Evidential value of testimony of an accomplice
Author : Pooja Rani
Guide : Sukhdarshan Singh Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 235 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2,9448 Q1
Accn No. : 343567

2286 Title : Role of Dr. Ambedkar in Indian politics
Author : Pooja Rani
Guide : Rajinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 150 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : V2y7M91 P7
Accn No. : 342908
2287 Title : Need and importance of moral ecology
Sub.Ttl. : a Sikh perspective (with CD-1371)
Author : Pooja Singh
Guide : Gursharan Singh Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 239 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-obG;5 P6
Accn No. : 342398

2288 Title : Career choices of secondary school students in
relation to achievement
Author : Poonam
Guide : Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education &
Information Sci.)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T2:5,2:(s:3) P7
Accn No. : 342494,th

2289 Title : Systematic studies & pathogenicity of the
intestinal protozoans of insect pests
Author : Poonam Bala
Guide : Devinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 277 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 414
Class No : K2-86:43 M6
Accn No. : 49163

2290 Title : H-point standard addition method for
simultaneous spectrophotometric
determination of toxic metals and pesticides in
micellar media (with CD-2898 )
Author : Poonam Preet Kaur
Guide : Usha Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences )
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 312 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E191:34,T5oaJ:43:55 Q1
Accn No. : 343793,th

2291 Title : A comparative analysis of the caste factor in
Mulk Raj Anand’s Untouchable and Arundhati Roy’s
The God of Small Things
Author : Poonamdeep Kaur
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence       Courses)
Degree : M.Phil (English)
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 114 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : O,-3N0530cN61:g(Y592) P7
Accn No. : 341047(Ref.)

2292 Title : Studies on internal Bremsstrahlung in beta decay
Author : Powar, Manohar Singh
Guide : M.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 189 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (183)
Class No : C9B35:32 L4-L4;2
Accn No. : 46074-46075
46275

2293 Title : Tragic patterns in modern American drama
Author : Power, Rabinder
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Adminn.& Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D.English
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 229p.
Class No : 0-A,2x:gN1 N6
Accn No. : 341047(Ref.)
2294 Title : Tragic patterns in modern American drama: A Study of selected plays of Eugene O'Neill, Tennessee Williams, and Arthur Miller
Author : Power, Rabinder
Guide : G.S. Bahl
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 229p.
Class No : O-A,2:19g(R4945) N2
Accn No. : 340944

2295 Title : Philosophical vision of Raja Rao: A study of his fiction in English
Author : Prabh Dayal
Guide : B.R. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Class No : U-I,3N09x M6
Accn No. : 48973

2296 Title : Personality characteristics of Basketball players at various levels of performance
Author : Prabhakar, Amar Nath
Guide : S.C Kanwal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 44p.
Class No : MY2115:(S:7) L2
Accn No. : 45447

2297 Title : Socio-psychological analysis of female foeticide
Author : Prabhakar, Indra
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 270p.
Class No : L9F:32:(S) N5
Accn No. : 341187

2298 Prabhjot Kaur
   District libraries in Punjab (Dissertation of M.Lib.) / Prabhjot Kaur
   Accn No. : 340302

2299 Prabhjot Kaur
   Electronics (Project of M.Lib.)
   Accn No. : 340557

2300 Title : Illness behaviour and stress management
Sub.Ttl. : a study of rural and urban women in Patiala district (with CD-1369)
Author : Prabhjot Kaur
Guide : Malkit Kaur Bhatnagar, G.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 255 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Y15:49.236911 P6
Accn No. : 342396, Th

2301 Title : Motor ability among primary school children as a function of their intelligence, academic achievement and sex
Author : Prabhjot Kaur
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil. (Educ.)
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 136 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2670)
Class No : T15:520a(S:68) M9-M9;1
Accn No. : 48700 49711 340756
2302 Title : Comparative study of some psychological characteristics of women hockey players playing at different field positions
Author : Prabhsharan Kaur
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 227p.
Class No : MY2143:(S) N2
Accn No. : 340155

2303 Title : Relevancy of custodial confession in criminal trial
Author : Prajit Singh
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 164 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4560.81)
Class No : ZZ,50r9415 P8
Accn No. : 342843

2304 Title : Taxonomic studies on some lower ditrysia except adoditrysia (lepidoptera : insecta) of North-Western Siwaliks
Author : Prakash Chand
Guide : H.S.Rose
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 356 p. ; plates ; 28 cm.
Class No : K867:11.242.9R P2
Accn No. : 341921

2305 Title : A study of the concept of peace in Buddhism and its relevance ( CD-1429)
Author : Praking, Phra Saranyu
Guide : Rajesh Ranjan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Religious Studies)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 198 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q4:(W:195) P6
Accn No. : 342448

2306 Title : A Descriptive grammar of Salani
Author : Prasad, Shridhar
Guide : S.S.Joshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Linguistics)
Degree : Ph.D (Linguistics)
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 231 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : P1525:2 M6
Accn No. : 49330–49331

2307 Title : Phonetics and phonology of salani dialect of Ghrwal
Author : Prasad, Shridhar
Guide : S.S.Joshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Lit
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 203 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : P152,9D.252645:1 L7
Accn No. : 46957

2308 Title : Biochemical and Epidemiological studies on breast carcinoma
Author : Preet Inder Kaur
Guide : D.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 308p.
Class No : L556:47257:3 M7
Accn No. : 49120
2309 Title: Internationalization, business process outsourcing and public policy in India
   Author: Preeti Singh
   Guide: Inderjeet Singh, Lakhwinder Singh
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
   Accp.Yr.: 2009
   Collatin: 229 p.; 28 cm.
   Class No: X:5-8N.2-1 P9
   Accn No.: 343370, Th

2310 Title: Guru Nanak's concept of state
   Author: Preetinder Kaur
   Guide: Kehar Singh
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree: M.A.
   Accp.Yr.: 1993
   Collatin: 98p.
   Class No: W:57(Q21) N3
   Accn No.: 340887

2311 Title: Gender bias
   Sub.Ttl: the changing socio-religious perspective (with CD-994)
   Author: Prehlad Singh
   Guide: B.Bhattacharya
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
   Degree: Ph.D. Religious Studies
   Accp.Yr.: 2005
   Collatin: 324 p.; 28 cm.
   Class No: Q:39:(Y15:4) P5
   Accn No.: 342282, Th

2312 Prem Chand
   Biotechnology (Project of M.Lib.) 340559

2313 Title: Financial management of University libraries in India
   Author: Prem Chand
   Guide: K.Navalani
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
   Degree: Ph.D. Lib.& Inf.Sc.
   Accp.Yr.: 1998
   Pub/Unpu: u
   Collatin: xxiii, 549 p.; 30 cm.
   Notes: (18)
   Class No: 2:8D N8
   Accn No.: 341286

2314 Title: Supersession of Municipalities in Punjab
   Sub.Ttl: a case study of Patiala Municipal committee
   Author: Prem Kumar
   Guide: Narinder Kumar Dogra
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree: M.A.
   Accp.Yr.: 1989
   Pub/Unpu: u
   Collatin: 143p.
   Accn No.: 49989

2315 Title: Electrometric studies of heterocyclics
   Author: Prem Lata
   Guide: A.L.J.Rao
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
   Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
   Accp.Yr.: 1990
   Collatin: 196 p.; 28 cm
   Notes: (284)
   Class No: E7:3F NO-NO;1
   Accn No.: 49880-49881

2316 Title: Pepsu Vidhan Sabha
   Author: Prem Lata
   Guide: Harbaksh Singh
   Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
   Degree: M.A.
   Accp.Yr.: 1976
2317 Prit Pal
Structuralism (Project of M.Lib.)
340563

2318 Title : Maharaja Dalip Singh (1838-1893)
Author : Pritam Kaur
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arta and Social Sci)
Degree : M.A (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 176 p. ; 28cm.
Accn No. : 343080, Th/KS

2319 Title : Influence of some water pollutants on selected biochemical variables in males 18-21 years of age
Author : Pritam Singh
Guide : M.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 156 p.
Class No : L9YogG:555 N4
Accn No. : 340913

2320 Title : The logic of ethical argument
Author : Prith Pal Singh
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 257 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R1-4 M9
Accn No. : 49610

2321 Title : Janta party and Indian foreign policy
Author : Prithi Pal Singh
Guide : C. Naryana Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 139 p.
Class No : V2, 41:19.N77<N79 L9
Accn No. : 47448
47469

2322 Title : Patterns of communist politics in Punjab
Author : Prithi Pal Singh
Guide : Jasmail Singh Brar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 301 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W, 4N20.236.N85<N64 N1-N1;1
Accn No. : 340062, Th 342071, Th

2323 Title : Study of subjects structuralism
Author : Pritpal Kaur
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.L.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 131 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (34)
Class No : 2:97:(PN1) M9;1
Accn No. : 340562
2324 Title : Work values of Library professionals of Universities of Punjab, Haryana and Himachal Pradesh
Author : Pritpal Kaur
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Infor.Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D.Library Science
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 297 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (68.1)
Class No : 234,b:(X:91).236 P4
Accn No. : 342176

2325 Title : Provincialization of municipal services in Punjab : a case study of municipal council of Nabha
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of municipal council of Nabha
Author : Priyanka Rani
Guide : Geetinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 156 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : W,61y7236911 P9
Accn No. : 342918(Th)

2326 Title : Kesava-Misrakrta Tarkabhasa Ka Alocanatmaka Adhyayana
Author : Priyatam Chandra
Guide : Sharda Gandhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 269 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R625x5,1:g 152L6
Accn No. : 46270-46271

2327 Title : Kesava-Misrakrta Tarkabhasa Ka Alocanatmaka Adhyayana
Author : Priyatam Chandra
Guide : Sharda Gandhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 312 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R625:g L8
Accn No. : 46924-46926

2328 Title : Synthesis and characterization of thienyl and N-Pyridyl benzamide chalcogen (S,Se) compounds
Author : Promila
Guide : Jaspreet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 54 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E7:4 P9
Accn No. : 343172,Th

2329 Psychoanalysis ( Project Of M.Lib.)

340877

2330 Title : A Grammatical study of time and tense in Punjabi
Author : Puar, Joginder Singh
Guide : Gill, Harjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Linguistics)
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 247 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : P153:27 L7
Accn No. : 46922-46923

2331 Title : Exploration of cytomorphological diversity in the members of polypetalae from Lahaul –spiti and adjoining areas (with CD-2414)
Author : Puneet Kumar
Guide : V.K. Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Botany)
2332 Title: Estimation of genetic variability of apolipoprotein among some ethnic groups of Punjab
Author: Puneet Pal Singh
Guide: I.J.S. Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (331)
Class No: G:6.236 M8
Accn No.: 341557

2333 Title: Studies on the production of D-Amino acid oxidase by trigonopsis variabilis MTCC 1354 for the oxidation of cephalosporin C
Author: Puneet Singh
Guide: Neelam Verma S.S. Marwaha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 260 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (346.1)
Class No: G2:(E922;81) P0
Accn No.: 341557

2334 Title: Evaluation of general physical fitness of the youth of Punjab
Author: Punia, Bhupinder Singh
Guide: H.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Class No: L:8.236 M8
Accn No.: 49601

2335 Title: Personal problems of students in different learning environments
Author: Punia, Gurdeep Singh
Guide: S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 90 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2621)
Class No: T:7(S) L2-L2;1
Accn No.: 45434
48815

2336 Title: The dialogics of cultural encounter
Sub.Ttl.: a study of women's diasporic identity in the selected works of Anita Desai, Bharati Mukherjee and Jhumpa Lahiri (With CD-2562)
Author: Punia, Manpreet
Guide: Sangeeta Handa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. English
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 326 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: G-I,3N7:g(Y15;1) Q0
Accn No.: 343658, Th

2337 Title: Appeals under criminal law
Author: Purba, Anjali
Guide: Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 195 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (456.1;22.91)
Class No: Z2,5-831 P7
Accn No.: 342732 (Th)
2338 Title : Emotional intelligence of business executives in the Indian corporate sector (with CD-2419)
Author : Puri, Anju
Guide : Pushpinder Singh Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. (Business Management)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 262 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X9r87:(S:72) Q0
Accn No. : 343522, Th

2339 Title : Studies on the applications of some organic reagents in organic analysis
Author : Puri, Bal Krishan
Guide : A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 231 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (285)
Class No : E7,8:891 L0
Accn No. : 45258

2340 Title : Bigamy as a matrimonial offence
Author : Puri, Jasgurpreet Singh
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Sub. on : 1991
Collatin : 219 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4548)
Class No : Z2,122-5 N1-N1; l
Accn No. : 340320

2341 Title : Prevalence of R-plasmid in proteus species
Author : Puri, Jyoti
Guide : R.K.Saigal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala
Degree : M.D. (Microbiology)
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 130 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 527
Class No : L:424:63 M9
Accn No. : 340710

2342 Title : Reconsidering the colonial and the post-colonial
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Paul Scott's the Jewel in the Crown and Shashi Tharoor's Riot
Author : Puri, Jyoti
Guide : Nirmal Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 128 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : O-,3N561:g P8
Accn No. : 342827

2343 Title : Analytical study of improvement trusts in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a special study of three improvement trusts Jullundur, Patiala, Hoshiarpur
Author : Puri, Krishan Kumar
Guide : D.R.Sachdeva
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 491 p.
Class No : V236,6 M1
Accn No. : 47784

2344 Title : Immobilized enzyme technology for clarification and debittering...reference to kinnows
Author : Puri, Munish
Guide : S.S.Marwaha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 1993
2345 Title : Psycho-social characteristics of English language learners with learning disabilities
Sub.Ttl. : a study of secondary school students of Haryana (With CD-2540)
Author : Puri, Punam
Guide : Paramjit Kaur Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T9(P-,9)–Zoij6:(S).2361 Q0
Accn No. : 343636, Th

2346 Title : Working women and their family adjustment
Author : Puri, Purnima
Guide : S.K.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Publication/University : u
Collatin : 119p.
Accn No. : 49289

2347 Title : Municipal services for the citizen of Rajpura
Author : Puri, Rupinder
Guide : M.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 37p.
Accn No. : 46175

2348 Title : Photodecomposition & photo-oxidation of diphenylamine
Author : Puri, Sukhbir
Guide : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 177 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (287)
Class No : E71,51:25 L3-L3;2
Accn No. : 45618
45651
45686

2349 Title : Ministry in Pepsu
Author : Puri, Suresh
Guide : T.S.Majithia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 104p.
Class No : V23691,2.N5 L6
Accn No. : 46149

2350 Title : Mahatma Hans Raj (1864-1938)
Author : Puri, Veena
Guide : S.D.Pradhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : vp. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q29M8W64 L5
Accn No. : 45845

2351 Title : Nuclear structure studies in medium and heavy weight nuclei
Author : Puri, Vivek Sheel
Guide : C.S.Khurana
2352 Title : Adjustment of post-graduate students in relation to their academic achievement and sex
Author : Pushapjeet
Guide : T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 59 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3111)
Class No : T45:5,20aS:35 L3-L3;1
Accn No. : 45593

2353 Title : Comparative contribution of competitive and recreative sports to the achievement of objectives in sports
Author : Pushpa Devi
Guide : Hitwant Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1968
Collatin : 38 p.
Class No : MY22om3 K8
Accn No. : 45127

2354 Title : Re-interpreting electra
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Jean Paul Sartre's the flies and Eugene O'Neill's mourning becomes electra
Author : Pushpdeep Kaur
Guide : Paramjit Kaur Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 104 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : O-A,2xN0:g P8
Accn No. : 342836

2355 Title : Trace element analysis of some herbal plants using neutron activation analysis
Author : Pushpender Singh
Guide : V.K. Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 46 p.; 28 cm
Notes : (179.1)
Class No : C9B310gJ6 P4
Accn No. : 342002

2356 Title : Factors which motivate rural female adults to participate in adult education programme in relation to some selected socio-personal and economic factors
Author : Pushpinder Kaur
Guide : Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 264 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3007)
Class No : T3:1-Y31-15) N6-N6;3
Accn No. : 341124 341164 341170 341340

2357 Title : Haryana assembly elections 2005
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Thanesar constituency
Author : Pushpinder Kaur
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
2358 Title: Haryana Assembly elections 2005
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Thanesar constituency
Author: Pushpinder Kaur
Guide: Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 106 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: V23615,3:912.P05 P6
Accn No.: 342371,Th

2359 Title: The problem of juvenile delinquency and its treatment (with special reference to Punjab)
Author: Pushpinder Kaur
Guide: Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 243 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: (4581)
Class No: Z236,111
Accn No.: 340514(Ref.)

2360 Title: Review of literature on adenosine triphosphate and creatine phosphate
Author: R.Devapalana
Guide: S.RMohindroo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree: M.P.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1965
Collatin: 85 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: L:33E K5
Accn No.: 45007

2361 Title: Classification of various tests available for measurements and assessment of personality traits
Author: R.L.Kapoor
Guide: S.R.Mahindroo
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr.: 1966
Collatin: 53 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: S:7:b6 K6
Accn No.: 45131

2362 Title: Green revolution and socio-economic transformation of the countryside in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : A social geographical analysis
Author: Rabinder Kaur
Guide: R.D.Dikshit
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D Geography
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 441 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (3225)
Class No: U67(J).236 M6;1
Accn No.: 48943
49137

2363 Title: Geometry of indefinite manifolds and their related structures
Author: Rachna Rani
Guide: R.K. Nagaich
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Mathematics
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 87 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: B6 Q0
Accn No.: 343369,Th

2364 Title: Josh Malsiani
Sub.Ttl.: life and works
Author: Rahmatullah Khan
Guide: Naqvi, Syed Zakir Husain, 1936–93
2365 Title: Senior secondary school libraries in Patiala Tehsil
Sub.Ttl.: a Survey
Author: Rai, Amarjit
Guide: S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: vii, 162 p.; 27 cm.
Notes: Dissertation
Class No: 232.236911.N91t4 N1
Accn No.: 340373

2366 Title: Senior secondary school libraries in Patiala Tehsil
Sub.Ttl.: a survey
Author: Rai, Amarjit
Guide: S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: vii, 162 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (53)
Class No: 232.2369.N91t4
Accn No.: 340373

2367 Title: Contribution of Mahatma Gandhi to the contemporary ethical philosophy
Author: Rai, Bala Sunder
Guide: Puri, J.R.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 308 p.
Notes: (5)
Class No: zGobR4 M3
Accn No.: 48376

2368 Title: Majhe de lok geet
Sub.Ttl.: ek alohchatamok adhyan
Author: Rai, Dharambir
Guide: Prem Parkash Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.lit
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Class No: Y:351.23671
Accn No.: 46273(Ref.)

2369 Title: Commission of sati prevention
Sub.Ttl.: an analysis
Author: Rai, Harmeeet Kaur
Guide: Paramjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 276 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4561.41.21)
Class No: Z2,515-8,877:[Q42891] P7-P7;1
Accn No.: 342713,Th 342863,Th

2370 Title: Investigations on biodegradable polymers for colorectal drug delivery
Sub.Ttl.: formulation and evaluation (with CD-2959)
Author: Rai, Parshu Ram
Guide: Vikas Rana A.K.Tiwary
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Pharma Sci.
2371 Title : Studies on the development of immobilized yeast cell technology for the production of Lactose hydrolyzed milk
Author : Rai, Reeba
Guide : R.S. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Biotechnology)
Accep.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 113 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : 492.1
Class No : KZ31:71:(F982) P4
Accn No. : 342227

2372 Title : Species diversity and role of some dominant bumble bee species in the pollination ecology of Kashmir Himalaya (With CD-2606)
Author : Raina, Rifat Hussain
Guide : M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology.
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 242 p. ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No : KZ6110gG:5.241 Q1
Accn No. : 343707, Th

2373 Title : Evaluation of immunomodulatory potential of Natural and in vitro cultivated high altitude medicinal plants
Author : Raina, Vishal
Guide : Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accep.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 145 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (346.2.1)
Class No : GZ:(J6) P4
Accn No. : 342183

2374 Title : Effect of 6-weeks plyometric circuit training on the jumping performance of female college players
Author : Raj Kumar
Guide : S.K. Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Physical Education
Accep.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 207 p.
Class No : MY224:(T4-55) N9-N9;1
Accn No. : 341443-341444

2375 Title : Ego integration, family environment and psychosocial stress in relation to outcome of substance abuse treatment
Author : Raj Kumar
Guide : B.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Philosophy)
Accep.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 210 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S82:5 P2
Accn No. : 341827

2376 Title : Multiplicity of trade unions
Sub.Ttl. : case study of Punjab State Electricity Board Patiala (Pb)
Author : Raj Kumar
Guide : Sharma, V.P.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accep.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 165p.
Notes : (4195)
2377 Title : Agricultural price policy in developing countries with special reference to India
Author : Rajbans Kaur
Guide : H.K.Mannmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accep.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 399p.
Class No : X8(J):76.2.n7 M2.1
Accn No. : 48007

2378 Title : A critical analysis of law relating to arrest of persons by police in India
Author : Rajdeep Singh
Guide : Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Laws)
Degree : LL.M.
Accep.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 270 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : Z2,193.N7 P7
Accn No. : 342743

2379 Title : A study of job satisfaction among primary school teachers in relation to teaching attitude
Author : Rajdevinder Kaur
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.(Education)
Accep.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 58 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2655)
Class No : T15.236,b:g L8-L8:1
Accn No. : 46767

2380 Title : Factory labour in Patiala
Sub.Ttl. : a study of working conditions
Author : Rajeev Kumar
Guide : I.M.Lal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accep.Yr. : 1985
Class No : X8(A):95.236911N7 M5
Accn No. : 49263

2381 Title : Study of some atomic and nuclear parameters in Beta Decay
Author : Rajender Singh
Guide : H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr. : 1992
Notes : (185)
Class No : C9B4 N2
Accn No. : 340244

2382 Title : Centre-state financial relations in India
Sub.Ttl. : a critical study
Author : Rajesh Kumar
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accep.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 146p.
Class No : V2:13:(X7) N0
Accn No. : 49991

2383 Title : Kamala Das's work
Sub.Ttl. : a feminist perspective
Author : Rajesh Kumar
Guide : Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labour welfare and safety measures in Dyal Bagh Spinning and Weaving Mills Amritsar</td>
<td>Rajesh Kumar</td>
<td>Bhardwaj, S.L</td>
<td>Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. &amp; Commerce)</td>
<td>M.Com</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>317p.</td>
<td>E1:3,T5 Q1</td>
<td>341237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrophotometric determination of trace level copper, lead and mercury using Alizarin Red-S solubilized in micellar</td>
<td>Rajesh Kumar</td>
<td>Usha Gupta</td>
<td>Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil. (Chemistry)</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>91p.</td>
<td>X9v,8(D66):8D.236,h,9N66 M4</td>
<td>340671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting practices in leasing industry in India</td>
<td>Rajinder Kaur</td>
<td>J.M.Joshi</td>
<td>Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)</td>
<td>Ph.D.Commerce</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>217p.</td>
<td>Q-oj4:3 L7</td>
<td>46411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Concept of Sahaja in Sahajayana Buddhism and Sikhism</td>
<td>Rajinder Kaur</td>
<td>L.M.Joshi</td>
<td>Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities and Rel. Stu.)</td>
<td>M.Lit.</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>122p.</td>
<td>Q-oj4:3 L7</td>
<td>46411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A discourse analysis of Saul Bellow’s Herzog (with CD-1424)</td>
<td>Rajinder Kaur</td>
<td>Joga Singh</td>
<td>Punjab Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)</td>
<td>Ph.D (Linguistics)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>230p.</td>
<td>O-,3N152,11:g(P) P6</td>
<td>342443</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2397 Title : Cytogenetic study of couples with primary infertility
Author : Rajinder Kumar
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Class No : L11-35:6:411 MB
Accn No. : 49400

2398 Title : Impact of information technology on growth and performance of banking system
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of banks in Punjab
Author : Rajinder Kumar
Guide : Gurdip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. (Business Management)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 518 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X62:80g9T P2
Accn No. : 341866

2399 Title : Organisation & working of Union Ministry of Information & Broadcasting with special reference to Doordarshan
Author : Rajinder Kumar
Guide : Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpub : u
Collatin : 164p.
Accn No. : 340001

2400 Title : Effectiveness of bruner and ausubel models for teaching of concepts in economics to high and low achieving students across creativity levels
Author : Rajinder Pal Kaur
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 217 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2589)
Class No : T13(X)oa5 NO-NO;1
Accn No. : 49686-49687

2401 Title : Studies in newer application of some metallochromic indicators and development ...in complexometry
Author : Rajinder Pal Singh
Guide : A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Notes : (238)
Class No : E191-537:3 M8
Accn No. : 49392

2402 Title : Studies in the newer applications of some metal indicators in complexometry
Author : Rajinder Pal Singh
Guide : A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 100p.
Notes : (235)
Class No : E191:3 L2
Accn No. : 47910

2403 Title : Administrative machinery for the welfare of scheduled castes in India : an evaluation of its performance
Sub.Ttl. : Rajinder Singh
Author : Rajinder Singh
Guide : S.S.Tiwana

2405 Title : Isolation and characterisation of temperature-sensitive Mutants of Cyanophage N-1 Author : Rajinder Singh Guide : T.A.Sharma Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) Degree : Ph.D.Botany Accp.Yr. : 2010 Collatin : 159 p. ; 28 cm. Class No : I23:3:(E9G) Q0 Accn No. : 343497,Th


2407 Title : Physiological and biochemical investigations for the cultivation of lentinus squarrosulus (Mont.) singer (with CD-2390) Author : Rajinder Singh Guide : N.S.Atri R.C.Upadhyay Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) Degree : Ph.D. (Botany) Accp.Yr. : 2010 Collatin : 159 p. ; 28 cm. Class No : I23:3:(E9G) Q0 Accn No. : 343497,Th


2410 Title : Characterization of immunomodulatory potential of microbially transformed conjugated linoleic acid and its application (With CD-1921)
Author : Rajiv Kumar
Guide : Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Biotechnology)
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : viii, 111 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : GZ:4:560Ae3 P9
Accn No. : 343124, Th

2411 Title : Detection and segmentation of touching handwritten Gurmukhi script (with CD-2907)
Author : Rajiv Kumar
Guide : Amardeep Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Sci.
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 144 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : 956121:(F153) Q1
Accn No. : 343802, Th

2412 Title : The concept of evolution in contemporary philosophy
Author : Rajkumari Balinder Jit Kaur
Guide : B.S.Rai
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.A.(Philosophy)
Accep.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 126 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R:(Gr:66).N7 L4
Accn No. : 45726

2413 Title : The Concept of Martyrdom in Christianity, Islam and Sikhism
Author : Rajkumari Bajiinder Kaur
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M.Litt
Accep.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 165 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:494 L6
Accn No. : 463446

2414 Title : Role of Indian National Congress in Lok Sabha (1990-95)
Author : Rajni Bala
Guide : Ravindra Nath Pal Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Pol.Science
Accep.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 282 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V2,4M85.N95<--N90 P2-P2;1
Accn No. : 3417755, Th 342072

2415 Title : To study the buying behaviour of 100 CC motorcycles at Patiala
Author : Rajpal Singh
Guide : D.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accep.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 64p.
Accn No. : 340635

2416 Title : New reagents in organic synthesis
Author : Rajpal, Anita
Guide : Kumar, Baldev
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D., Chemistry
2417 Title: A study of creative thinking of IX grade boys in relation to their problems and adjustment
Author: Rajpreet Kaur
Guide: R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University PTA. Deptt. of edu.& community services
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 94p.
Class No: T2.51:(S:43) M0;1
Accn No.: 49279

2418 Title: Critical study of the causes of slow progress of gymnastics in schools
Author: Rajput Saryu
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 114p.
Class No: MY112 M5
Accn No.: 49063

2419 Title: Non-aligned conferences
Sub.Ttl.: problems and challenges
Author: Rajput, Sat Pal
Guide: C.Narayana Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Notes: (3228)
Class No: V1:19(zK).N7 M2
Accn No.: 341821

2420 Title: Marginality Versus 'Centre'
Sub.Ttl.: paradigms of colononal experience in the major fiction of V.
Author: Rajinder Singh
Guide: Manjit Inder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 284 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: G-,3N32:g(V:17) P2
Accn No.: 341821

2421 Title: Study of blood constituents in female athletes
Author: Rajvinder Kaur
Guide: M.S. Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 264p.
Class No: MY2:(L35) N2
Accn No.: 340812

2422 Title: Women's political participation in Punjab Legislative Assembly since 1967
Author: Rajvinder Kaur
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pub.Admin.
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 147 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No: W,8-3oaY15.236.P1 P7
Accn No.: 342917(Th)

2423 Title: Forensic characterization of diatoms from various water bodies of Punjab (with CD-1973)
Author: Rajvinder Singh
Guide: Mukesh Kumar Thakar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
2424 Title : An analytical study of politics of terror in Punjab
Author : Rajwant Kaur
Guide : Gobinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 621 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : W88.236.N9 P9
Accn No. : 341704

2425 Title : Religion and social transformation : a case study of Rai Sikh community
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Rai Sikh community in Punjab (With CD-2031)
Author : Rajwant Singh
Guide : Harvinder Singh Bhatti
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of the Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Sociology and Social Anthropology
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 167 p. ; maps. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y73(Q-7).236 P9
Accn No. : 343283

2426 Title : Jayaprakash Narayan's concept of total revolution - an assessment
Author : Rajwinder Kaur
Guide : Dilbir Kaur Baywa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 118 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V2y7N02 P9-P9;2
Accn No. : 342943-342947

2427 Title : Political awareness among the post graduate students
Author : Rajwinder Kaur
Guide : R.N.Pal I.S. Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Pol Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 191 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W0gt43.236.N7 N8-N8;2
Accn No. : 342948
342097-342098

2428 Title : An analytical study of Sikh aesthetics
Author : Rajwinder Singh
Guide : G.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious Studies)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 341 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R5,(Q-) N4
Accn No. : 340856

2429 Title : Bite marks on various objects : comparison and analysis (with CD-1708)
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : O.P.Jasuja
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 186 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No :LYX2:(L214) P7
Accn No. : 342696,Th
2430 Title : Capital formation and technological change in Indian corporate sector
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of emerging, steady and sluggish industries
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 224 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X9Y:775.2.N9 P0
Accn No. : 341574

2431 Title : Characterisation and treatment of tannery effluent for biogas production
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 142 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : 216.1
Accn No. : 342034

2432 Title : Effects of some physical conditions on blood stains
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : P.K. Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)Forensi
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1983
Collatin : 203p.
Class No : LYX111 M3
Accn No. : 48109

2433 Title : Fault-tolerant scheduling for real-time tasks in distributed computing systems (with CD-1981)
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : Kawaljeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Tech.)
Degree : Ph.D(Computer Eng.)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 168 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : 95543:741 P9
Accn No. : 343158,Th

2434 Title : Geometry of manifolds with indefinite metrics(with CD-1777)
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : Nagaich, R.K.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : ii, 99 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : B67:3 P8
Accn No. : 342772(Th)

2435 Title : The haunted heroes of Arun Joshi :
Sub.Ttl. : a study of the foreigner, the strange case of Billy Biswas and the Last Labyrinth
Author : Rakesh Kumar
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil (English)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 90 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : O-I,3N39:9 P4
Accn No. : 342354,Th
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biobleaching of pulp and paper Mill effluents by immobilized white root fungi</td>
<td>Ram Sarup Singh</td>
<td>S.S. Marwaha</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Biotechnology</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>124 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>S55:50aY24221 N8</td>
<td>341746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of some sub-classes of the class of univalent functions in the unit disc</td>
<td>Ram Singh</td>
<td>V.D. Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>143p.</td>
<td>F:(G91) N3</td>
<td>340427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical study of suitability of cricket for Indian women</td>
<td>Ram Vati</td>
<td>M.L. Kamlesh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>46p.</td>
<td>MY2141obY73(P15) - 15 L4</td>
<td>45789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyal Singh Majithia (1849-1898)</td>
<td>Ramakumar, Shobhana</td>
<td>Kirpal Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A. (History)</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>103 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td>343106, Th/KS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee engagement</td>
<td>Raman Kumar</td>
<td>Surendra Kumar Sia</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil. Psy.</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>92 p.</td>
<td>S:34(G:55) P9</td>
<td>343016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption in rural population of Ludhiana district (Punjab)</td>
<td>Ramandeep Kaur</td>
<td>Dalbinder Singh Sidhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td></td>
<td>341031</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2450 Title : Educational and psycho-social correlates of life satisfaction of convicted women (with CD-1126)  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : S.K.Bawa  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)  
Degree : Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 191 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T0aV15:(K:9Q) P4  
Accn No. : 342284,Th

2451 Title : Evaluation and improvement of germplasm of Aloe Vera L. from North India (with CD-2391)  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : M.I.S.Chahal Manju Puri K.N.Saraswathy  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of the Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Human Biology )  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 235 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : I:(J6).2 Q0  
Accn No. : 343498,Th

2452 Title : Gender division of labour in agricultural households in rural Punjab (with CD-2433)  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : Birinder Pal Singh Bhupinder Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Social Science)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y1-3loaX8(J):9.236 Q0  
Accn No. : 343536,Th

2453 Title : Synthesis and studies of some new heterocyclic compounds (with CD-2426)  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : Balbir Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Chemistry)  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : 260 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : E8:4 Q1  
Accn No. : 343529,Th

2454 Title : Theories of crime  
Sub.Ttl. : in Indian perspective  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : Devinder Kumar Singla  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Sub. on : 2009  
Collatin : 167 p. ; 27 cm.  
Class No : Z2,5 P9  
Accn No. : 343331,Th

2455 Title : Women leadership in Urban Local bodies  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala Municipal Corporation  
Author : Ramandeep Kaur  
Guide : Jagroop Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 138 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,6loaY15-48.236911 Q0-Q0;1  
Accn No. : 343187-343188,Th
2456 Title : Organisation and performance of department of planning in Punjab
Author : Ramanjit Singh
Guide : Geetinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M. Phil. Pub. Adm.
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 154 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W,8.236,d,9N72 Qo
Accn No. : 343403, Th

2457 Title : Corporate disclosure practices in India
Sub.Ttl. : a study of private sector
Author : Ramanpreet Kaur
Guide : R.S. Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : M. Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 95 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X9Y:8.2 Q0
Accn No. : 343391, Th

2458 Title : Domestic violence against wives
Author : Ramanpreet Kaur
Guide : Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M. Phil. Sociology
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 110 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Y15:45 P9
Accn No. : 343179, Th

2459 Title : Working of Punjab Legislative Assembly since 1997
Author : Ramanpreet Kaur
Guide : Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M. Phil. Pol. Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 135 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : V236,3:3.N7 P2-P2;2
Accn No. : 341696-341697 342103

2460 Title : Wrongful confinement and writ of habeas corpus
Author : Ramanpreet Kaur
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 2009
Collatin : 235 p.; 27 cm.
Class No : Z2,9598 P9
Accn No. : 343325, Th

2461 Title : The concept of conscience in modern ethics with special reference to Joseph Butler
Author : Rambani, Amar K.
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.A. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 93 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : R41xK92 L8
Accn No. : 46808

2462 Title : A critical study of Human Nature in the ethical theory of Joseph Butler
Author : Ramesh K. Allawadhi
Guide : Allawadhi, Ramesh K.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : M. Phil. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 141 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : R856xK92 M6
Accn No. : 49282
2463 Title: Synthesis of 4-substituted and 2,4-disubstituted aryloxypropyl piperazine derived potential atypical antipsychotics
Author: Ramesh Kumari
Guide: Gulshan Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Pharm
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 127 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: L28 P1
Accn No.: 342269

2464 Title: United States foreign policy towards South Africa 1968-1975
Author: Raminder Jeet Kaur
Guide: Manju Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 214p.
Class No.: V73:1969G.N75< - N68 N0
Accn No.: 340186

2465 Title: Socio-psychological correlates of clothing preferences among adolescents in Punjab(with CD-1759)
Author: Raminder Kaur
Guide: Malkit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 325+xxii p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: Y211:1(L:577).236 P8
Accn No.: 342754(Th)

2466 Title: A study of academic achievement motivation and study habits of high and low achievers in mathematics
Author: Raminder Kaur
Guide: Meenakshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci.)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 89 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: T:2(B):(S:35) P7
Accn No.: 342495,Th

2467 Title: Study of marketing of raw cotton in the state of Punjab (CD-1843)
Author: Raminder Pal Singh
Guide: Gurdeep Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Busi. Management)
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 192 p.; 26 cm.
Class No.: X8(J781):51.236 P7
Accn No.: 342886,Th

2468 Title: Assessment of genetic damage in workers occupationally exposed to various pesticides in selected districts of Punjab (wth CD-1616)
Author: Raminderjeet Kaur
Guide: Satbir Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 179 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (330.1)
Class No.: G:60gJ:43:55.236 P7
Accn No.: 342632,Th

2469 Title: Transformation of agricultural landscape in Rupnagar district (1977-80 to 1987-90)
Sub.Ttl.: a geographical analysis
Author: Rampal Singh
Guide: S.S.Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accep.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 283p.
Notes : (3211)
Class No : U181(J).236911R.N9 N8
Accn No. : 341360

2470 Title : Advertising methods and effectiveness
Sub.Ttl. : a study of wall advertisements
Author : Rampal, Jagdish Rai
Guide : P.K.Kapoor
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree : MBA
Accep.Yr. : 1973
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 94
Class No : X:513 L3
Accn No. : 45585

2471 Title : A review of literature on motor skill learning
Author : Rana, Attar Singh
Guide : S.R.Mahindroo
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accep.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 121 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:68obT:6a K7
Accn No. : 45066

2472 Title : Organisation and functions of Education Department,Punjab
Author : Rana, Karam Chand
Guide : Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accep.Yr. : 1987
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 117p.
Accn No. : 49968

2473 Title : New additions to synthetic transformations and biologically active compounds
Author : Rana, Kulbhushan
Guide : Baldev Kumar Balbir Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accep.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 216 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (270.1)
Class No : E5,8 P2
Accn No. : 341810

2474 Title : A critical study of laws relating to alternatives to custodial punishments
Author : Rana, Mamta
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree : L.L.M
Accep.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 254 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4573.2)
Class No : Z2,95:g P4
Accn No. : 342076,Th

2475 Title : Preparation and optimization of polymeric films for in Vitro permeation studies (with CD-1447)
Author : Rana, Vikas
Guide : A.K.Tiwary
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pharm.)
Accep.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 296 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L33 P6
Accn No. : 342466
2476 Title: Morphological characteristics of elite Indian track and field probables of 2010 commonwealth games (With CD-2591)
Author: Ranawat, Laxman Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 389 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MY2122 Q0
Accn No.: 343692, Th

2477 Title: "Synthesis of some variously substituted 3- Hydroxycromen-4-one and their photodegradative studies .1."
Author: Ranbir Kaur
Guide: Manisha Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 87 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: E225 Q1
Accn No.: 343425

2478 Title: Semiological structure of Ahmad Ali's Twilight in Delhi
Author: Ranbir Singh
Guide: S Vaidyanathan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Class No: O-,3NAHM,1:(P9C) L9
Accn No.: 47597

2479 Title: Semiotics of Faulkner's the Sound and the fury
Author: Ranbir Singh
Guide: J.S. Paur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 325 p.
Class No: O-A,3M97,13:g M4
Accn No.: 48480

2480 Title: Social factors in 1992 Municipal elections in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala
Author: Randeep Kaur
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: W,6:91.236.N92 N3
Accn No.: 341005

2481 Title: Modification and evaluation of specific physical fitness test for University level football players (with CD-2914)
Author: Randhawa, Dalbir Singh
Guide: Raj Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Education and Informati
Degree: Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 118 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MY2121:8:(T4) Q1
Accn No.: 343810, Th

2482 Title: Sign systems of Dickens and Dostoyevsky a comparative study with special reference to great expectations and the brother Karamazov
Author: Randhawa, Deepinderjeet
Guide: Gurshagat Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.English
2483 Title: Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
Sub.Ttl.: planning and evaluation model
Author: Randhawa, Gurbinder
Guide: Goyal, D.P.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Pub/Unpu.: u
Collatin: 282 p.; 27 cm.
Notes: (4118)
Class No: X9B,8(A):8.1.N7 P1
Accn No.: 341707

2484 Title: Socio-economic status and physical fitness of selected college students
Author: Randhawa, Kailash
Guide: V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Phy.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 35 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3103)
Class No: T42:7(L:8)0aY5 L6
Accn No.: 46147

2485 Title: The concept of man in Sri Aurobindo's philosophy
Author: Randhawa, Mangesh Kaur
Guide: R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.Phil (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 120 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: R39(\, 14).N M4
Accn No.: 48938 49278

2486 Title: Problems of the aged in rural and urban areas of Patiala
Sub.Ttl.: a study in social gerontology
Author: Randhawa, Maninder Singh
Guide: G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Accn No.: 49318

2487 Title: Sociological study of the retired people of Patiala
Author: Randhawa, Maninder Singh
Guide: G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 139p.
Accn No.: 48501

2488 Title: Study of wrestling in post-independence period in India
Author: Randhawa, Sucha Singh
Guide: S.C. Kanwal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 74p.
Class No: MY245v2.N7 L2
Accn No.: 45443
2489 Title: An investigation into the conception of the teacher's role held by parents, students & heads of the institutions
Author: Randhawa, Sukhpal
Guide: D.R.Vij
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr: 1972
Collatin: 62 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2568)
Class No: T.2.k:3 L2
Accn No: 45432

2490 Title: Modulation of impact of obesity on experimental left ventricular cardiac hypertrophy (With CD-2543)
Author: Randhir Singh
Guide: Pawan Krishan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. Pharma.Science
Accp.Yr: 2010
Collatin: 359 p.; 111.; 28 cm.
Class No: L32-12:460t12 Q0
Accn No: 343639,Th

2491 Title: Effect of partial redistribution on spectral line formation
Author: Rangaranjan, K.E.
Guide: A.Peraiah
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr: 1987
Notes: (118)
Class No: B9:653 M7-M7;4
Accn No: 49593-49594,Th 340779-340780,Th 341370,Th

2492 Title: Economic analysis of marketing and processing of rice in the Punjab State
Author: Rangi, P.S.
Guide: D.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr: 1986
Collatin: 229p.
Class No: X8(J381):51 M6
Accn No: 49340

2493 Title: A study on the myxozoan parasites of the fishes of Punjab wetlands (With CD-2551)
Author: Ranjeet Singh
Guide: Harpreet Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr: 2011
Collatin: 317 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: K92:564.236 Q1
Accn No: 343647,Th

2494 Title: The semiotics of the ceremonies around birth in the Punjab
Author: Ranjeet Singh Bajwa
Guide: H.S.Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr: 1983
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 227p.
Class No: Y11:356.236
Accn No: 48937(Ref.)

2495 Title: Symbiosis of drama and imagery in Henry James
Author: Ranjit Kaur
Guide: D.S. Maini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr: 1984
2496 Title : Theme and treatment of evil in Joseph Conard
Author : Ranjit Kaur
Guide : D.S. Maini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accep.Yr. : 1972
Class No. : O-3M43:G(NT) M4
Accn No. : 48487

2497 Title : Relevancy of matrimonial bars in the changing society
Author : Ranjit Kumar
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Pub/Unpu : u
Notes : (4550)
Class No. : Z2,1227 N0
Collatin : 234 p. ; 26 cm.
Accn No. : 340313(Ref.)

2498 Title : Complexes of ditertiary phosphines ditertiary arsines & their oxides with metal ions
Author : Ranjit Singh
Guide : S.S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accep.Yr. : 1971
Collatin : 143p.
Notes : (229)
Class No. : E15-191 L1
Accn No. : 45340

2499 Title : Job stress, job satisfaction and adjustment among physical education teachers of Haryana schools (with CD-2435)
Author : Ranjit Singh
Guide : Raj Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D. (Physical Education)
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 218 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No. : MY:(X:91).2361 Q0
Accn No. : 343538,Th

2500 Title : A study of performance of Mansa Block Samiti, Mansa District, Punjab
Author : Ranjit Singh
Guide : Renu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub Adm.
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 124 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No. : W,63:3.236918y7 Q0
Accn No. : 343396,Th

2501 Title : Dynamics of occupational change of agricultural labour in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Bathinda and Jalandhar Districts (with CD-2850)
Author : Ranjodh Singh
Guide : Balbir Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accep.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 225 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No. : X8(J):9.23691160j4 Q1
Accn No. : 343744,Th

2502 Title : Labour welfare programmes in some factories at Nabha
Author : Ranjodh Singh
Guide : M.R.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Diploma (Social Welfare administration 1977-78)
2503 Title: Occupational change of agricultural labour: a case study of Bathinda District
Author: Ranjodh Singh
Guide: Balbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Eco.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 118 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X8(J):9723691B.P1 P4
Accn No.: 342332, Th

2504 Title: Identification of the dead by photographic measurements and roentogenographic measurements
Author: Rao, M.B.
Guide: P.K. Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Class No.: LYX12:12 M9
Accn No.: 49752

2505 Title: Time dependent radiative transfer
Author: Rao, Mohan
Guide: H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 117p.
Notes: (113)(114)
Class No.: B9:16-643 M7-M7;3
Accn No.: 49595-49596, Th
340767, Th
340781, Th
341371, Th

2506 Title: Ketamine hydrochloride as a sole anaesthetic agent for short surgical procedures
Author: Rao, Vemuri Malleswara
Guide: Pusha Dhanwant Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: M.D. Anaesthesiology
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 121 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 500
Class No.: L:17:7 L9
Accn No.: 47515

2507 Title: A socio-economic analysis of child labour in Ludhiana
Author: Rapal, Navneet Kumar
Guide: Gill, Anita
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Eco
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 107 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X:98By723696.N9 P4
Accn No.: 342337, Th

2508 Title: A comparative study of awareness about population dynamics among illiterate and neo-literate adults
Author: Rath, Niranjan Prasad
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Education & Community Services
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 69p.
Class No.: Y:5(T3) M5
Accn No.: 48644
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic value of somatic inkblot series-11 for psychopathological cases in armed forces</td>
<td>Rathee, Suraj Parkash</td>
<td>Agyajit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>301p.</td>
<td>341351</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of development of Basketball in India in pre and post- independence period</td>
<td>Rathi, Vinod Kumar</td>
<td>Mohinder Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1975</td>
<td>96p.</td>
<td>45934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role of competitions in the development of sports in India</td>
<td>Rathore, Govind Singh</td>
<td>K. Venkateswarlu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1968</td>
<td>71p.</td>
<td>45151</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative morphological studies on the internal reproductive systems &amp; Indian Coccinelliae etc.</td>
<td>Rathour, Yograj Singh</td>
<td>Tarlok Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>131p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>K865:20;67.2 ME-MB;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical modeling of creep in rotating discs of composites and functionally gradient materials (with CD-2367)</td>
<td>Rattan, Minto</td>
<td>Satya Bir Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Mathematics)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>xx1, 131 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>343474, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna array optimization using evolutionary approaches (with CD-2020)</td>
<td>Rattan, Munish</td>
<td>Manjeet Singh Patterh</td>
<td>Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Engineering &amp; Tech)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Electronics &amp; Communication Engineering)</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>139 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>343272, Th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxonomic studies on zygennaceae of Punjab and its adjoining areas</td>
<td>Rattan, Rajinder Singh</td>
<td>T.A. Sarma</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Botany</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>327 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2516 Title: A study of expressed expressed emotions and cognitive distortions in obsessive compulsive disorder
Author: Rattan, Sherrain
Guide: Harprit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 123 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S:40j52 QO
Accn No.: 343581, Th

2517 Title: Trade unionism among industrial workers in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Rajpura Town
Author: Rattandeep Kaur
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 147 p.
Class No: X8(A):97D.236911 N8
Accn No.: 341379, Thesis

2518 Title: Politics and theatre in Punjab
Author: Ravi Prakash
Guide: Navindra Behl
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 175p.
Class No: NR236QaW N0
Accn No.: 340044

2519 Title: A study of body image concern in relation to peer influence, media influence and self-esteem in adolescents
Author: Ravijot Kaur
Guide: Gurminder Sokhey
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phill (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 166 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S2:(L:5) P9
Accn No.: 343005

2520 Title: A comparative study of the educational philosophies of Sri Aurobindo and Mahatama Gandhi and their relevance to modern educational systems
Author: RAvinder Jeet Kaur
Guide: T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 391 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2556)
Class No: TXM69ov72 N1j1
Accn No.: 340281-340282

2521 Title: A comparative study of the educational philosophy of Mahatama Gandhi and John Dewey
Author: RAvinder Jeet Kaur
Guide: M.R. Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 125 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2555)
Class No: TXM590KM69 M6j1
Accn No.: 48840
2522 Title : Cestode parasites of birds  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : Grewal, Sarbjit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Sc.Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1976  
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : 485  
Class No : K96:43 L6  
Accn No. : 45960

2523 Title : A comparative study of academic achievement of ninth class students of Government & Non-Government schools of Patiala city  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : T.R.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)  
Degree : M.A.Edu  
Accp.Yr. : 1974  
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2801)  
Class No : T2:5.236911 L4-L4;1  
Accn No. : 48332-48333

2524 Title : A comparative study of academic achievement of nonth class students of Government & Non-Government schools of Patiala City  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : T.R.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)  
Degree : M.A. (Edu.)  
Accp.Yr. : 1974  
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2801)  
Class No : T2:5.236911 L4  
Accn No. : 45757

2525 Title : The concept of Dharma in Indian philosophy  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : R.D.Nirakari  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)  
Degree : M.A. (Philosophy)  
Accp.Yr. : 1976  
Collatin : 133 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : R6,(Q) L6  
Accn No. : 46160

2526 Title : Punjab problem and the Punjab units of the communist parties  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : Kehar Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Accn No. : 340185

2527 Title : Role of Press in the evolution to national movement in Punjab (1881-1930) (with CD-1428)  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : Kulbir Singh Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (History)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 389 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V2360g421.N30<--M81 P6  
Accn No. : 342447,7h

2528 Title : Study of legislative leadership in Punjab with special reference to the Congress party from 1972-1985  
Author : Ravinder Kaur  
Guide : Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1990
2529 Title : Investigations on staphylococcal protein A and immunoglobulin G3 allotype gene polymorphism in mastitic Cattle and Buffaloes (With CD-2603)
Author : Ravinder Kumar
Guide : R.S.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 173 p. : ill. 28 cm.
Class No : KZ2-312:4;(G116) Q1
Accn No. : 343704, Th

2530 Title : The indecent representation of women (Prohibition) act, 1986
Sub.Ttl. : a social legal study
Author : Ravinder Pal Kaur
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : L.L.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 253 p.
Notes : (4545.2)
Class No : Z2,115-95984.N9 M6
Accn No. : 341834

2531 Title : Post embryonic development of the Fig gall-midge Udumbaria nainiensis grover(cecidomyiidae:Diptera)
Author : Ravinder Pal Kaur
Guide : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 446 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 473
Class No : K871:7 M2-2;M2;1
Accn No. : 48098
48171

2532 Title : Trade union dynamics in hosiery mills
Author : Ravinder Paul
Guide : G.S.Bhatanagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 300p.
Accn No. : 340118

2533 Ravinder Singh
Information needs and information seeking behaviour of polytechnique teachers (diss. of M.Lib.) / Ravinder Singh
340576

2534 Title : Performance of athletes in track and field events in relation to self-concept
Author : Ravinder Singh
Guide : R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Lit
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 58p.
Class No : MY2:(S) M1;1
Accn No. : 48414

2535 Ravinder Singh
Sociobiology
340566

2536 Title : Study of subjects sociobiology
Author : Ravinder Singh
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.L.I.Sc
2537 Title : User survey of science students : a comparative study of Punjabi University, Patiala & Thapar Institute of Engineering and Technology, Patiala
Author : Ravinder Singh
Guide : K.Navalani
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 7 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (31)
Class No : 2:97:(G:Y) M9
Accn No. : 340565

2538 Ravinder Singh
User survey of science students(Diss.of M.Lib.)
340568

2539 Title : A comparative study of the educational philosophies of Sri Aurobindo and Mahatma Gandhi and their relevance to modern educational systems
Author : Ravinderjit Kaur
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 391 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2556)
Class No : T569ov72 N1
Accn No. : 340095

2540 Title : Leadership in municipality
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Dhuri Municipality
Author : Ravinderjit Singh
Guide : Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Accn No. : 340174

2541 Title : Women education and professional growth
Sub.Ttl. : a study of psychological, social and personal barriers
Author : Ravinderpal Singh
Guide : S.K.Bawa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu. and information Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 161 p. ; 28 cm
Notes : (3130.2)
Class No : T55.2,b P2
Accn No. : 341879

2542 Title : Development of agro-based Industries in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : an analysis (with CD-2857)
Author : Ravita
Guide : Balwinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xii, 223 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(J).236 Q1
Accn No. : 343751, Th

2543 Title : Novelty and meaning type of creativity in relation to personality, cognitive styles and gender types
Author : Ravleen Kaur
Guide : B.S.Sandhu
Title: Assessment of phenotypic and genotypic diversity in Eclipta Alba (L) Hassk
Sub.Ttl.: an important medicinal plant (with CD-2832)
Author: Ravneet Kaur
Guide: Saggoo, M.I.S.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v, 236 p. : Plates. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Y:3217y7236911 Q0
Accn No.: 343551, Th

Title: Emerging challenges in marital relations in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala city
Author: Ravneet Kaur
Guide: Deepak Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Sociology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 78 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: X:6-962 Q0
Accn No.: 343388

Title: Financing of housing sector
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of housing development and finance corporation LTD. and GIC housing finance LTD.
Author: Ravneet Kaur
Guide: Jasmindeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: M.Phil (Commerce)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 165 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Y:3217y7236911 Q0
Accn No.: 343551, Th

Title: Study of physical fitness status and nutritional status of tribles and Nontribals in light of socioeconomic status.
Author: Ray, Debasish
Guide: S.N. Khanna
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 153p
Class No: L:8oaY N1
Accn No.: 341019

Title: Survey and studies on some insects damaging medicinal and aromatic plants of central Kashmir along with observations on the bio control agents of some them (With CD-2604)
Author: Razak, Nakeer
Guide: Malkiat S.Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 224 p. : Plate. ; 28 cm.
Class No: K86:(J6).241 Q1
Accn No.: 343705, Th

Title: Gandhi's perspective on environment
Author: Razia Begum
Guide: Jagroop Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Science
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 128 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: zG:(G:55) P9
Accn No.: 342957
2557 Title : Guru Arjan Dev [1581-1606] 
Sub.Ttl. : a study of Sikh Institutions, practices and outlook
Author : Rekhi, Joginder Singh
Guide : S.K.Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 268 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236y7M72 L4
Accn No. : 45744

2558 Title : Study of Sikh leadership 1699-1849
Author : Rekhi, Ravinder Singh
Guide : Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 212 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : V236(Q-).M49<-K99 P2
Accn No. : 341860, Th

2559 Title : Potentiometric investigations on complexation of metal ions with lidocaine and cinchocaine
Author : Renuka
Guide : J.S.Aulakh
A.K.Malik
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Chemistry)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 87 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E191:4 P9
Accn No. : 343173, Th

2560 Title : Phytochemical and pharmacological investigations of bacopa monniera and centella asiatica
Author : Richa Shri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Pharm Sci.& Drug Research)
Degree : U.G.C.Minor project
Collatin : 49 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : LZ3:(J6) N0;2
Accn No. : 341518-341520, RG

2561 Title : Indian banking
Sub.Ttl. : managing transformation through information technology -problems and prospects ( with CD-2347)
Author : Rimpi Kaur
Guide : M.S.Bedi
R.K.Uppal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Management
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X62:(PT).2 Q0
Accn No. : 343454, Th

2562 Title : East-West encounter and the Western women
Sub.Ttl. : a study of E.M.Forster's A Passage to India and Paul Scott's The Jewel in the Crown
Author : Rimpu
Guide : Paramjit Kaur Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 108 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : 0-,3xN2:g(Y15) P8
Accn No. : 342826

2563 Title : US policy towards crisis in West Asia since 1988(with CD-1360)
Author : Rinka
Guide : Manju Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Pol Sci.)
2564 Title : West Asia crisis after OSLO Accord  
Author : Rinka  
Guide : Manju Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 116 p. ; 30 cm.  
Class No : V461:194653(zM).N7 P2;1-P2;2  
Accn No. : 341695  
2564-2565  
2565 Title : Design and performance evaluation of multistage interconnection networks (with CD-2425)  
Author : Rinkle Rani  
Guide : Lakhwinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Computer Sci)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 152 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : 9S33:8 Q0  
Accn No. : 343528  
2566 Title : A model for the development of strategic information system in public sector undertakings  
Author : Rishi, Bikram Jit  
Guide : D.P.Goyal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree : Ph.D(Business Mangt)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 266 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : {4134.15}  
Class No : X95:81(9T) P6  
Accn No. : 342579, Th  
2567 Title : The review of literature on psychological conditioning  
Author : Rishi, Nirmal  
Guide : S.R.Mahindro  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)  
Accp.Yr. : 1968  
Collatin : 82 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : S:795aoMY K8  
Accn No. : 45141  
2568 Title : Elections and voter's mobilisation in Himachal Pradesh  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Shimla District 1985  
Author : Rita  
Guide : R.N.Pal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil  
Accp.Yr. : 1985  
Collatin : 221p.  
Class No : V23684:91.N7 M5  
Accn No. : 49067  
2569 Title : Anthropometric study of pre-School children of Chandigarh for standardisation of measurements for garments and footwear  
Author : Rita Gurcharan Singh  
Guide : L.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac : Pbi.Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Human Biology  
Accp.Yr. : 1995  
Collatin : 204 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y74236C-11.2 N5 G9C:7 (M8).236C N5  
Accn No. : 340955(Ref.)  
341101
2570 Title : A study of teacher effectiveness in relation to school organizational climate and administrative behaviour of school heads of Himachal Pradesh (With CD-2585)  
Author : Riti  
Guide : Paramjit Kaur Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)  
Degree : Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 242 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T9(T)-2:8.242 Q0  
Accn No. : 343686, Th

2571 Title : A study of the functioning of village education development committees in educationally backward districts of Punjab (with CD-2945)  
Author : Ritu  
Guide : Pushpinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci)  
Degree : Ph.D. Education.  
Accp.Yr. : 2012  
Collatin : x, 230 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T:glaoY31.236 Q2  
Accn No. : 343830, Th

2572 Title : Direct and dye sensitized photoreactions of 3-Hydroxy Benzopyran-4-one (With CD-2006)  
Author : Ritu Bala  
Guide : W.R. Bansal  
Mamoud Yusuf  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 231 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : E7:25 P9  
Accn No. : 343258

2573 Title : Study of organisational climate in relation to job satisfaction and managerial effectiveness in electronics ---- Punjab  
Author : Ritu Chaudhry  
Guide : B.S. Bhatia  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business admn.& Commerce)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Collatin : 263p.  
Class No : X81(O65):8.236 N8  
Accn No. : 341276

2574 Title : Assessing training and development needs in banks for middle level managers (A comparative study of public and Private Banks) (with CD-2877)  
Author : Rohit Kumar  
Guide : Pushpinder Singh Gill  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree : Ph.D. Management  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : 302 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X950vW,62:77:-8:t3 Q1  
Accn No. : 343772, Th

2575 Title : Performance evaluation of general insurance companies  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of post-reform period (with CD-2399)  
Author : Rohit Kumar  
Guide : Manjit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree : Ph.D. ( Commerce)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 322 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : X81:8 Q0  
Accn No. : 343506, Th
2576 Title: Some aspects of raising additional resources in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of State Lotteries
Author: Romesh Kumar
Guide: H.K. Mannmohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Patiala Punjabi University (Faculty of Arts and Social Sc.)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 296 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: X628.5.236.N7 M6
Accn No.: 49190 (Ref.)

2577 Title: Some aspects of raising additional resources in Punjab
Author: Romesh Kumar
Guide: H.K. Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 295
Notes: (3743)
Class No: X628.5.236.N7 M6
Accn No.: 49192

2578 Title: Proneness to delinquency
Sub.Ttl.: family, school and adjustment
Author: Roop Jyot Kaur
Guide: Kanwal Nalwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 235 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y11:45.P1 P5
Accn No.: 342411, Th

2579 Title: Women and crime
Sub.Ttl.: a sociological study of convicts in Patiala Jail (with CD-1760)
Author: Roop Kamal Kaur
Guide: Birinder Pal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of the Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 358 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y15:45.236911 P8
Accn No.: 342755 (Th)

2580 Title: Study of attitudes of Punjabi University students towards Punjab problem
Author: Roop Rani
Guide: J.A. Khan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Pol.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Class No: V236-911.N9 N4
Accn No.: 341012 (Ref.)

2581 Title: Maharaja Yadavindra Singh
Sub.Ttl.: a brief study of life and work
Author: Roopinder Singh
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 164
Class No: V236911,1y7N13 L7
Accn No.: 46500

2582 Title: Corporate disclosure practices of Indian companies (with CD-1514)
Author: Roshan Lal
Guide: G.S. Batra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Busi. Managt.)
2583 Title : A follow-up study of young sportspersons
Sub.Ttl. : towards an interactionism paradigm in sports
personology
Author : Roul, I.S.
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social
Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 336 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T:(R)xc57omL46 N8-N8;2
Accn No. : 341375
341405-341406

2584 Title : A comparative study of the educational
philosophies of Plato and Pestalozzi
Author : Ruban Dass
Guide : G.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 302 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2630)
Class No : 341820
Accn No. : 341820(Th)

2585 Title : Parveen Shakir ka sheri karnama
Author : Rubina, 1971-
Guide : Sheikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univwersity, Patiala/Faculty of
languages
Degree : Ph. D.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Pub/Unpu : U
Pub.Plc. : Malerkotla
Collatin : 308 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Alt.Ttl. : ਪਰਵੇਣ ਸ਼ਕੀਰ ਦਾ ਸੇਅਰੀ ਕਾ ਰਨਾਮਾ
Class No : 340410
Accn No. : 340410

2586 Title : Emerging trends-trial and punishment of offences
against public tranquility
Author : Ruchika
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 197 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4561.51)
Class No : Z2,5152:N9 P4-P4;1
Accn No. : 342120

2587 Title : Motor abilities as predictor of performance of
Hockey players
Author : Rup Kumari
Guide : R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Class No : MY2143:(S:68) N3
Accn No. : 340410

2588 Title : Synthesis and photochemical transformations of
some novel Benzo-Y-Pyrones (with CD-2005)
Author : Rupesh Kumar
Guide : Mohamad Yusuf
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of the Physical
Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 194 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E7:25-4 P9
Accn No. : 343257
2589 Title: Faith and doubt in the poetry of Robert Browning
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: Gurdit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 253p.
Class No: 0-,1M12:g N0
Accn No.: 49958

2590 Title: Human resource management practices in life insurance corporation of India (With CD-2015)
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: Ritu Lehal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 381 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X813:991.2 P8
Accn No.: 343267, Th

2591 Title: Indebtedness among farmers in rural Punjab(with CD-1765)
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: Gian Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 263 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(J):77.236(Y31). P8
Accn No.: 342760, Th

2592 Title: Indebtedness among farmers- a case study of Ludhiana district
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: Gian Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Economics)
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 98 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X775.23696(Y31).N9 P0
Accn No.: 341829, Th

2593 Title: Morphological characteristics and nutrition as determinants of pregnancy outcome in privileged and underprivileged prospective mothers- a longitudinal study
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: S.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: v.p.; 30 cm.
Class No: L9F:310j46 P2
Accn No.: 341995

2594 Title: Potentiometric studies of complexation of 2-[(Phenylimino)Methyl] Phenol with some divalent metal ions
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: J.S. Aulakh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 71 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: E191,528-551 Q1
Accn No.: 343427

2595 Title: Somatotype and physical fitness of employees of railway workshops (with CD-1618)
Author: Rupinder Kaur
Guide: S.P. Singh
Paramvir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 271 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: L:80aX415:97B P7
Accn No.: 342634, Th
2596 Title : Studies on somatic embryogenesis, plant regeneration and genetic transformation of sugarcane  
Author : Rupinder Kaur  
Guide : T.A.Sarma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)  
Degree : Ph.D.Biotechnology  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 158 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : I:677 P2  
Accn No. : 341805

2597 Title : Study of atmospheric boundary layer over Patiala using echosonde  
Author : Rupinder Kaur  
Guide : Darshan Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 71 p. ; 30 cm.  
Notes : (134.1) (137.0)  
Class No : C3:(U282).236911 P4  
Accn No. : 342000

2598 Title : A critical analysis of hearsay evidence  
Author : Rupinder Pal Kaur  
Guide : Devinder Kumar Singla  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 227 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Z2,7-94,?7:g Q0  
Accn No. : 343564

2599 Title : Pattern of leadership in Panchayati Raj institutions of Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Jalandhar and Nawanshahar District  
Author : Rupinderjeet Kaur  
Guide : S.S.Tiwana  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.Public Admn.  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 342 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : W,64:3.23694.N9 P4  
Accn No. : 342179

2600 Title : Effects of different types of recovery interventions on various physiological parameters in active sportmen (with CD-2400)  
Author : S. Kulandaivelan  
Guide : S.K.Verma  
Suman Mukhopadhyay  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Sports Sci)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 226 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : MY:3 Q0  
Accn No. : 343507

2601 Title : Investigations of multiply compton backscattered gamma rays (with CD-2003)  
Sub.Ttl. : Arvind Deepak Sabharwal  
Author : Sabharwal, Arvind Deepak  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 169 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : C54:3HN2-58 P9  
Accn No. : 343255

2602 Title : Organisational role stress among secondary school teachers in relation to burnout  
Author : Sachdev, Ruchi  
Guide : Jagpreet Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Infor. Sci.)
2603 Title : A study on the muscle interactions during some gymnastic activities  
Author : Sachdeva, Aruna  
Guide : S.K.Verma, A.Goswami  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Sciences  
Accp.Yr. : 1999  
Collatin : 288 p.  
Class No : MY112 N9  
Accn No. : 341480

2604 Title : Study of physical growth of punjabi girls from 8 through 20 yrs., with special reference to nutritional status  
Author : Sachdeva, Neerja  
Guide : D.K. Kansal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Collatin : 533 p.  
Class No : W6,61.236 M9  
Accn No. : 488098

2605 Title : Municipal Government and politics in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of a Municipal Committee ...  
Author : Sachdeva, Pardeep  
Guide : K.K.Puri  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : xii, 117 p.  
Notes : (148.2)  
Class No : C54:58 P2  
Accn No. : 342035

2606 Title : A study of educational and service potential of educated unemployed women of Patiala  
Author : Sachdeva, Praveen  
Guide : D.R.Vij  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr. : 1973  
Collatin : 58 p.  
Notes : (2636)  
Class No : T:(Y15:433).236911 L3  
Accn No. : 488098

2607 Title : Investigation of double photon compton scattering using single gamma ray detector  
Author : Saddi, Manju Bala  
Guide : Bhajan Singh, B.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : xii, 117 p.  
Notes : (148.2)  
Class No : C54:58 P2  
Accn No. : 342035

2608 Title : Contribution of scanning electron microscopic studies towards the taxonomy of known species of mosquitoes from Punjab and adjoining areas (Diptera: Culicidae)  
Author : Sagan Deep  
Guide : Jagbir Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1997  
Notes : 488  
Class No : K971:119.2365 N7  
Accn No. : 341238
2616 Title: The problem of meaning in ethical judgements (with special reference to A.J.Ayer and C.L.Stevenson)
Author: Sahni, Inderjeet Kaur
Guide: Gursharan Singh Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.Phil (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 118 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: R4xN1 M6
Accn No.: 49264

2617 Title: Social condition of the Punjab in the first half of the Nineteenth century
Author: Sahni, M.S
Guide: Rupinder Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 122p.
Accn No.: 46294

2618 Title: Sikh Politics
Author: Sahni, M.S.
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 457p.
Class No: V236.N47<27 M0
Accn No.: 47780

2619 Title: Social and economic condition of the Punjab in the sixteenth century
Author: Sahni, M.S.
Guide: Neelam Passey
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 159p.
Accn No.: 45847

2620 Title: Cytotaxonomy of Punjab grasses
Author: Sahni, Manju
Guide: S.S.Bir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Class No: I5:2.236 M7
Accn No.: 49174-49175

2621 Title: Politics of Akali alliances in Punjab since 1966
Author: Sahni, Pardeep
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 122p.
Accn No.: 46798

2622 Title: Investigation of decay characteristics of some nuclei
Author: Sahota, Gurinder Pal Singh
Guide: V.K.Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 154 p. ; 28 cm.
2623 Title: Nuclear structure studies in some radioactive nuclei
Author: Sahota, H.S.
Guide: B.S.Sood
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 151p.
Notes: (194)
Class No: CM96,9B3 L3-L3;2
Accn No.: 45643 45656 45660

2624 Title: Synthesis and applications of Granulated inorganic ion exchangers (with CD-1831)
Author: Sahu, Rabindra Nath
Guide: Jagtar Singh Banait Susheel Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 122 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No: E1:2136oj4 P8
Accn No.: 342875, Th

2625 Title: Working of collective bargaining in an industrial organisation
Author: Sahu, Samai Lal
Univ/Fac: Patiala. Punjabi University (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Diploma (Personnel Mgt.& Industrial Relations)
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub. Dt.: 1980
Collatin: 68 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: project report
Class No: X:972.2.N5 M0
Accn No.: 48748, Th

2626 Title: Productivity and technical change in Punjab agriculture
Author: Sain, Inder
Guide: Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 264 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 389
Class No: X8(J)ogD6,6 M5, J:5.236 M5;1
Accn No.: 48759-48760

2627 Title: The construction of contemporary Indian subjectivity in the selected plays of Vijay Tendulkar, Girish Karnad and Mahesh Dattani (with CD-2353)
Author: Saini, Alpna
Guide: Rajesh Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. (English)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 228 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: O-I,2:2gN Q0
Accn No.: 343460, Th

2628 Title: Synthesis of some bioactive molecules and functional group transformations (with CD-1714)
Author: Saini, Anil
Guide: J.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 177 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: (204)
Class No: E:14,4 P7
Accn No.: 342699
2629 Title : Characterisation of RDX in explosive formulations and residues by chromatography and spectrometry
Author : Saini, Anita
Guide : Rakesh Mohan Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Forensic Sci)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 108 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : LX66:15 P2
Accn No. : 341814

2630 Title : A study of Enzyme markers in the the Buksa Sub.Ttl. : a primitive tribe of Uttarakhand (with CD-1617)
Author : Saini, Anjali
Guide : S.M.S.Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 200 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (327.11)
Class No : G:33E982.25298 P7
Accn No. : 342633

2631 Title : Production and downstream processing of pullulan for the preparation of maltotriose syrup using pullulanase (with CD-1835)
Author : Saini, Gaganpreet Kaur
Guide : R.S.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Biotechnology
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 228 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : GZ:(E680t21) P8
Accn No. : 342878

2632 Title : Studies in the characterisation and individualisation from body fluids
Author : Saini, Harmesh Kumar
Guide : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 200p.
Class No : LX11:1 M6
Accn No. : 49091

2633 Title : Study of impact of Panchyat in a village with special reference to village shamdoo Mehtabgarh block Rajpura(Punjab)
Author : Saini, Jarnail Singh
Guide : Gupta, H.L.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 46p.
Accn No. : 45776

2634 Title : Effectiveness of entrepreneurship development programmes in Northern India
Author : Saini, Jasmer Singh
Guide : B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business admn.& Commerce)34
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 278 p.
Notes : (4115)
Class No : X98B,8(A):77.225 N3
Accn No. : 340440

2635 Title : Behavioural and electrophysiological studies on stimulatory effects of Pollen sugars, amino acids and lipid in honeybees
Author : Saini, Kavita
Guide : Dalbinder Singh Sidhu Jain, K.L.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp. Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 186 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 420.3
Class No : K66:3E(E92Z) P2
Accn No. : 341920

2636 Title : H-closed spaces
Author : Saini, Kulwant Kaur
Guide : G.L. Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp. Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 97 p.
Notes : (89)
Class No : B316 M5
Accn No. : 341253

2637 Title : External morphology of Tenthredo verticalis say Tenthredinidae and...Hymenopterans
Author : Saini, Malkiat Singh
Guide : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp. Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 326 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 435
Class No : K864:66 L7
Accn No. : 46802

2638 Title : Messbauer spectroscopic studies of some magnetic materials using microcomputers
Author : Saini, Manjit Singh
Guide : Raj Kamal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp. Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 183 p.
Notes : (147)
Class No : C54:38N5 M7
Accn No. : 49180

2639 Title : Different methods of developing components of physical fitness in Kho Kho players
Author : Saini, Mohinder
Guide : R.L. Kapoor
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.P.Ed
Accp. Yr. : 1976
Class No : MI2251:(L:8) L6
Accn No. : 46245

2640 Title : Psychological characteristics of Hockey players at different levels of participation
Author : Saini, Prema
Guide : Agayajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp. Yr. : 1990
Class No : M12143:(S) N0; 2
Accn No. : 340452

2641 Title : Partition theme
Author : Saini, Rupinderjit
Guide : G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Language)
Degree : Ph.D. English
Accp. Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 299 p.
Class No : 0-Iom153,3:gn3 N 3
Accn No. : 340806(Ref.) 341043(Ref.)
2642 Title : Residual stress modeling for hard turning (with CD-2961)
Author : Saini, Sanjeev
Guide : Inderpreet Singh Ahuja, Vishal S. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala
Degree : Ph.D. Mechanical Eng
Accp.Yr. : 2012
Collatin : xviii, 197 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No. : 343846,Th

2643 Title : A study on the laws of bail with special reference to article 21
Author : Saini, Satinder
Guide : Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 154 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4565)
Class No : ZZ,342 NS;1
Accn No. : 341086,Thesis 341389,Thesis

2644 Title : A study of management control system practices in Punjab State Electricity Board
Author : Saini, Shalinder
Guide : D.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. (Busi.Mangt)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 322 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(B66):9.236,h,P P2
Accn No. : 341818,Th

2645 Title : Review of literature on weight training as a means of fitness for sports
Author : Saini, Surbans Singh
Guide : Sowaran Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 110p.
Class No : MY12:(L:8) L4
Accn No. : 45786

2646 Title : A study of some selected socio-personal and psychological traits of academically gifted senior secondary school students
Author : Sair, Harcharan Dass
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 182p.
Notes : (2808)
Class No : T2:5,1 N8-N8;3
Accn No. : 341257
341271(Ref.)
341300(Ref.)
341333

2647 Title : Experimental investigation of bremsstrahlung accompanying interaction of Beta particles with matter
Author : Salim Ahmed
Guide : Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 162p.
Notes : (167)
Class No : C9B3 M12
Accn No. : 47997

2648 Title : History of Kashmir during the reign of sultan Zain-ul-Abidin
Author : Salim Mohammad
Guide : Dalbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
2649 Title : Public relations in private degree colleges of Patiala
Author : Salinder Singh
Guide : N.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Diploma in Pub.Rei.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 43 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3104)
Class No : t42:8.N.236911.N7 L6
Accn No. : 46237

2650 Title : Constitutionality of multinational corporations in India
Sub.Ttl. : special reference to liability of Union Carbide(India)Ltd
Author : Salooja, Satyapal Singh
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LLM
Sub. on : 1990
Collatin : 373 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4555)
Class No : Z2,312 N0
Accn No. : 340336

2651 Title : Liability of multinational corporations in India in the light of changing social perspectives
(with CD-1383)
Author : Salooja, Satyapal Singh
Guide : Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Law)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4134.0)
Class No : X9M0bY.2 P5
Accn No. : 342412, Th

2652 Title : Reproductive biology and germplasm evaluation in N.W.Indian
Sub.Ttl. : aegle marmelos(LINN.)correa(Rutaceae)
Author : Salwan, Atula
Guide : V.K.Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 175 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : (341359)
Class No : 182198:f.236 N8
Accn No. : 341359

2653 Title : Cytogenetic analysis in human cancer
Author : Sambyal, Vasudha
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 151p.
Class No : L:4725:31 N6
Accn No. : 341078 (Ref.)

2654 Title : Work and leisure
Sub.Ttl. : a study of industrial workers
Author : Samir Kumar
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Class No : 48955
Accn No. : 49298
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constitutional development of Centre-State relations</td>
<td>Sampla, Baljinder Singh</td>
<td>Sarbjit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>243p.</td>
<td>340299</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship of vital capacity and physical fitness index to performance in 10,000 meter race</td>
<td>Sampurn Singh</td>
<td>Ved Parkash Gupta</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>35p.</td>
<td>46963</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baba Prem Singh Hoti and his works</td>
<td>Samra, Mandeep Kaur</td>
<td>G.S. Nayyar</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. History</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>228p.</td>
<td>V236y7M82 N5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quest for self empowerment</td>
<td>Sandeep Kaur</td>
<td>Tejinder Kaur</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)</td>
<td>M.Phil (English)</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>93 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>G-I,3N38x:g(Y15) P7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restitution of conjugal rights under hindu marriage act</td>
<td>Sandeep Kaur</td>
<td>Ravi Karan Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
<td>LL.M</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ix, 186 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>Z(Q2),5-9591 Q0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study of English language learners with learning difficulties in relation to intelligence</td>
<td>Sandeep Kaur</td>
<td>Paramjeet Kaur Sandhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education &amp; Infor.Sci.)</td>
<td>M.Ed.</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>ix, 186 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
<td>Z(Q2),5-9591 Q0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2662 Title: Female victim and criminal justice system in India
Author: Sandeep Singh
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: ix, 277 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Z2,515 Q0
Accn No.: 343385, Th

2663 Title: Interim reporting by companies listing agreement and investors' perceptions
Author: Sandhu, Amrinder Singh
Guide: J.S Pasricha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business studies)
Degree: M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 81 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(A):8D-8M Q0
Accn No.: 343385, Th

2664 Title: Impact of professionalism in sports on the standard of amateur sports
Author: Sandhu, B.S
Guide: Sowarn Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1968
Collatin: 77p.
Class No: MY:(Y41) K9
Accn No.: 45139

2665 Title: Comparative influence of two methods of training on performance in running board jump
Author: Sandhu, Baldev Singh
Guide: J.N.Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1971
Collatin: 70p.
Class No: MY224ot5 L1
Accn No.: 45315

2666 Title: Relationship of athletic achievement to selected personality characteristics and cardio-vascular endurance
Author: Sandhu, Baldev Singh
Guide: V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 70p.
Class No: MY2obS:7(L32) M1
Accn No.: 48386

2667 Title: Role of banking in rural development
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of state bank of Patiala in two districts in Punjab
Author: Sandhu, Baldev Singh
Guide: K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 508p.
Class No: Y31:7j70gX62 N0
Accn No.: 49854

2668 Title: Investigation of energy and intensity distribution of double compton scattered Gamma rays
Author: Sandhu, Balvir Singh
Guide: B.S.Ghumman
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
2669 Title: Investigations of energy and intensity distribution of double photon Compton scattered gamma rays
Author: Sandhu, Balvir Singh
Guide: B.S. Ghumman
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sc.)
Degree: PhD
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: v, 129 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (145)
Class No: C54:38N2 M8;1
Accn No.: 49522

2670 Title: Comparative achievement of unilingual and bilingual male children
Author: Sandhu, Bhag Singh
Guide: S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Sub.on: 1973-74
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 54 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3126)
Class No: T51:3,31ot32 L4
Accn No.: 48774

2671 Title: A study of Rana Surat Singh
Sub.Ttl.: as a spiritual epic
Author: Sandhu, Bhagwan Singh
Guide: Gurbachan Singh Talib
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious Degree: M.Litt.
Sub.on: 1975
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Collatin: 89 p.
Class No: O153,1M72,16;g(Q-)) L5
Accn No.: 46954

2672 Title: A case for speedy justice under criminal law of India
Author: Sandhu, Gur Iqbal Singh
Guide: S.S. Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 251 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4558)
Class No: Z2,5 M5
Accn No.: 340508

2673 Title: Right to speedy criminal justice: a study of the working of trial courts with special reference to the state of Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: Gur Iqbal Singh Sandhu
Author: Sandhu, Gur Iqbal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D (Law)
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: xxxviii, 753 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: 2236,5-8 N4
Accn No.: 340822, Th

2674 Title: Studies in the chemistry of complexes of metal ions with new schiff bases
Author: Sandhu, Gurmit Kaur
Guide: S.S. Pahil
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 127 p.
Notes: (234)
Class No: E191:216 L01
Accn No.: 45298
2675 Title : Parenting and childhood disorders
Sub.Ttl. : A social psychological perspective
Author : Sandhu, Gurpreet K
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 218 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S8:(Y1-2) P8
Accn No. : 343362, Th

2676 Title : A critique of social philosophy of Bertrand Russell
Author : Sandhu, Gursharan Singh
Guide : J.R.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 246 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R4,(Y)xMT2: g L6-L6;2
Accn No. : 46293
46345
46469

2677 Title : A critique of social philosophy of Bertrand Russell
Author : Sandhu, Gursharan Singh
Guide : J.R.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Lit. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 190 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : R4,(Y)xMT2: g L2-L2;1
Accn No. : 45646
45662

2678 Title : Critical appraisal of mens rea in socio-economic offences in India
Sub.Ttl. : Gursher Singh Sandhu
Author : Sandhu, Gursher Singh
Guide : B.S.Malhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 164 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4562.1)
Class No : Z2,5X.P1 P4
Accn No. : 342265, Th

2679 Title : Social cognitive and affective correlates of ego identity formation in female adolescents (with CD-2341)
Author : Sandhu, Inderpreet
Guide : B.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 216 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S2:4 P9
Accn No. : 343448, Th

2680 Title : Studies in conjugated imines
Author : Sandhu, Jagir Singh
Guide : Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1969
Collatin : 206 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (279)
Class No : E64,51 K9-K9.1
Accn No. : 45246-45247

2681 Title : A survey of the perceptions of the cross section of the society about the population
Author : Sandhu, Jaswinder
Guide : T.M.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
2682 Title : Incidence, seasonal abundance and nature of damage caused by important pests of citrus in the Districts of Ludhiana, Patiala and Sangrur
Author : Sandhu, Jaswinder Singh
Guide : Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Science)
Degree : M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 83 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 394
Class No : J372:438.236.N7 L71
Accn No. : 46580

2683 Title : A study of differences in mental ability scores of selected individuals from various activities of sports
Author : Sandhu, Kartar Singh
Guide : V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 37 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:72oB7:6 K7
Accn No. : 45062

2684 Title : Exploitation of the child through pornography
Author : Sandhu, Mandeep
Guide : M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 239 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4545.0)
Class No : Z2,111-51.P1 P5
Accn No. : 342293,Th

2685 Title : Anti-heroes of Graham Greene
Author : Sandhu, Manpreet
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 91p.
Class No : G-,3NO4:g M9
Accn No. : 341040(Ref.)

2686 Title : Attitude of adolescents towards modernization in relation to their sex and value-patterns
Author : Sandhu, Paramjit Kaur
Guide : Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 229 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (2512.1)
Class No : S2:5 P0
Accn No. : 341562

2687 Title : A Study of need achievement of rural and urban 10th grade students in relation to certain socio Economic variables and sex
Author : Sandhu, Paramjit Kaur
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Edu
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 107 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2828)
Class No : T2:5,20jY31-3 M5
Accn No. : 48651
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Sub.Ttl.</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>India's maritime security</td>
<td>the role of co-ordinated employment of air power</td>
<td>Sandhu, Paramjit Singh</td>
<td>Umrao Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Defence Studies</td>
<td>283 p.; 26 cm.</td>
<td>MV45-48:(X:95).2 P7</td>
<td>342894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative study of some methods of recovery in ten minutes interval in football</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandhu, S.S.</td>
<td>Mangal Singh Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>32p.</td>
<td>My2121:(S:34) L1</td>
<td>45304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study of Akali factionalism in Patiala District</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandhu, Sandeep</td>
<td>Kehar Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil</td>
<td>145p.</td>
<td>V236911,4N20.N7 M5</td>
<td>49074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal chelates with ditertiary Phosphine &amp; ditertiary arsine oxides</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandhu, Satinder Singh</td>
<td>S.S.Sandhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>183p.</td>
<td>E191:216 K81</td>
<td>45157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of crowding on self regulatory mechanisms of females</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandhu, Tarika</td>
<td>B.S.Sandhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Psychology)</td>
<td>226 p.; 28 cm.</td>
<td>SN1,55 P9</td>
<td>343292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surveillance and distribution of West Nile Virus in various organs of birds of riverside county of California</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sandhu, Tejbir Singh</td>
<td>Dalbinder Singh Sidhu</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2695  Title    : Akali BJP alliance in Punjab Vidhan Sabha elections 2007  
Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis  
Author   : Sandipka Rani  
Guide    : Satish Kumar Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. (Pol.Science)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 138 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes    : (3310)  
Class No : V236,4:91.P07 P9-P9;2  
Accn No. : 342966-342968,Th

2696  Title    : Behaviour of cyclic and acyclic thio-ureas  
Author   : Sanga, Gurprit Singh  
Guide    : N.K. Ralhan  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1981  
Collatin : 54 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes    : (294)  
Class No : E8 M11  
Accn No. : 47816

2697  Title    : Public interest litigation  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of development and scope in India  
Author   : Sangeet Pal  
Guide    : G.I.S.Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree   : LL.M  
Accp.Yr. : 1992  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 205 p.  
Notes    : (4522)  
Class No : Z,9298 N2;1  
Accn No. : 340298-340386

2698  Title    : Changes in the occupational structure of women  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab  
Author   : Sangeeta Singh  
Guide    : Gill, Sucha Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 333p.  
Class No : X9F(Y4).236.N7 M9-M9;1  
Accn No. : 49732-49733

2699  Title    : Four stages of mind  
Sub.Ttl. : a critical and comparative study in Indian Psychology  
Author   : Sangha, Surinder Singh  
Guide    : R.D. Nirakari  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Litt.  
Accp.Yr. : 1979  
Collatin : 254 p. ; 22 cm.  
Class No : S:q L9  
Accn No. : 47742-47812

2700  Title    : An analytical study of inter-religious relations  
Sub.Ttl. : a Sikh perspective (with CD-1607)  
Author   : Sanghera, Gurnam Singh  
Guide    : Dharam Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Religious Stu.  
Accp.Yr. : 2007  
Collatin : 294 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Q:3.1 P7  
Accn No. : 342622,Th
Title: Information needs and information seeking behaviour of polytechnic teachers (Engineering group)
Author: Sankar Dass
Guide: M.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Pub/Unpu: u
Pub. Dt.: 1987-88
Collatin: v, 78 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (17)
Class No: W:12(X).2 N5
Accn No.: 341112(Ref.)

Title: Finance commission and centre-state financial relations in India
Author: Sansar Singh
Guide: S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 396p.
Notes: (3484.1)
Class No: W:12(X).2 N5
Accn No.: 341214

Title: Working of Zila Praishad in Patiala District
Author: Sansar Singh
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 168p.
Class No: V236911,63:3 M6
Accn No.: 49214

Title: Sant Bani Shabd / Kabir ... [et al.]-- Amritsar: K.S. Pathi , [n.d.]. 68 p.; 18 cm.
294.561 344125(Gurb)

Title: Linkages between agriculture and industry
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab
Author: Sant Surinder Pal Singh
Guide: Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 189 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(J),236.N7 P0
Accn No.: 341780, Th

Title: A comparative study of 11th, 12th and 13th lok sabha elections in Punjab ( with CD-2043)
Author: Santam Singh
Guide: Jamshid Ali Khan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D ( Pol Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 290 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: V236,31:91.N99 P0
Accn No.: 343289, Th

Title: Advertising in public sector undertaking
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of N.F.L.Bhatinda unit
Author: Santosh
Guide: V.P.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
2715 Title : Characteristics of the best linked teachers as perceived by 5th grade students 
Author : Santosh Kumari 
Guide : Amrit Kaur 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education) 
Degree : M.A.Education 
Accp.Yr. : 1978 
Collatin : 45 p. ; 28 cm. 
Notes : (2659) 
Class No : T15.236911,b:(S7) L8 
Accn No. : 47666 

2716 Title : Concept of Purusa in the Upanisads 
Author : Santosh Kumari 
Guide : R.D.Nirakari 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.) 
Degree : M.A. (Philosophy) 
Accp.Yr. : 1978 
Collatin : 121 p. ; 28 cm. 
Class No : R65,0ig L8 
Accn No. : 46976 

2717 Title : Cytomorphological observations on some Indian members of family Leguminosae(Sensu lato) 
Author : Santosh Kumari 
Guide : S.S.Bir 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) 
Degree : Ph.D. Botany 
Accp.Yr. : 1984 
Collatin : 285 p. ; 28 cm. 
Class No : I8313,11:2 M4 
Accn No. : 48457 

2718 Title : Mercy killing and the law 
Author : Sapahia, Ruchi 
Guide : Ravi Karan Singh 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law) 
Degree : LL.M. 
Accp.Yr. : 2006 
Collatin : 197 p. ; 26 cm. 
Notes : (4524.0) 
Class No : Z10aS:57 P6 
Accn No. : 342600,Th 

2719 Title : The process of individuation (Vyastivada) in classical schools of Indian Philosophy (with CD-1605) 
Author : Sapandeep Kaur 
Guide : Shivani Sharma 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences) 
Degree : Ph.D. Philosophy 
Accp.Yr. : 2007 
Collatin : 274 p. ; 28 cm. 
Class No : R6: (T2) P7 
Accn No. : 342620,Th 

2720 Title : Mitochondrial DNA typing for identification of some species of blow flies (Diptera : Calliphoridae)(with CD-1439) 
Author : Sapna 
Guide : Devinder Singh Harbhajan Kaur 
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) 
Degree : Ph.D.(Zoology) 
Accp.Yr. : 2006 
Collatin : 262 p. ; Tables & fig. ; 28 cm. 
Notes : 473.1 
Class No : K871: (G1133) P6 
Accn No. : 342458,Th 

2721 Title : Social impact of Radha Soami sect in Patiala District 
Author : Sapna Rani 
Guide : Harvinder Singh Bhatti
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Sociology)
Accp. Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 117 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Yogg-173.236911 Q0
Accn No.: 343552, Th

2722 Title: To develop a linearization technique for mitigating the RF power amplifier's non-linearity effects in multicarrier W-CDMA base station (with CD-2613)
Author: Sappal, Amandeep Singh
Guide: Manjeet Singh Patterh Sanjay Singh Sharma
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala. (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree: Ph.D. Electronics & Communication Engineering
Accp. Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xxvii, 200 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: D65,2:(B25:1) Q1
Accn No.: 343714, Th

UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp. Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 124 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (44)
Class No: 2:97:(Y11:45) N1
Accn No.: 340394

2723 Title: Effect of saponins on percutaneous drug delivery (With CD-1881)
Author: Sapra, Bharti
Guide: A.K.Tiwary Subheet Jain
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pharma.)
Accp. Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 358 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: LZ3 P9
Accn No.: 342986

2724 Sarabjit Kaur
NIS library: a case study (Dissertation of M.Lib.) / Sarabjit Kaur
Accn No.: 340353

2725 Title: Study of subjects delinquency
Author: Sarabjit Kaur
Guide: K.Navalani
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp. Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 124 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Project report (44)
Class No: 2:97:(Y11:45) N1
Accn No.: 340394

2726 Title: Comparison of two methods of training running broad jump with(i) Emphasis on speed(ii) Emphasis of spring
Author: Sarao, Sital Singh
Guide: S.R. Mohindroo
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp. Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 47p.
Class No: MY24 K5
Accn No.: 45004

2727 Title: Study of some trace elements and enzymes in India childhood cirrhosis (ICC)
Author: Sarban Singh
Guide: M.S. Sohal
UNIV/FAC: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 211p.
Class No : L9C,291:4:(E982) N0
Accn No. : 49904

2729 Title : Attitude of students towards school in relation to some personal variables 1993-94
Author : Sarbjeet
Guide : S.K.Randhawa
Univ/Fac : Panjab University, Chandigarh
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Class No : T2:(S:4) N3
Accn No. : 341163

2730 Title : Bhatt Bani in Guru Granith Sahib
Sub.Ttl. : a theological study (With CD-2529)
Author : Sarbjeet Kaur
Guide : Gurnek Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Religious Study
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 222 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:21P Q0
Accn No. : 343625, Th

2731 Title : Dimensions of Indo-Pak relation with reference to Kashmir
Author : Sarbjeet Singh
Guide : C.Narayana Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 145p.
Class No : V2:1944Q7.N7 L53;1
Accn No. : 45843
46165

2732 Title : A study of value-dimensions in relation to life-goals and academic achievement
Author : Sarbjit
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 127 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3118)
Class No : T45:(R37) N0-N0;1
Accn No. : 49666-49667

2733 Title : Value dimensions of post-graduate students in relation to levels of aspiration and intelligence
Author : Sarbjit Kaur
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 289 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3119)
Class No : T45:(R37) N4-N4;2
Accn No. : 340866-340868

2734 Title : Effects of ashwagandha on human females with special reference to health related fitness tests
Author : Sarbmohan Singh
Guide : M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.(Physiotherapy)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 160 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : L9F:80gI8526 P4
Accn No. : 342248, Th

2735 Title : Fundamental rights of minorities to establish educational institutions
Author : Sarbrinder Jeet Singh
Guide : D.K.Single
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
2736  Title    : Magnetic & spectral investigations of some copper(II) carboxylate complexes with saturated heterocyclic bases
Author : Sardana, Anil Kumar
Guide : B.S. Manhas
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Notes : (224)
Class No : E113-B:3 M9
Accn No. : 49749

2737 Title    : Advertising and the theory of the firm
Author : Sardar Singh
Guide : H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 82 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4099)
Class No : X83 L9
Accn No. : 47588

2738 Title    : Role of advertising in oligopolistic markets
Author : Sardar Singh
Guide : H.K.Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 151p.
Class No : X8(A):513.2.N M5
Accn No. : 49126

2739 Title    : Relationship of personality characteristics and intelligence level to performance in basketball
Author : Sardari Lal
Guide : Ved Parkash Gupta
Degree : M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 40p.
Class No : MY211SoaS:72 L3
Accn No. : 45527

2740 Title    : An analysis of the teaching attitudes as related to the personality traits of the prospective secondary teachers
Author : Sareen, Kusam
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.a.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 45 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2741)
Class No : T2:3ogS:7 L6
Accn No. : 46134

2741 Title    : Biochemical and epidemiological investigations on carcinoma of uterine cervix
Author : Sarhadi, Varinder Kaur
Guide : D.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 301p.
Class No : L553:7257:3 N3
Accn No. : 340287
2742 Title : Distribution of red cell enzyme polymorphism in regional subpopulations of Brahmin and Rajput of Himchal Pradesh
Author : Sarin, Aparna
Guide : S.M.S.Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 183 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (333.1)
Class No : G1112.(Y5923).245 P1
Accn No. : 341735

2743 Title : Raja Hari Singh
Author : Sarin, Varsha
Guide : Sarjit Singh Bal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 180p.
Class No : V236y'7M15 L8;1
Accn No. : 46980-46981

2744 Title : Effect of senscence on morphological characteristics of Punjabi females
Author : Sarita
Guide : S.P.Singh
Promila Malhotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 182p.
Class No : L9F12.236 N2
Accn No. : 341103(Ref.)

2745 Title : Effect of ascaridiasis on the lipid contents of Gallus domesticus chick (white leghorn breed)
Author : Sarita Devi
Guide : S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 160 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 479
Class No : K884:7:(KZ35) M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 49314-49315

2746 Title : Globalization and terrorism
Author : Sarmal, Isha
Guide : Manju Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 110 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W88.1 Qo-Qo;1
Accn No. : 343205-343206,Th

2747 Saroj Bala
Astrophysics (Project of M.Lib.)
340574

2748 Title : Development of education in the CIS-Sutlej states of the Punjab 1858-1947
Author : Saroj Bala
Guide : S.M.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 292 p. ; 24 cm
Notes : (2549)
Class No : Tv236.N5 N4
Accn No. : 340960(Ref.)
2749  Title  : Study of performance in 100 meters race as related to stride length, stride frequency, leg length and weight of secondary...
Author  : Saroj Bala
Guide  : C. Giri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree  : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 145p.
Class No : MY225 M7;1
Accn No. : 49288

2750  Title  : Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl. : astrophysics
Author  : Saroj Bala
Guide  : Trishanjeet Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree  : M.Lib.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : iii, 163 p.; 29 cm.
Notes  : Project report (22)
Class No : 2:97:(B9:6) M9
Accn No. : 340573

2751  Saroj Bala
University library finance (Dissertation of M.lib.) / Saroj Bala
340571

2752  Title  : University library finances: study of Punjab University, Patiala and Guru Nanak Dev University, Amritsar
Author  : Saroj Bala
Guide  : M.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree  : M.Lib.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 133 p.; 29 cm.
Notes  : Project report (67)
Class No : 234:8D.236 M9;1
Accn No. : 340572

2753  Title  : Women artists of Punjab
Author  : Saroj Rani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Fine Arts)
Degree  : UGC Minor Project
Collatin : 106 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : NQ20aY15.236 N9;2
Accn No. : 341843-341845, RG

2754  Title  : Marketing strategies of life insurance companies (A comparative study of public and private sector) (with CD-2050)
Author  : Sarvjeet Kaur
Guide  : G.S. Batra
K.C. Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree  : Ph.D (Management)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 308 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X9VOV5, 813:51 P9
Accn No. : 343296

2755  Title  : International terrorism
Author  : Sarvjit Kaur
Guide  : Verma, Manju
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree  : M.Phil. (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : n.d
Collatin : 97 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W88.1.N7 P4-P4;2
Accn No. : 342058-342060, Th
2756 Title : Studies on the Biochemical aspects of orbunalis(Guenee)--a serious pest of brinjal(Lepipoptera:pyraustidae)
Author : Sarwal, Veena
Guide : J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 250 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 469
Class No : K867:7 M51
Accn No. : 48984

2757 Title : Teacher attitude of primary school teacher's in relation their age and teaching experience
Author : Sat Narain
Guide : Kirandeep
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.(Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 90 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2656)
Class No : T15.236,b(S) N0
Accn No. : 340234

2758 Title : The Mosquitoes of Patiala area
Author : Sat Paul
Guide : Tarlok Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 471
Class No : K871.236911 L6
Accn No. : 45961

2759 Title : Victims under the criminal justice system with special reference to India
Author : Sat Paul Garg
Guide : Gurpal Singh
Degree : L.L.M
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : xii;217 Bib.iv ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4557)
Class No : Z2,5 M5
Accn No. : 49262(Ref.)

2760 Title : Cytogenetic investigation in couples with reproductive failure
Author : Satbir Kaur
Guide : I.J.S.Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 100 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes : (340)
Class No : G5:67.2.N5 M6
Accn No. : 48983

2761 Title : Mechanistic studies on photo reduction
Author : Satbir Singh
Guide : K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 233 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (273)
Class No : E6:25-81 N0
Accn No. : 49890

2762 Title : Brucellosis of sheep and goat herds in Malwa belt of Punjab : its epidemiology and zoonosis
Author : Satinder Kaur
Guide : Sarbjit Singh Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 191 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : 492.1
Class No : KZ333:42:6.236911 P2
Accn No. : 341974
2777 Title : Studies on complexes of actinides with heterocyclic bases
Author : Satpal
Guide : B.S. Manhas
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 212 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (241)
Class No : E19230j8 M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 49420-49421

2778 Title : Gian Gian Singh's Nirmal Panth Pardipika : a historical analysis
Author : Satpal Kaur
Guide : Dhillon, D.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. History
Accp.Yr. : 1999
Collatin : 70 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : Q71v.N3 N9
Accn No. : 341733, Th

2779 Title : A study of need achievement in relation to personality adjustment of college students
Author : Satpal Kaur
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 67 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3096)
Class No : T42:5,20aS:7 L3
Accn No. : 45483 45597 48261

2780 Title : Kamala Das
Sub.Ttl. : three stages in her poetry
Author : Satpreet
Guide : G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 170p.
Class No : O-I,1N34:g M8
Accn No. : 341041(Ref.)

2781 Title : A Study of mental health of teacher-trainees in relationship to their attitude towards teaching
Author : Satvinder Kaur
Guide : S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A. Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 19+97 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (3152)
Class No : T9(T)/0aS:38 M1
Accn No. : 47996

2782 Title : Job satisfaction, occupational stress and value dimensions as correlates of teacher effectiveness (with CD-1435)
Author : Satvinderpal Kaur
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 203 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : T9(T).X(91) P6
Accn No. : 342454

2783 Title : Role of non-governmental agencies in social welfare
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Barnala district
Author : Satvir Kaur
Guide : S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub. Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 136 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4518.11)
Class No : YX,8.236917 P8
Accn No. : 342923, th
2784  Title : Socio-psychological determinants of attitude towards population education of university students
Author : Satwant Kaur
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Notes : (3079)
Class No : T4:(Y:52:5.2) N5-N5;2
Accn No. : 340978
341052-341053

2785  Title : Teaching attitude as related to athletic ability and academic grade of teacher trainees in physical education
Author : Satwant Kaur
Guide : V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 40p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3184)
Class No : T9(T:6):30aMY2 L4
Accn No. : 45741

2786  Title : Punjab politics, 1937–1947
Author : Satwant Singh
Guide : Y.P.Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 322p.
Class No : V236.N47<N37 N4
Accn No. : 340813

2787  Title : United Nations in the present world order
Sub.Ttl. : a critical analysis
Author : Satwinder Kaur
Guide : Parmjit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V1N4:3.P1 P6
Accn No. : 342303,Th

2788  Title : Evolution of India's security perspective since 1947
Author : Satyavir Singh
Guide : K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 219 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : V2:19(zP).N5 P0
Accn No. : 341730

2789  Title : India's defence problems since independence
Author : Satyavir Singh
Guide : K.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 98p.
Class No : MV4.2.N7<N47 L9
Accn No. : 47372

2790  Title : Project on and industrial establishment and family-living study covering twenty working-class families
Author : Saudagar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Management)
Degree : Diploma
2791 Title : Sociological study of working of juvenile judicial system in Punjab
Author : Savinderjit Kaur
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 338p
Accn No. : 49935

2792 Title : Municipal personnel system
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala
Author : Sawarn Singh
Guide : T.S.Majithia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma Course
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 98p.
Accn No. : 46397

2793 Title : Management of assets and liabilities in relation to performance and profitability of commercial banks (with CD-1796)
Author : Sawhney, Harpreet Kaur
Guide : Chawla, A.S.
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 356 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : X625:q1 P8
Accn No. : 342791(Th)

2794 Title : Management development programme for class 1 Officers in Life Insurance Corporation of India
Author : Sawhney, J.M
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree : Diploma. Labour law
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 68 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4096)
Class No : X813:892B0v99V L5
Accn No. : 47088

2795 Title : Sikh understanding of religious diversity and its contribut-ion to harmonious living
Author : Sawhney, Meena
Guide : Darshan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 220 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-:(R) N5
Accn No. : 341180

2796 Title : Comparative study of adjustment of male and female students of Punjabi University Campus, Patiala 1983-84
Author : Sayal, Asha
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Class No : T4:7:(S) M4-M4;1
Accn No. : 340483-340484

2797 Title : A critical study of confession under Indian law and it's constitutional validity
Author : Seema
Guide : Sarabjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
2798  Title : Immunological and serological studies from some human tissues (Lung, Kidney, Bones)  
Author : Seema B.L  
Guide : R.K. Garg  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)  
Degree : Ph.D. Forensic Sc.  
Accp.Yr. : 1997  
Collatin : 284p.  
Class No : Z2,9415 N5  
Accn No. : 341236

2799  Title : Immoral traffic (Prevention) act, 1956  
Sub.Ttl. : a critique  
Author : Seema Rani  
Guide : Sukhdarshan Singh Khehra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : LL.M  
Accp.Yr. : 2002  
Collatin : 241 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (4561.31)  
Class No : Z2,51.55 P2  
Accn No. : 341832, Th

2800  Title : Performance of health care administration in Punjab with special reference to mother and child health care (with CD-1520)  
Author : Seema, Manavjot  
Guide : Harbans Pathak  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Pub. Admn)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 204 p. ; 26 cm.  
Class No : K867.236 N8  
Accn No. : 342578, 342904

2801  Title : Parliamentary elections 2009  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Ludhiana constituency  
Author : Seghal, Ishita  
Guide : Narinder Kumar Dogra  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil (Political Sc)  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : 117 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V23696:91 Po9 Q0-Q0;1  
Accn No. : 343185-343186, Th

2802  Title : L.H system: studies on a new red blood cell membrane specificity in man  
Author : Sehajpal, Prabodh Kumar  
Guide : P.K. Srivastava  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1980  
Collatin : 86p.  
Class No : L35:6 MD  
Accn No. : 47755

2803  Title : Studies on biology and larval chaetotaxy of some butterflies of Punjab (Lepidoptera: Rhopalocera)  
Author : Sehgal, Jatinder  
Guide : H.S. Rose  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1998  
Collatin : 378 p. ; plates  
Class No : K867.236 N8  
Accn No. : 341418

2804  Sehgal, P.C.  
Reference service is Pb uni lib chd & pbi. uni. patiala  
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2805 Title : Reference service in the Punjab University Library Chandigarh and the Punjabi University Library Patiala
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study
Author : Sehgal, Prem Chand
Guide : Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 192 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : Project report (64)
Class No : 234:7.236 M8;1
Accn No. : 340561

2806 Title : Study of subjects biotechnology
Author : Sehgal, Prem Chand
Guide : S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.L.I.Sc
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 192 p. ; 29 cm.
Notes : (29) Project report
Class No : 2:97:(F:G) M9
Accn No. : 340558

2807 Title : Design of management information system for the transmission system of Bhakra Beas Management Board (BBMB)
Author : Sehgal, Ravinder Kumar
Guide : Gurdip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. (Busi. Managt)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 278 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(D6356):8,236.N9 P2
Accn No. : 341817, Th

2808 Title : Trafficking of human organs
Author : Sekhon, Amanpal Singh
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : v.p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4524.2)
Class No : Z1:(LYX11).N94 P6
Accn No. : 342602, Th

2809 Title : Experimental investigation of double Photon compton Scattering of Gamma Rays
Author : Sekhon, Gurdeep Singh
Guide : B.S.Ghumman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 147p.
Notes : (143)
Class No : C54:28 M7
Accn No. : 49325
49358

2810 Title : Contrastive study of the Verb phrase in Punjabi and English
Author : Sekhon, Gurkirpal Singh
Guide : Harjeet Singh Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Class No : P-Ov53,35-4 M1
Accn No. : 48992
2811 Title: Study of endurance and its training methods in sports and games
Author: Sekhon, Inderjeet
Guide: Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 176p.
Class No: MY2:(S:793) L2
Accn No.: 45439

2812 Title: A critical study of teaching of art in high & higher secondary schools of Patiala District
Author: Sekhon, Inderpaul Singh
Guide: Sarla Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 82 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2728)
Class No: T2:2(N).236911 L3
Accn No.: 48795

2813 Title: Mossbauer studies in lead borate glass system doped with ferric Oxide
Author: Sekhon, Satpal Singh
Guide: Raj Kamal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 111p.
Notes: (131)
Class No: C215oaC5:3 M1
Accn No.: 47983

2814 Title: Age changes in nutritional status of Jat sikhs of Malwa region with special reference to senescence
Author: Sekhon, Sujan
Guide: Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Class No: L9E:7:8 N4
Accn No.: 340968

2815 Title: Factor analysis of creativity among x grade students of Orissa
Author: Senapati, Akadashi
Guide: R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 221p.
Notes: (2931)
Class No: T2:(S:4).254 M1;2
Accn No.: 47897(Ref.)
341134(Ref.)

2816 Title: Performance of fault tolerant multistage interconnection networks
Author: Sengupta, Jyotsna
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala
Degree: UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 27 p.; 28 cm.
Accn No.: 341512-341514,RG

2817 Title: Adolescent identity formation in relation to self-esteem and adjustment
Author: Servia, Vasudha
Guide: Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Psychology
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 175 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S2:7 P9
Accn No.: 343008,Th
2818 Title : Rate of learning as a function of meaningfulness of material and intelligence
   Author : Sethi, Anita
   Guide : Amrit Kaur
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
   Degree : M.A.(Education)
   Accp.Yr. : 1976
   Collatin : 55 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : (2474)
   Class No : S:40aT:5,1 L6;1
   Accn No. : 46127
   48178

2819 Title : Computer aided process planning in manufacturing system for turned components
   Author : Sethi, B.L.
   Guide : Gurdip Singh
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
   Degree : Ph.D.
   Accp.Yr. : 1998
   Collatin : 251 p.
   Class No : X:28;49S) N8
   Accn No. : 341374, Thesis

2820 Title : A study of attitude of pre-service secondary school teachers to-wards teaching
   Author : Sethi, Deep Kiran
   Guide : T.R.Sharma
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
   Degree : M.A.Education
   Accp.Yr. : 1978
   Collatin : 49 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : (2709)
   Class No : T2.236,b:(S) L8
   Accn No. : 48302

2821 Title : State municipal government relationship
   Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab municipal bodies
   Author : Sethi, Inderjit Singh
   Guide : K.K.Puri
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D.
   Accp.Yr. : 1986
   Pub/Unpu : u
   Collatin : 494p.
   Class No : V236,613 M6;1
   Accn No. : 49236

2822 Title : Biology and Post-Embryonic development of Earias vittella(FABR) Lepidoptera:Arctiidae
   Author : Sethi, Karuna
   Guide : S.S. Dhillon
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
   Accp.Yr. : 1980
   Collatin : 494 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : 467
   Class No : K867:7 M0-M0,1
   Accn No. : 46965
   47760

2823 Title : Critical analysis of Elia Kazan's theatrical and cinematic experience
   Author : Sethi, Liza
   Guide : Kamlesh Uppal
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Theatre and television)
   Degree : Ph.D.
   Accp.Yr. : 1995
   Collatin : 348p.
   Class No : NTwN12:g N5
   Accn No. : 341016

2824 Title : Studies in conjugated schiff bases
   Author : Sethi, Pushpinder Singh
   Guide : Nazar Singh
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
2825 Title: Studies in conjugated Schiff bases  
Author: Sethi, Pushpinder Singh  
Guide: Nazar Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1971  
Collatin: 135 p.; 26 cm.  
Notes: (280)  
Class No: E64,537 L1-L1;3  
Accn No.: 45628-45629 45632 45669

2826 Sethi, S.K.  
Psychometrics  
340577

2827 Title: Study of subjects psychometrics  
Author: Sethi, Sudarshan Kaur  
Guide: Trishanjit Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.L.I.Sc  
Accp.Yr.: 1989  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 199 p.; 29 cm.  
Notes: Project report (35)  
Class No: Z:97: (S:3:6) M9;1  
Accn No.: 340578

2828 Title: Impact of Ibsenism on Punjabi Drama and theatre  
Author: Sethi, Surjit Singh, 1928-95  
Guide: G.S.Khosla  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Language)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1971  
Collatin: 216 p.; 29 cm.  
Class No: 0153,20g,2M28 L1-L1;1  
Accn No.: 45245 47969

2829 Title: Role of political parties in Municipal Administration  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala Municipality  
Author: Sethi, Inderjit Singh  
Guide: D.R.Sachdeva  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1974  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 118p.  
Class No: V236911,61-4.N7 L4  
Accn No.: 45799

2830 Title: A critical analysis of judicial trends in sentencing in India  
Author: Setia, Aarti  
Guide: Bhupinder Singh Virk  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2008  
Collatin: 247 p.; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4573.3)  
Class No: 22,95;g P8  
Accn No.: 342847,7h

2831 Title: Aspects of pedagogical linguistics  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of English  
Author: Setjit Kaur  
Guide: Gurkirpal Singh Sekhon V.Pракасам  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1993  
Class No: P-Oj153 N3-N3;1  
Accn No.: 340817 341404
2832 Title: Psychosocial determinants of physical activity in adolescents
Author: Shafiq, Haroon
Guide: Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Psychology
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 244 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: S2:3 Q1
Accn No.: 343668, Th

2833 Title: Pharmacological interventions to improve vascular endothelium dysfunction
Author: Shah, Dhvanitkumar Indravadan
Guide: Manjeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pharm.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 260 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: L87:4:163 P6
Accn No.: 342414, Th

2834 Title: Ghazaliyat ke bina par Naziri ke takhliqi shaur ka tajzia
Author: Shaikh Zinat Ullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D. (Persian)
Accp.Yr.: 1983
Collatin: 275 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No.: 0164,1335:g M3
Accn No.: 48489 (Th)

2835 Title: Tilok Chand Mehroom
Sub.Ttl.: shahnniyat aur shayeri
Author: Shaikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D (Urdu)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 326 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No.: 0168,1MB7w L9
Accn No.: 47550 (Th)

2836 Title: Impact of new economic policies on growth of small scale Industries in Punjab (With CD-2018)
Author: Shallender Singh
Guide: G.S.Batra, K.C.Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 361 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X9B,8(A):77.236 P9
Accn No.: 343270 (Th)

2837 Title: Design and development of a model for sequences and structure of biomolecules (With CD-2555 )
Author: Shallendra Singh
Guide: Amardeep Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree: Ph.D. Computer Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: xiv, 159 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: G11:(9T) Q0
Accn No.: 343651, Th

2838 Title: Development anatomy of Crotalaria Juncealinn
Author: Shailja
Guide: M.L. Trivedi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 326 p.; 8 cm.
Class No.: 18313:2 M0-M0;2
Accn No.: 47787
47912
47950
2839 Title : Evaluation of heavy metal bioremediation potential of algae growing in polluted water (with CD-2394)
Author : Shailza
Guide : J.I.S.Khattar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 134 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : I22:(D854) Q0
Accn No. : 343501, Th

2840 Title : Analytical study of production and marketing of oilseeds in the Punjab
Author : Shakuntla Devi
Guide : Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 276p.
Class No : X8(J58):2.51.236 N1
Accn No. : 340121

2841 Title : Emotional competence of women retirees as a function of their personal, health and professional status (with CD-1976)
Author : Shally
Guide : S.K.Bawa
Amandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Edu.& Inf.Sc.)
Degree : Ph.D.(Education)
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 122 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : S:40by15:(X:952) P8
Accn No. : 343153, Th

2842 Title : Problems in teaching Urdu as a second language (Error analysis)
Author : Shamshad H.Zaidi
Guide : Atam Singh
Omkar N.Koul
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D (Anth.Linguistics)
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 373 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2585)
Class No : T:3(P168) M7;1
Accn No. : 49396–49397

2843 Title : Punjab Municipal finances problems and issues
Sub.Ttl. : with special reference to Nabha municipality
Author : Shamsher Singh
Guide : T.S.Majitha
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Diploma
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 44 p.
Notes : (4134)
Class No : X9C:6.236.N7 L6-L6;1
Accn No. : 46091 46176

2844 Title : A comparative study of the academic achievement of the rural and urban pupils of the secondary schools
Author : Shan, Harnam singh
Guide : H.S.Brar
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1967
Collatin : 76 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2824)
Class No : T2:5,20bY31ov3 K7
Accn No. : 45047

2845 Title : Psychotype, somatotype and body composition differences between position winners and non-position winners in gymnastics
Author : Shankar, Ganesh
Guide : Paramjit Singh Goshal
2846 Title : Terrorism
Sub.Ttl. : a study of legal framework in India (with CD-2387)
Author : Sharanjit
Guide : G. I. S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D. (Law)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 469 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Z2:(W88) Q0-Q1; 1
Accn No. : 343494, Th.
2847  Title    : Study of adjustment traits and creative thinking of junior and senior school level Hockey champions
Author   : Sharanjit Kaur
Guide    : V. P. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree   : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 170p.
Class No : RY2143: (S) M7
Accn No. : 49694
2848 Title : Moral Paradigms: A study of the selected novels of Herman Melville & Joseph Conrad
Author   : Sharanpal Singh
Guide    : G. S. Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree   : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 274p.
Class No : G-, M19: g(R4) N0
Accn No. : 340844
2849 Title : Role of Panchayat Secretary in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a study
Author   : Sharda, Deepika
Guide : Renu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree   : M.Phil. (Pub. Admn.)
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 128 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : W, 64.236 P7
Accn No. : 342911, Th
2850 Title : Consumer behaviour in Chandigarh
Sub.Ttl. : a study of durables
Author : Sharma, Jyotsana
Guide : R.S. Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : M.Phil. (Commerce)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 214 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X: 321.236 C P9
Accn No. : 342931, Th
2851 Title : Design of experience base model for software process improvement (With CD-2611)
Author : Sharma, Neeraj
Guide : Kavaljeet Singh D. P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering & Technology)
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Engineering
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xi, 345 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : 9S: 21-8 Q1
Accn No. : 343712, Th.
2852 Title : Double photon compton scattering
Author : Sharma, Aarti
Guide : B. S. Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Physics)
2853  Title    : Alignment of photon induced atomic inner shell vacancies in the L3 sub-shell
Author : Sharma, Ajay
Guide  : Raj Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : M.Phil. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 38 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes  : (160.2)
Class No : C9B2 P2
Accn No. : 341578

2854  Title    : Investigations of photon-induced vacancy alignment in atomic inner shells (with CD-1622)
Author : Sharma, Ajay
Guide  : Raj Mittal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D.Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 170 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes  : (160.7)
Class No : C9B2 P7
Accn No. : 342638

2855  Title    : Molecular and cellular mechanism of cardioprotective effect of ischaemic preconditioning
Author : Sharma, Ajay
Guide  : Manjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D.Pharmaceutical Sciences
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 275 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L32:4:6(L23) P1
Accn No. : 341800

2856  Title    : Study of absorption and scattering tomographic Gamma Ray techniques for non-destructive testing (With CD-2566)
Author : Sharma, Amandeep
Guide  : Bhajan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xiii, 169 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : C54:3 Q1
Accn No. : 343662

2857  Title    : Mysticism and the nature of consciousness in Robert Frost
Author : Sharma, Anand Prakash
Guide  : Gurdit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree  : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Class No : G6,1M74:g(R) M5
Accn No. : 48846

2858  Title    : Blood groups and enzyme types from teeth
Author : Sharma, Anil Kumar
Guide  : P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree  : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 177p.
Class No : LYX111:1 N1
Accn No. : 340028

2859  Title    : Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) of glutathione s-transferase PI(GSTPI) gene in normal and neoplastic states of human
Author : Sharma, Anita
Guide  : B.C.Das
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
2860 Title : Financial reporting practices in IT companies in India
Author : Sharma, Anju
Guide : Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Adm.and commerce)
Degree : M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 160 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : X8(9T):6.2 P9
Accn No. : 342927, Th

2861 Title : Golden Temple, Maharaja Ranjit Singh and the British (1805-59)
Author : Sharma, Anu
Guide : Nazer Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 87 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:+6v23691.M5 P4
Accn No. : 342343, Th

2862 Title : A study of bio ethical concerns in relation to Punjab State hospitals (with CD-1430)
Sub.Ttl. : Anu Sharma
Author : Sharma, Anu
Guide : Gursharn Singh Sandhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 169 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : G:(R4)0aL:14.236 P6
Accn No. : 342449

2863 Title : Isolation and characterization of chromium, cadmium and nickel resistant strains of the cyanobacterium anacystis nidulans
Author : Sharma, Anuradha
Guide : J.I.S. Khatter
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Botany)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 151 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (356.1)
Class No : I22:551(E125) P2
Accn No. : 341927

2864 Title : Study of examination results of M.A. (Public Administration) during the year 1979-1983 of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author : Sharma, Archana
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Notes : (3116.1)
Class No : 371.2807 SH-P
Accn No. : 340481-340482

2865 Title : Weak hadronic decays of charmed baryons
Author : Sharma, Arvind
Guide : R.C.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Physics
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 49 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (173.6)
Class No : C9B3 P31
Accn No. : 341998

2866 Title : Weak nonleptonic decays of charm and bottom baryons (with CD-2011)
Author : Sharma, Arvind
Guide : R.C.Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University,Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)
2867 Title: Excess volumes of some binary mixtures
Author: Sharma, Ashok Kumar
Guide: J.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 41 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (244)
Class No: C9B37,5;3 P9
Accn No.: 343263,Th

2868 Title: Taxonomic studies on Pyrenomycetous Fungi of Eastern Himalayas
Author: Sharma, Ashwani Kumar
Guide: J.S. Dargn
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 404 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (362)
Class No: I27:11.244.9E N0;1
Accn No.: 49762-49763

2869 Title: Contribution of coster-kronig transitions to proton induced L shell X-ray emission in lanthanide
Author: Sharma, Babita
Guide: Allawadhi, K.L.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 67 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (182.1)
Class No: C9B35 P2
Accn No.: 341576

2870 Title: Economic aspects of child labour in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala district
Author: Sharma, Bal Krishan
Guide: Vishwa Mitter
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 279p.
Class No: X:9B.236911 N7
Accn No.: 341228

2871 Title: A study of women characters in William Faulkner's the Sound and the fury and absalom, Absalom !
Author: Sharma, Baljeet Kumar
Guide: Paramjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt.of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 96 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: 0-A,3M97:g(Y15) P4
Accn No.: 342357,Th

2872 Title: Thermodynamics of molecular interactions in binary liquid mixtures of non-electrolytes
Author: Sharma, Buta Ram
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 297 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (251)
Class No: E5:24 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 46902-46904

2873 Title: Existentialist themes in William Golding's novels
Author: Sharma, Dalip Kumar
Guide: Som P.Ranchan Sharma
Univ/Fac: Himachal Pradesh Univ. (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1989
2874 Title: Study of self concept intelligence and personality characteristics of sportsmen of inter-university level
Author: Sharma, Dev Dutt
Guide: K.K. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp. Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 137 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3063)
Class No.: T4:6:(S:7) M5
Accn No.: 48931

2875 Title: Decoding compressed image tiff files of candidates response sheets in objective type entrance tests
Sub.Ttl.: an approach towards saving storage space
Author: Sharma, Dharam Veer
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Computer Sci. & Engineering)
Degree: UGC Minor Project
Accp. Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 48 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (74.3.1)
Class No.: 9S4:4 P1;1
Accn No.: 341852-341853, RG

2876 Title: System for recognition of hand-filled forms in Gurmukhi Script (with CD-2008)
Author: Sharma, Dharam Veer
Guide: Gurpreet Singh Lehal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Computer Sc.)
Accp. Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 205 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: 9S612:(P153) P8
Accn No.: 343260, Th

2877 Title: The concept of social justice in Buddhism and Sikhism
Sub.Ttl.: a philosophical perspective (with CD-1606)
Author: Sharma, Ekta
Guide: Pardeep Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Philosophy)
Accp. Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 184 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: Q-044:(E) P7
Accn No.: 342585, Th

2878 Title: Emotional intelligence of academically high and low achiever adolescents in relation to their intelligence
Author: Sharma, Ekta
Guide: Kirandeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Edu. & Inf. Science)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
Accp. Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 170 p.; 26 cm.
Class No.: S2:72 P6
Accn No.: 342585, Th

2879 Title: Protest against conventional morality: A study of selected plays of Henrik Ibsen
Author: Sharma, Geeta
Guide: G.S. Rahi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp. Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 103p.
Class No.: 0115, 2M28:g -N2
Accn No.: 340928
2880 Title: A study of attitudes of home science teachers towards home Science education in Chandigarh
Author: Sharma, Geeta
Guide: I.P. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 51 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2476)
Class No: S:4(T):(M3).236911C L6
Accn No.: 48875

2881 Title: Investigation of the decay of photon induced atomic inner shell vacancies
Author: Sharma, J.K.
Guide: K.L. Allawadhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 93 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (160.1)
Class No: C9B2 N9
Accn No.: 341571

2882 Title: A critical analysis of the functioning of the Central Co-operative Bank, Patiala
Author: Sharma, Jagan Nath
Guide: R.G. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: M.Comm
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 112 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: XM.62.236911,k,C:3 L2
Accn No.: 45564, Th(Ref.)

2883 Title: Analysis of the performance of different states in the 25th National Basketball Championship for men
Author: Sharma, Jagdish Rai
Guide: Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Pub/Unpu: u
Class No: MY2115.2.N74 L5
Accn No.: 45856

2884 Title: Culture, civilization and human destiny
Sub.Ttl.: a philosophical perspective
Author: Sharma, Jatinder Kumar
Guide: G.S. Sandhu
Pardeep Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 237 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: R:(Y:1) Q0
Accn No.: 343346

2885 Title: Evaluation of some atomic parameters related to X-Ray fluorescence
Author: Sharma, Jitender Paul
Guide: Raj Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 39 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (160.31)
Class No: C9B2;53:3 P3
Accn No.: 341937

2886 Title: Study of the psychological training in sports
Author: Sharma, Kamlesh
Guide: G.K Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 123p.
Class No: MY:(S) L2
Accn No.: 45445
2887 Title: Advertisement sensitivity in the promotion of cellular services  
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of rural and urban areas in Punjab (with CD-2418)  
Author: Sharma, Kapil  
Guide: Bhwdeep Singh A.S.Chawla  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Management)  
Accp.Yr.: 2011  
Collatin: 217 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: X8(D65,4):518.236(Y31-33) Q1  
Accn No.: 343521, Th

2888 Title: Studies of backscattering of Beta particles from matter  
Author: Sharma, Krishan Kumar  
Guide: Mohinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 152p.  
Notes: (166)  
Class No: C9B3 M11;3  
Accn No.: 47937 47959 47984 48134

2889 Title: Government publicity set up in Punjab  
Author: Sharma, Madan Mohan  
Guide: Rajendra  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Dip.  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Collatin: 42p.  
Notes: Project report  
Class No: W,8(MY92).236.7 L8  
Accn No.: 47376

2890 Title: Structure and powers of criminal courts in India  
Author: Sharma, Madhu  
Guide: Charanjit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 2007  
Collatin: 260 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (4561.22.61)  
Class No: Z2,5,8 P7  
Accn No.: 342714, Th

2891 Title: Energy intake and expenditure of pre and post menopause period of females (With CD-1879)  
Author: Sharma, Madhuri  
Guide: M.S.Sohal Harish Kumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Physio.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2008  
Collatin: 164 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: MY9F:5 P8  
Accn No.: 342984

2892 Title: Musicality extraversion and neuroticism in mental relaxation under the influence of music and biofeedback  
Author: Sharma, Mamt  
Guide: Satnam Singh Khumar  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Psychology  
Accp.Yr.: 1995  
Collatin: 143 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: S:380gNR2 N5  
Accn No.: 341110(Ref.)

2893 Title: Floristic studies on the vegetation of Patiala district (Punjab)  
Author: Sharma, Mangleshwar  
Guide: S.S.Bir  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Botany  
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Title: Structural changes in organised manufacturing sector
Sub.Ttl.: a study of selected industry groups in Punjab (1980-2000) (with CD-1848)
Author: Sharma, Manjit
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 277 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: I:2.236911 M0.1-M0.2
Accn No.: 47790 48160

Title: A study of the consistency in examination scores from Matric to B.A. of post graduate students in relation to sex and subject choice
Author: Sharma, Manju
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 82 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: T42:50aS5 L2-L2;2
Accn No.: 48240-48241 152728

Title: A study of frustration, anxiety and adjustment level of institutionalised delinquent adolescents
Author: Sharma, Meenakshi
Guide: S.B.Kakar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Litt.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 79 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S2-6:51 L7
Accn No.: 46449

Title: A study of satisfaction and dissatisfaction with school among adolescent boys in relation to their personality characteristics, intelligence, scholastic performance and socio-economic status
Author: Sharma, Meenakshi
Guide: S.B.Kakar
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: Ph.D. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 191 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2785)
Class No: T2:50aY:7:7 M0-M0;1
Accn No.: 47561 47773

Title: Knowledge management in select pharmaceutical units in north India
Sub.Ttl.: a critical study (with CD-1706)
Author: Sharma, Meenu
Guide: Meenakshi Sukhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf. Sci.)
Degree: Ph.D. Lib.& Inf.Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 295 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (74.101)
Class No: 9T:x:(L2).2 P8
Accn No.: 342694, Th

Title: Stress and coping with stress
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of male and female teachers in Universities
Author: Sharma, Meenu
Guide: Rajeev Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. patiala ( Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: M.Phil. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 106 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: S5:56(T4) P9
Accn No.: 343387, Th
2906 Title: On estimation of Parameters of finite population using auxiliary information
Author: Sharma, Mukesh Kumar
Guide: S.K.Srivastava
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 177p.
Notes: (78)
Class No: B28-271 N0;1
Accn No.: 49824-49825

2907 Title: Policy formulation and implementation at Municipal level
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala Municipal committee
Author: Sharma, Mukesh Kumar
Guide: K.K. Puri
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 119p.
Accn No.: 49970

2908 Title: Taxonomic studies on the family stayridae(lepidoptera: Ditrysia: Papilionoidea)of North-West India with emphasis on external genitalia
Author: Sharma, Narinder
Guide: Harijiner Singh Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 260 p. ; 28 cm
Notes: 465
Class No: K867:2.2.9R N7
Accn No.: 341267(Ref.)

2909 Title: Charge exchange cross-sections for multiply charged ions in hydrogen atoms
Sub.Ttl.: an empirical study
Author: Sharma, Neellesh
Guide: J.M.Midha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 56 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (160.21)
Class No: C9B2: (E110) P4
Accn No.: 342004

2910 Title: P-wave meson emitting decays of heavy flavor hadrons (with CD-2437)
Author: Sharma, Neellesh
Guide: R.C. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Physics)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: v.p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: C9B37 Q0
Accn No.: 343540, Th

2911 Title: Evaluation of the key performance indicators of an information system in Indian banking sector (with CD-2348)
Author: Sharma, Neeraj
Guide: R.K.Sehgal, D.R.Goyal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Management Information Systems
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 341 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: X62:87.2 P9
Accn No.: 343455, Th

2912 Title: Performance of Punjab National Bank in competitive environment (with CD-1375)
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Haryana
Author: Sharma, Neeraj
Guide: M.S.Bedi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Busi. Managt.)
2913 Title: Local finance in Punjab State
Author: Sharma, Om Parkash
Guide: H.K. Manmohan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Notes: (3752)
Class No.: X79C.236 L9
Accn No.: 47576

2914 Title: Urbanization in Haryana 1901-81
Sub.Ttl.: a spatial analysis
Author: Sharma, Parmita
Guide: M.S. Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Geography
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 102 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3217)
Class No.: U47:(Y33).2361.N9 M9;2
Accn No.: 49620-49621 340769

2915 Title: The concept of Parkarti in Samkhya and Gita
Author: Sharma, Parveen
Guide: R.D. Nirakari
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.A. (Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 132 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: R65,6g L9
Accn No.: 47627

2916 Title: Evaluation of welfare of scheduled castes students of Patiala
Author: Sharma, Parveen
Guide: M.R. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Dip. in Social Welfare Administration
Sub. on: 1974-75
Pub. Dt.: 1975
Collatin: 47 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3198)
Class No.: T9(Y5927):(YX).236911.N7 L5-L5;1
Accn No.: 45939 46211

2917 Title: Monitoring the genotoxic potentialities of plants grown on copper and lead contaminated soil
Author: Sharma, Parveen
Guide: M.I.S. Saggoo Neelam Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 281 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (353.1)
Class No.: I:60gJ:1:4(E113) P1
Accn No.: 341736

2918 Title: President's rule in Indian states since 1989
Sub.Ttl.: comprehensive assessment of theory and practice (with CD-1641)
Author: Sharma, Pooja
Guide: Surinder Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Pol. Sci
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 362 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2,1:3,N9 P7
Accn No.: 342657, Th
2919 Title: Laser excited luminescence decays of synthesized Nanocrystals and their morphological characterization (with CD-2615)
Author: Sharma, Poonam
Guide: H.S. Bhatti
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 489 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: C5912-211:73 Q0
Accn No.: 343716, Th

2920 Title: A Study of the problems faced by teachers teaching english to high/higher secondary classes
Author: Sharma, Pushpa
Guide: S.B. Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Collatin: 95 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2761)
Class No: T2:3(P111) L3-L3;1
Accn No.: 48793, 48819

2921 Title: Measurement of pair, fluorescence and neutron activation yields with semi-conductor detectors
Author: Sharma, R.K.
Guide: H.S. Sahota
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Collatin: 142 p.
Notes: (150)
Class No: C54:75 M8
Accn No.: 49709

2922 Title: Studies in heterocyclics
Sub.Ttl.: Kinetics & reaction mechanism of the formation of Nitrogen-Sulphur heterocycles
Author: Sharma, R.S.
Guide: N.K. Ralhan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 185 p.
Notes: (292)
Class No: E8 M0-M0;6
Accn No.: 48350-48356

2923 Title: Knowledge management in textile industry of Punjab (With CD-2583)
Author: Sharma, Radha Kanwal
Guide: S.K. Bansal Prem Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Management
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X8(M7):(9T):x.236 Q1
Accn No.: 343684, Th

2924 Title: Industrial entrepreneurship in Punjab
Author: Sharma, Raj Kumar
Guide: B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 358 p.
Accn No.: 49096

2925 Title: Punjab peasantry in prosperity and debt: Samana Tehsil as a case study.
Author: Sharma, Raj Kumar
Guide: S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Notes: (3223)
Class No: U6(J):(X755)y7236911S N2
Accn No.: 340219
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Studies on some metal complexes of 3-Substituted Formazans &amp; some other Azo ligands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rajeev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Ph.D. Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>348 p. ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>(307)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>E85-191,5 N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>340843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Laser induced parameters of inorganic doped phosphors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rajesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>H.S.Bhatti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>M.Phil (Physics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>69 p. ; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>(151.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>C5912:3(E151) P3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>341938</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Laser induced photoluminescence investigations of doped micro and nano-materials(with CD-1532)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rajesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>H.S.Bhatti, N.K.Verma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Ph.D. (Physics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>v.p. ; 26 cm.</td>
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<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>(151.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>C5912:73 P6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>342590,Th</td>
</tr>
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</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Taxonomic studies on geometridae (Lepidoptera) from Sikkim and Arunachal Pradesh (with CD-1717)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rajinder Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>Jagbir Singh, V.K.Walia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>193 p. ; Plates ; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>462.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>K867:11.2 P8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>342702,Th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Exploration &amp; evaluation of germplasm in Morus Alba L (Moraceae)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rajni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>V.K.Singhal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Ph.D. Botany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>154p. ; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>JB N2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>340096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Human rights of child and the Indian constitution with special reference to child labour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rakesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>Charanjit Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>219 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>(3497)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>W:50aX:9B.2 N7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>341397,Th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Forensic examination of paints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Sharma, Rakesh Mohan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide</td>
<td>K.S. Sidhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin</td>
<td>125p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No.</td>
<td>LYX:15(F:5895) M7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.</td>
<td>49328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


2933 Title: Recipient reactions to aid: a social psychological perspective  
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Degree: Ph.D. Psychology  
Accp.Yr.: 1999  
Collatin: 178 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2540.1)  
Class No.: SM9:(L:4234) N9  
Accn No.: 341487

2934 Title: Parliamentary privileges under U.K. and Indian constitution  
Author: Sharma, Reena  
Guide: M.R.Garg  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LLM  
Accp.Yr.: 2003  
Collatin: 201 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: W,3:2.20a561.N7 P3-P3;1  
Accn No.: 341951-341952

2935 Title: Administration of integrated child and women development programmes in Rajasthan  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Jaipur district  
Author: Sharma, Sadhana  
Guide: R.M.Khandelwal  
Univ/Fac: Univ. of Rajasthan, Jaipur (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Collatin: 302 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: Y11-5:7:7.282 N2  
Accn No.: 342271,3

2936 Title: Growth performance and feeding practices in slum children of 0-5 Years of Patiala city (with CD-2058)  
Author: Sharma, Santosh  
Guide: Promila Metha S.P.Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Biology)  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collatin: 214 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: G9C:2:(Y57).236911 P9  
Accn No.: 343304

2937 Title: Analysis of crime among women in Punjab  
Author: Sharma, Santosh K.  
Guide: I.M. Lal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 240 p.  
Class No.: Y15:45.236.N7 L6  
Accn No.: 46539

2938 Title: Art of Trilok Singh  
Author: Sharma, Saroj Kumari  
Guide: Saroj Rani  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Art & Culture)  
Degree: Ph.D.Fine Arts  
Accp.Yr.: 2001  
Collatin: 470 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: NQxN14 P1  
Accn No.: 341874

2939 Title: Ministry formation in developing democracy  
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study in states of Punjab and Haryana since 1966  
Author: Sharma, Satish Kumar  
Guide: Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Political Science)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1981  
Collatin: 432p.  
Class No.: W6.236om1.N66 M1-M1;1  
Accn No.: 48366-48367
2940 Title : Changing pattern of marriage customs in the Brajmin caste
   Author : Sharma, Savita
   Guide : P.S.Jammu
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
   Degree : M.A.Sociology
   Accp.Yr. : 1985
   Class No : Y5923:3217 M5
   Accn No. : 340463,Project

2941 Title : Frantz Fanon's the Wretched of the earth and black skin white masks
   Sub.Ttl. : a study in post-colonial discourse
   Author : Sharma, Shaveta
   Guide : Paramjit Kaur
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
   Degree : M.Phil. English
   Accp.Yr. : 2008
   Collatin : 108 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : 0-,3N255:g(P) P8
   Accn No. : 342838

2942 Title : Adjustment problems of adolescents in relation to their intelligence
   Author : Sharma, Sonia
   Guide : Manjit Kaur
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
   Degree : M.A.Education
   Accp.Yr. : 2002
   Collatin : 56 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : S2:72 P2-P2;2
   Accn No. : 341748-341750

2943 Title : Organic farming in Punjab
   Sub.Ttl. : an economic analysis (with CD-2047)
   Author : Sharma, Subhash
   Guide : Anita Gill
   Amita Pandov
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D. (Economics)
   Accp.Yr. : 2009
   Collatin : 171 p. ; 26 cm.
   Class No : X8(2:5).236 P9
   Accn No. : 343293,Th

2944 Title : Law relating to bail in India with special reference to anticipatory bail
   Author : Sharma, Sucheta
   Guide : Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
   Degree : LL.M.
   Accp.Yr. : 2004
   Pub. Dt. : 2004
   Collatin : 287 p. ; 28 cm.
   Notes : (4565.1)
   Class No : Z2,7,414.P1 P4
   Accn No. : 342117

2945 Title : Monotheism in the Upanisads and Guru Nanak's philosophy
   Author : Sharma, Sudershan
   Guide : R.D.Nirakari
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
   Degree : M.Phil (Philosophy)
   Accp.Yr. : 1984
   Collatin : 121 p. ; 28 cm.
   Class No : R65,00CQ:-33wI69:g(R) M4
   Accn No. : 48762

2946 Title : Changing pattern of state finances
   Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of the states of Punjab and Maryana
   Author : Sharma, Suman
   Guide : Janak Raj Gupta
   Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
   Degree : Ph.D
   Accp.Yr. : 1997
   Class No : X5.236.N9 N7
   Accn No. : 341205
2947 Title: An analysis of characteristics of successful classroom teaching as identified by principles and successful teachers
Author: Sharma, Suman Lata
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 82 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2578)
Class No.: T:31:f L9
Accn No.: 47419

2948 Title: An analytical of characteristics of successful classroom teaching as identified by principals and successful teachers
Author: Sharma, Suman Lata
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. (Edu.)
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 83 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2578)
Class No.: T:31:f L9;1
Accn No.: 48233, Th

2949 Title: Biological control of vector snails
Author: Sharma, Sunita
Guide: J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 221p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 419
Class No.: K7:52 N0-N0;1
Accn No.: 49892-49893

2950 Title: Study of relationship between the performance and some selected skills in gymnastics
Author: Sharma, Sunita
Guide: S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 140 p.
Class No.: MY112 M6;1
Accn No.: 49287

2951 Title: Human resource management practices in navratna public sector undertakings in India
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Gail (India) Limited (with CD-2869)
Author: Sharma, Suresh Kumar
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Public Adm.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 508 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X9W,8 (C28): 991.2 Q1-Q1;1
Accn No.: 343765, Th
343848, Th

2952 Title: Setup spark/discharge counter: For counting of fission fragment/alpha particle tracks in plastic detectors
Author: Sharma, Tirth Ram
Guide: H.S. Virk
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: 58p.
Notes: (175)
Class No.: C9B3:11 L9
Accn No.: 47681
2953 Title: Some new spectrophotometric methods for the
determination of metal ions and pesticides
Author: Sharma, Vanita
Guide: A.L.J.Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 201 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (234.1)
Class No.: E191:25 P2
Accn No.: 341804

2954 Title: Wage rates and working conditions of permanent
farm servants in the post-green revolution Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: an empirical analysis (With CD- 2579)
Author: Sharma, Varinder
Guide: Jaswinder Singh Brar
H.S.Shergill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Economic
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 213 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X8(J):93.236 Q1
Accn No.: 343680

2955 Title: Sources of municipal revenue with special
reference to property tax
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Punjab
Author: Sharma, Veena
Guide: Janak Raj Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 276 p.
Class No.: X722: (W,61).236 N9
Accn No.: 341377

2956 Title: Package approach to agricultural financing by
the State Bank of Patiala at Nanansu
Author: Sharma, Vidya Parkash
Guide: R.G.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.
& Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1973
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 141p.
Class No.: X62.236911,h,S:3(X8(J):6) L3
Accn No.: 45591

2957 Title: Synthesis of linseed oil based polymers and
their nanocomposites (with CD-2004)
Author: Sharma, Vinay
Guide: J.S.Banait
P.P.Kundu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 206 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: E:40j98:(F94) P9
Accn No.: 343256

2958 Title: Taxonomic revision of subfamilies Blennocampinae
and Deleirinae from India
Author: Sharma, Vishva Vasu
Guide: M.S. Saini
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (FAculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 229 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 426
Class No.: K864:11 N4
Accn No.: 340911
2966  Title    : Histopathological and biochemical variations in some organs during fluorosis..study in Rabbits 
Author   : Shashi
Guide    : J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences) 
Degree   : Ph.D.Zoology 
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 382 p. ; 28 cm. 
Notes    : 487
Class No : K97:44170:403 M6
Accn No. : 48967

2967  Title    : Cognitive styles of school-going adolescents in relation to school environment 
Author   : Shashi Bala
Guide    : Jagpreet Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf. Sci.) 
Degree   : M.Ed. 
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 73 p. ; figures ; 28 cm. 
Class No : T2:(S2:4) P7
Accn No. : 342499,Th

2968  Title    : Female education and transformation in the status of women in Punjab 1901-1947. 
Author   : Shashi Bala
Guide    : Shiv Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences) 
Degree   : Ph.D 
Accp.Yr. : 1998
Collatin : 361p. 
Notes    : (3132)
Class No : T55.236.N47<- N01 N8
Accn No. : 341260(Ref.)

2969  Title    : Studies on new type of metal dithiocarbamates 
Author   : Shashi Bala
Guide    : B.S. Manhas
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences) 
Degree   : M.Phil. Chemistry 
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 102 p. ; 28 cm. 
Notes    : (248)
Class No : E5 M1
Accn No. : 47800

2970  Title    : Studies on new type of metal dithiocarbamates 
Author   : Shashi Bala
Guide    : B.S. Manhas
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences) 
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry 
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Collatin : 431 p. ; 28 cm. 
Notes    : (249)
Class No : E5 M5
Accn No. : 48634

2971  Title    : Study into the organisational and administrative aspects of working of road(passenger)transport in Punjab with special reference to pepsu road transport corporation 
Author   : Shashi Bala
Guide    : S.L.Kaushik
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences) 
Degree   : Ph.D 
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 372p. ; 26 cm. 
Class No : X411:8.236911.N5 M6
Accn No. : 49164,Th(Ref.)

2972  Title    : A study of variation in marketing standards of different examiners of the same script 
Author   : Shashi Lata
Guide    : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
2973 Title: Some studies on the biology of cotton bud moth, <em>Phycita infusella</em> Meyr and cotton leaf roller, <em>Sylepta derogata</em> fabr. (Pyralididae; Lepidoptera)
Author: Shashi Prabha
Guide: S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Sc. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: v.p.; 28 cm.
Class No: J781;438(K867) L7
Accn No.: 46579

2974 Title: Experimental investigation of photon induced X-Rays
Author: Shatendra Kumar
Guide: B.S. Sood
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Collatin: 168p.
Notes: (139)
Class No: C53:28 M6;1
Accn No.: 49204-49205

2975 Title: Analytical study of right to life and personal liberty under Indian constitution
Author: Shaveta Gagneja
Guide: B.S. Malhi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 225 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: (4537.1)
Class No: ZZ:(W:5).N9 P3
Accn No.: 34196

2976 Title: Dabistan-e-Dagh aur Punjab ke shoaar
Sub.Ttl.: ek tajziati mutalea (with CD)
Author: Shehnaz
Guide: Naqvi, Nashir, 1956-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of languages
Degree: Ph. D.
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Pub/Unpu: U
Pub.Flc.: Patiala
Collatin: 278 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: O168,1:gn3 P6
Accn No.: 342429(Th)

2977 Title: Accounting information and the security market efficiency Hypothesis
Author: Shekhar Chandra
Guide: B.S. Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Class No: X652:8.2 N5
Accn No.: 341114

2978 Title: Effectiveness of human resource management practices in banking organizations (With CD-2581)
Author: Shellee, Anu
Guide: S.K. Bansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Management
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xiii, 350 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X62:991 Q1
Accn No.: 343682,Th
2979 Title: Approachess to learning in relation to motivational beliefs and academic achievement of professional, students of Punjab
Author: Shelly
Guide: Manjeet Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D Education
Accont.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 250 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: T5,10a:34:Q0
Accn No.: 343366, Th

2980 Title: Kashmir problem and the attitude of Congress I and B.J.P.
Author: Shelly, Datta
Guide: Navtej Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accont.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 75p.
Class No: V241.N9 N2
Accn No.: 341008(Ref.)

2981 Title: Influence of socio-economic status on the attitude of J.B.T. trainees towards the teaching profession
Author: Sher Singh
Guide: S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accont.Yr.: 1967
Collatin: 69 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: {2637}
Class No: T,bogY5 K7
Accn No.: 48790
48821

2982 Title: Metabolic drifts during seed germination and subsequent growth in Pisum Sativum L.and Cajanus Cajan (L.) Huth
Author: Sherwani, Neelam
Guide: T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accont.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 295 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: I8313:33 P1
Accn No.: 341969

2983 Title: Regionalism in the post cold war global politics
Sub.Ttl.: with special reference to North American integration (with CD-2364)
Author: Sheveta
Guide: Parmijit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pol Science)
Accont.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 249 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W941:19(zT) Q0
Accn No.: 343471, Th

2984 Title: Representations of violence against women
Sub.Ttl.: a study of selected Indian fiction (with CD-2892)
Author: Shikha
Guide: Rajesh Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (The Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accont.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 315 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: O-I,3N:g(Y15;45) Q1
Accn No.: 343787, Th

2985 Title: Participatory democracy
Sub.Ttl.: Punjab Lok Sabha elections
Author: Shingara Singh
Guide: Narinder Kumar Dogra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
2986 Title : Electrical properties of thin oxide films
Author : Shish Pal Singh `Arya`
Guide : H.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 137p.
Notes : (128)(152)
Class No : C21 M1;3 C6 M1
Accn No. : 47985  48129-48130  48375

2987 Title : Job analysis of personnel looking after the labour welfare work in the industries of Delhi
Author : Shiv Narain
Guide : Hitwant Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1966
Accn No. : 45132

2988 Title : Regional disparities in levels of agricultural modernization in Punjab 1971-1999
Author : Shivjeet Kaur
Guide : K.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Geography
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 336 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (3213.1)
Class No : U3:(J).236.N9 N9
Accn No. : 341987

2989 Title : Oxidations using molybdic acid
Author : Shivjinder Kaur
Guide : Balbir Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 47 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (246)
Class No : E3646:81 N3
Accn No. : 340808

2990 Title : Muslim perceptions of Ayodhya incidents Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Malerkotla city
Author : Shoaib Zafar
Guide : Kehar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Pol.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Class No : V23691ot5296.N9 N2
Accn No. : 341004

2991 Title : Dyali Singh Majithia (1849-1898)
Author : Shobhana Ram Kumar
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 103p.
Class No : V236y7M49 L5
Accn No. : 45846

2992 Title : A comparative study of vocational preferences and aspirations of school and college students in Sangrur District
Author : Shorey, Kamlesh
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Education
Accp.Yr. : 1972
2993 Title : A study of attitude of students towards introduction of compulsory Physical Education
Author : Shori, Ranbir Chand
Guide : Kapil Dev
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education and In.Science)
Degree : P.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 53 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2605)
Class No : T:6 L4
Accn No. : 48805

2994 Title : Analytical study of the causes of the non-availability of fast bowlers in India
Author : Shoukeen, Vijender Singh
Guide : M.L. Kamlesh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 46p.
Class No : MY2141.2.N7 L5
Accn No. : 45925

2995 Title : Phytochemical and antianxiety evaluation of certain medicinal plants (With CD-2028)
Author : Shri, Richa
Guide : A.K.Tiwari
Anupam Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. Pharma Science
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 186 p. ; ill. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L23:3:J6 P9
Accn No. : 343280

2996 Title : Cost variations in rice milling industry
Sub.Ttl. : a regional analysis
Author : Shubh Kiran
Guide : Hans Raj Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.and Commerce)
Degree : M.Com
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 74p.
Class No : X8(J38):8K.2 N7
Accn No. : 45835

2997 Title : Role of temperament, parenting styles, parenting stress in social competence and subjective well being among children ( with CD-2430)
Author : Shweta
Guide : Gurminder Sokhey
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 266 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S1:56(R4221) Q0
Accn No. : 343533,Th

2998 Title : Emotional,social and health adjustment among selected participant in weight lifting at various levels of performance
Author : Sibal, Tarlochan Singh
Guide : V.P Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 38p.
Class No : MY211:(S:5) L4
Accn No. : 45784
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Class No</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical investigations on the post-embryonic development of Chilomenes...Coccinellidae</td>
<td>Sidhu, Dalbind Singh</td>
<td>S.S.Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>311p.</td>
<td>28 cm.</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>3006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criteria for selection of a Basketball team</td>
<td>Sidhu, Darshan Singh</td>
<td>G.K.Dhillon</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.P.Ed</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>70p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of gamma-ray interactions in some low-z composite materials</td>
<td>Sidhu, Gurdeep Singh</td>
<td>Gurmel Singh Mudahar Parjit S.Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzyme typing of human hair roots</td>
<td>Sidhu, Gurjeet Kaur</td>
<td>S.M.S.Chahal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>107p.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The city of Bathinda</td>
<td>Sidhu, Gursewak Singh</td>
<td>Nayyar, Gurbachan Singh Kirpal Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi University Patiala, Dept.of History</td>
<td>M.Phil. (History)</td>
<td>1983</td>
<td>135 p.</td>
<td>28 cm.</td>
<td>3010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press and development communication implications and inclinations</td>
<td>Sidhu, Happy</td>
<td>Gurmeet Maan</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education and Information Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.Journalism</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>306 p.</td>
<td>28 cm.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An economic analysis of cost structure of college education in Punjab</td>
<td>Sidhu, Harjiv Kaur</td>
<td>Inderjeet Singh Romesh K.Bansal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D.Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3013  Title : Auden as the poet of anxiety
Author : Sidhu, Harsimran Preet
Guide : G.S.Rahi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Class No : O-,1N07:g M7
Accn No. : 341037

3014  Title : Taxonomic studies on the family calliphoridae
           (Diptera : cyclorrhapha) from North-West India
Author : Sidhu, Inderpal Singh
Guide : Devinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 303 p. : Plates ; 28 cm.
Notes : 471.1
Class No : K871:11.2.R P2
Accn No. : 341924

3015  Title : A study of errors in spellings and punctuation
           in Punjabi, committed by IX, X class students
Author : Sidhu, Jagjit Kaur
Guide : B.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : State College of Educationn,Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 92 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : F153,8:(T:2) L3
Accn No. : 48788

3016  Title : Different methods in development component of
           physical fitness in volleyball players
Author : Sidhu, Jagroop
Guide : G.K.Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 34p.
Class No : MY2116:(L:8) L3
Accn No. : 45535

3017  Title : Kindanthropometric measurements and selected personal social
           and psychological variables of winner & non-winner
           players with special reference to sportive events
Author : Sidhu, Jaskarn Singh
Guide : Meenakshi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu. & Information Science)
Degree : Ph.D.Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 204 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY2:30a8 P2
Accn No. : 341878

3018  Title : Electrical properties of semiconducting thin films
Author : Sidhu, Jaswant Singh
Guide : H.P.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 52p.
Notes : (158)
Class No : C6212 L9
Accn No. : 47611

3019  Title : Sardar Partap Singh Kairon
Author : Sidhu, Jaswant Singh
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 88 p. ; 26 cm.
Accn No. : 343078,Th/KS
3020 Title : Sardar Partap Singh Kairon
Author : Sidhu, Jaswant Singh
Guide : Kirpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : 
Collatin : 88 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : V236y7N01 L6
Accn No. : 46159

3021 Title : Military alliances after the second world war
Sub.Ttl. : with particular reference to NATO, SEATO, CENTO & Warsaw Pact
Author : Sidhu, Karamjit Singh
Guide : A.N.Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.Military Science
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 103 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V1:19(M41):(Z,3).N L2
Accn No. : 45427

3022 Title : Role of navy in India's Defence
Author : Sidhu, Karamjit Singh
Guide : S.K.Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lit.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Pub/Unpu : 
Collatin : 156 p.
Class No : V2:1944Q7,(MV4).N7 L6;1
Accn No. : 46550

3023 Title : Defence preparedness of India in relation to Pakistan (After 1971)
Author : Sidhu, Karmjit Singh
Guide : Swarnjit Singh Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.Defence Studies
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 118 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V2:1944Q7,(MV4).N7 L6;1
Accn No. : 46550

3024 Title : Acharya Narendra Deva
Sub.Ttl. : a study of his political ideas
Author : Sidhu, Kiran Pal Kaur
Guide : S.K.Bajaj
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of History)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 154 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V2y7M89 L9-L9;1
Accn No. : 47440

3025 Title : An Assessment of vocational guidance needs of adolescent girls
Author : Sidhu, Malkit Singh
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Collatin : 105 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3129)
Class No : T550j9(Y4:5) M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 49083-49084

3026 Title : Distributional & cytological studies in the weed flora of cultivable fields of Patiala district (Punjab)
Author : Sidhu, Manjit Kaur
Guide : S.S. Bir
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 230 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : I5,111.236911 L9
Accn No. : 47554
3027 Title : Semiotic study of Aldous Huxley's brave new world and George Orwell's nineteen eighty-four
Author : Sidhu, Mohinder Pal
Guide : V Prakasam
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Class No : P-9C73 N0
Accn No. : 49865

3028 Title : Economic analysis of production and marketing of seeds in Punjab
Author : Sidhu, Mohinder Singh
Guide : Gupt, J.R
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1995
Collatin : 304p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : X8(J38):2-51,236 N5
Accn No. : 341091

3029 Title : Electoral process in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of 1980 assembly elections in district Ludhiana
Author : Sidhu, Narminder Kaur
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 177p.
Class No : V2396:91Y7N80 M0
Accn No. : 47835

3030 Title : Between the non-violence Malgudi and the Violence of Jungle the semiotics of human struggle in R.K.Narayan's novels
Author : Sidhu, Nazar Singh
Guide : H.S. Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 420p.
Class No : P-9C73 M8
Accn No. : 49770-49771

3031 Title : A critical study of law relating to disposal of juvenile delinquents with special reference to state of Punjab
Author : Sidhu, Nirmaljit Kaur
Guide : Gurpreet K.Pannu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 232 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (4545.00)
Class No : Z2,111-95.P1 P5
Accn No. : 342253,48646

3032 Title : Study of rural and urban youth their vocational attitude self-concept and academic achievement
Author : Sidhu, Onkar Jot
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 102p.
Class No : Y120j31(T:5) M4
Accn No. : 48646

3033 Title : The Semiological structure of Akal Ustat
Author : Sidhu, Parmjit Singh
Guide : H.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Scoical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 238 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-22A:(P9C) L7
Accn No. : 46445 46537
3034 Title : Study of determinants of teaching effectiveness of secondary school teachers in Physical education
Author : Sidhu, Piara Singh
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 146p.
Notes : (2975)
Class No : T2-9(T:6):3 M7;2
Accn No. : 49275

3035 Title : A study of students attitude towards school in relation to study habits and academic achievement
Author : Sidhu, Sarabjit
Guide : Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.(Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Collatin : 68 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2592)
Class No : T:4oj5,2 L7;1
Accn No. : 48296,Th(Ref.)

3036 Title : Study of fertility and physique in the scheduled caste women of punjab with special reference to age changes
Author : Sidhu, Sharda
Guide : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Class No : L:67obY5927-15:3.236 M2
Accn No. : 48157

3037 Title : A study of kinanthropometric variables and motor performance of Punjab girls in the age of 10 to 16 years
Author : Sidhu, Sukhjinder Kaur
Guide : P.L.Gupta & D.K.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D.Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 412p.
Class No : MY:(L9F:7).236 N4-N4;2
Accn No. : 340995(Ref.)
  341024(Ref.)
  341054(Ref.)

3038 Title : Health Hazards of over-training
Author : Sidhu, Suranjit Singh
Guide : R.N. Thatte
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1969
Collatin : 58p.
Class No : MY1oaL:8 K9
Accn No. : 45165

3039 Title : Arms race between India and Pakistan and its impact on Indian security
Sub.Ttl. : an Indian view-point
Author : Sidhu, Swaranjit Singh
Guide : O.S.Kalkat
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lit
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 125p.
Class No : V2:1944Q7(zR) M0
Accn No. : 48390

3040 Title : Defence preparedness of India in relations (After 1971)
Author : Sidhu, Swaranjit Singh
Guide : Karamjit Singh Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
3041 Title: Comparative study of two methods for shot-put with weight training without weight training
Author: Sidhu, Sukhwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: u
Collat.: 42p.
Accn No.: 45001

3042 Title: The life and times of Udham Singh
Author: Sikander Singh
Guide: Shiv Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collat.: 486 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: V2:51y7M99 P1
Accn No.: 341824, Th

3043 Title: Temperature dependent statistical theory of cross-relaxations in paramagnetic crystals
Author: Sikri, Ajit Kumar
Guide: M.L. Narchal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collat.: 137 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (160)
Class No.: C73 L9-L9/1
Accn No.: 47569-47570

3044 Title: Priority sector lending
Sub.Ttl.: A study of commercial banks in Punjab since 1991 (With CD-2882)
Author: Silony
Guide: Jasmindeep Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collat.: xviii, 274 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: X625:1.236.P1 Q1
Accn No.: 343683, Th

3045 Title: Study of preadolescent growth, physique and physical performance of Punjabi girls
Author: Simon, Molly
Guide: S.K. Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Class No.: MY:(L9C:F:8).236 N6
Accn No.: 341143

3046 Title: Overview of the problem of female foeticide in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: A dissertation
Author: Simran Singh
Guide: Khehra, Harpal Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala / Department of Law
Degree: L. L. M. Part-II
Sub. on: 2007-2008
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Pub.Floc: Patiala
Pub. Dt.: 16-1-2009
Collat.: 167p.; 24 cm.
Class No.: Y:(L9F:3291).236 P8
Accn No.: 342844, Th

3047 Title: Probation of offenders in India
Sub.Ttl.: A comparative study
Author: Simranjeet Kaur
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
3048  Title: Occupational stress amongst engineers in P.S.E.B. (with CD-1443)
Author: Simranjit Kaur
Guide: Navjot Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D (Business Mangt)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 275 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (4189.2)
Class No: X9V,8(D66):9.236,h,9N66 P6
Accn No.: 342462, Th

3049  Title: A study of teaching effectiveness of secondary school male and female physical education teachers in relation to their to their values, adjustment and attitude towards teaching profession
Author: Simrat Kaur
Guide: Charan Dass
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 177 p.
Class No: T2-9(T:6):3(S:5) N8-N8;1
Accn No.: 341341, Thesis 341378, Thesis

3050  Title: Problem of resettlement of ex-servicemen in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala District
Author: Simrat Pal Singh
Guide: Umrao Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Defence & Strategic Studies
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 75 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: MV41:(X:97B,78).23611 Q0
Accn No.: 343619, Th

3051  Title: Electrochemical synthesis of coordination compounds of some Thiols at sacrificial Cadmium Anode
Author: Simrat Singh
Guide: Baljit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Chemistry)
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 52 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No: E1:26-4 Q1
Accn No.: 343428

3052  Title: Reading interests of the school and college lecturers of Faridkot
Author: Sindhu Bala
Guide: Indra Prabhakar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: U
Collatin: 92p.
Notes: (3161.1)
Class No: T9(T):13.236912 N4
Accn No.: 341316

3053  Title: Social and emotional adjustment indices of selected non-players and players of selected games
Author: Sindhu, Jasbir
Guide: S.S.Jaspal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.P.ed
3054 Title: Evaluation and effectiveness of training programmes (with CD-1963)
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of Punjab National Bank & State Bank of India
Author: Singal, Aman
Guide: A.S.Chawla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Management)
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 284 p. ; ill. ; 29 cm.
Class No: X62:77.2:t3 P8
Accn No.: 343141,7h

3055 Title: Incidence of infection in surgical and non-surgical wounds with their Bacteriology
Author: Singal, Hari Krishan
Guide: K.C.Saronwala
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.S. General Surgery
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Collatin: v. p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: L424:3 L9
Accn No.: 47518

3056 Title: Studies in azomethine N Oxides (Nitrones) directed towards the synthesis of new biologically active compounds and their use as reactive synthetic intermediates
Author: Singal, K.K.
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Deptt. of Chemistry)
Degree: UGC Minor Project
Accp.Yr.: 1999
Collatin: 4 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes: (269.1)
Class No: E5,57:4 N9-N9;1
Accn No.: 341523-341525

3057 Title: Study of hypergeometric functions of two variables of superior order
Author: Singal, Rajeshver Persha
Guide: S. Saran
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Notes: (105)
Class No: B396M L2
Accn No.: 45466

3058 Title: A study of hypergeometric functions of two variables of superior order
Author: Singal, Rajeshver Pershad
Guide: Shanti Saran
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Science)
Degree: Ph.D. (Mathematics)
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 116 p. ; 27 cm.
Notes: (105)
Class No: B396M L2;1
Accn No.: 45467

3059 Title: India's export trends and policies in the 1970's
Author: Singhal, K.C.
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 348p.
Accn No.: 48951
3060 Title : Sterility in relation to blood groups incompatibility
Author : Singhal, Praveen
Guide : I.J.S. Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 144p.
Class No : L:67 M2
Accn No. : 48127

3061 Title : Morphological age changes in females belonging to two communities of Punjab (India) with special reference to senescence
Author : Singhal, Pushpa
Guide : I.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 302p.; ill.
Class No : Y73(P153):1 L9;1
Accn No. : 47556

3062 Title : Role of calcium Ion to fluoride toxicity in experimental animals
Sub.Ttl. : histopathological studies in viscera
Author : Singhal, Rajinder
Guide : S.S.Jolly
H.L.Chopra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala. ( Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : M.D.(Medicine)
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 128 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 530
Class No : L:44170:403 L9
Accn No. : 47511

3063 Title : Cytomorphological studies on some wood members of Polypetalae from Northern & Central India
Author : Singhal, Vijay Kumar
Guide : B.S.Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr. : 1982
Collatin : 331p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : I8,11:2.2 M21
Accn No. : 48108

3064 Title : Analytical applications of some sulphur containing compounds
Author : Singla, Amrit Lal
Guide : A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Notes : (270)
Class No : E5,6:3 M5-M5;2
Accn No. : 48633
48837-48838

3065 Title : Immunoglobulin levels health & disease-a survey
Author : Singla, Anil Kumar
Guide : L.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 179 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 516
Class No : L:4:56 M7
Accn No. : 49160

3066 Title : Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems design and implementation.
Author : Singla, Ashim Raj
Guide : D.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Busi.Managt.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
3067 Title: Effect of heredity and environment on handwriting
Author: Singla, Atul Kumar
Guide: P.K. Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Class No: X9B,8(A):8.1 P6
Accn No.: 342667, Th

3068 Title: Nucleus marketing
Sub.Ttl.: Analysis of an emerging marketing approach (with CD-1127)
Author: Singla, Bharat Bhushan
Guide: Pushpinder Singh Gill
Parveen Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Mangt
Accp.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 223 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X:515 P5
Accn No.: 342358, Th

3069 Title: Matrimony in modern India
Sub.Ttl.: An appraisal of legislative provisions to control matrimonial offences
Author: Singla, Devinder Kumar
Guide: Daljeet Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 374, xlii ; 27 cm.
Class No: Y:45141:5(Z).2 P1
Accn No.: 341702

3070 Title: Managing occupational stress
Sub.Ttl.: A study of marketing executives in public and private life insurance companies (with CD-2855)
Author: Singla, Lalit
Guide: Pushpinder Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Mang
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v, 212 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X813:51-8:(S) Q1
Accn No.: 343749

3071 Title: Studies on some unsymmetrical bideterminate Azo ligands and their metal complexes
Author: Singla, Meenakshi
Guide: K.C. Kalia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1984
Collatin: 200 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (269)
Class No: E5,537 M4-M42
Accn No.: 48850-48851 49326

3072 Title: Studies on some unsymmetrical identate Azo-Ligands and meta I complexes
Author: Singla, Meenakshi
Guide: K.C. Kalia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 200 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (268)
Class No: E5537 M0
Accn No.: 47814
3087 Title: A critical study of text-book in chemistry for the students of IXth class  
Author: Smagh, Gurmel Singh  
Guide: Kapil Dev  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1974  
Collatin: 51 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2724)  
Class No: T2:2(E) L4  
Accn No.: 48809

3088 Title: Delegated legislation and its judicial control  
Author: Sodhi, Baljit Singh  
Guide: S.Nalwa  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Class No: Z2,153o]8 N1  
Accn No.: 340385

3089 Title: Delegated legislation and its judicial control  
Author: Sodhi, Baljit Singh  
Guide: S.Nalwa  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Class No: Z2,153o]8  
Accn No.: 340387

3090 Title: An empirical analysis of human rights of detenus in the state of Punjab  
Author: Sodhi, Baljitsingh  
Guide: Gurpal Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1998  
Notes: (3498)  
Class No: W:5oa2236,9531 N8  
Accn No.: 341259(Ref.)

3091 Title: Teacher effectiveness of secondary school teacher of Punjab in relation to school organizational climate (With CD-2586)  
Author: Sodhi, Binakshi  
Guide: Paramjit Kaur Sandhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)  
Degree: Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr.: 2010  
Collatin: 191 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: T9(T)-2:8.236 Q0  
Accn No.: 343687, Th

3092 Title: Role of the supreme court and high courts in matrimonial offence under I.P.C.  
Sub.Ttl.: (A socio-legal study)  
Author: Sodhi, Gurinder Singh  
Guide: Paramjeet Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 1993  
Collatin: xvii, 360 p.; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4549)  
Class No: Z2,122-8.N5 N3  
Accn No.: 340839(Ref.)

3093 Title: Socio-legal study of resolution of marital disputes in Malwa region of Punjab  
Author: Sodhi, Gurinder Singh  
Guide: Savinderjit Kaur Param Jeet Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: Ph.D.Law  
Accp.Yr.: 2003
3094 Title: Different methods in developing components of physical fitness in basketball players  
Author: Sodhi, Harbans Singh  
Guide: Mohinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Accp.Yr.: 1971  
Collatin: 76p.  
Class No: MY2121oA:L:8 L1  
Accn No.: 45302

3095 Title: Factional politics in Punjab  
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Congress Party (1967-85)  
Author: Sodhi, Harinder Kaur  
Guide: Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1991  
Class No: W,4M85:gN85->N67 N1  
Accn No.: 340063  340918

3096 Title: Impact of adult education programme on the attitude of rural women towards small family norms in relation to their age, religion, family type and socio-economic status  
Author: Sodhi, Harleen Kaur  
Guide: Amrit Kaur  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: Ph.D.Education  
Accp.Yr.: 1992  
Collatin: 227p.  
Notes: (3026)  
Class No: T38-55obY31:5 N2-N2;1  
Accn No.: 340157  341171

3097 Title: Physique and body composition of Indian athletes and sportsmen of selected physical activities  
Author: Sodhi, Harminder Singh  
Guide: L.M. Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Accp.Yr.: 1976  
Class No: My2:(L:2).2.N7 L6;1  
Accn No.: 46335

3098 Title: U.S.Internet in Indian ocean  
Author: Sodhi, Harpreet Singh  
Guide: S.K.Bajaj  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1977  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 85p.  
Accn No.: 46498

3099 Title: A study into the reactions of secondary school teachers towards the scheme of studies at higher secondary level  
Author: Sodhi, Inderjit  
Guide: Agyojit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.A.Education  
Accp.Yr.: 1976  
Collatin: 68 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2721)  
Class No: T2:2.2:g L6  
Accn No.: 46132  48258
3106 Title : Construction and standardization of self-evaluation scale of teaching effectiveness of secondary teachers  
Author : Sofat, Sham Lal  
Guide : D.R.Vij  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : Ph.D.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1977  
Collatin : 126 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T2:3.236:b6 L7-L7;2  
Accn No. : 46773  
46918-46920

3107 Title : Images of women in Nayantara Sahgal, Anita Desai and Ruth Jhabvala: a semiotic study  
Author : Sohi, Harinder  
Guide : G.S.Rahi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1994  
Collatin : 226p.  
Class No : O-I,3ig(P9C) N4  
Accn No. : 340906

3108 Title : Electrochemical reduction of B-Unsaturated acids, ketones and nitriles  
Author : Sohi, Jagdeep Kaur  
Guide : N.K.Ralhan  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1996  
Collatin : 181 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (260)  
Class No : E5,285 N6  
Accn No. : 341175

3109 Title : On some problems connected with univalent and multivalent functions  
Author : Sohi, Nirmal Singh  
Guide : R.M. Goell  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Science)  
Degree : Ph.D (Maths)  
Accp.Yr. : 1981  
Collatin : 153p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (86)  
Class No : B313 M1-M1;2  
Accn No. : 47942  
48128  
411312

3110 Title : Agricultural development and environmental degradation in Malwa Region of Punjab (with CD-995)  
Author : Sohi, Rintu  
Guide : K.S.Sohal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of the Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Geography  
Accp.Yr. : 2005  
Collatin : 373 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : 388.1  
Class No : J:50gu.236 P5  
Accn No. : 342283,7h

3111 Title : Review of literature on training methods to develop components of physical fitness in Hockey  
Author : Sohi, Surjeet  
Guide : M.S. Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed  
Accp.Yr. : 1971  
Collatin : 92p.  
Class No : MY2143:(L:8) L1  
Accn No. : 45316

3112 Title : Factional politics in the Akali Dal  
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of district Sangrur  
Author : Sohi, Tarlochan Singh  
Guide : Dalip Singh
3113 Title: Transportation management with special reference to in transit losses
Sub.Ttl: a study of consumer durables and automobile sector in India (with CD-2048)
Author: Soi, Kamal
Guide: A.S.Chawla
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. (Bus Studies)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 264 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X4:321-8:2 P9
Accn No.: 343294(Th)

3114 Title: To estimate energy intake and energy expenditure with special reference to certain diseases
Author: Soin, Munish Kumar
Guide: Kamaljit Singh M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Sciences
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 226 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (1189.2)
Class No: MY:4:642 P1
Accn No.: 341808

3115 Title: Health hazards of doping & ergogenic aids in sports performance
Author: Som Kumar
Guide: K. Ventkateswarlu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed
Accp.Yr.: 1969
Collatin: 90p.
Class No: Myog 5:796 K9
Accn No.: 45169

3116 Title: Development of echosonde and boundary layer studies of the atmosphere
Author: Somal, Hari Singh
Guide: H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 263p.
Notes: (119)
Class No: B91:6358 M1
Accn No.: 48116

3117 Title: Development of motor abilities of trained and untrained boys of Kerala
Author: Soman, E.
Guide: M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 159p.
Class No: MY11.212 N5
Accn No.: 341077(Ref.)

3118 Title: Prehistoric investigations in the Siwaliks of Nangal-Kiratpur Dun (with CD-1854)
Author: Soni, Anujot Singh
Guide: Dalbir Singh Dhillion
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 224 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: V236911Rql.P1:f P8
Accn No.: 342897,Th
3119 Title: Socio-cultural life in the Phulkian states 1901-1947
Author: Soni, Neelam
Guide: A.C. Arora
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 462p.
Class No: V236911.N47<~ND1 N5
Accn No.: 341076

3120 Title: Non-linear propagation of laser beams in plasmas and dielectrics
Author: Soni, Vidwan Singh
Guide: V.P. Nayyar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 185p.
Notes: (151)
Class No: C5912 M0;1
Accn No.: 47769 47819

3121 Title: Changing composition of Population
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Gurdaspur District
Author: Sonia
Guide: Kanwaljit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. Eco.
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 103 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Y:58y723673, P1 P4
Accn No.: 342336, Th

3122 Title: The use of the Gothic in the novels of Iris Murdoch
Sub.Ttl.: a study of the Unicorn and the Good Apprentice
Author: Sonika
Guide: Kum Kum Bajaj
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. (English)
Accp.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 100 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: O-, 3N12:g P4
Accn No.: 342352, Th

3123 Title: Haryana Assembly elections 2005
Sub.Ttl.: study of Narwana constituency
Author: Sonu Bala
Guide: Surender Kaur Goraya
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 136 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W:912.23614.P05 P5
Accn No.: 342384, Th

3124 Title: Inventory control system
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Industrial Cables Ltd, (Rajpura)
Author: Sood, Bindu
Guide: V.P. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. and Commerce)
Degree: M.Com
Accp.Yr.: 1989
Collatin: 67p.
Accn No.: 340646

3125 Title: A Comparative study of school education in Patiala and Sangrur district
Author: Sood, Kusam
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A. Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 58 p.; 28 cm.
3126 Title: A comparative study of school education in Patiala and Sangrur Districts
Author: Sood, Kusam
Guide: T.R. Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: 1977
Collatin: 58 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2658)
Class No: T15.236911 L7;2
Accn No.: 48291

3127 Title: Working of coalition governments in the Punjab
Author: Sood, Manju
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accep.Yr.: 1975
Pub/Unpub: u
Collatin: 131p.
Class No: V236,2;3.N70<-
246-N68 L5
Accn No.: 45915

3128 Title: Reading habits among college students: the role of library—a case study of Bhatinda district of Punjab State
Author: Sood, P.K.
Collatin: 111 p.
Notes: (10.2)
Class No: 20gt4.236916 M0
Accn No.: 340849

3129 Title: Child sexual abuse and the law
Author: Sood, Pooja
Guide: S.S. Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accep.Yr.: 2004
Collatin: 175 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: (4543.1)
Class No: Z2,11-5151,N9 P4
Accn No.: 342116

3130 Title: Collection of drills lead-up games & special devices for ready selected volley-ball skills
Author: Sood, R.K.
Guide: Sowarn Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Accep.Yr.: 1965
Collatin: 70p.
Class No: My2116 K5
Accn No.: 45008

3131 Title: Comparative studies on the external genitalia of some macrolepidopterous moth Fauna from Shivaliks in Punjab and their taxonomic significance
Author: Sood, Rachita
Guide: H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Zoology, Entomology)
Accep.Yr.: 2005
Collatin: 283 p.; Plates; 30 cm.
Notes: 465A
Class No: K867:2.236 P5
Accn No.: 342237, Th

3132 Title: Correlation between some methods of measuring tension
Author: Sood, Raj Paul
Guide: K. Venkateswarlu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.P.Ed
Accep.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 40 p.; 28 cm.
3133  Title  : Library public relations in University libraries of northern India
Author  : Sood, Rekha
Guide   : M.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree  : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 143 p.; 29 cm.
Notes   : Project report (68)
Class No : 234:(X:8N).25 M8
Accn No. : 340569

3134  Title  : Punjab Politics 1937-1947
Sub.Ttl. : role of Joginder Singh, Ujjal Singh and Baldev Singh (with CD-2926)
Author  : Sood, Rekha
Guide   : Kulbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D. History
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : xx, 339 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : W.236.N5 Q0
Accn No. : 343812,Th

3135  Title  : Library public relation in Uni.Lib. (Diss. of M.Lib.)
Author  : Sood, Satinder Mohan
Guide   : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 197 p.; 28 cm.
Notes   : (314)
Class No : E92Z2K:35 L6-L6;1
Accn No. : 46694-46695

3136  Title  : Political ideas and role of Bhagat Singh
Author  : Sood, Satinder Mohan
Guide   : G.P. Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree  : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1964
Collatin : 196 p.
Accn No. : 46541

3137  Title  : Voluminosity of casein micelles
Author  : Sood, Satish Mohan
Guide   : G.P. Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree  : M.A. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 69 p.; 28 cm.
Notes   : 512
Class No : L:41:1.236c,b L4
Accn No. : 45751

3138  Title  : A study of role conflict in nursing profession
Sub.Ttl. : nurses of post graduate Institute of medical education and research, Chandigarh
Author  : Sood, Usha
Guide   : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree  : M.A. Education
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 69 p.; 28 cm.
Notes   : 512
Class No : L:41:1.236c,b L4
Accn No. : 45751

3139  Title  : Criminal conspiracy under Indian Penal Code, 1860
Author  : Sood, Venus
Guide   : Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree  : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 184 p.; 26 cm.
Notes   : (4575.21)
Class No : Z2,9512.M60 P6
Accn No. : 342611,Th
3140 Title : A study on nerve conductio velocity in athletes
(with CD-2915)
Author : Soodan, Jogbinder Singh
Guide : Ashok Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D. Sports Science
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : x, 174 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : MY2,74 Q1
Accn No. : 343804, Th.

3141 Title : The concept of word in Christianity and Sikhism
Author : Spencer, Anand
Guide : Harbans Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 420 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : Q-30m6 L9
Accn No. : 48374

3142 Title : The concept of word in Christianity and Sikhism
Author : Spencer, Anand
Guide : M.P.Christanand
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious Stu)
Degree : M.Litt
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : Q-om6i3(P,3) L5 - L5;1
Accn No. : 46089 46243

3143 Title : Taxonomic revision of subfamily ophiderinae...
India with emphasis on external genitalia
Author : Srivastava, Ajay
Guide : H.S. Rose
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 348 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 462
Class No : K867.24 M81
Accn No. : 49419

3144 Title : Systematics & distribution of the cestodes of an
avian order columbiformes from Punjab (India)
Author : Sstwinder Kaur
Guide : S.S. Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Collatin : 271p.; 28 cm.
Notes : 416
Class No : K615-96232:56.236 N1
Accn No. : 340073

3145 Title : Relationship of adjustment indices to
performance in 800 meters race
Author : Subash Chand
Guide : V.P. Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 35p.
Class No : MY225 L42
Accn No. : 45733

3146 Title : Studies in resin acids and their derivatives
Author : Subhash Chander
Guide : Baldev Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 166 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (290)
Class No : E718,38 L4-L4;2
Accn No. : 45824 45947 46066
3153 Title: Studies on superoxide metabolising Enzymes in Mung Beans
Author: Sudershan
Guide: B.S. Ahuja
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1981
Collatin: 81p. ; 26 cm
Notes: (315)
Class No: E982 M1
Accn No.: 47802

3154 Title: Role of family typology and cognitive distortions in interpersonal relationships
Author: Sugandi
Guide: Gurminder Sokhey
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Psy.
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 129 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: SN2,65-82 P9
Accn No.: 343011

3155 Title: Effect of instructional process through concept attainment model and advance organiser model in chemistry in relation to academic achievement, intelligence and achievement motivation of eleventh class students
Author: Sukhbir Kaur
Guide: Rajinderpal Kaur Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 242 p.
Notes: (2994.1)
Class No: T25:5(E),2 P0-P0;1
Accn No.: 341467 341554

3156 Title: Punjab crisis and vernacular press
Sub.Ttl.: a content analysis of Jag Bani & Ajit (1987)
Author: Sukhdarshan Kaur
Guide: Kehar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 293p.
Class No: V236.N870g4 M7
Accn No.: 340189

3157 Title: Adolescent attachment, identity and psychological well-being
Author: Sukhdeep Kaur
Guide: Damanjit Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 154 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: S2:(SZ:f) Q0
Accn No.: 343580, Th

3158 Title: Position of governor under Indian constitution
Author: Sukhdeep Kaur
Guide: Bhupinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LLM
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 355 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: (4578.1)
Class No: Z2(W,11:2).N9 P3-P3;1
Accn No.: 341953 341960

3159 Title: Protection of human rights through public interest litigation
Author: Sukhdeep Kaur
Guide: Inderjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
3160 Title: The role of public interest litigation in the implementation of human rights (with CD-2059)
Author: Sukhdeep Kaur
Guide: Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pol Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 279 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W:58(Z2;1).P1 P9
Accn No.: 343305,Th

3161 Title: Indian and the ASEAN Since 1991
Sub.Ttl.: challenges and projects (with CD-2934)
Author: Sukhdeep Singh
Guide: Rajinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Pol. Science
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xi, 302 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W:19.20j4.P1 P1
Accn No.: 343819,Th

3162 Title: Punjab Vidhan Sabha Elections-2002
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Bhatinda constituency
Author: Sukhdeep Singh
Guide: Dogra, Narinder K.
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol. Sci)
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 168 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236916,3:91.P02 P3;2
Accn No.: 342046-342048

3163 Title: Quality of work life
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of public and private sector banks in Punjab (with CD-1722)
Author: Sukhdeep Singh
Guide: Ritu Lehal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Commerce
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 345 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (4134.13)
Class No: X950W.W,62;2.236 P7
Accn No.: 342704,Th

3164 Title: Inventory management practices in public enterprises of Punjab
Author: Sukhdev Singh
Guide: R.S. Sachan
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. and Commerce)
Degree: Ph.D.
Sub. on: 1997
Pub.Flcn: Patiala,
Class No: X9W:89Q.236 N7
Accn No.: 341254(Ref.)

3165 Title: Role of rural development agency in Patiala district of Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a sociological evaluation
Author: Sukhdev Singh
Guide: P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: xi,350p.
Class No: Y31:7:7.236911 N1;1
Accn No.: 49922(Ref.) 49923
3166 Title : A study of health related physical fitness of senior secondary school students of Punjab (with CD-1516)
Author : Sukhdev Singh
Guide : Bhupinder Singh Ghuman
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Edu. & Inf.Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D. (Physical Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 213 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : MYE:(T2).236 P6
Accn No. : 342571

3167 Title : Study of synthesis of new potential local anesthetics in durene series
Author : Sukhdev Singh
Guide : Nazar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 72p.
Class No : LZ3711,51 L5
Accn No. : 46085

3168 Title : Giani Gian Singh and his works
Sub.Ttl. : an historical analysis
Author : Sukhdial Singh
Guide : Gurbachan Singh Nayyar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 262p.
Class No : V236xM22 N2
Accn No. : 340212

3169 Title : Myth and folklore in Girish Karnad's Hayavadana, Naga-Mandala and the fire and rain
Author : Sukheeba, Vandana
Guide : Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. English
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 108 p. ; 27 cm.
Class No : 033,2N38:Y:351) –P8
Accn No. : 342839

3170 Title : On the pulsation theory of variable stars
Author : Sukhija, Harjit M.
Guide : H.S. Gurm
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 185p.
Notes : (124)
Class No : B96:6 L4;2
Accn No. : 45882 45930 46077

3171 Title : 2003 Municipal elections in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Malout Municipal Council
Author : Sukhija, Kirti
Guide : Ravinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. (Pol.Sci)
Collatin : 115 p. ; 28 cm
Class No : V236916M,61:91.P03 P3
Accn No. : 342301

3172 Title : Study of some factors determining choice of school subjects at senior secondary stage
Author : Sukhija, Rajni
Guide : Kulbir Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 50p.
Class No : T2:2 N4
Accn No. : 341068(Ref.)
3173 Title : A study of right to private defence under criminal law in India
Author : Sukhjeet Singh
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 247 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4560.1)
Class No : ZZ,5 P61-P61,1
Accn No. : 342595-342596,TH

3174 Title : A comparison of aerobic fitness and cardiopulmonary recovery patterns in selected groups of elite Indian athletes
Author : Sukhjinder
Guide : S.K.Verna
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : Ph.D.(Physiotherapy)
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 207 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : MY2,32;8.2 P5
Accn No. : 342394

3175 Title : Composition and functions Of UPSC
Author : Sukhjit Kaur
Guide : Dijbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.(Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 110 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,8,2,d,9N26 P9-P9;2
Accn No. : 342942

3176 Title : Role of Sardar Baldev Singh in Indian politics 1937-1961
Sub.Ttl. : an historical analysis(with CD-1763)
Author : Sukhjit Kaur
Guide : Gupta, Shiv Kumar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 310 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : V2,23 (MV41)y7N02 P8
Accn No. : 342758(TH)

3177 Title : A study of changes in morphological and biochemical properties of blood stored in CPDA-1 in vitro for five weeks
Author : Sukhjit Kaur
Guide : Praveen Singhal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Collatin : 141 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes : (326.1)
Class No : G:2(L35) P1
Accn No. : 341807

3178 Title : Convolution and subordination properties of certain subclasses of the class of univalent functions
Author : Sukhjit Singh
Guide : Ram Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Mathematics)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 158p.
Notes : (99)
Class No : B39 N2
Accn No. : 340431

3179 Title : Performance evaluation of central cooperative banks
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of Punjab and Haryana(with CD-2854)
Author : Sukhmani
Guide : Gurcharan Singh
Title : Social ideas of Dr.B.R.Ambedkar  
Author : Sukhmaninder Pal Singh  
Guide : S.M.Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree : M.Phil. (History)  
Collatin : 105 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V2y/7M91 P1  
Accn No. : 342338

Title : Structure of land market in Punjab agriculture (with CD-1373)  
Author : Sukhmeen  
Guide : Gian Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Economics)  
Collatin : 210 p. ; 23 cm.  
Class No : X8(J):322-51.236 P6  
Accn No. : 342400

Title : Behavioral medicine in hypertension : a study of type A and B individuals  
Author : Sukhminder Kaur  
Guide : Agyajit Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology  
Collatin : 165 p.  
Class No : T9(T):56:(S:7) N5  
Accn No. : 341111

Title : Personality and socio-cultural modernization and psychological stress among female educators  
Author : Sukhminder Kaur  
Guide : Satnam Singh Khumar  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil.Psychology  
Collatin : 67p.  
Class No : SN1:(L37:4) N9  
Accn No. : 341485

Title : Physiological maturity in athletes of Punjab ranging in age from 10-18 years  
Author : Sukhminder Kaur  
Guide : Pushpa Singal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D  
Notes : (327)  
Class No : G:3(M12).326 N8  
Accn No. : 341358

Title : Some analytical studies of heroin samples encountered in forensic cases  
Author : Sukhminder Kaur  
Guide : R.S.Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational courses)  
Degree : Ph.D.Forensic Sc.  
Class No : LXY4:1 N6  
Accn No. : 341168
3193 Title: The rule of law under the Indian constitution
Author: Sukhpreet Singh
Guide: Naveen Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2001
Collatin: 259 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: W:2:(X).2.N7 P1;1
Accn No.: 341596
341757

3194 Title: Physical fitness and morphological characteristics of hammer throwers in India
(With CD-2589)
Author: Sukhranj Singh
Guide: G.S. Kang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D. Physical Edu.
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: xvii, 339 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MY222:2.2 Q1
Accn No.: 343690, Th

3195 Title: Working and living conditions of industrial labour in Ludhiana city (with CD-1511)
Author: Sukhranj Singh
Guide: Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Eco.)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: x, 259 p.; 26 cm.
Accn No.: 342566

3196 Title: Interaction of selected heavy metal ions with the metabolism of cyanobacterium Nostoc Muscorum and development of cyanophage N-1
Author: Sukhrishpal Kaur
Guide: T.A.Sarma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Botany)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 141 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (359.1)
Class No: I221:33E P2
Accn No.: 341813

3197 Title: Fresh look at the constitutionality of section 497 I.P.C.
Author: Sukhvinder Kaur
Guide: M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 200 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4572) (4579)
Class No: Z2,95 N2 Z2(Y15),122 N2
Accn No.: 340349 (Ref.)
340991 (Ref.)

3198 Title: Marriage ceremonies in villages among scheduled castes
Author: Sukhvinder Kaur
Guide: P.S.Jammu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree: M.A. Sociology
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Class No: Y31-5926:3217 M5
Accn No.: 340464

3199 Title: Phosphorescence decay measurements of doped phosphors under N2
Sub.Ttl.: laser excitation
Author: Sukhvinder Singh
Guide: H.S.Bhatti
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
3200 Title : Biochemical variation in the Jat Sikhs of the northern districts of Punjab (with CD-1133)
Author : Sukhvir Kaur
Guide : S.M.S.Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 143 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : G:62:(Y529J).236 P5
Accn No. : 342364

3201 Title : Poverty and indebtedness among marginal and small farmers in rural Punjab (with CD-2847)
Author : Sukhvir Kaur
Guide : Gian Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 250 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(J)oaY31:434.236 Q1
Accn No. : 343741

3202 Title : A Study of attitude of women towards small family size in relation to educational level and socio-economic status
Author : Sukhwant Kaur
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Phil.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T55:(Y:37).23671J 153L3
Accn No. : 45519

3203 Title : Agrarian system of Punjab during mughal period (1556-1707) (with CD-1980)
Author : Sukhwinder Kaur
Guide : Sukhninder Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 221 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(J).236L7 P9
Accn No. : 343157

3204 Title : Black money as socio-economic offence
Author : Sukhwinder Kaur
Guide : Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 301 p. ; 26 cm.
Class No : Z2,5:(X61)0aY P7
Accn No. : 342721

3205 Title : International criminal law with special reference to rome statute of the international criminal court
Author : Sukhwinder Kaur
Guide : Harpal Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala ( Faculty of Law)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree:</th>
<th>Ph.D. (Law)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>546 p.; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>Z1,5-8 P9-P9;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>343551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>343544, Th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Legal regulation of essential commodities in India</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Sukhwinder Kaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>Harpal Kaur Khehra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>LL.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>xviii, 301 p.; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>Z2,515 Q1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>343556, Th</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Studies on the efficacy of some plant products and chemicals as protectants against Callosobruchus Maculatus etc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Sukhwinder Kaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>Tarlok Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Ph.D. Zoology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>272 p.; 28 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>K8650gJ6 M8-M8;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>49404-49405</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>The rights of the child: an perspective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Sukhwinder Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>Manju Verma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>M.Phil. Pol. Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>115 p.; 26 cm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>W:5:(Y11) P9-P9;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>342949-342951</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Muslim of Malerkotla: a study in social and cultural change 1947-1991</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Sultana, Anila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>Satish K. Bajaj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>206p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>V23691M(Q7).N91&lt;-N47 N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>340420</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Analysis of basketball skills and motor abilities of inter university female basketball players</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Suman Bala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>Agyajit Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>M.Phil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pub/Unpu:</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>133 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>MY2115:(S:6) M91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>49901</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title:</th>
<th>Case study of Arjuna award winners in women Hockey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Author:</td>
<td>Suman Bala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guide:</td>
<td>M.L. Kamlesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Univ/Fac:</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree:</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accp.Yr.:</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatin:</td>
<td>46p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class No:</td>
<td>MY2143oaY15y7N5 M0;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accn No.:</td>
<td>48415</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3213 Title: Comparative study of anxiety among the players of different games in relation to their socio-economic status, intelligence...
Author: Suman Bala
Guide: M.L. Kamlesh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1987
Collatin: 73p.
Class No: MY:(S:56) M7
Accn No.: 340050

3214 Title: The development of realism in modern European philosophy
Author: Suman Kumari
Guide: Wazir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1975
Class No: R325.5 L5
Accn No.: 45897

3215 Title: Career orientation of female college students: a socio-psychological study (with CD-1829)
Author: Sumandeep Kaur
Guide: Kulwinder Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Sci)
Degree: Ph.D. Education
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 291 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: T4-55: (X:95)oaS P8
Accn No.: 342872, Th

3216 Title: Photochemistry of pentacyanonitrosylferrate (ii), (Fe(CN)5NO)2
Author: Sumanjit Kaur
Guide: K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 202 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (212)
Class No: E:25 N1
Accn No.: 49924-49925

3217 Title: Population awareness among teachers under training in relation to family structure
Author: Sumanjit Kaur
Guide: M.R. Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Education & Community Service)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 127p.
Class No: Y:5(T) M5
Accn No.: 48926

3218 Title: Population awareness among teachers under training in relation to family size and family structure.
Author: Sumanjit Kaur
Guide: M.R. Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of education)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: v
Collatin: 127+8p.
Class No: Y:5(T) M5;1
Accn No.: 48927 (Ref.)

3219 Title: Diasporic experience of Exile in M.G. Vassanji's The In-Between World of Vikram Lall and The Gunny Sack
Author: Sumanpreet Kaur
Guide: Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree: M.Phil. English
3220  Title : A juridical study of legal services authorities act with special reference to lok adalats in Ambala division of State of Haryana (With CD-2548 )
Author : Sumit Kumar
Guide : B.S. Malhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : Ph.D. Law
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 368. p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Z23611,87.N82 Q0
Accn No. : 343644,343753

3221  Title : Admissibility of expert opinion in criminal courts
Author : Sunaina
Guide : Bhupinder Singh Virk
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 222 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4567.31)
Class No : B3 M1-M1;1
Accn No. : 48005

3222  Title : Applications of Jack's Lemma and the theory of convolution to the study of univalent functions
Author : Sunder Singh
Guide : Ram Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Mathematics
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 139 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (85)
Class No : T9(T) :5,2 M1
Accn No. : 48214

3223  Title : B.Ed. students attitude towards teaching profession in relation to their academic achievement and open and reservation a open and reserve categories
Author : Suneena
Guide : T.R.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala / Faculty of Education
Degree : M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 62 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3167)
Class No : S:524-62 P9
Accn No. : 343286

3224  Title : Aggression in relation to sensation seeking and impulsivity (with CD-2040)
Author : Sunil Kumar
Guide : Sangeeta Trama
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 380 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:524-62 P9
Accn No. : 343286

3225  Title : Illegal immigration of Bangladeshi nationals and its impact on India's security
Author : Sunil Kumar
Guide : Kinger, Kamal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala, Faculty of Social Sciences
Degree : M.Phil. (Def.Studies)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 112 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : Roll no.7088
Class No : MV41:(U426).20g44Q71 P9
Accn No. : 343110,343286
3226 Title: Laser induced photo-luminescence studies of some inorganic phosphors
Author: Sunil Kumar
Guide: H.S. Bhatti
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 159 p.; 30 cm.
Class No: C5912/73(E12-61) P2
Accn No.: 342127

3227 Sunita
Child psychology (Project of M.Lib.)

3228 Title: Conflict and reconciliation
Sub.Ttl.: a psychoanalytical study of female characters in Shashi Deshpandc's novels'
Author: Sunita
Guide: Tejinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. English
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 222 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: 0-I,3N38:g(SM9,55) P9
Accn No.: 343360, Th

3229 Sunita
Contribution of Ranganathan in the field of library movement (Diss. of M.Lib.) / Sunita

3230 Title: Dynamics of penal policy
Sub.Ttl.: with special reference to mens rea in India
Author: Sunita
Guide: Naveen Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 302 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: 22,9512.M60 P6-P6;1
Accn No.: 342601, Th 342716, Th

3231 Title: Organisation and functions of District Social Welfare Office at Patiala
Author: Sunita
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Diploma
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 59 p.
Accn No.: 46796

3232 Title: Praja Mandal movement in Patiala state
Author: Sunita
Guide: Narinder K. Dogra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Class No: V23691:S1.N48<-N28 N7
Accn No.: 341195

3233 Title: Sir John Shore's relations with Indian states and his administration in India
Sub.Ttl.: 1793-98 A.D. (with CD-1530)
Author: Sunita Devi
Guide: Dalbir Singh Dhillon
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (History)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 333 p.; 26 cm.
Accn No.: 342588
3234 Title : Paramountcy : its concept and dissolution  
Author : Sunita Kumari  
Guide : Verma, S.M.  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree : M.Phil.(History)  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V2-56:19(zB).N5 P4  
Accn No. : 342339,Th

3235 Title : Effect of micro teaching and use of multimedia on teaching competence of prospective teachers (With CD-2538 )  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : Jasraj Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala( Faculty of Education & Information Science )  
Degree : Ph.D. Education  
Accp.Yr. : 2010  
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : T9(T):t3 Q0  
Accn No. : 343634,Th

3236 Title : Madan Lal Dhingra and his times  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : A.C.Arora  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accp.Yr. : 1979  
Collatin : 122p.  
Class No : V2:51y7M87 L9  
Accn No. : 47392

3237 Title : Organisation and working of State Bank of India,main Branch sector-17,Chandigarh(a case study)  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : K.C.Garg  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.& Commerce)  
Degree : M.Com  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Collatin : 188p.  
Notes : (3732)  
Class No : X62:95.236 M9  
Accn No. : 340685

3238 Title : Parent-child relationships in three major plays of Arthur Miller  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : G.S.Rahi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree : M.Phil.English  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Collatin : 115p.  
Class No : 0-A,2N16:g(Y222) N1  
Accn No. : 341042(Ref.)

3239 Title : Role of peasants in the Indian National Movement in Punjab(1907-1947)  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : S.M.Verma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala( Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)  
Degree : M.Phil. History  
Accp.Yr. : 2004  
Collatin : 100 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : V2:51:(Y49(J).N5 P4  
Accn No. : 342340,Th

3240 Title : Teaching attitude of B.Ed trainees in relation to sex and academic achievement  
Author : Sunita Rani  
Guide : T.R.Sharma  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.A.Edu.  
Accp.Yr. : 1978
3241 Title: Working of coalition government in Punjab from 1997-2002
Author: Sunita Rani
Guide: Dilbir Kaur Bajwa
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 116 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: W:594:(Y723673:4:5(X)) P9-P9;2
Accn No.: 342961-342963, Th

3242 Title: Drama of conscience in the selected novels of Henry James
Author: Supreet
Guide: Ranjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 100p.
Class No: O-A,3N37:g N4
Accn No.: 340933

3243 Title: Problem of communication in the novels of Anita Desai
Author: Surbir Kaur
Guide: B.R Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: M.Phil.
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 103p.
Class No: O-,3N37:g L8
Accn No.: 47428

3244 Title: Role of District Sainik Welfare Office in rehabilitation of ex-servicemen
Sub.Ttl.: A case study of Gurdaspur
Author: Surekha Devi
Guide: N.K.Dogra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil.Pol.Sci.
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 118 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: W:594:(Y723673:4:5(X)) P9-P9;2
Accn No.: 342961-342963, Th

3245 Title: Effect of different types of warm-up on aahperd youth fitness test
Author: Surender Singh
Guide: M.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Sports Sci.)
Accp.Yr.: 2002
Collatin: 136 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: MY:8 P2
Accn No.: 341934

3246 Title: Synthetic study in pyrimidines and related heterocyclics and new synthetic methods (with CD 2831)
Author: Suresh
Guide: J.S.Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of the Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: v, 199 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: E8:4 Q11
Accn No.: 343725, Th

3247 Title: Properties and decays of heavy flavor hadrons
Author: Suresh Kumar
Guide: R.C.Verma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil (Physics)
Title: 1-3 Dipolar cycloadditions  
Author: Suresh Mohan  
Guide: J.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1970  
Collatin: 143 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: (301)  
Class No: E8:8 L0-L0;1  
Accn No.: 45292-45293

Title: Study of workers participation in management  
Sub.Title: in a public sector undertaking  
Author: Suri, Rajinder  
Guide: Govind Khanna  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin. & Commerce)  
Degree: Course in Labour Law  
Accp.Yr.: 1976  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 169 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes: (4081)  
Class No: X8(MY2):54.236.N78 L9  
Accn No.: 47462

Title: Sportsgoods industry in Punjab  
Sub.Title: an analysis of its export performance  
Author: Surinder Bir Singh  
Guide: Suresh Mohan  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phi  
Accp.Yr.: 1979  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 74 p.  
Class No: X9W,S(F131):9 L5  
Accn No.: 48690

Title: A study of the relationship of familial factors and perceived social support with mental health of coronary artery disease patients  
Author: Surinder Jaspal  
Guide: Gurminder Sokhey  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. (Psychology)  
Accp.Yr.: 2004  
Collatin: 268 p. ; 30 cm.  
Class No: S820bL32:4 P4  
Accn No.: 342270

Title: Analytical appraisal of the performance of our Indian Hockey team in Olympics of 1972  
Author: Surinder Jit  
Guide: S.C. Kanwal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Accp.Yr.: 1973  
Collatin: 56 p.  
Class No: MY2143.2.N72 L3  
Accn No.: 45531

Title: Adjustment pattern of children of working and non-working mothers  
Author: Surinder Kaur  
Guide: Shashi Jindal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Accp.Yr.: 1994  
Collatin: 34 p.  
Class No: S1oaY221 N4  
Accn No.: 341069(Ref.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Guide</th>
<th>Univ/Fac</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Accp.Yr.</th>
<th>Pub/Unpu</th>
<th>Collatin</th>
<th>Accn No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organisation and functions of Punjab State Electricity Board, Patiala</td>
<td>Surinder Kaur</td>
<td>Harbans Pathak</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.A</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>138p.</td>
<td>49967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political awareness among the students: a comparative study of the colleges of Faridkot Distt</td>
<td>Surinder Kaur</td>
<td>R.N. Pal</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil.</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>225p.</td>
<td>340172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of committee system in Punjab with special reference to the committee on welfare of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and backward classes</td>
<td>Surinder Kaur</td>
<td>Harbans Pathak</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)</td>
<td>Ph.D</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td></td>
<td>315p.</td>
<td>340253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of strength and its training methods in sports and games</td>
<td>Surinder Kaur</td>
<td>Mohinder Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td></td>
<td>138p.</td>
<td>45436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship of vital capacity and Cardio-vascular fitness with performance in 800 meters race</td>
<td>Surinder Kumar</td>
<td>V.P. Gupta</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)</td>
<td>M.Ed</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td></td>
<td>40p.</td>
<td>45740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studies in Azomethines</td>
<td>Surinder Kumar</td>
<td>Ajit Singh</td>
<td>Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)</td>
<td>M.Phil. Chemistry</td>
<td>1981</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3261 Title: Studies in azomethines  
Author: Surinder Kumar  
Guide: Ajit Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr.: 1983  
Collatin: 195 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (276)  
Class No: E6,537 M11  
Accn No.: 47797

3262 Title: Relevance of the Stage-craft of Shakespearean theatre to the modern theatrical productions  
Author: Surinder Mohan  
Guide: Yogesh Gambhir  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Culture)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 2002  
Collatin: 233 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No: NT56:gJ P2  
Accn No.: 342187

3263 Title: Comparative study of political awareness of male and female urban illiterate adults  
Author: Surinder Pal Kaur  
Guide: Darshan Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1996  
Collatin: 42 p.  
Notes: (3017)  
Class No: T31-9(Y33):(W) N6-N6;1  
Accn No.: 341308-341309

3264 Title: Impact of social development on demographic behavior  
Author: Surinder pal Kaur  
Guide: L.S.Sidhu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Sub. on: 1992  
Collatin: 207p.  
Class No: Y50r1:7 N2  
Accn No.: 340108(Ref.)

3265 Title: A treaty on treaties  
Sub.Ttl.: the Vienna convention on the law of treaties,1969  
Author: Surinder Pal Singh  
Guide: S.Nalwa  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Accp.Yr.: 1990  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collatin: 112 p.; 25 cm.  
Notes: (4529)  
Class No: Z1,3.N7 N0  
Accn No.: 340327

3266 Title: Some constrained extremal progress for functions with positive real part and related subclasses of univalent functions.  
Author: Surinder Paul  
Guide: V.D.Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1986  
Collatin: 137p.  
Notes: (87) 
Class No: B313 M6;1  
Accn No.: 49104-49105
3267 Title: Classroom interaction of high school teachers as a function of their teaching style, creativity and some selected personal (with CD-2385)
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: Jasra) Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Information Science)
Degree: Ph.D. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 210 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: T2:3,814 Q0
Accn No.: 343492, Th

3268 Title: Comparative study of psychomotor abilities of athlete and non-athlete male students of different age groups
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: Agyajit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D. Sports Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1995
Collatin: 254p.
Class No.: MY:(S168) N5
Accn No.: 340959

3269 Title: Fission track dating and uranium distribution in pegmatites of Rajasthan State, India
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: H.S.Virk
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Science)
Degree: Ph.D Physics
Accp.Yr.: 1978
Collatin: 165 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (347)
Class No.: H11691.282 L8-L8;1
Accn No.: 46916-46917

3270 Title: Legal management of air pollution & state liability
Sub.Ttl.: with special reference to the state of Punjab
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: M.R.Garg
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Sub. on: 1990-91
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 313 p.
Notes: (4520)
Class No.: Z2,17:(D854) N1
Accn No.: 340346
340367

3271 Title: Social and political ideas of Shree Rajneesh
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pol.Sc.)
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 133 p.; 28 cm.
Class No.: R6xN31 N1
Accn No.: 340883

3272 Title: Study of the analytical application of some organic compounds
Author: Surinder Singh
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 198 p.; 25 cm.
Notes: (261)
Class No.: E5,38;3,6 L4-L4;3
Accn No.: 46071-46073
46256
3273 Title: The Sikh pathway to God-realization with special reference to its stages of spiritual progress
Author: Surjeet
Guide: Darshan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: 422 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q33:353 N4
Accn No: 340865

3274 Title: A critical study of subject preferences of 8th class students of Patiala
Author: Surjeet Kaur
Guide: S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1971
Collatin: 58 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2722)
Class No: T2.2.236911 L1
Accn No: 45306

3275 Title: Growth and development of library and information science departments in relation to other selected departments
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study of Pbi.Uni., PTA and GND Uni., Amritsar
Author: Surjeet Kaur
Guide: Trishanjit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: viii, 152 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: Project report (62)
Class No: 234:2.N9
Accn No: 340400

3276 Surjeet Kaur
Growth and development of LISC deptt in relation to other select department (Diss. of M.Lib.) / Surjeet Kaur
340341

3277 Surjeet Kaur
Rural sociology
340582

3278 Title: Study of subjects
Sub.Ttl.: rural sociology
Author: Surjeet Kaur
Guide: Jagtar Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Library (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: ii, 114 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: Project report (45)
Class No: Z:97:(Y31) N0
Accn No: 340581

3279 Title: Semiological patterns in the myth and ritual of sanjhi
Author: Surjeet Singh
Guide: Harjeet Singh Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 179 p.
Class No: Y(Q2):35,25 Mo;1
Accn No: 47820 (Ref.)

3280 Title: A comparative study: the concept of Avdiya in Indian thoughts
Author: Surjit Singh
Guide: R.D. Nirakari
3281 Title: A comparative study: the concept of Avdiya in Indian thoughts  
Author: Surjit Singh  
Guide: R.D. Nirakari  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1989  
Collat.: 223 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: R6:(T38) M9  
Accn No.: 49688

3282 Title: Correlation between tension and learning  
Author: Surjit Singh  
Guide: K.Venkateswarlu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr.: 1970  
Collat.: 35 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: S:43o356 L0  
Accn No.: 45220

3283 Title: Establishing norms for physical fitness of primary school children of Punjab and Haryana  
Author: Surjit Singh  
Guide: Sangral, M.S.  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1996  
Collat.: 257 p.; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2643)  
Class No.: T1:64.236 N6-N6;1  
Accn No.: 341186

3284 Title: Role of the President of India  
Sub.Ttl.: a study of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam  
Author: Surjit Singh  
Guide: Renu  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil. Pub. Adm.  
Accp.Yr.: 2009  
Collat.: 149 p.; 26 cm.  
Class No.: V2,1y7N31 P9-P9;1  
Accn No.: 342910, Th  
343405, Th

3285 Title: Analytical study of opposition conclaves towards the demand for state autonomy  
Author: Surmukh Singh  
Guide: Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1987  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collat.: 347p.  
Class No.: W:13 M7  
Accn No.: 340190

3286 Title: Factionalism in the Akali Dal in Ropar district  
Author: Surmukh Singh  
Guide: Kehar Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1988  
Collat.: 105p.  
Class No.: W,4N20.236911 N1  
Accn No.: 340183
3287 Title: Taxonomic studies on delphiacae (Fulgoroidea: Homoptera) of the North-Western India
Author: Surya Kant
Guide: Sawai Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1980
Collatin: 359 p.; 28 cm
Notes: 475
Class No: K8772;11.24 M0-M0;1
Accn No.: 47775
47788

3288 Title: Differentiation of menstrual blood from other blood stains & their grouping for ABO(H) & RH(D) groups
Author: Suryakala
Guide: P.K.Chattopadhyay
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 118 p.
Class No: LYX111odL9F,35:198 M5
Accn No.: 49319

3289 Title: Attitude of 11th grade students towards school in relation to their curricular stream and socio-metric choice
Author: Sushil
Guide: M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Phil. (Education)
Accp.Yr.: 1982
Collatin: 110 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2723)
Class No: T2:2:(S8) M2
Accn No.: 48203-48204

3290 Title: Studies on the protozoan parasites of fresh water Fishes of Punjab...development and histopathology
Author: Sushil Chand
Guide: Devinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 325 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: 481
Class No: K92:43.236 N2
Accn No.: 340150

3291 Title: Development of techniques for encoding anti-counterfeit features in security holograms (with CD-1713)
Author: Sushil Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Physics
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: v.p.; 26 cm.
Class No: C59121 P7
Accn No.: 342698

3292 Title: A study of women education in relation to social and economic status of the family
Author: Sushma Rani
Guide: R.L.Mittal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Notes: (3128)
Class No: T55ogV5 N5-N5;1
Accn No.: 341310(Ref.)
341311
3300 Title : Body composition and morphological variations in athletes and non-athletes
Author : Swinder Pal Singh
Guide : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala. (Faculty of Medicine)
Degree : M.Sc. (Human Biology)
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 97 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L:20gMY L3
Accn No. : 45574

3301 Title : Present ecological status of river Satluj in the region of Punjab
Author : Syal, Joydeep
Guide : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 198 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : K:5.236.p1R N6
Accn No. : 341381, Thesis

3302 Title : Present ecological status of river Satluj in the region of Punjab
Author : Syal, Joydeep
Guide : S.S. Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : v.p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 413.1
Class No : K1:555.236 N6
Accn No. : 341344

3303 Title : Radio play and stage play acting
Author : Syal, Prakash
Guide : Surjit Singh Sethi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 333p.
Class No : NToaD65,43
Accn No. : 46921

3304 T.S.Central State library and M.M. Central State library (Diss. of M.Lib.)
340580

3305 Title : Quest for identity in the works of James Baldwin
Author : Tagar, Jaswant
Guide : B.R. Rao
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Litt.
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Class No : O-A,3N24:g L4
Accn No. : 45884

3306 Title : Dr. Ganda Singh's biographical writings
Sub.Ttl. : an overview of his method and concerns
Author : Tajinder Kaur
Guide : Nazer Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Deptt. of Correspondence Courses)
Degree : M.Phil. History
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 99 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236y7,N00v P4
Accn No. : 342342, Th
3307 Title : Taxonomic revision of subfamily selandriinae(Hymenoptera:Symphyta:Tenthredinidae) from India
Author : Tajinder Pal
Guide : M.S.Saini
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (FAulty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Zoology
Accep.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 270 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 432
Class No : K864:5.2 N6
Accn No. : 341222

3308 Title : Inherent powers of high courts in administration of criminal justice : a critical study
Author : Tajinder Pal Singh
Guide : Manjit Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accep.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 227 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4520.71)
Class No : Z,5–83 P7
Accn No. : 342135

3309 Title : Post harvest operational problems with regard to procurement of foodgrains - a case study of wheat and paddy crop in Punjab
Author : Tajinderpal Singh
Guide : B.S.Bhatia P.S.Rangi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. Management
Accep.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 238 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X8(J38):8.236.P1 P4
Accn No. : 342135

3310 Title : Politics of article 370 of the Indian constitution
Author : Tajwinder Kaur
Guide : Ravindra Nath Pal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)
Degree : M.A.
Accep.Yr. : 1992
Pub/Unpu : u
Accn No. : 340171

3311 Title : Personality differentials of vocational interest patterns of adolescent girls of Delhi
Author : Takshak, Savita
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.(Edu.)
Accep.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 81 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S25–47.251 M4–M4;1
Accn No. : 48393–48394

3312 Title : Administration of welfare programmes for women in Punjab - a case study of patiala district
Author : Taljit Kaur
Guide : S.S.Tiwana
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub Adm.
Accep.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 176 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,80bY15:7.236911 Q0
Accn No. : 343392, Th

3313 Title : Supply chain management cellular phone industry (With CD-2549)
Author : Talwar, Ajay
Guide : R.K.Sehgal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
3314 Title: Physiologico-silvicultural studies on seedling growth of Pinus Caribaea Morelet
Author: Talwar, Kuldip Kaur
Guide: H.P. Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 266 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: JB, (I65): 93.2.N7 L7-L7; 2
Accn No.: 34461
46698-46699

3315 Title: Personality Characteristics of prospective teachers in physical education
Author: Talwar, Sudesh
Guide: J.N. Kumar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala / Faculty of Education
Degree: M.P.Ed.
Accp.Yr.: 1974
Collatin: 48 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (3150)
Class No: T9(MY): (S:7) L4
Accn No.: 45772

3316 Title: A study of `acquired immuno deficiency syndrome' awareness among college students
Author: Tandeep Kaur
Guide: Indra Prabhakar
Univ/Fac: Desh B.Pt.C.Dev Govt. College of education, PDT (Education)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Pub/Unpu: U
Pub.Plc: Faridkot
Collatin: 73 p.
Class No: T40AL:4234 N4
Accn No.: 341315

3317 Title: Perceptions and attitude of Municipal Councillors of Ludhiana Municipal Corporation
Author: Tangri, Y.D.
Guide: Navtej Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 151p.
Class No: V23696, 61.N91 N1
Accn No.: 340265

3318 Title: A critical study of the working of the international court of justice
Author: Tanwar, Aruna
Guide: Sarabjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 214 p.; 26 cm.
Notes: (4531)
Class No: Z1, 8 M5
Accn No.: 340503

3319 Title: Police system
Sub.Ttl: national and international perspective
Author: Tarandeep Kaur
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Sub. on: 2009
Collatin: 285 p.; 27 cm.
Class No: Z1, 193 P9
Accn No.: 343321, Th
3320  Title : A critical analysis of the Punjabi Text-Book 'Chitta Lahu'
Author : Taranjit Kaur
Guide : S.K.Kaushal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 82 p.
Notes : Punjabi Novel
Class No : 0153,3997,58g -M0
Accn No. : 47636

3321  Title : Uniform civil code : a constitutional necessity
Author : Taranvir Kaur
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2005
Collatin : 220 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4563.101)
Class No : ZZ,7,11:(W:2) P5
Accn No. : 342727, Th

3322  Title : Punjab ke barguzida ghazalgo
Author : Tariq Kifayatullah, 1950-
Guide : Shaikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : Ph.D.(Persian)
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Collatin : 391 p. ;29 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Class No : O164,1:gN5 168N4
Accn No. : 340876(Th)

3323  Title : Girami Jullunduri
Sub.Ttl. : shakhsiat aur fun
Author : Tariq Kifayatullah. 1950-
Guide : Shaikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree : M.Phil(Urdu)
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Collatin : 205 p.; 29 cm.
Notes : Text in Urdu.
Class No : O164,1M56:g M4
Accn No. : 48804(Th)

3324  Title : Incidence, seasonal abundance and extent of damage caused by the important pests of Sugar cane in Punjab
Author : Tarlochan Singh
Guide : Swai Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc. (Zoology)
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 81 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : 392
Class No : J311:438.236 L6
Accn No. : 45962

3325  Title : Role of super powers in India-Pakistan war of 1971
Author : Tarlochan Singh
Guide : Inderjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala,Faculty of Social Sciences
Degree : M.Phil (Defence St.)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 109 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : Roll no.7090
Class No : MV4.20a44Q7 P91
Accn No. : 343114, Th

3326  Title : Analytical study of management of energy conservation in engineering industry
Author : Tathgir, Ram Gopal
Guide : R.S.Sachan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1993
3327 Title : Problem involved in women education
Sub.Ttl. : with special reference to village Gujjukhera
Author : Teferi, Yeshimebet
Guide : S.L.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1974
Collatin : 91 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3134)
Class No : T55:f L4
Accn No. : 45762

3328 Title : Role of regional political parties in national politics
Author : Teginder Kumar
Guide : Narinder K.Dogra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Pol.Sci.)
Accp.Yr. : 2002
Collatin : 366 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : W,4v2.N9 P2
Accn No. : 341828, Th

3329 Title : Muslim politics in Punjab 1937-1947
Author : Tej Bans Kaur
Guide : A.C.Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 277p.
Class No : V236(Q7).N47< N37 M0
Accn No. : 47613

3330 Title : General sales tax and economic development
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Punjab
Author : Teja, Balbir Kaur
Guide : H.K.Mannohman Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Litt
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 149p.
Class No : X7291.236.N7 12
Accn No. : 45475

3331 Title : Role of attachment, personality and attributional styles in marital satisfaction (with CD-2860)
Author : Tejbeer Kaur
Guide : Gurminder Sokhey
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : 242 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:7:(Y:34217) Q1
Accn No. : 343757, Th.

3332 Title : Study of multiple scattering of gamma rays in composite materials
Author : Tejbir Singh
Guide : Gurmel Singh Mudahar
Parjit S. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Physics)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Pub.Plc. : Patiala
Collatin : 127 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (148.6)
Class No : C54:58 P6
Accn No. : 342565, Th
3333 Title : Modeling and analysis of creep in composite cylinders (with CD-2346)
Author : Tejeet Singh
Guide : Vinay Kumar Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Engineering and Technology)
Degree : Ph.D. (Mechanical Eng)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 202 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : D6:11:(E160) Q0
Accn No. : 343453,Th

3334 Title : An economic analysis of food grain production in Punjab with particular reference to W.T.O. challenges
Author : Tejinder Kaur
Guide : P.S.Rangi
Janak Raj Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2003
Collatin : 224 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X8(J3):2.236.N9 P3
Accn No. : 342153

3335 Title : Study of Stereochemistry of some trischelates of cobalt (III) and Rhodium (III)
Author : Tejinder Kaur
Guide : K.C. Kalia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 44p.
Notes : (216)
Class No : E:28 M0
Accn No. : 47809

3336 Title : Development of Shahmukhi to Gurmukhi transliteration system (with CD-2901)
Author : Tejinder Singh
Guide : Gurpreet Singh Lehal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Computer Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D. Computer Sci.
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatin : xviii, 234 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : L3:45:6 N6
Accn No. : 341165

3337 Title : Agrarian unrest in the Punjab from 1900-1910
Author : Tejinderjit Singh
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1971
Collatin : 74p.
Class No : V236:4(J).N10<
Accn No. : 45230

3338 Title : Marketing of banking services
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of public and private sector banks (with CD-1364)
Author : Tejinderpal Singh
Guide : R.S.Aroma
Rajeev Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. (Commerce)
Accp.Yr. : 2006
Collatin : 358 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X62:51.2 P6
Accn No. : 342392,Th

3339 Title : Comparative study of diltiazem and enalapril in mild to moderate hypertension
Author : Tek Raj
Guide : Jagjit Singh Hans
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.D.
Class No : L3:45:6 N6
Accn No. : 341165
Title: Anglo-Sikh wars  
Sub.Ttl.: a study of military dimensions  
Author: Thind, Sukhbir Singh  
Guide: Surinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala, (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D  
Acct.Year: 1990  
Collation: 244p.  
Class No.: MV41.236.M5 N0;2  
Acct.No.: 340760

Title: Maharaja Ranjit Singh  
Sub.Ttl.: an evaluation as a military leader  
Author: Thind, Sukhbir Singh  
Guide: Surinder Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala, (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil  
Acct.Year: 1987  
Class No.: V236,1y7L80 M7  
Acct.No.: 49317

Title: Evaluation of cranio-facial architecture from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in North West India (With CD-1919)  
Author: Thomas, Molly J.  
Guide: S.P.Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D (Human Biology)  
Sub. on: 2008  
Collation: 259 p., ill.; 27 cm.  
Class No.: G72:41627.2 P8  
Acct.No.: 343122,Th

Title: Study of divorce structure under Hindu marriage act, 1955- a case for reform  
Author: Tirath Singh  
Guide: Mahindar Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LLM  
Acct.Year: 1984  
Collation: 200 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No.: Z(Q2),1227.N9 M4  
Acct.No.: 340521,Th

Title: Ninth Lok Sabha elections in Punjab  
Author: Tiwana, Barjinder Singh  
Guide: Dalip Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.Phil  
Acct.Year: 1989  
Class No.: V2,32;91.N89 M9  
Acct.No.: 340182

Title: Survey of living conditions of primary school teachers in Patiala city  
Author: Tiwana, Gurvinder Kaur  
Guide: M.R.Kansal  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Ed  
Acct.Year: 1976  
Pub/Unpu: u  
Collation: 41p.  
Notes: (4420)  
Class No.: Y4(T15).236911.N7 L6  
Acct.No.: 48286
3353 Title : Akali Dal's contribution in the freedom movement (1920-47)
Author : Tiwana, Karanjit Kaur
Guide : S.D. Pradhan
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 104p.
Class No : V236,4N20:51.N47<-N20 L8
Accn No. : 47661

3354 Title : A study of retention in children of low and high intelligence
Author : Tiwana, Karnail Singh
Guide : J.S. Jawanda
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.(Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1972
Collatin : 28 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S1:43oj72 L2
Accn No. : 45433

3355 Title : Educational philosophy of Guru Gobind Singh and its impact on present thinking in education
Author : Tiwana, Paramjeet Kaur
Guide : T.S. Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1996
Collatin : 414p.
Class No : Q:-33wK660gT N6
Accn No. : 341173

3356 Title : Adjudication of election petitions in Panjab, 1971 & 1972 elections
Author : Tiwana, Ranjit Singh
Guide : H.K. Lal Malhotra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 183p.
Class No : V236,3:91:(Z,75).N7 L6
Accn No. : 46151

3357 Title : Akali Dal in Patiala District
Author : Tiwana, Ranjit Singh
Guide : S.K. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Class No : V236911,4N20 M4
Accn No. : 49217

3358 Title : Assessment of rural poverty alleviation programmes in Punjab (With CD-2061)
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Patiala District
Author : Tiwana, S.S.
Guide : Ranjit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Public Adm)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 377 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Y31:434.236911 P9
Accn No. : 343307, Th 343850, Th

3359 Title : Speedy justice and human rights
Author : Tiwana, Simmi
Guide : Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 202 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4519)
Class No : Z:(W:5) P8
Accn No. : 342846
3368 Title: Cytomorphological studies on some Polypodiaceous Genera of India
Author: Trikha, Chander Kanta
Guide: S.S.Bir
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Botany
Accp.Yr.: 1976
Collatin: 220 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: I42:1.2.N7 L6
Accn No.: 46450

3369 Title: Contributions to the sampling theory using multivariate information
Author: Tripathi, T.P.
Guide: O.P.Srivastava
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Mathematics
Accp.Yr.: 1970
Collatin: 324 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (79)
Class No: B2817 L0
Accn No.: 45341

3370 Title: Development and growth of University libraries and their services in Punjab
Author: Trishanjit Kaur
Guide: K.Navalani
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University(Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)
Degree: PhD
Accp.Yr.: 1994
Collatin: vi, 477 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: (57.1)
Class No: 234:xv236.N9 N4
Accn No.: 340823, Th

3371 Title: The Doctrine of the Pramanabhuta-Buddha
Author: Tsering, Nawang
Guide: Atul N.Sinha
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 241 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q4:f M5-M5;1
Accn No.: 49344
49361

3372 Title: Studies in the history of Buddhism in Ladakh
Sub.Ttl.: a study of the life & works of Mahasiddha Ngag-Dbang Tsering
Author: Tsering, Nawang
Guide: L.M.Joshi
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.Litt.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 169 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: Q43:332wMNG L7
Accn No.: 46765

3373 Title: Nature of B stars with emission lines
Author: Tur, Narinderjit Singh
Guide: S.D.Sharma
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 207p.
Notes: (125)
Class No: B96:6 N0;1
Accn No.: 49908-49909
3374 Title : Irrigation and agricultural transformation in Bari-Doab region, Punjab : 1961-85
Author : Tyagi, Gulshan Kumar
Guide : K.S.Sohal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Collatin : 245 p.
Notes : (3218)
Class No : U6:(D2-J).236.N9<-N7 M9
Accn No. : 49746-49747

3375 Title : Correlation between persistence, precision and tension
Author : Tyagi, M.C.
Guide : V.P.Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.(Phy.Ed.)
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Collatin : 61 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S:7obT:6 L0
Accn No. : 45224

3376 Title : A study of the opportunities for educational growth available to other ranks in the army
Author : Tyagi, Om Prakash
Guide : D.R.Vij
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Sub. on : 1968-69
Pub. Dt. : 1969
Collatin : 69 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3197)
Class No : T9(Y54).2.N7 K8
Accn No. : 45182

3377 Title : Transferential relationships in fiction of Bernard Malamud
Author : Tyagi, Vijay
Guide : Som P.Sharma
Univ/Fac : Himachal Pradesh Univ.Shimla (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1985
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 106p.
Class No : O-A,3N14:g M5
Accn No. : 341046(Ref.)

3378 Title : Organisation and functions of Punchayat Samiti:Patiala
Author : Uggar Singh
Guide : K.K.Puri
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A
Accp.Yr. : 1986
Pub/Unpu : u
Accn No. : 49975

3379 Title : Synbiotic effect of streptococcus thermophilus and fructooligosaccharides on systemic immune response and its immunotherapeutic potential in swiss albino mice (with CD-1946)
Author : Uma Rani
Guide : Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Patiala, Punjabi University (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Biotech)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 184 p. ; 29 cm.
Class No : GZ:424:S6 P9
Accn No. : 343129,Th
3387  Title    : Methylene blue sensitized oxidation of diphenylamine in cetylpyridinium chloride micellar solution  
Author   : Upraj Kaur  
Guide    : N.R. Dhamiwal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. (Chemistry)  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : 41 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : E7,51:81 Q1  
Accn No. : 343548, Th

3388  Title    : Patterns of linguistic variations in social context in Mulk Raj Anand’s coolie  
Author   : Upvinder Kaur  
Guide    : Surjeet Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)  
Degree   : Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr. : 1989  
Collatin : 256p.  
Class No : P-,73ogY M9  
Accn No. : 49703-49704

3389  Title    : Apparent molar volume & viscosity of glycine in mixed solvents  
Author   : Urmila  
Guide    : J.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : M.Phil. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1981  
Collatin : 57 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes   : (312)  
Class No : E92Z:2 M1  
Accn No. : 47810

3390  Title    : Solute-Solvent interactions of some amino acids in methanol-water mixtures at 298.15, 308.15 and 318.15 K.  
Author   : Urmila  
Guide    : J.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1986  
Collatin : 250 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes   : (313)  
Class No : E92Z:2201 M6-M6;2  
Accn No. : 48957  
49208  
49365

3391  Title    : Institutional development of Sikhism  
Sub.Ttl. : a philosophical perspective  
Author   : Urminder Kaur  
Guide    : G.S. Sandhu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree   : Ph.D  
Accp.Yr. : 1991  
Collatin : 356 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Q-:(R) N1  
Accn No. : 340145

3392  Title    : Unsuccessful marriages on Punjabi girls to non-resident Indians  
Sub.Ttl. : an investigation into causes and consequences (with CD-2432)  
Author   : Urvesh Purneet  
Guide    : Harinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Science)  
Degree   : Ph.D. (Sociology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 215 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y15:321780G425.236 P9  
Accn No. : 343535, Th
3393  Title : Hardiness, self-esteem and learned helplessness in relation to alcohol use (With CD-2577)  
Author : Usha  
Guide : Harprit Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala. (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Psychology  
Accp.Yr. : 2011  
Collatin : vi, 177 p.; 28 cm  
Class No : S:8(Y:411) Q1  
Accn No. : 343678, Th

3394  Title : Jaw Kinesis and feeding mechanism in certain Indian snakes and lizards and its significance  
Author : Usha Kiran  
Guide : Devinder Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accp.Yr. : 1980  
Collatin : 211p.; 28 cm.  
Notes : 484  
Class No : K9493:2:3 M0  
Accn No. : 47568

3395  Title : Studies on superoxide dismutase  
Author : Usha Kiran  
Guide : B.S. Ahuja  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1981  
Collatin : 73 p.; 26 cm.  
Notes : (316)  
Class No : E982 M11  
Accn No. : 47803

3396  Title : Finances of the Punjab state with special reference to the working of the planning commission and finance commission  
Author : Usha Rani  
Guide : Janak Raj Gupta Romesh Kumar Bansal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Economics)  
Accp.Yr. : 2008  
Collatin : 295 p.; 28 cm.  
Class No : X:75.236.P1t P8  
Accn No. : 342994

3397  Title : Review of literature on methods of recovery from fatigue  
Author : Usha Singh  
Guide : R.N. Thatte  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.P.ED  
Accp.Yr. : 1971  
Class No : MY:(S:34):g L1  
Accn No. : 45300

3398  Title : Investigation and application of some fundamental parameters related to x-ray fluorescence  
Author : Vandana  
Guide : Raj Mittal K.L.Allawadhi  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Physics  
Accp.Yr. : 1999  
Notes : (142.1)  
Class No : C53:74 N9  
Accn No. : 341471

3399  Title : Educational problems in relation to achievement motivation and intelligence among college students  
Author : Vandana,  
Guide : Jasraj Raur
3400 Title : Taxation of income in India
Sub.Ttl. : A study of post liberalisation period (with CD-2422)
Author : Vaneeta Rani
Guide : R.S. Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. (Commerce)
Accp.Yr. : 2010
Collatin : 79 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : T4:5(S:57) P7
Accn No. : 342489, Th

3401 Title : Changing consumption pattern in Punjab
Author : Varinder Kaur
Guide : Sucha Singh Gill
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Eco.
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 283 p. ; 30 cm.
Class No : X:1.236.P1 P4
Accn No. : 342137

3402 Title : Studies on the analysis of some toxic metal ions
in environmental samples by hyphenation of SPME-
HPLC and derivative spectrophotometry (with CD-1716)
Author : Varinder Kaur
Guide : Ashok Kumar Malik Neelam Verma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 225 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : E191:25 P8
Accn No. : 342701

3403 Title : Critical study of law relating to consumptions
affecting public health with special reference
to food adultration and narcotic drugs and
psychotrophic substances legislations
Author : Varinder Kumar
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Sub. on : 1990
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Pub. Dt. : 1990
Collatin : 204 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4577)
Class No : Z2,97(L:5) N0
Accn No. : 340338

3404 Title : Role of Punjab Urban planning and development
authority (PUDA) in urban development : a case
study of Patiala
Author : Varinder Kumar
Guide : Geetinder Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Pub. Admn.
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 152 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (3218.1)
Class No : U47:(Y33).236911,w,N83 P9
Accn No. : 342919, Th

3405 Title : Synthesis of some potential anticonvulsants
Author : Varinder Singh
Guide : Ajit Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1995
3406 Title : Empowerment of women through local self-government  
Sub.Ttl. : a sociological analysis (with CD-1368)  
Author : Varminder Kaur  
Guide : Malkit Kaur  
Sukhdev Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. (Sociology)  
Accp.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 261 p. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Y15:4:5(W,6).2 P6  
Accn No. : 342395, Th

3407 Title : A comparative study of the attitudes of parents & teachers towards school  
Author : Vashisht, Santosh Kumari  
Guide : D.R.Vij  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.Ed.  
Accp.Yr. : 1972  
Collatin : 121 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2689 I)  
Class No : T20A22 L2  
Accn No. : 47679

3408 Title : Brand loyalty and marketing strategy for consumer non durables  
Sub.Ttl. : a study of households in Punjab and Chandigarh  
Author : Vasudeva, Anupam  
Guide : B.S.Bhatia  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Management)  
Degree : Ph.D. Business Management  
Accp.Yr. : 1999  
Collatin : 418 p.  
Class No : X:51.236 N9;1  
Accn No. : 341459

3409 Title : Studies in hetrocyclic(A study directed towards the synthesis of Thia-Aze-Steroids)  
Author : Vasudeva, Sudesh K  
Guide : N.K. Ralhan  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Chemistry  
Accp.Yr. : 1971  
Collatin : 181p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (297)  
Class No : E8:4 L1-L1;2  
Accn No. : 45391-45392 45454

3410 Title : Cytomorphological studies on Pteridophytic flora of Pachmarhi hills(Central India)  
Author : Vasudeva, Surinder Mohan  
Guide : S.S.Bir  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D Botany  
Accp.Yr. : 1983  
Collatin : 516 p. ; 28 cm..  
Class No : I4,11:2 M3-M3;1  
Accn No. : 48462 48484

3411 Title : Attitude of the bright and dull students towards school  
Author : Vats, Shama  
Guide : M.R.Kansal  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree : M.A.Education  
Accp.Yr. : 1977  
Collatin : 65 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes : (2703)  
Class No : T2.236.N7 L7;1  
Accn No. : 46570 46577 48271-48272 48294
3412 Title : Reactions of O2(1/g)
Author : Veena Rani
Guide : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil.Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatin : 66 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (208)
Class No : E:25 M11
Accn No. : 47807-47808

3413 Title : Comparative study of the effects of training in certain physical activities...on cardiovascular, respiratory and renal functions.
Author : Venkateswarlu, K
Guide : I.D. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1971
Collatin : 197p.
Class No : L32ogMY2 L1
Accn No. : 45462

3414 Title : Effects of interval training on the resting pulse rate, eosinophil count, sugar content & fitness index as judged by harvard step up test
Author : Venkateswarlu, K.
Guide : S.R.Mohindroo
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Ed
Accp.Yr. : 1964
Collatin : 61p.
Class No : MY225 K41
Accn No. : 45012

3415 Title : Indian criminal justice and challenges in context of technology revolution
Author : Verma, Ameeta
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 256 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4561.1.6)
Class No : Z2,5:(9T) P7
Accn No. : 342726, Th

3416 Title : A comparative study of the educational philosophy of Swami Dayanand and Sri Aurobindo Ghosh and its relevance to modern Indian education
Author : Verma, Anita
Guide : T.S.Sodhi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : Ph.D (Education)
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 590 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2559)
Class No : TxM72OvM24 N4;1
Accn No. : 340919-340921

3417 Title : Educational philosophy of Daynand and its relevance to modern Indian education
Author : Verma, Anita
Guide : M.R.Kansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil (Edu.)
Accp.Yr. : 1988
Collatin : 125 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (2554)
Class No : TxM24 M8
Accn No. : 49507-49508

3418 Title : Analysis of 1980 Lok Sabha elections in Punjab
Author : Verma, Ashok Kumar
Guide : Dalip Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Pub/Unpu : u
3419 Title : Question hour as an instrument of legislative control-coalition ministries of Punjab 1969-1971
Author : Verma, Ashok Kumar
Guide : D.R.Sachdeva
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1977
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 94p.
Class No : V236,3:3.N71<->N19 L7;1
Accn No. : 46544

3420 Title : Guru Gobind Singh in history
Author : Verma, Devinder Kumar
Guide : G.S.Nayyar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1989
Class No : V236y7K66 M9
Accn No. : 49802

3421 Verma, H.L.
Library Cataloguing (Project of M.Lib.)
340316

3422 Title : Management of working capital in iron and steel industry in India
Author : Verma, Harbans Lal
Guide : B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn. & Commerce)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Class No : V65oj8(F182):8.2 M7
Accn No. : 49417

3423 Title : A study of job involvement and job satisfaction of library professionals in Patiala City
Author : Verma, Hira Lal
Guide : S.P.Narang
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : vii, 210 p.; 29 cm.
Notes : (11) Project report
Class No : 2:236911,b:(X:91) N1
Accn No. : 340352

3424 Title : Study of subject
Sub.Ttl. : library cataloguing
Author : Verma, Hira Lal
Guide : M.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala(Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Lib.
Accp.Yr. : 1991
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : iv, 152 p.; 30 cm.
Notes : Project report (16)
Class No : 2:55.N9 N1-N1;1
Accn No. : 340303,Th

3425 Title : Study on the application of production planning techniques in the unit of Hindustan milkfood manufacturers Ltd(HMM) at Nabha(Punjab)
Author : Verma, Kesava Chandra
Guide : R.K.Sehgal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admn.& Commerce)
Accp.Yr. : 1978
3426 Verma, M.L. 
A study of job evaluation and job satisfaction of
lib.professionals in patiala city (Diss. of M.Lib.) / 
M.L.Verma
340393

3427 Title: Rhodesia and the Afro-Asian countries 1965-1975
Author: Verma, Manju
Guide: M.Kohli
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences)
Degree: M.Lit
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 257p.
Class No: V613:194.N75<
Accn No.: 46947

3428 Title: Rhodesia and World politics 1965-1975
Author: Verma, Manju
Guide: Manorma Kohli
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social 
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1986
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 604p.
Class No: V613:194.N75<
Accn No.: 48987

3429 Title: Theoretical investigations of the performance of 
optical systems
Author: Verma, Narendra Kumar
Guide: V.P.Nayyar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical 
Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Notes: (138)
Class No: C51 L7;2
Accn No.: 46800 46913-46914

3430 Title: The protection of civil rights act
Sub.Ttl.: a critique
Author: Verma, Neelam
Guide: Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 1997
Collatin: 343 p.
Class No: W:5:(Z) N7
Accn No.: 341398, Thesis

3431 Title: Spectrophotometric and polarographic estimation 
of some pesticides and metallic poisons
Author: Verma, Neelam
Guide: A.L.J. Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical 
Sciences) 
Degree: Ph.D. Chemistry
Accp.Yr.: 1985
Collatin: 228 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (220)
Class No: E:3,T1(F594) M5-M5;2
Accn No.: 48949 49206-49207

3432 Title: Congress party in Punjab
Sub.Ttl.: a study of its support base and performance 
(1977-2002)
Author: Verma, Neeru
Guide: Jamshid Ali Khan
ParamJit Kaur Gill
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Pol.Science)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
3433 Title : Trade unionism in Punjab
Author : Verma, Om Parkash
Guide : Bhagat Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Pub/Unpub : u
Class No : X:97D.236 L9
Accn No. : 343373

3434 Title : Reservation in jobs for backward classes
Author : Verma, Poonam
Guide : Satpal Nalwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Collatin : 204 p.
Class No : X:95obY5927:(Z) N9
Accn No. : 341403

3435 Title : Socio-legal aspects of bigamous and polygamous marriages in India and Islamic world
Sub.Ttl. : A comparative study
Author : Verma, Poonam
Guide : Harpal Kaur Khehra
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Professional Courses)
Degree : Ph.D. Law
Collatin : 342 p.; 30 cm.
Class No : Z2,1220aQ7 P2
Accn No. : 342130

3436 Title : Esterification through o-alkylation
Sub.Ttl. : synthetic & mechanistic studies
Author : Verma, Raman K.
Guide : Baldev Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Collatin : 176 p.; 25 cm.
Class No : E5,383:4 M7-M7;1
Accn No. : 49107-49108

3437 Title : Anatomy and histology of the male and female reproductive system of Diapromorpha turcica Fab.Var.e (Coleoptera; Chrysomelidae)
Author : Verma, Renu
Guide : J.P. Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : M.Sc. Zoology
Collatin : 37 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : K8655:670k2 L7
Accn No. : 46584

3438 Title : Work capacity and physiological responses to exercise with special reference to age changes
Author : Verma, Satish Kumar
Guide : L.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Collatin : 310 p.; 28 cm
Class No : G9E:33CogMY11 M8-M8;2
Accn No. : 49408-49409

3439 Title : Moral degeneration in Shakespeare's times
Sub.Ttl. : an analysis of three tragedies
Author : Verma, Seema
Guide : G.R. Kataria
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 139p.
Class No : 0-,2J64:g(Y:425) N4
Accn No. : 340925

3440 Title : Determination of integral incoherent scattering cross-sections of photons from bound electrons
Author : Verma, Sham Lal
Guide : B.S.Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1980
Collatin : 122p.
Notes : (187)
Class No : C985 M0;3
Accn No. : 47903 47946 47995 48172

3441 Title : Determination of integral K_Shell incoherent scattering cross-sections of 662 keV photons in intermediate 'Z' elements
Author : Verma, Sham Lal
Guide : B.S.Sood
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil
Accp.Yr. : 1978
Collatin : 60p.
Notes : (154)
Class No : C6:45 L8
Accn No. : 46933

3442 Title : Chamber of Princes 1921-1947
Author : Verma, Surinder Mohan
Guide : A.C.Arora
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 382p.
Class No : V2,32:33(W:2).N47<N21 M7
Accn No. : 49155-49156

3443 Title : Attributional intervention for failure management of depressed individuals
Author : Vidhu Mohan
Guide : Vandana Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D (Psychology)
Accp.Yr. : 2004
Collatin : 201 p.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2466.1)
Class No : S:172 P4
Accn No. : 342173

3444 Title : An economic analysis of demand for light travel vehicles in Punjab (with CD-1647)
Author : Vij, Sonia
Guide : Ranjit Singh Ghuman O.P.Miglani
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2007
Collatin : 265 p.; 26 cm.
Class No : X4:731.236 P7
Accn No. : 342663, Th

3445 Title : Taxonomy and zoogeography of Indian coccinellidae (Coleoptera) sans coccinellinae (with CD-1363)
Author : Vijay Kumar
Guide : Tarlok Singh Devinder Singh
3446  Title : President of India—appointment, powers and role  
Author : Vijay Lakshmi  
Guide : Harmandar Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Science)  
Degree : M.A.  
Accep.Yr. : 1980  
Pub/Unpu : u  
Class No : V2,1:3 M0  
Accn No. : 49260

3447  Title : Consumer protection  
Sub.Ttl. : laws and practice  
Author : Vikas Kumar  
Guide : Penu  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Phil.Pub.Adm.  
Accep.Yr. : 2009  
Collatin : 157 p. ; 26 cm.  
Class No : X:321:(Z2).P1 P9  
Accn No. : 342905,Th

3448  Title : Cytological, studies on the superfamily lygaeoidea (Insecta : Hemiptera ;Heteroptera)  
Author : Vikas Suman  
Guide : Harbhajan Kaur  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D. Zoology  
Accep.Yr. : 2010  
Class No : K86 Q0  
Accn No. : 343381,Th

3449  Title : The Idea of God in Sikhism  
Author : Vikram Singh  
Guide : Avtar Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences)  
Degree : M.Litt  
Accep.Yr. : 1975  
Collatin : vp. ; 28 cm.  
Class No : Q-31 L5  
Accn No. : 45899

3450  Title : Adultery as a criminal offence in India  
Author : Vikramjit Singh  
Guide : Pushpinder Kaur Dhillon  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree : LL.M.  
Accep.Yr. : 2006  
Collatin : 221 p. ; 26 cm.  
Notes : (4561.71)  
Class No : Z2,5J3 P6  
Accn No. : 342604,Th

3451  Title : Interrelationship of nutrition with growth & development of children from 1 through 5 years of age  
Author : Vinayak, Harbhajan Kaur  
Guide : Lakhbir Singh  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)  
Degree : Ph.D.  
Accep.Yr. : 1993  
Class No : L9C:7 N3  
Accn No. : 340815

3452  Title : Development and characterization of fluxies for submerged ARC welding (with CD-2345)  
Author : Vindor Kumar  
Guide : Jaimal Singh Khamba  
Narendra Mohan  
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Engineering and Technology)
3453 Title: Municipal corporation elections in Punjab, 2002
Sub.Ttl.: a case study of Patiala
Author: Vinod Kumar
Guide: S.S. Tiwana
Univ/Fac: Faculty of Social Sciences (Punjabi Univ. Patiala)
Degree: M.Phil. (Pub. Admn.)
Accp.Yr.: 2003
Collatin: 135 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: V236911, 61:91y7.P02 P3
Accn No.: 342050, Th

3454 Title: Users survey of departmental libraries of Punjabi University, Patiala
Author: Vipan Behari
Guide: S.P. Narang
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.Lib.I.Sc.
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: viii, 128 p.; 30 cm.
Notes: Project report (61)
Class No: 234:2:236911 N0
Accn No.: 340398

3455 Vipan Bihari
Systems (Project of M.Lib.)
340584

3456 Vipan Bihari
User survey of departmental libraries (Distt. of M.Lib.)
340309

3457 Title: Search for CIS-AB blood group types: a least studied aspect of the ABO system
Author: Virdi, Jaspreet
Guide: Harsurinder Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 188 p.
Class No: L35:f N6
Accn No.: 341220

3458 Title: Search for identity in the poetry of Seamus Heaney, Derek Mahon and Paul Muldoon (with CD-1512)
Author: Virdi, Karmjit Kaur
Guide: Gulshan Rai Kataria
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D. (English)
Accp.Yr.: 2006
Collatin: 244 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: 0-, 1xN5 P6
Accn No.: 342567, Th

3459 Title: Malls and hypermarkets (With CD-2569)
Sub.Ttl.: perspectives of contemporary shopping
Author: Virdi, Sandeep Singh
Guide: R.K. Sehgal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala. (Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree: Ph.D. Business Manag
Accp.Yr.: 2011
Collatin: 395 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: X512:8v Q1
Accn No.: 343665, Th

3460 Title: Historical survey of Kautilya's Arthashastra
Author: Virender Kumar
Guide: Gurcharan Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A.
Accp.Yr.: 1967
3461 Title : A study of treatment of female offenders in police lock-ups and prisons in Punjab
Author : Virendra Kumar
Guide : Gurpal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Collatin : 379 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4583)
Class No : Z236,1930aY:462 N2
Accn No. : 340114(Ref.)

3462 Title : Municipal administration during the administrators regime in Patiala
Author : Virinder Jeet
Guide : H.C.Modi
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Project Report(Dip.)
Accp.Yr. : 1975
Collatin : 32p.
Class No : V236911,61:35.N75<–N71 L5
Accn No. : 46186

3463 Title : Working of dyarchy in the Punjab / Virinder Singh. -- Patiala: Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, 1989. 306 p. ; 22 cm.
V236:3.N3<–N1 M9;1 49629

3464 Title : Crop land use and diffusion of agriculture innovations in Punjab
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of village Doda
Author : Virk, Avtar Singh
Guide : G.B.Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree : M.Sc.Geography
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 32 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (3224)
Class No : U6710aX8(J)y7236911D,N7 L9
Accn No. : 47457

3465 Title : Role of the Dogras at the Lahore Durbar 1799-1849
Author : Virk, Baljeet Singh
Guide : Mohinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.History
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 264p.
Class No : V236.M49<–L99 N7
Accn No. : 341248

3466 Title : Worker in informal economy
Sub.Ttl. : a sociological study of rickshaw pullers in Patiala city (with CD-2933)
Author : Virk, Gurnam Singh
Guide : Dharam Pal Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Social Work.
Accp.Yr. : 2012
Collatin : viii, 271 p. ; 28 cm.
3468 Title : A study of the adjustment problems of adolescents having working and non working mothers
Author : Virk, Harjinder
Guide : S.B.Kakkar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1973
Collatin : 87 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : S2:5(Y221) L3
Accn No. : 48781
48797

3469 Title : Comparative study of adjustment of male and female high school teachers 1983-84
Author : Virk, Manjeet
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Notes : (2700)
Class No : T2.236,b:(S) M4
Accn No. : 340489-340490

3470 Title : Genetic status of the scheduled caste populations in Punjab
Author : Virk, Rupinder Kaur
Guide : S.M.S.Chahal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Human Biology
Accp.Yr. : 2000
Collatin : 166 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (332.5)
Class No : G:6(Y5927).236 P0
Accn No. : 341475

3471 Title : Study of vocational attitude in relation to over and under achievers 1983-84
Author : Virk, Sarabjeet Kaur
Guide : S.S.Grewal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala
Degree : M.Ed.
Accp.Yr. : 1984
Class No : T9(Y4):5,2 M4
Accn No. : 340497

3472 Title : Changing status of individual under international law
Sub.Ttl. : problem and prospects
Author : Virk, Sukhwinder K.
Guide : G.S.Bajwa
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LLM
Sub. on : 1989-90
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 222 p. ; 25 cm.
Notes : (4527)
Class No : Z1,15.N9 N0;1
Accn No. : 340519-340520

3473 Title : Punjab Vidhan Sabha Elections 2007
Sub.Ttl. : a case study of Anandpur Sahib constituency
Author : Virpal Singh
Guide : Satish Kumar Sharma
Univ/Fac : Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil(Political Sc)
Accp.Yr. : 2009
Collatin : 150 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : V236911A,32:91.P07 P9-P9;1
Accn No. : 343211-343212, Th

3474 Title : Capital coefficients in the Indian manufacturing
Author : Vishwa Mittar, Inderjeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Deptt of Economics)
Degree : U.G.C.minor project
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Collatin : 44 p.; 28 cm.
Class No : X:326.2.N9 N7-N7;2
Accn No. : 341549, RG
341550-341551
3475 Title : Structure of land holdings in Punjab
Author : Vishwa Mitter
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 104p.
Class No : X8(J):322.236 L9
Accn No. : 47406
3476 Title : Financing of small scale industries in a
developing economy
Sub.Ttl. : A case study of Punjab
Author : Viveky, Tarsem Lal
Guide : Ajmer Singh Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1987
Collatin : 355 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4105)
Class No : X9B:89ZB.236.N9 M7
Accn No. : 49378
3477 Title : Financing of small enterprises in Malerkotla
Author : Viveky, Tersem Lal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : M.A.
Accp.Yr. : 1979
Collatin : 147 p.; 26 cm.
Notes : (4107)
Class No : X9B,8(A) L9
Accn No. : 47662
3478 Title : Study of agenesis of the third molar among the
Punjabis
Author : Vohra, Faquir Singh
Guide : Suraj P. Sharma
Univ/Fac : Guru Nanak Dev Uni.Amritsar (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Biology
Accp.Yr. : 1993
Class No : L214:7.236 N3
Accn No. : 340988
3479 Title : Thermoelastic response of Isotropic media
Author : Wadhawan, M.C.
Guide : Avtar Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.
Accp.Yr. : 1971
Notes : (109)
Class No : B715:(C4:7) L1
Accn No. : 45450
3480 Title : Creative functioning of XIth grade science and
humanities students
Author : Wadi, Jasbir
Guide : R.P. Goyal
Univ/Fac : Faculty of Education (Punjabi Univ.Patiala)
Degree : M.A.Edu.
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatin : 33 o.; 28 cm.
Notes : (2802)
Class No : T2:5:(S:44) L6
Accn No. : 48260
3481 Title : A critical evaluation of works of pioneers in
advertising communication (with CD-1727)
Author : Wadwalkar, Sanjay
Guide : Gurmeet Mann
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education & Inf.Sci.)
Degree : Ph.D. Journalism
3482 Title: Structure of the Sikh Misals  
Author: Walia (Harjeet Kaur)  
Guide: Bhagat Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: M.A.  
Accp.Yr.: 1973  
Class No: TV236.L9 L31  
Accn No.: 342709, Th  

3483 Title: Comparative study of dance elements in natyashastra and abhinaya darpana (with CD-1786)  
Author: Walia, Aarohi  
Guide: Sharma, Jagmohan  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Art & Culture)  
Degree: Ph.D.  
Accp.Yr.: 1998  
Class No: TV236.N47<=M82 N9  
Accn No.: 341484  

3484 Title: Development of education and socio-political change in the Punjab (1882-1947)  
Author: Walia, Amrit  
Guide: Shiv Kumar Gupta  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D. History  
Accp.Yr.: 1999  
Class No: TV236.N1 L8  
Accn No.: 46950  

3485 Title: Development of education in the Punjab 1882-1919  
Author: Walia, Amrit  
Guide: Fauja Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Education)  
Degree: M.Litt.  
Accp.Yr.: 1978  
Collatin: 307 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: (2548)  
Class No: TV236.N1 L8  
Accn No.: 343332, Th  

3486 Title: Prison law in India and Canada  
Sub.Ttl.: a comparative study  
Author: Walia, Dampreet  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University.Patiala (Faculty of Law)  
Degree: LL.M.  
Sub. on: 2010  
Collatin: 221 p. ; 27 cm.  
Class No: Z2om72:(Y:4:62) Q0  
Accn No.: 343332, Th  

3487 Title: Development of three dimensional rendering algorithms based on non-linear interpolation and analysis of their relative performances (with CD 1387)  
Author: Walia, Ekta  
Guide: Chandan Singh  
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ. Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)  
Degree: Ph.D (Comp.Sci.)  
Accp.Yr.: 2006  
Collatin: 152 p. ; 28 cm.  
Notes: (74.71)  
Class No: 9S72:8 P6  
Accn No.: 342417, Th
Cytokine gene polymorphisms and recurrent pregnancy loss in population of Delhi (with CD- 2388)

Title: Cytokine gene polymorphisms and recurrent pregnancy loss in population of Delhi (with CD- 2388)
Author: Walia, Gagandeep Kaur
Guide: S.M.S.Chahal
Manju Puri
K.N.Saraswathy
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of the Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. (Human Biology)
Accp.Yr.: 2010
Collatin: 235 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: G116:(L:341).251 Q0
Accn No.: 343495, Th

Electoral offences in India

Title: Electoral offences in India
Author: Walia, Geetika
Guide: Manjeet Singh Nijjar
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 200 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes: (4561.1.81)
Class No: Z2,5:(W:91) P8
Accn No.: 342853(TH)

Study of tuberculosis patients with respect to anthropometric measurements and nutritional status

Title: Study of tuberculosis patients with respect to anthropometric measurements and nutritional status
Author: Walia, Geetu
Guide: Lakhbir Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: M.Phil. Human Bio
Accp.Yr.: 1993
Collatin: 110 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 525
Class No: L:421or573 N3
Accn No.: 340242

Cytological studies on some North and North-east Indian odonata

Title: Cytological studies on some North and North-east Indian odonata
Author: Walia, Gurinder Kaur
Guide: Ravinder Pal Kaur Sandhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Zoology
Accp.Yr.: 1996
Collatin: 234 p. ; 28
Notes: 422.1
Class No: K8611:6.29W N6
Accn No.: 341149

Existential concerns in the fiction of Anita Desai and Arun Joshi

Title: Existential concerns in the fiction of Anita Desai and Arun Joshi
Author: Walia, Gurmohan Singh
Guide: B.R.Rao
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Languages)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1992
Collatin: 256p.
Class No: G-I,3;g(R39(Y) N2
Accn No.: 340091

Cost of capital in Telco

Title: Cost of capital in Telco
Author: Walia, Gursewak S.
Guide: B.S.Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Business Admin.and Commerce)
Degree: MBA
Accp.Yr.: 1972
Collatin: 51p.
Class No: X8(05):6.253 L4
Accn No.: 47863

Parties and politics at the Sikh court 1799-1849

Title: Parties and politics at the Sikh court 1799-1849
Author: Walia, Jagjiwan Mohan
Guide: Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1979
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 499p.
Class No: V236(Q-).M49v-L99 L9
Accn No.: 47759
3495 Title : Physico-Chemical studies in organic solvent systems
Author : Walia, Jasvir Singh
Guide : K.S. Sidhu
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Physical Sciences)
Degree : M.Phil. Chemistry
Accp.Yr. : 1981
Collatim : 64 p. ; 28 cm.
Notes : (250)
Class No : E5:22 M1
Accn No. : 47818

3496 Title : Study of the problems of married working women at Patiala
Author : Walia, Kirpal
Guide : G.S.Bhatnagar
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : DSWA
Accp.Yr. : 1976
Collatim : 49p.
Class No : Y15(R421)-4:4.236911.N7
Accn No. : 46111

3497 Title : Economic analysis of value added tax
Sub.Ttl. : a comparative study of Punjab and Haryana (with CD-2928)
Author : Walia, Kuldeep
Guide : Romesh Kumar Bansal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D. Economics
Accp.Yr. : 2012
Collatim : x, 216 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X72.236om1 Q2
Accn No. : 343814,Th

3498 Title : Inter-State economic disparities and the role of the transfer of resources from the Union Government to the State Government
Author : Walia, Manjit
Guide : Janak Raj Gupta
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D.Economics
Accp.Yr. : 1997
Class No : X:27.2 N7
Accn No. : 341250

3499 Title : Work life balance of working professionals (With CD-2584)
Sub.Ttl. : a study of it and its industry
Author : Walia, Parminder
Guide : Sanjay Modi Navjot Kaur
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Business Studies)
Degree : Ph.D. Business management
Accp.Yr. : 2011
Collatim : xii, 229 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : X8(9T):91 Q1
Accn No. : 343685,Th

3500 Title : Study of the Praja Mandal Movement
Author : Walia, Ramesh
Guide : Fauja Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1970
Pub/Unpu : u
Class No : V23691:51.N46<-N25 L0
Accn No. : 45336
3501 Title : Non-Aligned movement and the genesis of the demand for new International economic order
Author : Walia, Reena
Guide : Manorma Kohli
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1990
Collatin : 320p.
Class No : W:19(zk):(X) N0-N0;1
Accn No. : 49841

3502 Title : Resource mobilisation in India's corporate sector
Author : Walia, Rozy
Guide : Khanna, Govind
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1992
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 293 p.
Notes : (4136)
Class No : X95,8(A):6.2.N9 N2
Accn No. : 340113

3503 Title : A critical study of Anti-defection law in India
Author : Wani, Monica
Guide : Rav Karan Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M
Accp.Yr. : 2001
Pub/Unpu : u
Collatin : 232 p. ; 30 cm
Notes : (4569.11)
Class No : Z2,91.N9 P1
Accn No. : 341598

3504 Title : Philosophy of Humanism in Guru Nanak's compositions
Author : Wazir Singh
Guide : G.S.Talib
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree : Ph.D
Accp.Yr. : 1969
Collatin : 255 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No : Q:-2110aR39(Y) K9;1
Accn No. : 45294

3505 Work value of university libraries in punjab.
340564

3506 Title : Study of feminist literary criticism
Author : Yadav, Nikhilesh
Guide : Harjinder Singh
Univ/Fac : Kurukshetra Univ.Kurukshetra (Faculty of Languages)
Degree : M.Phil.English
Accp.Yr. : 1994
Collatin : 125p.
Class No : O:g(Y15) N4
Accn No. : 341028(Ref.)

3507 Title : Police protection to victims of crime
Author : Yadwinder Singh
Guide : Param Jeet Singh
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Uni.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree : LL.M.
Accp.Yr. : 2008
Collatin : 188 p. ; 26 cm.
Notes : (4561.22)
Class No : Z2,5:(Y:45:61) P8
Accn No. : 342862

3508 Title : Creativity of +1 students in relation to their home environment, risk taking tendency and radical-conservative attitude
Author : Yash Karan Singh
Guide : R.P.Goyal
Univ/Fac : Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
3509 Title: Physique, body composition and lung function of Indian sportsmen
Author: Yash Pal
Guide: Indera P. Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Vocational Courses)
Degree: Ph.D.Anthropology
Accp.Yr.: 1991
Collatin: 367p.
Class No: L9Y:2.2 N1
Accn No.: 341006

3510 Title: A critical study of moral law in Kantian ethics
Author: Yash Paul
Guide: R.D.Nirakari
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Humanities & Religious St.)
Degree: M.A.(Philosophy)
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 102 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: R4xL24:g L7-L7;1
Accn No.: 46491-46492

3511 Title: Organisation and working of Punjab financial corporation
Author: Yash Paul
Guide: Harbans Pathak
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences)
Degree: M.A
Accp.Yr.: 1988
Pub/Unpu: u
Collatin: 129p.
Accn No.: 49974

3512 Title: Criminal liability for negligence in India
Author: Yashwinder Kaur
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: LL.M.
Accp.Yr.: 2000
Collatin: 155 p. ; 30 cm.
Notes: (4556.1)
Class No: Z2,44.N7 P0-P0;1
Accn No.: 341589-341590

3513 Title: Liability for negligence in India—with special reference to medical negligence
Author: Yashwinder Kaur
Guide: Charanjit Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala (Faculty of Law)
Degree: Ph.D (Law)
Accp.Yr.: 2009
Collatin: 425 p. ; 28 cm.
Class No: Z2,545:(L) P9-P9;1
Accn No.: 343367,Th 343546,Th

3514 Title: Grow more trees campaign
Author: Yuvraj Singh
Guide: L.R.Nagpal
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni.Patiala.
Degree: P.R.Diploma
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 33p. : iii. ; 28 cm.
Notes: 410
Class No: JB:3:5.2.N7 L7-L7;1
Accn No.: 46370 46786

3515 Title: Incidence, seasonal abundance, extent of damage and management of some insect pests at the nursery level of Terminalia Arjuna (Roxb.Ex Deo.),W. & Arn.(Arjun), Albizia Lebbeck (L.) Benth.(Black Siris) and Albizia procera (Roxb.) Benth. (White Siris) in Punjab (With CD-1920)
Author: Yuvraj Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
3516 Title: Molecular detection of virulent and nonvirulent strains of staphylococcus aureus in hospitals (with CD-1847)
Author: Zahoor, Shazia
Guide: Aruna Bhatia
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D.Biotechnology
Accp.Yr.: 2008
Collatin: 142 p.; 26 cm.
Class No: K86:4304.236 P8
Accn No.: 342890, Th

3517 Title: Masnaviat-e-Fani Kashmiri ka tanqidi jaiza
Author: Zaidi, Iraq Raza
Guide: Sheikh .Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D. (Persian)
Accp.Yr.: 1990
Collatin: 354 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: GZ116:424 P8
Accn No.: 49780-49781(Th)

3518 Title: Disappearance phenomenon in Kashmir Valley
Sub.Ttl.: impact on affected families and social work intervention (with CD-2923)
Author: Zargar, Wakar Amin
Guide: Manjit Singh Dharam Pal Singh
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Uni. Patiala ( Faculty of Social Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D. Social Work
Accp.Yr.: 2012
Collatin: vi, 253 p.; 28 cm.
Class No: YX225:4.241 Q2
Accn No.: 343756, Th

3519 Title: Developmental age in Jat-Sikh boys from 5 to 20 with special reference to skeletal sexual and dental maturity
Author: Zora Singh
Guide: L.S.Sidhu
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Life Sciences)
Degree: Ph.D
Accp.Yr.: 1998
Collatin: 287 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (326)
Class No: G:2:(Y12).236912 N8
Accn No.: 341269(Ref.)

3520 Title: Punjab mein Urdu ghazal ke pachas saal
Sub.Ttl.: 1951 ne 2000 tak(with CD-1801)
Author: Zuberi, Mohamad Saleem
Guide: Javed, Sheikh Zinatullah, 1946-
Univ/Fac: Punjabi University, Patiala/Faculty of Languages
Degree: Ph.D.Urdu
Accp.Yr.: 2007
Collatin: 254 p.; 29 cm.
Notes: Text in Urdu.
Class No: G168,1v236.P1 P7
Accn No.: 342793(Th)

3521 Title: Some selected correlates of students' attitude towards arithmetic
Author: Zutshi, Kalpana
Guide: Amrit Kaur
Univ/Fac: Punjabi Univ.Patiala (Faculty of Education)
Degree: M.A.Education
Accp.Yr.: 1977
Collatin: 62 p.; 28 cm.
Notes: (2755)
Class No: T2:3(B1):(S:57) L6-L6;1
Accn No.: 46571  48292